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Abstract
Let S be a non-compact surface with empty boundary and negative Euler characteristic. Fock
and Goncharov [30, 31] devise coordinate systems for the space of properly convex projective
structures on S and for the space of doubly-decorated finite-area projective structures on S. These
are known as the spaces of X -coordinates and A-coordinates respectively. We use the former to
provide straightforward proofs of known results regarding the moduli space of convex projective
structures on surfaces of finite area, due to Marquis [49] and closed surfaces, due to Goldman [32].
The latter coordinate space is then shown to have a natural cell decomposition induced by the
canonical cell decomposition of a real projective surface due to Cooper and Long [19]. In the final
chapter we recall Parreau’s [57] generalisation of Thurston’s [67] compactification of Teichmu¨ller
space via length spectra. Subsequently, Parreau [58] provides a method of assigning an action of
pi1(S) on a Euclidean building to points on the boundary of this compactified space as well as a
pi1(S)-invariant subset of the building for some such points. Parreau’s construction depends upon
a choice of ideal triangulation so a natural question to ask is whether or not for each point on
the ideal boundary of the moduli space there exists an ideal triangulation with respect to which
Parreau’s construction provides a pi1(S)-invariant subset of the building. We answer this question
in the negative. We modify Parreau’s construction to provide a pi1(S)-invariant subset to a dense
subset of the boundary points. Moreover this is done in a way that is independent of the choice of
ideal triangulation used to define the X -coordinates.
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Introduction
The modern study of geometric structures on surfaces originated with Riemann’s [64] efforts to
understand families of smooth surfaces. Given a conformal surface S, a substantial portion of
Riemann’s work is dedicated to determining how many parameters are required to describe the
family of conformally inequivalent surfaces which are homeomorphic to S. This family may be
endowed with a (possibly singular) analytic structure and has subsequently been referred to as the
Riemann moduli space of S. The Uniformisation Theorem of Poincare´ [63] and Koebe [44] shows
that the notion of conformal structure may be replaced with the notion of complete Riemannian
metric. That is, the Riemann moduli space of S may be thought of as the space of complete
Riemannian metrics on S, up to isometric equivalence.
To address the ideas of Riemann in a rigorous way, a dynamic research field developed with
particular emphasis on endowing the space of all such metrics with some structure. The work which
signaled the maturity of this field is that of Teichmu¨ller [66]. Instead of the Riemann moduli
space of S, Teichmu¨ller studies the space of complete Riemannian metrics on S up to marked
isometry, a finer notion of equivalence than isometry, defined formally in § 1.4. An advantage of
this perspective is that the space of marked isometry classes of Riemannian metrics on S has an
analytic structure without singularities. Let Σ be a smooth surface of negative Euler characteristic
so that – following the Gauss-Bonnet theorem – a complete Riemannian metric on Σ is locally
isometric to the hyperbolic metric. A substantial contribution of Teichmu¨ller is a determination
of the diffeomorphism type of the moduli space of all marked hyperbolic metrics on Σ. The space
of all finite-area hyperbolic metrics on Σ, up to marked isometry, is referred to as the Teichmu¨ller
space of Σ, denoted Teich(Σ). Riemann’s early forays into counting the parameters required to
describe the family of conformally inequivalent surfaces which are homeomorphic to Σ had now
been refined into a field of investigation into the geometry and topology of Teich(Σ).
As the classical theory of hyperbolic structures on surfaces developed into a well-understood
area of research, generalisations of this work abounded. This thesis is concerned with questions
which arise when one replaces the hyperbolic metric in Teichmu¨ller’s work with a non-Riemannian
metric called the Hilbert metric. The Hilbert metric is defined on a bounded convex set in an
affine plane. We consider this affine plane to be embedded in the real projective plane
RP2 := R
3 \ {0}upslope∼
where x ∼ y if and only if x = ky for some k ∈ R∗. For this reason we refer to a convex domain
with a Hilbert metric as a ‘projective geometry’. Denoting the convex domain by Ω, the elements
of PGL3(R) which preserve Ω are seen to be isometries of the Hilbert metric on Ω. There is one
instance in which the converse is not true, see Theorems 1.2.2–1.2.3. The Hilbert metric generalises
the hyperbolic metric in the sense that if Ω happens to be an ellipse then it agrees with the natural
hyperbolic metric on that ellipse. A surface endowed with the Hilbert metric of a fixed convex
domain is said to be endowed with a convex projective structure.
A seminal work in the study of convex projective structures on surfaces is that of Goldman [32]
who determines the homeomorphism type of the moduli space of convex projective structures on
a compact surface and provides a parameterisation of this space. In particular the space of convex
projective structures on a compact surface M of negative Euler characteristic is shown to be a
ball of dimension −8χ(M). Subsequently, Choi and Goldman [33] show that the space of convex
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projective structures on a closed surface N of negative Euler characteristic may be identified with
a closed subset in the space
Hom(pi1(N), SL3(R))upslopeSL3(R)
of SL3(R)-conjugacy classes of representations of pi1(N) into SL3(R). This recovers a well-known
result due to Hitchin [38] who proves an analogous result with SLn(R) in place of SL3(R).
To shed more light into the moduli space of convex projective structures on surfaces of nega-
tive Euler characteristic, a range of alternative parameterisations to that of Goldman have been
developed. An especially powerful example, that devised by Fock and Goncharov [30, 31] will be
the means by which we proceed. The primary advantage of doing so is that the Fock-Goncharov
parameter spaces we study are positive orthants in Euclidean space whereas Goldman’s parameters
are the points of an algebraic variety. To make use of Fock and Goncharov’s parameters we must
restrict our attention to smooth, non-compact, topologically finite surfaces S which have empty
boundary and negative Euler characteristic. Given these constraints, the topology of S is uniquely
determined by its genus, g and its number of ends, n, both of which we assume to be finite. To
modify this setting, one may make use of the work of Bonahon and Dreyer [8] to modify Fock and
Goncharov’s coordinates to make them amenable to the study of closed surfaces.
To study projective structures on S, we begin in Chapter 1 with a survey of background material
which is essential for results in the remaining chapters. A fact which will be of some importance
throughout the following chapters is that defining Fock and Goncharov’s parameters requires first
choosing an ideal triangulation of S. We therefore begin in § 1.1 by recalling some facts about
ideal triangulations of S. We define in § 1.2, the Hilbert or projective geometry on a bounded
convex domain in the affine plane, as well as the automorphisms of this geometry. Following this
in § 1.3 we define some invariants of those automorphisms. These invariants will in turn be used
to define the parameters of Fock and Goncharov describing the moduli space of convex projective
structures on S. In § 1.4 we rigorously define the major object of our study, a convex projective
structure on S. This is simply S endowed with a geometry that is locally isometric to the Hilbert
geometry of some fixed convex domain. The moduli space of framed convex projective structures
on S, denoted T +3 (S), is defined in §§ 1.5–1.6. The definition of convex projective structures and
that of their moduli space is influenced substantially by Goldman [34]. The content of this chapter
is quite standard and is likely familiar to the experienced reader.
In Chapter 2 we define a parameterisation of T +3 (S) using Fock and Goncharov’s X -coordinates.
Theorem 2.2.1, due to Fock and Goncharov [30], uses this parameterisation to show that T +3 (S) is
homeomorphic to R−8χ(S). We then demonstrate the usefulness of this perspective by recovering
some well-known results from the perspective of Fock and Goncharov. In doing so we make
extensive use of Theorem 2.4.4, arising out of a collaboration between Alex Casella, Stephan
Tillmann and the author [16], which allows one to recover the monodromy of a curve on S using
X -coordinates. This fact is essential to our results in Chapter 4. In §§ 2.5–2.6 we determine
conditions on X -coordinates which may be used to determine whether the Hilbert metric on S is
in fact the hyperbolic metric or whether it the Hilbert metric on S has finite area. As an application
we recover the classical result of Teichmu¨ller in Theorem 2.6.6 concerning the topology of Teich(S).
Furthermore, in § 2.6 we provide a new proof of a result due to Marquis [49], showing that the
moduli space of real convex projective structures on S having finite area is a ball of dimension
R−8χ(S)−2n. Subsequently we employ X -coordinates to study the moduli space of convex projective
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structures on a closed surface Σ. In § 2.7 we recover the aforementioned result due to Goldman [32],
verifying that the moduli space of such structures is homeomorphic to R−8χ(Σ).
In Chapter 3 we turn our attention to the study of decorated convex projective structures on
S of finite area. That is, finite-area projective structures on S with the additional data of two
real parameters at each end of S. The study of decorated hyperbolic structures is pertinent to our
study due to a result of Epstein and Penner [27] who provide a canonical cell decomposition for
hyperbolic manifolds of finite area with a decoration at each end. This construction is obtained
by identifying S˜ with the hyperboloid model in hyperbolic geometry. The ‘decoration’ is then used
to identify each lift of an end of S with a vector in the light cone of the hyperboloid. Epstein
and Penner’s cell decomposition is obtained by taking a Euclidean convex hull of the endpoints of
these vectors. It is therefore referred to as Epstein and Penner’s convex hull construction. This cell
decomposition is subsequently shown by Penner [62] to induce a cell decomposition of decorated
Teichmu¨ller space. Specifically, Penner shows that the set of all decorated hyperbolic structures
having the same canonical cell decomposition under Epstein and Penner’s convex hull construction
is in fact a topological cell. Moreover this cell decomposition is invariant under the action of the
mapping class group of S. Epstein and Penner’s construction is generalised to manifolds with
convex real projective structures of finite area by Cooper and Long [19].
We begin Chapter 3 by briefly recalling Cooper and Long’s canonical ideal cell decomposition
in § 3.3. We then describe in §§ 3.4–3.5 a parameterisation of the space of decorated convex
projective structures of finite area on S using Fock and Goncharov’s A-coordinates. We define
in § 3.6 the notion of outitude, defined in unpublished notes of Robert Haraway and Stephan
Tillmann, which is used to indicate whether a given ideal cell decomposition is locally the same
as Cooper and Long’s canonical cell decomposition. This property is used in the major result
of Chapter 3, Theorem 3.7.6, to show that Cooper and Long’s [19] canonical cell decomposition
induces a cell decomposition of the moduli space of doubly-decorated convex projective surfaces of
finite area. This result arises from a collaboration between Robert Haraway, Robert Lo¨we, Stephan
Tillmann and the author [35]. This chapter uses some background material from Chapter 1 but
may be read independently from Chapter 2.
In each of the first three chapters we study moduli spaces of geometric structures on S. Upon
further investigation, we find these moduli spaces to be topological cells of dimension determined
by the homeomorphism type of S. In particular, each moduli space studied in these chapters is
non-compact. This means that there are ‘points at infinity’ or smooth paths which leave every
compact subset in each moduli space. We devote Chapter 4 to understanding points at infinity by
compactifying T +3 (S). That is, embedding T +3 (S) into a compact space. We make the process of
compactification rigorous in § 4.2.
There is a well-known compactification of Teich(S) due to Thurston [67]. Thurston’s construc-
tion makes use of an embedding of Teich(S) in the space of (projective equivalence classes of)
length spectra of isotopy classes of curves on S. This is generalised to convex projective struc-
tures separately by Parreau [57] and Alessandrini [2] (see also Kim [41] and Zhang [76]). In these
constructions, the role of the projectivised length spectrum is played by the projectivised eigen-
spectrum of the monodromy of an isotopy class of curves on S. We proceed to study Parreau’s
perspective and refer to this compactification and the boundary induced by it as the Thurston-
Parreau compactification and boundary respectively. We define this compactification in § 4.2.
Having adopted the Thurston-Parreau compactification we ask whether a geometric model
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exists for points at infinity of T +3 (S). In the classical setting this question is addressed by Morgan
and Shalen [53]. They identify points at infinity of Teich(S) with valuations. Earlier work of
Serre [65] may then be used to identify these valuations with group actions on real infinite trees.
One can then identify a point of Thurston’s boundary with a minimal, pi1(S)-invariant subset of
such a tree using the work of Culler and Morgan [21].
Morgan and Shalen’s perspective is adapted to the study of T +3 (S) in the work of Parreau [58,
59]. In this work Parreau assigns a pi1(S)-action on a (not necessarily discrete) Euclidean building
B to each point on the Thurston-Parreau boundary. Consequently we devote §§ 4.3–4.5 to defining
the necessary background material on Euclidean buildings. This material is likely familiar to the
reader with an experience studying buildings. However the presentation is non-standard and
somewhat abridged to ensure that the work herein is as self-contained as possible. Parreau’s
perspective on the compactification of T +3 (S) is part of a rich family of methods for thinking
about points at infinity of a moduli space. In particular the notion of identifying an ideal point
on a moduli space with a surface group action on a Euclidean building has been explored by
Paulin [60], Kleiner-Leeb [43] and more recently by Burger-Pozzetti [14]. The structure of the
Thurston-Parreau boundary further studied through the lens of geodesic currents by Burger-Iozzi-
Parreau-Pozzetti [12] for closed surfaces of negative Euler characteristic and in [13] for surfaces of
negative Euler characteristic and geodesic boundary.
In [58] Parreau assigns to each point p of the Thurston-Parreau boundary, a pi1(S)-invariant
subset Kp ⊂ B. This subset is defined in terms of Fock and Goncharov’s X -coordinates. Moreover
Parreau defines conditions on Kp such that a generalised eigenspectrum function on T +3 (S) extends
continuously to p. Moreover, if p satisfies these criteria then this generalised eigenspectrum function
is determined by the action of pi1(S) on Kp rather than the entirety of B. Since Kp depends on
X -coordinates, hence also on a choice of ideal triangulation, we denote the set of all points on the
Thurston-Parreau boundary satisfying these criteria by K(∆) for an ideal triangulation ∆ of S.
Several natural questions arise from Parreau’s work. The first is, for each point p in the
Thurston-Parreau boundary is there ∆ such that p ∈ K(∆). In short, does the generalised eigen-
spectrum function extend to the entirety of the Thurston-Parreau boundary? We answer this
question in the negative, providing an explicit counterexample in Lemma 4.7.9. We may then
ask how to modify the definition of Kp to define a subset Mp ⊂ B2 in such a manner that Mp
is independent of the choice of ideal triangulation and such that the generalised eigenspectrum
extends continuously to the Thurston-Parreau boundary. Having done so, we ask what tools one
may use to investigate Mp or Mp/pi1(S)? We devote Chapter 4 to answering these questions. We
note that in the spirit of investigating Mp, Martone [50] provides a characterisation of apartments
which contain the subset arising from Parreau’s construction.
In §§ 4.6–4.7 we define Kp for any point p of the Thurston-Parreau boundary, as well as the
conditions under which Parreau guarantees that the generalised eigenspectrum function extends
continuously to p. We restrict our attention to the cases in which we may assume thatB is a discrete
Euclidean building. We denote this discrete Euclidean building B2. This restriction amounts to
considering only a dense subset of the Thurston-Parreau boundary. Our reason for doing so is to
take advantage of the work of Joswig, Sturmfels and Yu [39] who provide a means of calculating
the intersection of two apartments in B2. We recall this result as Theorem 4.3.1. We then proceed
in §§ 4.8–4.10 to generalise Parreau’s construction in a manner that is independent of any choice
of ideal triangulation and such that a generalised eigenspectrum function extends continuously to
4
Figure 1: A geometric model for an ideal point of T +3 (S) for S the once-punctured torus.
a dense subset of the Thurston-Parreau boundary. This result is the content of Theorem 4.10.
We use this to show, in Corollary 4.10.4, that the Thurston-Parreau compactification agrees on a
dense subset with the compactification of the space of X -coordinates obtained via Bergman’s [6]
logarithmic limit set. This chapter makes use of the background material in Chapters 1–2 but is
independent from Chapter 3.
In Chapter 5 we provide some examples of the pi1(S)-invariant subsets of B2 constructed in
Chapter 4. The phenomena exhibited in these examples are informed by the results of Chapter 2.
Nonetheless, a knowledge of the proofs of the results in Chapter 2 is not necessary to gain insights
from these examples.
5
Chapter 1
Geometric Structures on Surfaces
This chapter collects standard background material and may be skipped by the experienced reader.
We begin by defining the formally defining the smooth surfaces with which this thesis is concerned
as well as their ideal cell decompositions. This is followed by a description of the Hilbert geometry
on a properly convex domain in RP2. For a more detailed overview of this material see [25] or [15].
We then define the projective invariants assigned by Fock and Goncharov [30, 31] to polygons inside
a properly convex domain. These invariants are foundational to the subsequent parameterisations
of projective structures on non-compact surfaces. Finally we define properly convex projective
structures on surfaces and the moduli space of those structures in the manner of Goldman [32, 34].
1.1 Ideal Cell Decompositions and Triangulations
We begin by defining the topological objects which we will subsequently endow with some geometric
structure. Consider a closed, smooth, oriented surface Sg of genus g. Fix a family of open discs
{D1, . . . , Dn} ⊂ Sg whose closures are pairwise disjoint. For each k ∈ {1, . . . , n} choose pk ∈ Dk
and define
Sg,n := Sg \ {p1, . . . , pn} .
We assume that Sg,n has negative Euler characteristic. A set of the form
k := Dk \ pk ,
will be referred to as an end of Sg,n.
An essential arc γ ⊂ Sg is an arc such that:
• The interior of γ is embedded in Sg,n.
• The endpoints of γ are in the set{p1, . . . , pn}. We do not require that those endpoints be
distinct.
• γ is not nullhomotopic in Sg via a homotopy that fixes {p1, . . . , pn}.
An ideal cell decomposition of Sg,n is a disjoint collection ∆ = {γ1, . . . γm} of essential arcs such
that:
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• Each connected component of Sg,n \∆ is a topological cell.
• If i 6= j then γi ∩ γj ⊂ {p1, . . . , pn}.
• If i 6= j then γi and γj are not ambient isotopy in Sg via an isotopy which fixes {p1, . . . pn}.
Two ideal cell decompositions of Sg,n are considered equivalent if they differ by an ambient isotopy
of Sg which fixes {p1, . . . , pn}. If ∆ is a maximal collection of essential arcs satisfying the above
properties then we say that it is an ideal triangulation of Sg,n.
The surface Sg,n is our primary object of study. If the specific values of g and n are not
important then we refer to such a surface as S.
Let ∆ = {γi}i∈I be an ideal triangulation of S. Let j ∈ I be such that ∆ \ γj is still an ideal
cell decomposition. Modulo ambient isotopy there are two essential arcs which one may add to
the set ∆ \ γj so as to produce an ideal triangulation. One of these is γj. Denote the other by γj.
The process of replacing γj with γj to produce a new ideal triangulation of S is called an edge flip
on the edge γj. An edge flip on a triangulated quadrilateral is depicted in Figure 1.1.
Theorem 1.1.1 (Floyd and Hatcher, [29]). Any two ideal triangulations of S differ by a finite
sequence of edge flips.
γj γj
Figure 1.1: An edge flip on γj
If S is endowed with an ideal cell decomposition {γi}i∈I then the closure in S of a connected
component of S \ {γi}i∈I will be called a polygon. If the cell decomposition is an ideal triangula-
tion then each polygon will be referred to as an ideal triangle. An ideal cell decomposition may
equally well be defined by the set of polygons in S so we may alternatively refer to an ideal cell
decomposition as a set of arcs or a set of polygons.
Fock and Goncharov’s construction uses a fixed ideal triangulation ∆ of S to obtain a param-
eterisation of a moduli space of convex projective structures on S. We should therefore clarify the
relationship between the given smooth structure on S and the topological structure induced by
viewing S as the union of ideal triangles of ∆. Each ideal triangle may be identified with the set
obtained by removing the vertices of a regular Euclidean triangle of side length 1. We construct
S from these triangles by Euclidean isometries pairing the edges of these triangles. The space
obtained by identifying these faces has a natural analytic structure. It is this structure with which
we assume S is endowed. Moreover we may lift this construction to the universal cover so that
each ideal triangle of S˜ is identified with a regular Euclidean triangle with its vertices removed.
In particular we may identify barycentric coordinates on each ideal triangle of S˜.
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1.2 Hilbert Geometry
We now need the fundamental definitions of projective geometry. We do this with a view to
generalising the well-known features of the geometry of the hyperbolic plane, H2. The group of
orientation-preserving isometries of H2 is denoted Isom+(H2). It is isomorphic to PSL2(R). We
seek to generalise this to a geometry whose automorphism group is isomorphic to PSL3(R). To
this end we recall the definition of a real projective space,
RPn := R
n+1 \ {0}upslope∼ ,
where x ∼ y if and only if y = kx for some k ∈ R∗. We will only be concerned with the cases
n = 1 and n = 2. If n = 2 then a projective line in RP2 refers to the quotient of a plane through
the origin in R3 \ {0}. The set of projective lines is (RP2)∗. The complement of a projective line
in RP2 is an affine patch. An affine patch A is naturally diffeomorphic to A2, the affine plane. In
particular if Ω ⊂ A then we may refer to the ‘interior’ or ‘convex hull’ of Ω with respect to this
structure.
There is a well-defined action of PGLn(R) on RPn−1 via
PGLn(R)× RPn−1 → RPn−1
([A], [v]) 7→ [A · v] ,
where A ∈ GLn(R) is a representative of the class [A] ∈ PGLn(R). We now define an invariant
quantity under this group action. Consider the natural analytic embedding
RP1 ↪→ RP2
[x, y] 7→ [x, y, 0] .
The image of this map is a projective line. Given that GL3(R) is transitive on the set of planes
through the origin, there is such an embedding into any projective line in RP2. If we fix ` ⊂ RP2
and an embedding
ι : RP1 ↪→ ` ⊂ RP2 ,
then for any p ∈ ` we may use ι−1(p) to provide local coordinates for p. These are well-defined up
to pre-composing ι with an element of PGL2(R).
We say that four points of RP2 are in general position if no three are collinear. The action of
PGL3(R) on RP2 is strongly transitive on four points in general position. On the other hand the
invariant in projective geometry which will be of greatest importance to us is the cross ratio of
four collinear points.
Let ` be a projective line in RP2 containing the oriented quadruple of points (P0, P1, P2, P3).
Fix an analytic embedding
ι : RP1 ↪→ ` ⊂ RP2
such that ι−1 (P0, P1, P2, P3) = ([x0, 1], [x1, 1], [x2, 1], [x3, 1]). We define the cross ratio
b(P0, P1, P2, P3) :=
(x2 − x0)(x1 − x3)
(x1 − x0)(x2 − x3) .
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A direct calculation shows that b is independent of the choice of ι. Indeed a direct calculation
shows that for all A ∈ PGL3(R) we have
b(P0, P1, P2, P3) = b(A · P0, A · P1, A · P2, A · P3) .
We will use the notion of cross ratio to define a distance on special subsets of RP2.
Let Ω ⊂ RP2 be open and nonempty. We say that Ω is properly convex if:
• There exists a projective line ` ⊂ RP2 such that Ω ∩ ` = ∅.
• For every projective line ` ⊂ RP2 the set Ω ∩ ` is either empty or an interval.
If, in addition, ∂Ω does not contain a line segment then we say Ω is strictly convex. If Ω is properly
convex then
PGL3(Ω) < PGL3(R) ,
denotes the subgroup which preserves the set Ω. We will generalise the hyperbolic metric on the
Klein disc by defining a PGL3(R)-invariant metric on a properly convex set as follows.
Let Ω ⊂ RP2 be properly convex. Let x, y ∈ Ω. If x and y are distinct then there is a unique
projective line in RP2 containing both of them. Denote this line by `. If x = y, then let ` be any
line containing them. By definition of properly convex sets, ` ∩ Ω is a closed interval. Denote the
endpoints of that interval by p and q in such a manner that (p, x, y, q) is an ordered quadruple of
points on `. The Hilbert distance on Ω is
dΩ : Ω× Ω→ R≥0
(x, y) 7→ log |b(p, x, y, q)| .
This is indeed a metric on Ω (see for example [15]). It is often customary to rescale the definition of
the Hilbert distance given above by a factor of 1/2. This would ensure that, when Ω is the interior
of an ellipse, the Hilbert metric is identical to the hyperbolic metric. We will often make use of
the fact that when Ω is the interior of an ellipse, the Hilbert metric differs from the hyperbolic
metric by a uniform scalar but our calculations are simplified by omitting this scalar.
Fix an affine patch A inside which (p, x, y, q) appears as an ordered quadruple on the interval
[p, q]. Let q′ be a point in the open interval (y, q). The following inequality is an immediate
consequence of the definition of b.
log |b(p, x, y, q′)| ≥ log |b(p, x, y, q)| . (1.2.1)
This leads immediately to the following corollary.
Corollary 1.2.1. Let Ω0 ⊂ Ω1 be properly convex domains in RP2. Let x, y ∈ Ω0. The following
inequality follows from Equation 1.2.1,
dΩ0(x, y) ≥ dΩ1(x, y) .
One example which will be of particular interest to us is when Ω is a conic. Define
D := {(x, y) ∈ R2 | x2 + y2 < 1} ,
ΩD :=
{
[x, y, 1] ∈ RP2 | x2 + y2 ≤ 1
}
.
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We have a natural analytic embedding
ι : D ↪→ Ω ,
(x, y) 7→ [x, y, 1] .
The Klein-Beltrami model of hyperbolic space is defined classically (for example Klein [42]) as the
metric space
(D, (1/2) ι∗(dΩD)) .
The group of isometries of the hyperbolic plane is naturally isomorphic (via an isomorphism induced
by ι) to the subgroup PSO(1, 2) < PGL3(R) of projective transformations which preserve ΩD. In
this sense we think of the Hilbert geometry on a properly convex domain as a generalisation of the
geometry of the hyperbolic plane. A theorem of Kay [40] shows that Ω = ΩD is the only instance
in which dΩ is a Riemannian metric. Some authors use a definition of the Hilbert metric which
differs from dΩ by a constant factor to ensure that the Hilbert metric agrees with the hyperbolic
metric when Ω is a conic. We omit this constant factor to simplify calculations..
Let Ω0 and Ω1 be properly convex domains in RP2. Let A ∈ PGL3(R) such that A(Ω0) = Ω1.
It is clear from the definition of the Hilbert metric and the fact that b is PGL3(R)-invariant that
A is an isometry from (Ω0, dΩ0) to (Ω1, dΩ1). A natural question is whether every isometry from
Ω0 to Ω1 arises in this manner. The following theorem shows that this is not the case.
Theorem 1.2.2 (de la Harpe, [25]). Let A be an affine patch in RP2 and P ⊂ A the interior of
a polygon with n vertices. If P is endowed with its Hilbert metric then
1. If n ≥ 4 then PGL3(P ) = Isom(P ). In this case the isometry group is trivial.
2. If n = 4 then PGL3(P ) = Isom(P ) ∼= D4.
3. If n = 3 then PGL3(P ) ∼= R2 oD3 and it is a subgroup of index 2 in Isom(P ).
However a subsequent theorem shows that the case in which Ω ⊂ RP2 is a triangle is the only
situation in which PGL3(Ω) is not equal to Isom(Ω).
Theorem 1.2.3 (Matveev and Troyanov, [52]). Let Ω be a properly convex domain contained in
an affine patch A. If Ω is not the convex hull of three points with respect to the affine structure on
A then Isom(Ω) = PGL3(Ω).
We will see in § 1.4 that the case in which Ω is a triangle will not be relevant for us, so we will
often assume that PGL3(Ω) = Isom(Ω) without further comment.
In addition to the metric space structure on a properly convex domain we will also study a
notion of area on that domain. Indeed we will see in § 2.6 that a suitably defined notion of area
will help us identify a special family of projective geometries. That is, geometries on S which are
‘locally’ isometric to some (Ω, dΩ in a way to be made precise. Let Ω be properly convex. The
diameter of A ⊂ Ω is the value
diam(A) := sup{dΩ(x, y) | x, y ∈ A} ∈ R≥0 ∪ {∞} .
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By convention we fix diam(∅) = 0. Given U ⊂ Ω and a real number  > 0. We define
H(U) := inf
{ ∞∑
i=1
diam(Ui)2 | U ⊆
∞⋃
i=1
Ui, diam(Ui) < 
}
,
where we take the infimum over all countable covers of U by sets Ui ⊂ Ω. The Hausdorff measure
with respect to the metric space (Ω, dΩ) is the Borel measure defined on a Borel set U by
H(U) := lim
→0H(U) .
We will denote the Hausdorff measure on Ω with respect to the Hilbert metric by µΩ. The following
result is an immediate consequence of the definition of the Hausdorff measure and Corollary 1.2.1.
Corollary 1.2.4. Let Ω0 ⊂ Ω1 be properly convex domains in RP2. Suppose that U ⊂ Ω0. Then
we have the inequality
µΩ1(U) < µΩ0(U) .
1.3 Flags and Triple Ratios
This section is devoted to the preliminaries of affine flags and triple ratios which will be used in the
subsequent parameterisation of the space of real convex projective structures on S. The material
contained herein is drawn from Fock and Goncharov [30, 31]. We reiterate here all of the details
which we require for the results in later chapters as our convention differs slightly from that of the
original.
A complete flag in R3 is a nested sequence of vector subspaces as follows.
0 = V0 ( V1 ( V2 ( V3 = R3
A complete flag in RP2 is the projectivisation of a complete flag in R3. We define
Flag(RP2) := {complete flags in RP2} .
When it is clear that we are concerned with flags in RP2 as opposed to R3 we will refer to an
element of Flag(RP2) simply as a ‘flag’.
A complete flag in R3 is uniquely determined by a line through the origin and a plane containing
that line. An affine flag F is uniquely determined by a point V and a projective line ` containing
that point. Therefore F ∈ Flag(RP2) is denoted by the pair (V, `) where the first argument is a
point and the second a projective line. Let Fi = {(Vi, `i)}mi be a set of flags for i = 1, . . . , n. The
set is said to be in general position if it satisfies the condition
Vi ∈ `j ⇐⇒ i = j . (1.3.1)
If Vi, Vj ∈ RP2 are distinct points then ViVj refers to the unique line containing those points.
Similarly if `i and `j are distinct elements of (RP2)∗ then `i`j refers to the point of intersection of
the lines `i and `j.
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Let F = ((F0, F1, F2)) be a cyclically ordered triple of flags in RP2 where Fi = (V̂i, ̂`i) for
V̂i ∈ RP2 and ̂`i ∈ (RP2)∗. Fix nonzero vector representatives Vi of V̂i. Fix nonzero covector
representatives `i ∈ (R3)∗ such that the projectivisation of ker(`i) is ̂`i. The triple ratio of F is
3(F) := `0(V1) · `1(V2) · `2(V0)
`0(V2) · `1(V0) · `2(V1) . (1.3.2)
The triple ratio is independent of the choice of representatives in each equivalence class in RP2
and (RP2)∗ because each vector appears exactly once in the numerator and in the denominator.
Consequently any ambiguity of choice cancels itself out. Moreover it is clear that the triple ratio
is unchanged under cyclic permutations of the flags F0, F1 and F2. Therefore the triple ratio is a
well-defined invariant of cyclically ordered triples of flags.
We say that a triple of flags F is positive if 3(F) > 0. We will use positive triples of flags to
construct properly convex domains. In particular if ((F1,F2,F3)) is a positive triple of flags then
we can choose an affine patch such that the lines `1, `2 and `3 are supporting lines to the convex
hull of the vertices (V1, V2, V3) as depicted in Figure 1.2 (a far more general version of this fact is
Theorem 1.3 of [30]). We denote by (Flag(RP2)3+ the set of positive cyclically ordered triples of
flags in general position.
The idea underpinning Fock and Goncharov’s parameterisation in [30] is the assignment of
projective invariants to oriented tuples of flags in RP2. In order to do so we will define an alternative
cross ratio to that which we used to define the Hilbert metric. For a thoroughgoing discussion of
the use of various definitions of the cross ratio in the study of orbifolds with non-positive curvature
see Labourie and McShane [46] and Labourie [45].
Let ` ∈ (RP2)∗ be the image of an analytic embedding ι. Fix an ordered quadruple
(P0, P1, P2, P3) such that Pi = ι ( [xi, 1] ) .
Now let
L := {(P0, P1, P2, P3) ∈ `4 | P0 6= P3 and P1 6= P2} .
Now define the map
CR : L→ R ∪ {∞}
(P0, P1, P2, P3) 7→ (x0 − x1)(x2 − x3)(x0 − x3)(x1 − x2) .
Fix an orthonormal basis {ei}3i=1 of R3. For k = 1, 2 and 3 let e∗k be the dual vector defined
such that
e∗k(ei) = δki .
Define a projective duality map
d : R3 → (R3)∗
to be the isomorphism such that d(ei) = e∗i for i = 1, 2 and 3.
We can use the map d to define an analogous function on quadruples of concurrent lines. By
abuse of notation, we will also denote this function by CR as it should be clear whether the
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arguments are points or lines. Let `0, `1, `2 and `3 contain the point x ∈ RP2. Let the projective
line d(x) meet `j at the point Pj for j = 0, 1, 2 and 3. We define the cross ratio of the four lines by
CR(`0, `1, `2, `3) := CR(P0, P1, P2, P3) .
Note that this definition is independent of the choice of projective dual d. Indeed choosing a
different projective dual is equivalent to post-composing d by the action of GL3(R) on R3. After
projectivisation this results in a change of the collinear by the action of PGL3(R). We will now
show that this does not change CR.
We would like to verify that CR is a projective invariant on quadruples of collinear points in
RP2. Since the action of PGL3(R) on RP2 sends projective lines to other projective lines, it is
sufficient to show that CR is invariant under the action of PGL2(R) on RP1. We do so as follows.
Lemma 1.3.1. Fock and Goncharov, [30] Let M ∈ PGL2(R) and let P1, P2, P3, P4 ∈ RP1 be
distinct. Then the following equality holds,
CR(P1, P2, P3, P4) = CR(M · P1,M · P2,M · P3,M · P4) .
Proof. Throughout this proof we denote, for all x ∈ R ∪ {∞} the point [x : 1] ∈ RP1 simply by
the value x. Up to the action of PGL2(R) we may assume that P1 = ∞, P2 = −1, P3 = 0 and
P4 = x. Therefore
CR(P1, P2, P3, P4) =
(∞+ 1)(0− x)
(∞− x)(−1− 0) = x .
The unique element of PGL2(R) taking the triple (∞,−1, 0) to (∞, 0, 1) is
x 7→ x+ 1 .
Therefore if CR(P0, P1, P2, P3) = x the b(P0, P1, P2, P3) = x+ 1. The result now follows from the
projective invariance of b. 
The cross ratios b and CR are slightly different invariants of the action of PGL3(R) which will
be useful to us in different settings but we will often not deal with them directly but with functions
of them, such as the triple ratio defined by Equation (1.3.2). We will see in the following lemma
the first example of the ways in which we still rely on properties of the cross ratio for our following
investigation in projective geometry.
Lemma 1.3.2. Fock and Goncharov, [30] Let F = ((F0, F1, F2)) be a cyclically ordered triple of
flags in general position in RP2. Then we have the following relationship between the cross ratio
CR and the triple ratio
CR(`0, V0V1, V0(`1`2), V0V2) = 3(F) ,
where V0(`1`2) denotes the line between V0 and `1`2. For all distinct i and j the line ViVj and point
`i`j are unique because of the condition that F is a triple of flags in general position.
Proof. This follows from direct calculation. 
Lemma 1.3.2 establishes that the triple ratio is a well-defined invariant in projective geometry
as it is invariant under the action of PGL3(R). We will continue in this vein by showing that the
triple ratio may be used to uniquely determine an ordered triple of flags.
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Lemma 1.3.3. Denote by ∼ the equivalence relation on Flag(RP2)3+ induced by the action of
PGL3(R). The triple ratio
3 : Flag(RP
2)3+upslope∼ → R>0 ,
is a homeomorphism.
Proof. Define Fi = (Vi, `i) so that we have the following cyclically ordered triples of flags
F = ((F1,F2,F3)) .
The action of PGL3(R) on RP2 is strongly transitive on four points in general position. Moreover
we have seen in Lemma 1.3.2 that the triple ratio is invariant under the action of PGL3(R).
Therefore we may assume without loss of generality that the vectors and covectors in this lemma
have representatives of the following form.
V1 =
10
0
 , `1 = (0, 0, 1) ,
V2 =
00
1
 , `2 = (1, 0, 0) ,
V3 =
11
1
 , `3 = (A, 1,−1− A) .
Indeed if `3 does not have a representative of this form then F is not a positive triple of flags. Now
we calculate
3(F) = A .
The fact that 3 is a homeomorphism is now clear. 
The notation 3(F) will become cumbersome as we try to compare different sets of flags so we
take this time to introduce some shorthand. If the flags Fi, Fj and Fk are understood, as they are
for (i, j, k) = (1, 2, 3) in the above Lemma, we will write 3(F1,F2,F3) = t123.
Let A =
{(
x, y, 1
)
∈ RP2
}
. As depicted in Figure 1.2 we have the following geometric inter-
pretations of t123 for the flags F1,F2,F3 introduced in the proof of Lemma 1.3.3.
• The line `2 passes through the interior of the convex hull of V1, V2, V3 in A if and only if
t123 < 0;
• The line `2 passes through V1 if and only if t123 =∞;
• The line `2 passes through V3 if and only if t123 = 0;
We see from these facts that the statement that F is a positive triple of flags is equivalent to the
claim that there exists an affine patch A ⊂ RP2 in which the line `i intersects the convex hull of
V1, V2, V3 only at the point Vi for i = 1, 2 and 3. Alternatively, having fixed F1, F3 and V2, we
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V1
V2
V3
`1
`2
`3
Figure 1.2: Having fixed F1, F3 and V2, the triple of flags F is positive if and only if `2
passes through the interior of the red region.
require that the line `2 passes through the interior of the red region bounded by (V2V3) and (V1V2)
in Figure 1.2.
We will later use the triple ratio to assign a positive real number to an ideal triangle on a
surface. In order to specify a projective geometry up to projective equivalence we will need to do
the same for edges of an ideal triangulation. To this end we introduce another invariant on tuples
of flags.
Let F = (F0, F1, F2, F3) be an ordered quadruple of flags in RP2. We define the edge ratio of
F as follows
4(F) := CR(`0, V0V3, V0V2, V0V1) (1.3.3)
:= CR(`2`0, `2(V0V3), V2, `2(V0V1)) , (1.3.4)
where `k(ViVj) denotes the point of intersection between the lines `k and ViVj. Since 4(F) is defined
in terms of CR, it is invariant under the action of PGL3(R). Let V0, V1, V2 and V3 are points in a
given affine patch. We will think of 4(F) as a projective invariant assigned to the edge oriented
from V0 to V2, denoted e02, as in Figure 1.3. The value of 4 is independent of `1 or `3 so we may
also write
4(F) = 4(F0, V1, V2, V3) = CR(`0, V0V3, V0V2, V0V1) .
If F = (F0,F1,F2,F3) then it follows from Lemma 1.3.2 that we can express the edge ratio in
terms of a triple ratio as follows.
4(F) = 3 ((F0, (V3, V3V2), (V1, V1V2))) . (1.3.5)
Remark 1.3.4. 1. The choice of whether to assign the value 4(F) to the oriented edge from V0
to V2 or V2 to V0 is arbitrary.
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2. The value which we refer to as the edge ratio is called the double ratio in Bonahon and
Dreyer [8]. The double ratio is assigned by Bonahon and Dreyer to an oriented leaf of a
geodesic lamination. We use the term edge ratio because in § 2.2 this value will be assigned
to an oriented ideal edge in an ideal cell triangulation of S.
V1
V2
V3
V0V3
e02
V0V2
`0
`1
`2
`3
V0
V0V1
Figure 1.3: The edge ratio of F , denoted e02, is determined by four concurrent lines
through V0. Triangles are oriented anticlockwise by convention. The lines which deter-
mined CR(F) are in red.
Proposition 1.3.5. Let (F1,F2,F3) be a positive triple of flags. Let A an affine patch such that:
• For k = 1, 2 and 3, the line `k meets the convex hull of V1, V2 and V3 only at Vk and;
• The point `1 ∩ `3 is in A and;
• The points V2 and `1 ∩ `3 are on opposite sides of V1V3 with respect to A.
Let ∆ be the convex hull (in A) of the points V1, V3 and `1 ∩ `3. The edge ratios
e13(V ) := 4(F1,F2,F3, V ) ,
e31(V ) := 4(F3,F4,F1, V ) ,
induce a homeomorphism
Φ : ∆→ R2>0
V 7→ (e13(V ), e31(V )) .
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Proof. Modulo a projective transformation we may assume
V1 =
00
1
 , `1 = (1, 0, 0) ,
V3 =
10
0
 , `3 = (0, 0, 1) ,
V2 =
 1−1
1
 .
We let A := {(x, y, z) ∈ RP2 | x+ y+ z 6= 0} and let V4 ∈ ∆ be given by the following coordinates
in RP2,
V4 =
xy
z
 .
The point V4 is contained in ∆. Consequently is admits a representative which is given by a strictly
positive linear combination of the representatives of V1 and V3 and the standard basis vector e2
which is a representative of `1∩ `3. In particular, we may assume without loss of generality that x,
y and z are all strictly positive. A direct calculation shows that e13(V4) and e31(V4) are as follows.
e13(V4) = 4(F1,F2,F3, V4) = x
y
,
e31(V4) = 4(F3,F4,F1, V4) = y
z
.
These are both positive numbers so Φ is well-defined. Moreover if V ′4 ∈ ∆ such that e13(V4) =
e13(V ′4) and e31(V4) = e31(V ′4) then V4 = V ′4 so Φ is injective.
Conversely if (e13, e31) ∈ R2>0 then let
V =
e13e31e31
1
 ∈ RP2 .
Since e13 > 0 and e31 > 0 it must be the case that V admits a representative which is a strictly
positive linear combination of the given representatives of V1, V3 and `1 ∩ `3. In particular V ∈ ∆.
It is also clear from the calculation above that Φ(V ) = (e13, e31) so Φ is surjective.
It is clear that small perturbations in V induce small perturbations in e13(V ) and e31(V ) and
vice versa, so Φ is a homeomorphism. 
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V1
V2
V3
V4
`3
`2
`1
`4
t123
t134
e13e31
Figure 1.4: Suppose V1, V2, V3, `1 and `3 are fixed and if e13 and e31 are positive. Propo-
sition 1.3.5 ensures that V4 lies in the convex hull of V1, V3 and `1 ∩ `3.
1.4 Properly Convex Projective Structures
We now define, in the spirit of Goldman [32], a moduli space of real convex projective structures
on a smooth surface of negative Euler characteristic. In this section our surfaces are orientable,
topologically finite and have empty boundary, although one may define an analogous theory with-
out imposing theses constraints. We denote such a surface by S. In this instance we allow S be
closed.
Fix a universal cover pi : S˜ → S. A marked convex projective structure on S is the data of two
maps (dev, hol) defined as follows.
• A diffeomorphism dev : S˜ → Ω ⊂ RP2, called the developing map whose image Ω is properly
convex.
• A discrete, faithful representation hol : pi1(S) → Γ < PGL3(Ω), called the holonomy repre-
sentation, which pushes forward the action of the deck transformations. We refer to Γ as the
holonomy group.
If, in addition, Ω is strictly convex then we refer to (dev, hol) as a strictly convex projective
structure on S. In Goldman [34] this pair of data is referred to as a development pair. Since hol is
obtained by pushing forward the deck transformations, the developing map descends to a canonical
diffeomorphism
f : S → ΩupslopeΓ .
We refer to f as a marking.
Two convex projective structures (dev0, hol0) and (dev1, hol1) on S will be considered equivalent
if there exists M ∈ PGL3(R) such that the following conditions hold. Denote the image of devi by
Ωi and the image of holi by Γi.
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• Modulo a Γ1-equivariant isotopy of Ω1 fixing ∂Ω1, we have M ◦ dev0 = dev1.
• M · hol0 ·M−1 = hol1. That is, for all γ ∈ pi1(S) we have M · hol0(γ) ·M−1 = hol1(γ).
We may alternatively characterise a marked convex projective structure (dev, hol) on S by the
data (Ω,Γ, f) where Ω is the image of dev, Γ is the holonomy group and f is the induced marking.
In this case two convex projective structures (Ω1,Γ1, f1) and (Ω2,Γ2, f2) on S will be considered
equivalent if there exists an diffeomorphism φ : Ω1/Γ1 → Ω2/Γ2 such that the diagram in Figure 1.5
commutes, up to an isotopy on Ω2/Γ2. We refer to the map f−11 ◦ f2 : Ω1/Γ1 → Ω2/Γ2 as the change
of marking map.
Ω1/Γ1
S
Ω2/Γ2
f1
φ
f2
Figure 1.5: If the above diagram commutes then (Ω1,Γ1, f1) ∼ (Ω2,Γ2, f2).
We will use the characterisations (dev, hol) and (Ω,Γ, f) interchangeably when no ambiguity
may arise. The space of marked properly convex projective structures on S subject to the afore-
mentioned notion of equivalence is denoted T3(S). All of the geometric structures we refer to
hereafter will be marked so we will often omit the term ‘marked’ without further comment.
If (dev0, hol0) ∼ (dev1, hol1) then without loss of generality there is M ∈ PGL3(R) which,
modulo a Γ1-equivariant isotopy of Ω2 rel. ∂Ω2, we have M ◦ dev0 = dev1. Denote the image
of devi by Ωi for i = 0, 1, denote the respective holonomy groups by Γi and the markings by
fi. By definition of the Hilbert metric, it is clear that M is an isometry. Moreover since hol0 =
M−1 ◦ hol1 ◦M , the isometry M descends to an isometry
M∗ : Ω1upslopeΓ1 → Ω2upslopeΓ2 .
This isometry is isotopic to f−11 ◦ f2. We refer to an isometry having this property as a marked
isometry.
Conversely, let (devi, holi) ∼ (Ωi,Γi, fi) be real projective structures for i = 0, 1. We have seen
in Theorems 1.2.2 and 1.2.3 that if Ωi is not a triangle then
Isom(Ωi) = PGL3(Ωi) .
We do not consider the case in which Ωi is a triangle because in this case we find that Ωi/Γi is an
annulus or torus, which does not have negative Euler characteristic. Let
ψ : Ω0upslopeΓ0 → Ω1upslopeΓ1 ,
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be a marked isometry. We may lift ψ to an isometry ψ˜ : Ω0 → Ω1 which is equivariant with
respect to the actions of pi1(S) on the Ωi induced by the representations holi for i = 0, 1. Given
that neither Ωi is a triangle for i = 0, 1 we know that ψ˜ is the restriction to Ω0 of M ∈ PGL3(R).
We conclude that (Ω0,Γ0, f0) and (Ω1,Γ1, f1) are equivalent projective structures. In particular it
would also be natural to define T3(S) to be the set of marked isometry classes, modulo isotopy, of
properly convex projective structures on S.
Consider now the case in which S is non-compact and fix an ideal triangulation ∆ of S. We
have fixed a universal cover so we have a natural lift ∆˜ of ∆ to S˜. If (dev, hol) = (Ω,Γ, f) ∈ T3(S)
then we may push forward ∆˜ via dev to obtain an ideal triangulation ∆dev of Ω. However there is
no reason to expect that the edges of ∆dev are ‘nice’ or convenient to work with. Specifically there
is no reason to expect that they are subsets of projective lines.
There is a Γ-equivariant isotopy
ι : Ω× [0, 1]→ Ω ,
such that:
• The map ι(·, 1) takes the edges of ∆dev to subsets of projective lines and;
• The restriction of ι(·, 1) ◦ dev to an ideal triangle T of ∆˜ is piecewise linear with respect to
the barycentric coordinates on T .
We refer to ι(·, 1)◦dev as a PL developing map. If (dev, hol) is a strictly convex projective structure,
then dev may be continuously extended to the ideal vertices of ∆˜. In this instance, there is a unique
PL developing map in the isotopy class of dev however this is not generally the case. For more
detail on this construction, see [70] for the strictly convex case and [16] for the general case.
Conversely, if we are given the pair (dev′, hol) where hol is the holonomy representation of
(Ω,Γ, f) ∈ T3(S) and dev′ : S˜ → RP2 is the PL developing map for that structure, we can recover
an analytic developing map as follows. Let ∆dev′ be the ideal triangulation of Ω obtained by
pushing forward ∆˜ via dev′. Denote by N a regular neighbourhood of the edges of ∆dev′ . We may
approximate dev′ by a diffeomorphism which agrees with dev′ on S˜ \N . In particular we may use
developing maps and PL developing maps interchangeably.
1.5 Projective Geometry at an End of S
We now return to the case in which S is non-compact and has empty boundary. It will inform our
understanding of T3(S) to discuss the geometry on the ends of S. This will allow us to identify
interesting subsets of T3(S) based on their shared geometric properties. We will also see in § 2.6
(which contains a new proof, previously appearing in the monograph [16], of a result originally
found in Marquis [49]) that understanding the geometry of ends sheds light on the Hausdorff area
of S.
Fix an ideal triangulation ∆ of S. We identify S˜ with the open unit disc D and thereby consider
its natural compactification to be the closed unit disc D. We refer to points of
∂∞ S˜ := D \ S˜ ,
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e1 e2
e3
e1 e2
e1
λ 0 0
0 µ 0
0 0 ν


λ > µ > ν
λµν = 1
Hyperbolic
λ 0 0
0 µ 1
0 0 µ


λ > µ
λµ2 = 1
Quasi-Hyperbolic
1 1 0
0 1 1
0 0 1


Parabolic
Figure 1.6: If  is an end of S and (dev, hol) ∈ T3(S) then hol(pi1()) is generated by one
of the three elements above. The lines depicted are preserved set-wise by the matrices
denoted above and the arrows denote the direction of that action.
as points at infinity or ideal points of S˜. In particular we will identify the ideal vertices of ∆˜ with
points of ∂∞ S˜ without further comment.
Fix (dev, hol) = (Ω,Γ, f) ∈ T3(S). Consider an end  of S and a simple closed curve γ ∈ pi1(S)
such that pi1() = 〈γ〉. The action of γ on S˜ via deck transformations fixes a unique point of
Pγ ∈ ∂∞S˜. We refer to γ as a generating peripheral curve of S and to γi for i 6= 0 as a peripheral
curve of S. We refer to hol(γ) as a (generating) peripheral transformation of Γ.
Fix a convex projective structure (dev, hol) = (Ω,Γ, f) ∈ T3(S) and a peripheral curve γ.
The transformation hol(γ) ∈ PGL3(R) has at least one attracting fixed point. Given that Ω is
properly convex and hol(γ) preserves Ω, this fixed point must be in ∂Ω. As a consequence we will
see that the nature of the fixed points of hol(γ) is informative about the geometry of (Ω,Γ, f),
particularly at ends of S. Given that hol is faithful and that Γ must preserve Ω there are three
options for the conjugacy class of hol(γ). They are called parabolic, quasi-hyperbolic and hyperbolic
transformations according to whether they have one, two or three distinct fixed points respectively.
The three cases are depicted in Figure 1.6.
We will analyse the three types of ends in § 2.6. At this point the most salient feature for our
purposes is the triangle depicted in the left-hand image of Figure 1.6. We presently probe what
studying this type of end can teach us about T3(S).
Suppose Aγ := hol(γ) is a hyperbolic transformation. That is, it has three distinct fixed points
in RP2. We denote these points p+, p−, p0 ∈ RP2 according to whether they are attracting, repelling
and neither respectively. Let A be an affine patch containing Ω. The term ‘convex hull’ refers to
the convex hull with respect to A. We denote the convex hull of p+, p− and p0 in A by T. In this
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case, T may or may not be a subset of Ω. The case in which Ω ⊆ T is exactly the case in which
Ω/Γ is an annulus so we disregard it.
The convex hull of the points p± must be contained in Ω due to the convexity of Ω. However
the set Ω ∩ T may be empty or it may be any Γ-invariant subset of T. The set T3(S) is therefore
infinite-dimensional and not a tractable object for study. For this reason we restrict our attention
to convex projective structures (Ω,Γ, f) such that Ω ∩ T = ∅ or Ω ∩ T = T. We refer to these
convex projective structures as minimal at  and maximal at  respectively. We denote by T m3 (S)
the space of real convex projective structures on S which are either minimal or maximal at every
end of S.
Returning to the case in which Aγ may be either parabolic, quasi-hyperbolic or hyperbolic.
The fact that Ω is properly convex ensures that there is a (possibly not unique) supporting line
to Ω at each of the fixed points of Aγ which is contained in Ω. If this line is unique then it must
be preserved by Aγ. If it is not unique then there exist two such lines which are preserved by Aγ.
This is because the set of all lines through Vγ is homeomorphic to S1. The complement in S1 of
the set of supporting lines to Ω through Vγ is the set of lines through Vγ which pass through the
interior of Ω. The latter is open in S1 and is preserved by Aγ since Aγ fixes Vγ and preserves Ω.
The lines represented by boundary points in the closure of the open set of lines through Vγ which
pass through the interior of Ω must therefore be fixed by Aγ.
We may specify a flag (Vγ, `γ) comprising a fixed point Vγ ∈ Ω of Aγ and a supporting line `γ
to Ω through Vγ which is also preserved by Aγ.
If γ is a peripheral curve about an end  of S then we refer to the Γ-orbit of (Vγ, `γ) as a framing
for  if, in addition, we have
• If Ω is minimal at  then Vγ = p±,
• If Ω is maximal at  then Vγ = p0.
In sum a framing of  determines one flag for each lift of  to Ω. The set of all such flags is, by
assumption, Γ-invariant. If Aγ is parabolic (resp. quasi-hyperbolic) there is one (resp. are three)
such choices. If Aγ is hyperbolic and Ω is minimal at  there are four such choices whereas if Ω
is maximal at  there are two such choices. The reason for the distinction between the minimal
and maximal case will be elucidated by the construction in § 2.2. A more complete discussion of
framings and an exploration of an alternative definition may be found in [16].
A framed convex projective structure on S is the data of the development pair (dev, hol) ∈
T m3 (S) and a framing F at each end of S. Let ∆˜ be the lift of ∆ so S˜. The set of ideal vertices
of ∆˜ is denoted ∆˜0. A framed convex projective structure on S is denoted (dev, hol,F) where the
framing is encoded by the map
F : ∆˜0 → Flag
(
RP2
)
.
We consider two framed real convex projective structures (dev0, hol0,F0) and (dev1, hol1,F1) on
S to be equivalent if there exists M ∈ PGL3(R) if the following are true. Once again we denote
the image of S˜ under devi by Ωi and the image of pi1(S) under holi by Γi.
• Modulo a Γ1-equivariant isotopy of Ω1 fixing ∂Ω1, we have M ◦ dev0 = dev1 ;
• M · hol0 ·M−1 = hol1 ;
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• M ◦ F0 = F1 .
The space of equivalence classes of framed real convex projective structures on S is denoted T +3 (S).
This will be one of the spaces that we investigate using the tools of Fock and Goncharov. If an
ideal triangulation ∆ of S is given then ∆˜0 may also be understood as the set of ideal vertices of
∆˜. Consequently we may think of F as a pi1(S)-equivariant map on ideal vertices of ∆˜.
Fix (dev, hol,F) ∈ T +3 (S). An alternative notation for this structure is (Ω,Γ, f, (Vi, `i)) where
(Vi, `i) is a Γ-invariant family of affine flags defining a framing of each end of S. In particular
Vi ∈ ∂Ω and `i is a supporting line to ∂Ω at Pi. In this case we denote in the usual manner
Ω = dev(S˜), Γ = hol(pi1(S)) and dev descends via the quotient map to the diffeomorphism f .
1.6 Real Analytic Structure on T +3 (S)
As it stands we have not endowed T +3 (S) with any structure and it might be difficult to gain a
foothold in its study. We begin our investigation by defining a topological structure on T3(S) in
the manner laid out by Goldman [34].
Consider the set C∞w (S˜,RP2) of smooth maps endowed with the weak topology. That is, two
maps are ‘close’ if they and all of their derivatives are ‘close’ on a compact subset of S˜ (for full
details see Hirsch [37]). The group PGL3(R) acts by post-composition on C∞w (S˜,RP2). We endow
C∞w (S˜,RP2)/PGL3(R) with the quotient topology induced by this action. There is a natural embedding
T3(S)→ C
∞
w (S˜,RP2)upslopePGL3(R)
(hol, dev) 7→ [dev] .
We pull back the topology on C∞w (S˜,RP2)/PGL3(R) to obtain a topology on T3(S).
The additional data of a framing does not cause any issues with defining a topology on T +3 (S)
in a manner analogous to that described above. Endow Flag(RP2) with the product topology
inherited from RP2 and (RP∗)2. Recall that S has n ends. We also have a product topology on
C∞w (S˜,RP2)×
(
Flag(RP2)
)n
.
The group PGL3(R) acts by homeomorphisms on this space. Recall that S has n ends.
A framing is a pi1(S)-equivariant choice of an affine flag. The data of a framing is uniquely
determined by fixing an arbitrary lift of each end of S and encoding these flags as an element of
(Flag(RP2))n. There is a natural action on the space of affine flags by PGL3(R) in the following
manner. Fix properly convex set Ω ⊂ RP2 and a flag (V, `) where V ∈ ∂Ω and ` a supporting line
to Ω through V . For all A ∈ PGL3(R), the pair A · V ∈ ∂A · Ω and ` ·A−1 comprise a supporting
line through A · Ω at V .
Passing to the quotient space we obtain a map
DEV : T +3 (S)→
(
C∞w (S˜,RP2)×
(
Flag(RP2)
)n)
upslopePGL3(R)
(dev, hol,F) 7→ [dev,F ] .
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We endow T +3 (S) with the topology pulled back via DEV.
In addition to this topological structure there is a real analytic structure on T +3 (S), compatible
with its topology as defined above. We obtain this structure by studying the holonomy represen-
tation instead of the developing map. In the context of observing analytic structures on T +3 (S)
we will make use of the canonical isomorphism
φ : PGL3(R)→ SL3(R)
[A] 7→ Aupslope3√det(A) ,
where A is any representative of [A] ∈ PGL3(R). If hol ∈ Hom(pi1(S),PGL3(R)) is a holonomy
representation then denote holφ = φ ◦ hol.
Let Hom(pi1(S), SL3(R)) denote the algebraic variety of representations from pi1(S) to SL3(R).
There is a smooth action of SL3(R) on Hom(pi1(S), SL3(R)) by inner automorphisms. In particular
we have a map
T +3 (S)→ Hom(pi1(S), SL3(R))upslopeSL3(R)
(dev, hol,F) 7→ [holφ] .
However not every SL3(R)-orbit in Hom(pi1(S), SL3(R)) is closed so Hom(pi1(S), SL3(R))/SL3(R) is not a
variety. Consequently we must impose some further restrictions on the SL3(R)-orbits of this space
in order to pull back a smooth structure on T +3 (S).
There is an open subset Hom(pi1(S), SL3(R))st ⊂ Hom(pi1(S), SL3(R)) upon which SL3(R) acts
properly. These orbits are referred to as stable. All of the holonomy representations with which
we are concerned are stable representations.
The SL3(R)-character variety is the closure of the set of stable SL3(R)-orbits in the variety
Hom(pi1(S), SL3(R)). It is denoted X(S) and may also be defined by the equality
X(S) = Hom(pi1(S), SL3(R)) / SL3(R) ,
where the right hand side is the algebro-geometric quotient of Hom(pi1(S), SL3(R)) with respect
to the action of SL3(R) by conjugation. For a further exploration of the character variety in the
context of geometric invariant theory see, for example [48] or [74]. The advantage of considering
X(S) is that it is an affine algebraic set (see, for example, Culler-Shalen [22]) and has a natural
real-analytic structure. Consequently we can pull back a smooth structure from X(S) to T +3 (S)
via the following map
HOL : T +3 (S)→ X(S) ,
(dev, hol,F) 7→ [holφ] .
For the complete details of the pull-back we refer the interested reader to Goldman [34]. We will
construct an equivalent analytic structure on T +3 (S) in a different manner in § 2.2 after we have
developed Fock and Goncharov’s X -coordinates.
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Chapter 2
X -Coordinates
2.1 Introduction
We begin this chapter by recovering from an element of T +3 (S) a finite family of projective invariants
of the type defined in § 1.3. We then show that such a family determines a unique framed convex
projective structure, a result which is originally contained in [30]. The major result of this chapter
is Theorem 2.2.1, originally due to Fock and Goncharov [30], which shows that the moduli space of
properly convex projective structures on a non-compact surface S of negative Euler characteristic is
homeomorphic to R−8χ(S). This result also appears in its present form in [16] which makes explicit
that the space of Fock-Goncharov’s X -coordinates is a 6n : 1 branched cover over the space of
holonomy representations of properly convex projective structures, a detail which is implicit in
the original. In § 2.4 the monodromy of a curve is recovered (modulo conjugation) as a function
of the Fock-Goncharov parameters assigned to ideal triangles and oriented edges crossed by that
curve. Subsequently in §§ 2.5–2.7 we describe subvarieties of T +3 (S) possessing certain geometric
properties using the characterisations of monodromy obtained earlier.
Theorem 2.2.1 provides an umbrella framework for collecting seminal results in the field of
Teichmu¨ller theory. In this chapter we recover the classical result of Teichmu¨ller [66] regarding
the topology of the space of finite-area hyperbolic structures on non-compact surfaces of negative
Euler characteristic. We also recover the foundational result of Goldman [32] who shows that the
moduli space of convex projective structures on a closed surface Σ of negative Euler characteristic
is homeomorphic to R−8χ(Σ). Finally, Theorem 2.2.1 is also used to recover a result of Marquis [49]
who determines the topology of the moduli space of finite-area convex projective structures on a
non-compact surface of negative Euler characteristic.
The material in this chapter is part of a collaboration between the author and Alex Casella and
Stephan Tillmann to be published as the monograph [16]. The version of the material contained
herein was written by the author. The responsibility for conceiving of and writing the results
contained in this chapter is detailed in the frontispiece.
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2.2 Fock and Goncharov’s X -Coordinates
Let (dev, hol,F) = (Ω,Γ, f, (Vi, `i)) ∈ T +3 (S). We begin by constructing a function on the ideal
triangles and oriented edges of ∆ using the material from § 1.3 in a manner independent of the
choice of representatives dev and hol. For the remainder of this piece we will denote ideal vertices
of ∂Ω by Vi. Whenever the function F is understood we will write
F(Pi) := Fi = (Vi, `i) ∈ Flag(RP2) .
Fix an ideal triangle Tijk of ∆, named for its ideal vertices Pi, Pj and Pk. Ideal triangles of ∆˜
inherit an orientation from S˜ and we assume that the triple (Pi, Pj, Pk) is ordered in accordance
with that orientation. Let Fijk = ((Fi,Fj,Fk)). The condition that dev is a diffeomorphism
whose image is properly convex ensures that Fijk is a triple of flags in general position. We may
therefore assign to Tijk the triple ratio tijk := 3(Fijk) which, following Lemma 1.3.3, is a positive
real number.
If Tpqr differs from Tijk by a deck transformation then the triples of flags Fpqr and Fijk differ by
an element of Γ. Therefore 3(Fpqr) = 3(Fijk). In this manner we assign to each pi1(S)-orbit of ideal
triangles of ∆˜ a positive real number. This assignment descends to an assignment of one positive
real number to each ideal triangle of ∆. If we had chosen a different developing map dev0 in place
of dev then the vertices of dev(Tijk) and dev0(Tijk) would differ by the action of M ∈ PGL3(R).
The same would be true of the projective lines through those vertices. Lemma 1.3.2 shows that
the action of M does not change the triple ratio. In particular the assignment of positive real
numbers to each ideal triangle of ∆ is well-defined.
Let Eij be the edge of ∆˜ which is oriented from Pi to Pj. Suppose it is shared by two (oriented)
ideal triangles Tijk and Tjim as depicted in Figure 2.1. We assign to Eij the number
eij := 4(Fi,Fm,Fj,Fk) .
The quadruple (Fi,Fm,Fj,Fk) is a vector of flags in general position because dev is a dif-
feomorphism and Ω is a properly convex domain. Using Proposition 1.3.5 we conclude that
4(Fi,Fm,Fj,Fk) ∈ R>0.
If we chose a different representative dev0 of dev from the same equivalence class then there
exists M ∈ PGL3(R) such that for all P ∈ ∂∞ ∆˜0,
dev0(P ) = M · dev(P ) ,
Similarly, the projective lines assigned by a framing to these vertices differ by the action of M .
Equation (1.3.3) and Lemma 1.3.2 show that the action of PGL3(R) does not change the edge
ratio assigned to Eij.
Suppose Eab differs from Eij by a deck transformation. By definition of the holonomy group,
the quadruple (Fa,Fb,Fc,Fd) differs from (Fi,Fm,Fj,Fk) by the action of M ∈ PGL3(R). As
above Equation (1.3.3) and Lemma 1.3.2 show that the positive real number assigned to Eab is
the same as that assigned to Eij. We conclude that every oriented edge in the pi1(S)-orbit of Eij
is assigned the edge ratio 4(Fi,Fm,Fj,Fk). Therefore the assignment of positive real numbers to
each oriented edge of ∆˜ descends to an assignment of a positive real number to each edge of ∆.
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We have required that any isotopy of Ω which preserves the equivalence class of the marked
convex projective structure (Ω,Γ, f, (Vi, `i)). Therefore any ideal triangle or oriented edge of ∆˜
may be uniquely identified by a triple of flags in (Vi, `i). In particular, the assignment of positive
real numbers to the oriented edges and ideal triangles of ∆ is independent of any isotopy between
representatives of the same equivalence class in T +3 (S).
Fix an ideal triangulation ∆ of S. We have shown that (dev, hol,F) ∈ T +3 (S) induces a
well-defined assignment of positive real numbers to each ideal triangle and oriented edge of ∆.
S˜
Pi Pj
Pk
Pm
F Vj
Vk
Vi
Vm
`i
`k
`j
`m
tijk
tjim
ejieij
Figure 2.1: Fix (dev, hol,F) ∈ T +3 (S). The map F assigns affine flags in RP2 to the
ideal vertices of ∆˜0.
Denote the ideal triangles and oriented edges of ∆ by T and E respectively. Using the above
construction we have a canonical map
Φ∆ : T +3 (S)→ RT∪E>0 .
When there is no ambiguity as to the ideal triangulation ∆ we will refer to Φ∆ simply as Φ. The
parameters assigned to every ideal triangle and oriented edge of S in the above construction are
referred to as Fock and Goncharov’s X -coordinates. If there is no possibility of confusion with Fock
and Goncharov’s A-coordinates constructed in § 3 we refer to RT∪E>0 simply as FG moduli space.
By abuse of notation we will refer to the numbers assigned to an ideal triangle of ∆ as triple
ratios and the numbers assigned to oriented edges as edge ratios. If there is no confusion with
respect to the A-coordinates we will refer to these collectively as FG parameters.
Theorem 2.2.1 (Fock and Goncharov [30]). The map Φ∆ is a homeomorphism.
Proof. We first show that Φ∆ is injective. Suppose that (dev0, hol0,F0) and (dev1, hol1,F1) are
two framed convex real projective structures such that
Φ∆(dev0, hol0,F0) = Φ∆(dev1, hol1,F1) .
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The respective developing maps push forward ∆˜ to an ideal triangulation Λi of Ωi for i = 0, 1.
Up to isotopy we may assume that devi is a PL developing map for i = 0, 1. Consequently, we
may assume that the edges of Λi are subsets of some projective line. We will show that there
exists M ∈ PGL3(R) such that, modulo a Γ1-equivariant isotopy fixing ∂Ω1 we have the following
equality.
• M ◦ dev0 = dev1 ;
• M ◦ F0 = F1 .
Since the holonomy representations push forward the action of the deck transformations, these
conditions will immediately ensure that M · hol0 ·M−1 = hol1 as required.
Fix an ideal triangle Tijk of ∆˜, named for its ideal vertices ((Pi, Pj, Pk)), which are cyclically
ordered according to the orientation of S˜. The map F0 identifies the ordered triple (Pi, Pj, Pk)
with the ordered triple of affine flags F0ijk = (F0i ,F0j ,F0k ). Similarly F1 identifies (Pi, Pj, Pk) with
the triple of affine flags F1ijk = (F1i ,F1j ,F1k ). Since
Φ∆(dev0, hol0,F0) = Φ∆(dev1, hol1,F1) ,
Lemma 1.3.3 shows that there exists M ∈ PGL3(R) such that M · F0ijk = F1ijk. We note that since
M · F0ijk = F1ijk we may linearly extend the definitions of dev0 and dev1 from Pi, Pj and Pk to Tijk
to show that
M · dev0 |Tijk= dev1 |Tijk .
Let Pm be the ideal vertex of ∆˜ such that (Pj, Pi, Pm) are the vertices of an ideal triangle Tjim
of ∆˜ with orientation induced from that of S˜. We have by assumption that Φ∆ assigns the same
positive real number to the oriented edges between Pi and Pj when applied to both (dev0, hol0,F0)
and (dev1, hol1,F1). The content of Lemma 1.3.5 is that, having already fixed Fi, Fj and Fk,
it must be the case that M · F0(Pm) = F1(Pm). Once we have fixed F0m and F1m, the action of
dev0 and dev1 are uniquely determined on Tjim by the condition that they are linear on each ideal
triangle of ∆˜. In particular
M · dev0 |Tjim= dev1 |Tjim .
We may iterate this procedure arbitrarily many times to ensure that for every ideal triangle Tabc
of ∆˜
• M · dev0 |Tabc= dev1 |Tabc and;
• M · F0ijk = F1abc .
As discussed above this ensures that M · hol0M−1 = hol1 so (dev0, hol0,F0) and (dev1, hol1,F1)
are equivalent as framed convex projective structures on S.
Given (dev, hol,F) ∈ T +3 (S) we note that CR is a continuous function of the points or lines
given as its arguments. Therefore, a small perturbation in dev accompanied by a small perturbation
in the assignment of flags F results in a small perturbation of Φ∆(dev, hol,F) so Φ∆ is continuous.
We now show that Φ∆ is surjective. Fix ξ ∈ RT∪E>0 . Lift ξ to an assignment of positive real
numbers to the ideal triangles and oriented ideal edges of ∆˜. Denote this assignment ξ˜. Recall
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that we denote the ideal vertices of ∆˜ by ∆˜0. We must construct an assignment of flags to each
ideal vertex of ∆˜,
F : ∆˜0 → Flag(RP2) ,
in such a way that we can recover ξ. If we have done so then we may extend linearly onto the
interior of each ideal triangle in order to obtain a developing map with image Ω and push forward
the action of the deck transformations to obtain a holonomy representation with holonomy group
Γ. It would then suffice to verify that Ω/Γ ∼= S.
Fix an ideal triangle Tijk of ∆˜ whose ideal vertices are (Pi, Pj, Pk) ordered according to the
orientation of S˜. Lemma 1.3.3 shows that, modulo the action of PGL3(R), we may fix F(Pi) and
F(Pj) and having done so, ξ˜(Tijk) uniquely determines F(Pk).
Let Pm be an ideal vertex of ∆˜ such that Tjim is an ideal triangle of ∆˜ whose vertices (Pj, Pi, Pm)
are ordered according to the orientation of S˜. Let Eij and Eji be the oriented edges from Pi to Pj
and Pj to Pi respectively. We wish to determine an affine flag F(Pm) = (Vm, `m) such that
• ξ˜(Eij) = 4(Fi, Vm,Fj, Vk) and;
• ξ˜(Eji) = 4(Fj, Vk,Fi, Vm) and;
• ξ˜(Tijm) = 3(Fj,Fi,Fm).
Proposition 1.3.5 shows that the first two conditions uniquely determine Vm. Just as in the case
with Tijk, having determined Fj, Fi and Vm, the third condition uniquely determines `m.
Proceeding in this manner we fix the map
F : ∆˜0 → Flag(RP2) ,
As discussed above, we may define dev by requiring it to be linear on each ideal triangle with
respect to the barycentric coordinates on that triangle. Denote the image of dev by Ω. We define
hol by pushing forward the action of the deck transformations on S˜. We denote the image of hol
by Γ.
It is reasonable to ask why Γ should preserve Ω. Given that Ω is determined by a family of
flags it is sufficient to show that Γ preserves those flags. We note that ξ˜ is defined as the lift of
an assignment of positive real numbers to the ideal triangles and oriented edges of ∆. Therefore ξ˜
is invariant under deck transformations. That is, if Tijk is an ideal triangle in ∆˜, Eij an oriented
edge and γ ∈ pi1(S) then
ξ˜(Tijk) = ξ˜(γ · Tijk) ∀ ideal triangles Tijk ; (2.2.1)
ξ˜(Eij) = ξ˜(γ · Eij) ∀ oriented edges Eij . (2.2.2)
If Fi, Fj and Fk are the ideal vertices of Tijk this means that, by definition of hol, we have
hol(γ) · F(Pi, Pj, Pk) = F(γ · Vi, γ · Pj, γ · Pk). Lemma 1.3.3 shows that this is possible if and only
if Equation (2.2.1). If Tjim is a neighbouring ideal triangle to Tijk then Equation (2.2.2) ensures
that hol(γ) · F(Pm) = F(γ · Pm). Proceeding in this manner if follows that F is equivariant with
respect to hol as is dev. Moreover Γ preserves Ω.
To verify that (dev, hol,F) ∈ T +3 (S) we must show that Ω is properly convex. Fix an ideal
triangle Tijk of ∆˜ with ideal vertices Pi, Pj and Pk ordered according to the orientation of S˜.
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Recall that PGL3(R) is strongly transitive on four points in general position. Consequently we
may choose an affine patch A such that, given the triple of flags (Fi,Fj,Fk) in general position,
A contains
`ij = `i ∩ `j, `jk = `j ∩ `k, and `ik = `i ∩ `k .
Denote the convex hull of these points with respect to A by X(1). We can choose A in such a
manner that X(1) contains Vi, Vj and Vk. We will show that Ω ⊂ X(1).
We proceed by induction on the minimal number of triangles in a path from Tijk to Tabc.
If Tabc = Tijk then dev(Tabc) ⊂ X(1) by assumption. Suppose
Pa = Pj, Pb = Pi, and Pc = Pk .
These conditions ensure that Tijk and Tabc are the adjacent triangles in the left image of Figure 2.1.
Lemma 1.3.5 shows that dev(Tijk) ∪ dev(Tjim) is contained in the intersection of X(1) with the
closed half-plane in A whose boundary is `m and which contains dev(Tijk) (see Figure 2.2). This
intersection must be a quadrilateral, which we denote X(2). This quadrilateral is depicted in
Figure 2.3. It can’t be the same as X(1) because of the condition that all edge ratios and triple
ratios are in R>0. In particular Vm must lie in the interior of X(1) (see Figure 2.2).
Vi
Vm
Vj
Vk
`j
`m
`i
`k
X(1)
Figure 2.2: The condition that all edge ratios and triple ratios lie in R>0 ensures that
Vm must lie in the interior of X. The boundary components of X are depicted in red.
Suppose that there are at least w ≥ 3 ideal triangles in any path in ∆˜ from Tijk to Tabc. Fix a
path of minimal length and number the constituent triangles T1, . . . Tw so T1 = Tijk and Tw = Tabc.
For w0 ≥ 3 let Px0 be the unique vertex of Tw0 which is not a vertex of Tw0−1. Denote by Hx0 the
closed half plane in A containing dev(Tw0) and whose boundary is `x0 . We define
X(w0) := X(w0−1) ∩Hx0 .
Suppose that
w−1⋃
z=1
dev(Tx) ⊂ X(w−1) .
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Let Pc be the ideal vertex of Tabc which is not shared with any the ideal triangles T1, . . . , Tw−1.
Lemma 1.3.5 ensures that dev(Tabc) is contained in the interior of X(w−1). The fact that
ξ˜(Tabc) ∈ R>0 ,
ensures that we can construct X(w) from X(w−1) by intersecting X(w−1) with a half plane whose
boundary is `c as depicted in Figure 2.3 in the case w = 2. We have formed a new circumscribed
polygon X(w) such that
w⋃
x=1
dev(Tx) ⊂ X(w) .
In particular dev(Tabc) ⊂ X(1). By induction Ω ⊂ X(1) so Ω is strictly contained in A. The fact
that Ω is convex with respect to A follows from the fact that Ω is a countable union of ideal
triangles which are pairwise identified along common edges so that the triangles share supporting
lines at these endpoints. The boundary of Ω is therefore locally convex. Consequently, Ω is a
closed, connected subset of A and is convex by the Tietze-Nakajima theorem [55, 69].
Vi
Vm
Vj
Vk
`j
`m
`i
`k
X(2)
Figure 2.3: We construct X(2) by taking the intersection of X(1) with a half-plane whose
boundary is the supporting line `m to Ω at Vm. The boundary of X(2) is depicted in red
We must now show that Ω/Γ ∼= S. We note that the PL developing map dev is a homeomorphism
because it restricts to a homeomorphism on each ideal triangle and adjacent triangles are separated
by a projective line so injectivity cannot fail. Therefore the real analytic map dev′ determined by
dev is a diffeomorphism onto Ω. The representation hol is discrete and faithful because it pushes
forward the discrete, faithful action of pi1(S) on S˜ via the diffeomorphism dev′. It follows that
Ω/Γ ∼= S.
Finally, we note that CR is a continuous function of the quadruples of points or lines given
as its variables. It follows from the above proof of surjectivity that small perturbations of the
triple ratios and edge ratios will result in small perturbations of dev and F so Φ−1∆ is continuous.
Therefore Φ∆ is a homeomorphism as required. 
An Euler characteristic argument shows that
#{4 ∪ E} = −8χ(S) .
Recall that the topology on R4∪E>0 is the Euclidean topology. As a consequence we obtain the
following result.
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Theorem 2.2.2 (Fock-Goncharov, [31]). The space T +3 (S) of framed convex projective structures
on S is homeomorphic to R−8χ(S).
Two elements of T +3 (S) sharing the same holonomy representation (up to conjugation) differ
only by a choice of framing. Given a holonomy representation there is a choice of framing at each
end which is generically 6 : 1, depending on the monodromy about each peripheral curve. Recall
that n is the number of punctures of S. In [16] an explicit action of Sym(3)n is given on T +3 (S).
Moreover the space
T +3 (S)upslopeSym(3)n ,
is naturally identified with the subset of Hom(pi1(S), SL3)/SL3(R) comprising (conjugacy classes of)
holonomy representations of convex projective structures on S.
We noted in § 1.6 that T +3 (S) has an analytic structure which is compatible with its topological
structure. We have seen that Φ∆ is a homeomorphism and RT∪E>0 inherits a natural analytic
structure from R−8χ(S). Consequently we define Φ∆ to be a diffeomorphism by pulling back the
analytic structure from RT∪E>0 to T +3 (S). We will justify this choice by in the following section by
showing that the analytic structure we have obtained is compatible with a natural group action
on T +3 (S).
2.3 Change of Coordinates
Let ∆′ be an ideal triangulation of S obtained by performing an edge flip on ∆. Suppose this edge
flip replaces the edge e ∈ ∆ with e′ ∈ ∆′. Denote the set of ideal triangles (resp. oriented edges)
in ∆ and ∆′ by T and T ′ (resp. E and E ′) respectively. The edge flip which replaces ∆ with ∆′
induces a map
Φ∆′ ◦ Φ−1∆ : RT∪E>0 → RT
′∪E′
>0 .
Theorem 2.2.1 shows that this is a homeomorphism. We refer to Φ∆′ ◦ Φ−1∆ as the transition map
induced by this edge flip. In this section we explicitly describe this map in terms of the coordinate
functions on RT∪E>0 . The transition map is ‘local’ in the sense that it does not change the triple
ratios of ideal triangles whose closure does not contain e (resp. e′). Similarly it only changes the
edge ratios on oriented edges which are contained in the boundary of such a triangle.
The changes induced are calculated in Fock and Goncharov [30] and are listed below. The
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V0
V1
V2
V3
t012
t023
e01
e10e12
e21
e23
e32 e30
e03
e20 e02
V0
V1
V2
V3
t′123 t
′
013
e′01
e′10e
′
12
e′21
e′23
e′32 e
′
30
e′03
e′13
e′31
Figure 2.4: An edge flip in a properly convex domain Ω ⊂ RP2.
labels used are those indicated in Figure 2.4.
e′01 =
e01e02
e02 + 1
, e′10 =
e10(e02 + 1)t012e20
e02t012e20 + t012e20 + e20 + 1
, (2.3.1)
e′21 = e21(e20 + 1) , e′12 =
e12(e02t012e20 + t012e20 + e20 + 1)
e20 + 1
, (2.3.2)
e′23 =
e23e20
e20 + 1
, e′32 =
e32e02t023(e20 + 1)
e02t023e20 + e02t023 + e02 + 1
, (2.3.3)
e′03 = e03(e02 + 1) , e′30 =
e30(e02t023e20 + e02t023 + e02 + 1)
e02 + 1
, (2.3.4)
e′13 =
e20 + 1
(e02 + 1)t012e20
, t′130 =
t023(e02t012e20 + t012e20 + e20 + 1)
e02t023e20 + e02t023 + e02 + 1
, (2.3.5)
e′31 =
e02 + 1
e02t023(e20 + 1)
, t′123 =
t012(e02t023e20 + e02t023 + e02 + 1)
e02t012e20 + t012e20 + e20 + 1
. (2.3.6)
A single edge flip performed on ∆ induces countably many edge flips on ∆˜. Therefore one may
need to iterate the calculations in Lines (2.3.1)–(2.3.6) more than once in order to determine the
transition map. For example, fix an edge ‘e′ of ∆ which is not changed by the edge flip. Choose
a lift ê of e in ∆˜. It may be the case that the edge flip on ∆ induces an edge flip on an edge in
both of the triangles whose closures contain ê. In this instance we need to repeat the calculations
described in Equations (2.3.1)–(2.3.6) for both of the triangles whose closure contains ê. A direct
calculation shows that the order in which we perform these calculations does not impact the final
value of the edge ratio on ê. Moreover ê is contained in the closure of exactly two triangles so we
need to perform this procedure at most twice for each edge of ∆. In sum, the transition map is
easily calculable in practice.
The equations in Equations (2.3.1)–(2.3.6) are rational functions and are everywhere well-
defined given that all edge ratios and triple ratios are strictly positive. In particular, transition
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maps are diffeomorphisms with respect to the natural analytic structure on RT∪E>0 . We assumed
above that ∆ and ∆′ differ by a single edge flip. Floyd and Hatcher [29] show that any two
ideal triangulations of S differ by finitely many edge flips. Consequently if ∆′ is an arbitrary ideal
triangulation then the map Φ∆′ ◦Φ∆ (which we still refer to as a transition map) is the composition
of finitely many diffeomorphisms and is therefore itself a diffeomorphism.
We lend creedence to the idea that the analytic structure we have obtained on T +3 (S) is natural
by studying the induced action of the mapping class group. Let Diff+(S) be the set of orientation-
preserving diffeomorphisms of S and Diff0(S) the subset of those diffeomorphisms which are iso-
topic to the identity. The mapping class group of S is defined to be the quotient group,
Mod(S) := Diff
+(S)upslopeDiff0(S) .
Elements of Mod(S) act on T +3 (S) via the following map
Mod(S)× T +3 (S)→ T +3 (S)
(φ, (Ω,Γ, f, (Pi, `i))) 7→ (Ω,Γ, f ◦ φ−1, (Pi, `i)) .
The action of φ ∈ Mod(S) on S˜ induces a change of ideal triangulation ∆ to ∆′. This map does not
change Ω, Γ or the family of flags under consideration. In particular there exist diffeomorphisms
ψ∆, ψ∆′ : RT∪E>0 → R−8χ(S)>0 ,
which are the identity on each coordinate function, such that
Φ−1∆ ◦ ψ−1∆ ◦ ψ∆′ ◦ Φ∆′ ◦ φ = Id
=⇒ φ = Φ−1∆′ ◦ ψ−1∆′ ◦ ψ∆ ◦ Φ∆ .
In particular, Mod(S) acts by diffeomorphisms on T +3 (S). In this sense the real analytic structure
on T +3 (S) recovered from FG moduli space is ‘natural’.
2.4 Monodromy
Having showed that the analytic structure we have defined on T +3 (S) is natural in a certain sense,
we would also like to show that it is compatible with the structure obtained from X(S) in the sense
that
HOL : T +3 (S)→ X(S) ,
is real analytic. Since Φ∆ is, by definition, a diffeomorphism, it is sufficient to show that the
analytic structure on X(S) is compatible with that on RT∪E>0 . We do so in this section by explicitly
calculating HOL ◦Φ−1∆ using techniques established by Fock and Goncharov [30]. The explicit
calculations were first published in [16].
Consider the graph H obtained by starting with ∆ and adding edges which join the ideal
vertices of each triangle to a new vertex in the barycenter of that triangle. The monodromy graph
of ∆ is the dual graph G to H. Each ideal triangle Ti of ∆ strictly contains exactly three edges of
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G. We refer to any such edge of G as a T -edge. Every other edge of G crosses a unique edge of ∆.
We refer to such an edge as a E-edge. We define E(G) to be the set of all oriented edges of G.
We denote by G˜ the lift of G to ∆˜. Fix a basepoint of pi1(S) which is also a vertex of G. Every
closed curve γ of pi1(S) is homotopic rel. basepoint to a closed (based) path in G. Such a path
lifts to a (not necessarily closed) based path in G˜. We let E(G˜) be the set of oriented edges of
G˜. Fix (dev, hol,F) ∈ T +3 (S) so that dev(G˜) is naturally a graph contained in Ω. We define the
monodromy map
Mon : E(G˜)→ PGL3(R) ,
in the following manner.
1. Let e ∈ E(G˜) be an oriented T -edge contained in an ideal triangle T012 of ∆˜. The three
T -edges contained in T012 form a loop `012 which may be oriented in accordance with T012
or in opposition to T012. Similarly, we may refer to the orientation of e being either in
accordance or opposed to that of `012 (or equivalently, of T012). Let the ideal vertices of T012
be (P0, P1, P2), ordered in accordance with the orientation of S˜. The images of these vertices
under F are the affine flags F0 , F1 and F2. The edge dev(e) is depicted as e0 in Figure 2.5.
We define Mon(e) in terms of its action on (F0,F1,F2).
• If the orientation of e agrees with that of T012 then we define:
Mon(e) · (F0,F1,F2) := (F1,F2,F0) . (2.4.1)
We assume (F0,F1,F2) is a triple of flags in general position. Consequently the points
P0, P1, P2 and `0 ∩ `1 form a projective frame. Therefore Equation (2.4.1) uniquely
determines Mon(e) ∈ PGL3(R).
• If the orientation of e does not agree with that of T012 then we define:
Mon(e) · (F0,F1,F2) := (F2,F0,F1) . (2.4.2)
2. Suppose now that e is an oriented E-edge. Let e be the edge which intersects the ideal edge
of ∆˜ whose endpoints are V1 and V2. Suppose the orientation of e is such that V1 is to the
‘right’ and V2 is in the ‘left’ according to the orientation of e (just as V1 and V2 are to the
right and left of e1 respectively in Figure 2.5). Suppose that T012 is adjacent to the ideal
triangle T213. As usual, we denote
F(Px) := Fx = (Vx, `x) ,
for Px ∈ S˜. We now define:
Mon(e) · (V0,F1,F2) := (V3,F2,F1) .
Recall that we denote `ij := `i ∩ `j. Given that all triples of flags in the image of F are
in general position, so V0, V1, V2 and `12 form a projective frame. Therefore the action of
Mon(e) on V0, V1, V2 and `12 is sufficient to uniquely determine an element of PGL3(R).
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e01
e10
P0
P1
e02
e20
P2e12 e21
e13
e31
P3
e32
e23
e1
e0
Figure 2.5: The monodromy along a E-edge and a T -edge of G˜. The graph G˜ is in red,
the edges e0 and e1 are oriented according to the arrow at its midpoint.
Recall that F is only defined up to the action of PGL3(R). We have defined Mon using
an arbitrary representative of F . Therefore the monodromy is only defined up to conjugation
in PGL3(R). This is sufficient to determine that HOL is analytic. This characterisation of the
monodromy map will also be essential in our efforts at recovering geometric information from the
X -coordinates which is explored in §§ 2.5–2.7.
We fix some notation so that we may further investigate the monodromy map. Given a vertex
v of G, a based loop in G will refer to a finite sequence of oriented edges
e0, e1 . . . en ,
such that the endpoint of ei is the starting point of ei−1 and the endpoint of en is the starting
point of e0. If s0 is the starting point of e0 then we may also understand this based loop as an
element of pi1(S, s0) in the natural manner. We define a based loop in G˜ in the analogous way.
Lemma 2.4.1. Fix (dev, hol,F) ∈ T +3 (S) and γ ∈ pi1(S, s0). Choose s0 so that it is a vertex of
G. There exists a finite sequence of oriented edges
(e0, . . . , en) ⊂ G˜ ,
which descends via the universal cover to a based loop which is homotopic (rel. s0) to γ. In this
instance
hol(γ) ∼
n∏
i=0
Mon(en−i) .
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Proof. The graph G contracts in S to the dual spine of ∆ by collapsing loops in G whose image
under the natural homomorphism pi1(G)→ pi1(S) are trivial. Therefore the natural homomorphism
pi1(G)→ pi1(S) is surjective.
Choose a based loop in G which is homotopic rel. s0 to γ. Let w := (e0, e1, . . . , en) be a based
loop in G˜ which represents a lift of the chosen loop.
Let Tijk be the ideal triangle of ∆˜ whose ideal vertices are Pi, Pj and Pk. Let the starting point
of e0 be contained in T012. Let
F(P0, P1, P2) := (F0,F1,F2) ,
where Fi = (Vi, `i). The endpoint of en is contained in an ideal triangle T345 in ∆˜. Let
F(P3, P4, P5) := (F3,F4,F5) .
Note that T012 and T345 are (possibly distinct) lifts of the same triangle in ∆ since γ is a closed
loop. The map Mon is constructed in such a manner that, up to renaming flags,
m∏
i=0
Mon(em−i) · (V0,F1,F2) = (V3,F4,F5) .
However since T012 and T345 are lifts of the same triangle in ∆ we have
3(F0,F1,F2) = 3(F3,F4,F5) .
Since ∏Mon(em−i) ∈ PGL3(R), it preserves the triple ratio so Lemma 1.3.3 proves that
m∏
i=0
Mon(em−i) · (F0,F1,F2) = (F3,F4,F5) (2.4.3)
An element of PGL3(R) is uniquely determined by its action on a projective frame so Equa-
tion (2.4.3) uniquely determines ∏Mon(em−i) as an element of PGL3(R). Alternatively, we have
chosen w and γ so that
γ · T012 = T345 ,
where γ ∈ pi1(S) acts on S˜ by deck transformations. Since the holonomy representation pushes
forward the action of the deck transformations, this means that hol(γ) is conjugate to the unique
element A ∈ PGL3(R) such that
A · (F0,F1,F2) = (F3,F4,F5) ,
from which the required result follows. 
Remark 2.4.2. We may choose the sequence of edges w in Lemma 2.4.1 within its homotopy class
so that the constituent edges ei alternate between T -edge and E-edge. For instance we may do this
by requiring that w contain the minimal number of edges.
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To understand the action of the monodromy map it will be useful to concoct some examples
using a convenient quadruple of affine flags in general position. Fix a pair of adjacent ideal triangles
T012 and T213 as depicted in Figure 2.5. For any (dev, hol,F) ∈ T +3 (S) we may choose a developing
map within its equivalence class such that the image of those ideal triangles under dev is convenient
for calculation. For the remainder of this section we fix the following definition of the quadruple
F(P0, P1, P2, P3) = (F0,F1,F2,F3).
F0 = (V0, `0) :=

 1−1
1
 , (t012, 1 + t012, 1)
 ,
F1 = (V1, `1) :=

10
0
 , (0, 0, 1)
 ,
F2 = (V2, `2) :=

00
1
 , (1, 0, 0)
 ,
F3 = (V3, `3) :=

e21e12e12
1
 , (1,−e21(1 + t321), e21e12t321)
 .
The projective lines `0, `3 ∈ (RP2)∗ and the vertex V3 ∈ RP2 contain parameters which are defined
as follows,
t012 := 3((F0,F1,F2)) , t321 := 3((F3,F2,F1)) ,
e12 := 4(F1,F3,F2,F0) , e21 := 4(F2,F0,F1,F3) .
Let e0 and e1 be defined as in Figure 2.5. Having fixed the above normal forms, the monodromy
map on e0 and e1 may be directly calculated as follows.
Mon(e0) =
 0 0 10 −1 −1
t012 1 + t012 1
 , Mon(e1) =
 0 0 e210 −1 0
e−112 0 0
 .
Lemma 2.4.3. Fix (dev, hol,F) ∈ T +3 (S). Let e be an oriented edge of G˜ whose starting point
lies in an ideal triangle Tijk of ∆˜. As usual denote
F(Px) = Fx = (Vx, `x) .
Let (F0,F1,F2,F3) be defined as above. Define A ∈ PGL3(R) to be the unique transformation such
that
A · (Vi, Vj, Vk, `jk) = (P0, P1, P2, `12) .
Moreover let
T (z) :=
0 0 10 −1 −1
z 1 + z 1
 , E(x, y) :=
 0 0 y0 −1 0
x−1 0 0
 .
Then we infer the following about the monodromy map.
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1. If e is an oriented T -edge whose orientation agrees with that of Tijk then
Mon(e) = A−1 · T (tijk) · A , where tijk = 3(Fi,Fj,Fk) .
2. Let Tjim = (Pj, Pi, Pm) be the ideal triangle of ∆˜ which shares the ideal edge (Pi, Pj) with
Tijk. If e is an oriented E-edge which is dual to the edge between Pi and Pj such that Pi is
on the ‘right’ and Pj is on the ‘left’ then
Mon(e) = A−1 · E(eij, eji) · A ,
where eij = 4(Fi,Fm,Fj,Fk) and eji = 4(Fj,Fj,Fi,Fm).
Proof. By construction the points (P0, P1, P2, `12) constitute a projective basis. For each equation
in the statement the transformations on the right and left hand side agree on this projective basis
so the required result is immediate. 
Let γ be an oriented closed curve in S. Modulo isotopy we may assume that γ intersects the
ideal edges of ∆ transversely. Let (S0, . . . , Sn) be the sequence of ideal triangles traversed by γ,
cyclically ordered according to the orientation of γ. We note that the triangles need not be distinct.
Denote by ei the oriented edge of G through which γ passes as it leaves Si, with orientation agreeing
with that of Si (see Figure 2.6). We use e−1i to denote the same edge with opposite orientation. If
ξ ∈ RT∪E>0 is fixed then we may define the following transformations in PGL3(R).
Ei := E(ξ(ei), ξ(e−1i )) , Ti := T (ξ(Si)) ,
Denote by e′i the oriented edge through which γ enters Si, with orientation agreeing with that of
Si (see Figure 2.6). Define i as follows.
i :=
1 if ei ∩ e′i is the endpoint of e′i.−1 if ei ∩ e′i is the starting point of e′i.
ei
e′i
ei
e′i
i = 1 i = −1
γ γSi Si
Figure 2.6: Fix an affine patch in which Si is oriented anticlockwise,  = 1 when γ ‘turns
right’ and  = −1 when γ ‘turns left’.
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Theorem 2.4.4 (Casella, Tate, Tillmann, [16]). Fix (dev, hol,F) ∈ T +3 (S) and γ ∈ pi1(S). Using
the notation defined in this section, we have
hol(γ) ∼ T 00 · E0 . . . T nn · En .
Proof. It is immediate from Lemmas 2.4.1 and 2.4.3 that
hol(γ) ∼
n∏
i=0
A−1n−i · En−i · T n−in−i · An−i (2.4.4)
where Ai ∈ PGL3(R) is obtained by using the equation T = Ti to define the projective trans-
formation A in Lemma 2.4.3. We would now like to claim that Aj · A−1j−1 = T−jj · E−1j−1 for all
j ∈ {0, . . . , n} by showing that the transformations agree on a projective basis. Both sides of the
equation in question define transformations which agree on the points (V1, V2, Ej−1 · V0, `12). This
is a projective basis because Ej−1 · V0 is just the vertex V3 defined with respect to the edge ratios
used to define Ej−1. This data and Equation (2.4.4) show that
hol(γ) ∼
n∏
i=0
A−1n−i · En−i · T n−in−i · An−i
=
(
n−1∏
i=0
A−1n−i · En−i · T n−in−i · T−n−in−i · E−1n−(i+1) · An−(i+1)
)
· A−10 · E0 · T 00 · A0
= A−1n · En · T 00 · A0 .
One shows by induction that A−1n = A−10 ·
(∏n−1
i=0 Ei · T i+1i+1
)
. Finally we have
hol(γ) ∼ A−10 · E0 ·
(
n∏
i=1
T ii · Ei
)
· T 00 · A0
∼ T 00 · E0 ·
(
n∏
i=1
T ii · Ei
)
.
as required. 
The result above will prove very useful in investigating interesting subvarieties of RT∪E>0 . How-
ever we will first use it to shed light on the relationship between the analytic structure of RT∪E>0
(hence also T +3 (S)) and that of X(S). We have a natural projection
HOL ◦Φ−1∆ : RT∪E>0 → X(S)
ξ 7→ [hol] .
Fix ξ ∈ RT∪E>0 . Let Φ−1∆ (ξ) have holonomy group Γ < PGL3(R). The calculations in Lemmas 1.3.3
and 1.3.5 and Theorem 2.4.4 ensure that the entries of Γ are rational functions in the coordinates
of ξ. The group isomorphism
PGL3(R)→ SL3(R)
[A] 7→ 1
3
√
det(A)
A ,
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T +3 (S) X(S)
RT∪E>0
HOL
Φ∆ HOL ◦Φ−1∆
Figure 2.7: A commutative diagram of smooth maps.
is by construction a diffeomorphism. We conclude that HOL ◦Φ−1∆ is real analytic and Figure 2.7
is a commutative diagram of smooth maps.
In this sense the analytic structures on RT∪E>0 and T +3 (S) are compatible with that of X(S).
Indeed we know that HOL is a 6n : 1 branched cover onto its image, which is the set of equivalence
classes with a representative that is the holonomy of some convex projective structures on S.
The branching locus is the set of points (dev, hol,F) ∈ T +3 (S) for which there exists a peripheral
curve γ ∈ pi1(S) such that hol(γ) ∈ PGL3(R) does not possess three distinct fixed points. In
particular HOL ◦Φ−1∆ is a local diffeomorphism at points which are not on the image under Φ∆ of
the branching locus of HOL.
2.5 Hyperbolic Structures
In this section we begin working toward recovering a classical result of Teichmu¨ller [66]. We will
identify the homeomorphism type of the subspace of T +3 (S) comprising structures which have finite
area and have hyperbolic geometry in a sense which we will now make specific. We begin with the
classical definition of a marked hyperbolic structure as defined in, for example Goldman [34] or
Thurston [68].
Let (D, dH) be the Klein disc. A marked hyperbolic structure on S is a choice of the following
data:
• A discrete faithful representation ρ : pi1(S) → Γ < SO+(1, 2), which we refer to as the
holonomy representation and;
• A pi1(S)-equivariant diffeomorphism φ : S˜ → U ⊂ D onto the minimal Γ-invariant geodesi-
cally convex subset of D.
Consequently φ descends to a diffeomorphism between U/Γ and S. We can require this to be an
isometry so that S is endowed with the metric of the hyperbolic plane.
This definition is somewhat non-standard but is equivalent to the more familiar definition of
a marked hyperbolic structure (for example [68]). The reason for this choice is that we will soon
change our setting back to RP2 and it will be useful to speak about the image of the diffeomorphism
φ in terms of the fixed points of the holonomy group ρ(pi1(S)).
We consider two such marked hyperbolic structures (φ1, ρ1) and (φ2, ρ2) on S to be equivalent
if there exists A ∈ SO+(1, 2) such that, modulo an isotopy fixing the ideal boundary of S, we have:
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• A · φ1 = φ2 and;
• A ◦ ρ1 ◦ A−1 = ρ2.
We denote the space of marked hyperbolic structures on S by T2(S).
Remark 2.5.1. In the definition of a marked hyperbolic structure we restricted our attention (φ, ρ)
such that the image, U , of φ is a minimal Γ-invariant subset of D. The analogy with T m3 (S) would
be stronger if we chose U to be a minimal or maximal Γ-invariant subset. Our reason for choosing
this definition will become clear as we see that T2(S) may be identified with a subvariety of RT∪E>0
which is particularly easy to identify and study.
Given (φ, ρ) ∈ T2(S) we may naturally recover an element of T m3 (S) as follows. We recall that
there is a natural analytic embedding of the compactified Klein disc into RP2 defined by:
ι : D ↪→
{
(x : y : 1) ∈ RP2 | x2 + y2 ≤ 1
}
(u, v) 7→ (u, v, 1) .
Furthermore, recall that the Hilbert metric on ι(D) is, modulo a uniform scaling, the same as the
push-forward of the hyperbolic metric via ι
Given (φ, ρ) ∈ T2(S) we now define an element of T m3 (S) using the following induced map.
ι∗ : T2(S)→ T m3 (S)
(φ, ρ) 7→ (ι ◦ φ, ι∗ρ) .
The representation ι∗ρ has image Γ < PO+(1, 2) < PGL3(R). In order to study T2(S) in the
framework of Fock and Goncharov we need to replace T m3 (S) in the definition of ι∗ with T +3 (S).
To do so we need a systematic means of choosing a framing for ι∗(φ, ρ) ∈ T m3 (S). The framings
we use are exactly those identified by the following definition.
We define the subset T +2 (S) ⊂ T +3 (S) to be that which comprises structures of the form
(dev, hol,F) such that:
• There is (φ, ρ) ∈ T2(S) such that ι∗(φ, ρ) = (dev, hol) ∈ T m3 (S) and;
• Fix the representative ι ◦ φ in the equivalence class of dev. Every flag (V, `) in the image of
F is chosen such that ` is a supporting line to ι(D) at V .
We now show that T +2 (S) has a convenient expression in RT∪E>0 .
Proposition 2.5.2. If ξ ∈ RT∪E>0 then ξ is uniquely determined by its lift ξ˜ to ∆˜. If (Pi, Pj) is an
edge of ∆˜ oriented from Pi to Pj and Tijk is an ideal triangle of ∆˜ then denote
ξ˜((Pi, Pj)) = eij and ξ˜(Tijk) = tijk
The set Φ∆(T +2 (S)) is the subvariety Vhyp ⊂ RT∪E>0 defined by the following conditions.
• eij = eji for all i and j such that Pi and Pj share an edge in ∆˜ and;
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• tijk = 1 for all i, j and k such that Pi, Pj and Pl are the vertices of an ideal triangle in ∆˜.
Proof. Fix (dev, hol,F) ∈ T +2 (S) denote ξ := Φ∆(dev, hol,F). We will show that ξ takes the
required form. Choose an ideal triangle Tijk ∈ ∆˜. Denote Fijk := (Fi,Fj,Fk) = F(Pi, Pj, Pk)
where as usual Fx = (Vx, `x) for all x.
Up to post-composing dev with an element of PGL3(R) we may assume that Fijk takes the
following normal form.
Vi =
10
1
 , `i = (1, 0,−1) , (2.5.1)
Vj =
01
1
 , `j = (1− tijk,−(1 + tijk), 1 + tijk) , (2.5.2)
Vk =
−10
1
 , `k = (1, 0, 1) . (2.5.3)
There is a unique conic passing through Vi, Vj and Vk to which `i and `k are supporting lines. It
is the following set.
C :=
{
[x, y, 1] ∈ RP2 | x2 + y2 = 1
}
.
We seek conditions on tijk such that `j is a supporting line to C at Vj. This is so if and only if
tijk = 1 so that
`j =
(
0, 1,−1
)
.
In this case the triple of flags Fijk is that depicted in Figure 2.8.
Let Tjim be the ideal triangle of ∆˜ which shares the edge (Vi, Vj) with Tijk. Its vertices are
(Vj, Vi, Vm), ordered according to the orientation of S˜. It remains to determine conditions on eik
and eki which ensure that Vm lies on C. Using the calculations in Proposition 1.3.5 we have
Vm =
1− eikeki−2eki
1 + eikeki
 . (2.5.4)
Therefore we require the following, recalling that eik, eki > 0 by assumption.
(1− eikeki)2 + 4e2ki = (1 + eikeki)2
⇐⇒ e2ki = eikeki
⇐⇒ eki = eik .
However the choice of Tijk was arbitrary and the values taken by ξ are independent of the choice
of representative of dev within its equivalence class. Therefore we have verified the following
• For all ideal triangles Tabc in ∆˜, we have tijk = 1 and;
• For all ideal edges (Pa, Pb) of ∆˜, we have eab = eba.
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`k
`j
`i
Vi
Vj
Vk
Vm
tijk
eikeki
Figure 2.8: There is a unique conic through Vi, Vj and Vk with supporting lines `i and
`j.
We have shown that Φ∆(T +2 (S)) ⊆ Vhyp. Conversely, let ξ ∈ Vhyp ⊂ RT∪E>0 . Let (dev, hol,F) =
Φ−1∆ (ξ) and let the ideal triangles Tijk and Tjim share the edge (Pi, Pj). Without loss of generality
we may also assume that the ordered quadruple of flags F(Pi, Pj, Pk, Pm) is as defined in Equa-
tions (2.5.1)-(2.5.4). In particular the fact that ξ ∈ Vhyp ensures that Vi, Vj, Vk and Vm are points
on C and `i, `j and `k are supporting lines to C at Vi, Vj and Vk respectively.
Now consider the unique element A ∈ PGL3(R) defined by the following conditions.
A · Vi = Vi , A · `i`m = `i`k ,
A · Vm = Vk , A · Vk = Vj .
The fact that ξ˜(Tjim) = 1 then enforces the condition that A · `k = `j. Let Vq be the ideal vertex of
∆˜ such that Timq is the ideal triangle which shares the edge (Pi, Pm) with Tjim. Then the condition
that ξ˜(Pi, Pm) = ξ˜(Pm, Pi) ensures that A · Vq ∈ C. The condition that ξ˜(Timp) = 1 ensures that
A · `q is a supporting line to C at A · Vq.
The fact that A ∈ PGL3(R) ensures that the image of C under A is a conic. In particular A
sends the unique conic through Pi, Pk and Pm with supporting lines `i and `m (which is C) to the
unique conic through Pi, Pj and Pk with supporting lines `i and `k (which is also C). In particular,
A · Vq ∈ C so Vq ∈ C and `q is a supporting line to C at Vq.
Proceeding in this manner we may verify that, upon choosing a suitable developing map within
the equivalence class of dev, every flag (Vx, `x) in the image of F is such that Vx ∈ C and `x is a
supporting line to C at Vx. We may conclude that the image of dev, which we denote by Ω, is a
subset of D because Ω is required to be properly convex.
The holonomy group Γ = hol(pi1(S)) is a subset of projective transformations which preserve
all flags (Vx, `x) in the image of F . The fact that for all such x, Vx ∈ C and `x is a supporting line
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to C at Vx, and the fact the elements of PGL3(R) preserve conics, ensures that Γ must preserve C.
By definition, such a transformation is an element of PO(1, 2). The holonomy group preserves the
orientation of ∂Ω and must furthermore be a subset of PO+(1, 2).
To ensure that ξ ∈ Φ∆(T +2 (S)) our definition of a marked hyperbolic structure requires that we
show Ω is the minimal geodesically closed (with respect to the hyperbolic metric on C) Γ-invariant
subset of C. We have seen that Ω ⊂ D. Moreover F(Pi) is in the boundary of Ω for all ideal
vertices Pi. Therefore F(Pi) is a repelling or attracting fixed point for all Pi. By construction Ω is
therefore the interior of the convex hull of the fixed points of its peripheral elements. Through our
knowledge of hyperbolic geometry it must therefore be the minimal geodesically convex Γ-invariant
subset of D.
Let ι : D ↪→ RP2 be the diffeomorphism described previously in this section. We now have a
developing map ι−1 · dev : S˜ → D and holonomy representation ι∗ ◦ hol : pi1(S)→ SO+(1, 2) such
that (ι−1 ◦ dev, ι∗ · hol) ∈ T2(S). Consequently that (dev, hol,F) ∈ T +2 (S) and
ξ = Φ∆(dev, hol,F) ∈ Φ∆(T +2 (S)) ,
as required. 
We may now state a result which reinforces the relationship between Vhyp and the classical
Teichmu¨ller space.
Corollary 2.5.3. The subset of Vhyp described in the statement of Proposition 2.5.2 is diffeomor-
phic to R−3χ(S).
Proof. The fact that the equalities defining Vhyp define a subset which is diffeomorphic to a ball
is clear. It remains only to verify the dimension of that ball. Recall that E denotes the edges
of ∆ without orientation and an element of Vhyp is determined by the assignment of one positive
real number to each edge of ∆. The result now follows from the facts that χ(S) = #T −#E and
3#T = 2#E. 
Remark 2.5.4. If Ω is a properly convex domain which serves as the image of the developing
map defined by ξ ∈ Vhyp then Ω may be strictly contained in the interior of a conic rather than
populating the entire interior of that conic with respect to some affine patch. If the former then
the Hilbert metric on Ω is not, modulo scaling, the hyperbolic metric as Ω itself is not the interior
of a conic. Only in the instance that Ω is the interior of a conic, with respect to some affine patch,
is Ω with its Hilbert metric, isometric to the hyperbolic plane. We will see in § 2.6 that the latter
case occurs if and only if the Hausdorff measure on Ω/Γ is finite where Γ is the holonomy group
defined by ξ.
Proposition 2.5.2 and Corollary 2.5.3 give an alternative proof of the same results cited in
Fock and Goncharov [30]. Fock and Goncharov’s proof makes use of an alternative definition of
‘hyperbolic structures’ as those which are fixed by an automorphism on T +3 (S) which is induced
by the projective duality map which interchanges points and lines of RP2. However using the proof
of Proposition 2.5.2 we seek to clarify the fact that the elements of Vhyp are not the only framed
convex projective structures whose holonomy groups lie in PO+(1, 2). Indeed we can change the
framing on most elements of Vhyp and obtain an element which is not in Vhyp. In the next section
we clarify our use of the term ‘most’.
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2.6 Finite-Area Surfaces
In this section we once more show that the monodromy map determined in § 2.4 may be used to
identify an algebraic subvariety of RT∪E>0 with a special geometric property. The geometric property
under consideration is that of having finite Hausdorff measure with respect to the Hilbert metric
as constructed in § 1.2. We begin by demonstrating that (Ω,Γ, f, (Vi, `i)) ∈ T +3 (S) determines
a Hausdorff measure on S of finite area if and only if ∂Ω is C2 at each of the ideal vertices of
∆˜. Throughout this section we implement techniques in Hilbert geometry from Colbois, Vernicos
and Verovic [18]. Peripheral transformations are referred to as hyperbolic, quasi-hyperbolic or
parabolic in the sense of § 1.5. We ultimately aim to recover the following result of Marquis.
Theorem 2.6.1 (Marquis, [49]). The properly convex projective structure (Ω,Γ) ∈ T3(S) has
finite Hausdorff measure if and only if all of the peripheral transformations in Γ are parabolic. In
addition, we have a diffeomorphism
{(Ω,Γ) ∈ T3(S) | All peripheral transformations of Γ are parabolic} ∼= R−8χ(S)−2n .
Fix (dev, hol,F) ∈ T +3 (S) and an ideal triangulation ∆ of S. Let Ω be the image of dev and
Γ the holonomy group. The geometry on S defined by (dev, hol) has finite area if and only if each
of the ideal triangles of ∆ has finite area.
Let Λ denote the ideal triangulation of Ω obtained by pushing forward ∆˜ via dev. In this
instance it is useful to consider dev to be a PL-developing map so that the edges of Λ are subsets
of projective lines. Let T be an ideal triangle of ∆ and T̂ a lift of T to Λ. The Hausdorff measure
of an ideal triangle T is the quantity µΩ(T̂ ). Therefore we seek to investigate conditions under
which µΩ(T̂ ) is finite.
Lemma 2.6.2. Let T be a non-degenerate ideal triangle of Ω whose edges are subsets of projective
lines. Denote the ideal vertices of T by Vi, Vj and Vk. Furthermore suppose that ∂Ω does not have
a unique supporting line at Vi ∈ ∂Ω. Then
µΩ(T ) =∞ .
Proof. Choose one supporting line to ∂Ω at each of Vj and Vk and label them `j and `k respectively.
Choose two distinct supporting lines at Vi, labeled `i and `′i. Since T is non-degenerate and Ω is
properly convex, the lines `j, `k, `i and `′i bound a unique properly convex domain in RP2 which
strictly contains Ω. Denote this domain by X. This region is depicted in Figure 2.9. We claim
that it is sufficient to show that µX(T ) is infinite. Indeed if this is the case the result follows from
Corollary 1.2.4 which states that
Ω ⊆ X =⇒ µΩ(T ) ≥ µX(T ) .
Modulo a projective transformation (and possibly also after swapping the labels of `i and `′i) we
may assume that
`i = ker((0, 1, 0)) , `′i = ker((1, 0, 0)) ,
`j = ker((−1, 0, 1)) , `k = ker((0,−1, 1)) .
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Moreover, we may assume that the edges [Vj, Vi] and [Vk, Vi] of T are, respectively, subsets of the
following projective lines,
`ij = ker((a,−1, 0)) , `ik = ker((b,−1, 0)) .
In our construction we have assumed implicitly that b > a as in Figure 2.9. We will show that, in
a neighbourhood of Vi, the Hilbert distance between [Vj, Vi] and [Vk, Vi] in X, is bounded below.
`′i
`k
`j
`i
`ij
`ik T
X
Vi
Vj
Vk
Figure 2.9: An image of X in the affine patch A.
Define x and y as follows
x =
 x0ax0
1
 ∈ `ij , y =
 y0by0
1
 ∈ `ik ,
and fix an affine patch A containing X. The distance between x and y in X is, by definition
dX(x, y) = log | b(mx, x, y,my) | ,
where mx and my are points on ∂X such that (mx, x, y,my) is an ordered quadruple of collinear
points on an affine line in A. If mx ∈ `i and my ∈ `′i then by projecting onto the projective line
`i (which is the restriction of an element of PGL3(R) hence does not change the cross ratio), we
have y0 < x0 and
dX(x, y) = log
∣∣∣∣∣b
(
0, y0, x0,
(b− a)x0y0
by0 − ax0
)∣∣∣∣∣ .
where b
(
0, y0, x0,
(b− a)x0y0
by0 − ax0
)
= b
a
.
We claim that for x0 and y0 chosen sufficiently close to Vi, this is the minimal distance between
x0 to [Vk, Vi] and the minimal distance from y0 to [Vj, Vi] in X. Specifically as long as x0 and y0
are chosen to lie ‘below’ the line between the points `′i ∩ `k and `i ∩ `j (as depicted in Figure 2.9)
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then we only need to consider cases in which either mx lies on `i or my lies on `′i. Up to reflecting
in the line between Vi and `j ∩ `k we may assume that we are in the former case. If my 6∈ `′i then
my ∈ `k. In this case we must have by0 > ax0. By projecting onto the line `′i we find
dX(x, y) = log | b(0, ax0, by0, 1) | ,where b(0, ax0, by0, 1) = by0(1− ax0)
bx0(1− ay0) .
If y0 ≥ x0 then b(0, ax0, by0, 1) ≥ b/a because by0 > ax0. If y0 < x0 then the condition that my ≤ `′i
and mx ∈ `i means that the affine line through x and y in A must intersect `′i at a point0y
1
 where y ≥ 1 .
A direct calculation shows that this is equivalent to imposing the condition
y0(1− ax0)
x0(1− by0) ≥ 1 .
This ensures that b(0, ax0, by0, 1) ≥ ba .
Therefore, for x0 and y0 chosen sufficiently close to Vi, the distance from x0 to [Vk, Vi] and the
distance from y0 to [Vj, Vi] is log b/a. To see that the area of T is infinite we construct an infinite
family of disjoint balls in T . The diameter of each ball in this family is bounded below by log b/a.
It is well-known (see, for example, Benzecri [5]) that the Hausdorff measure of any one of these
metric balls is bounded below by a positive constant. We conclude that the sum of the areas of
this family of balls is infinite. Furthermore µX(T ) is infinite.
Let `ab := ker((−(a+ b), 2, 0)), be the line containing points of the form
z0 =
 ξ0(a+b)ξ02
1
 .
We may choose ξ0 small enough that z0 ∈ T . The discussion above shows that there is a constant
 > 0 such that for ξ0 < , the Hilbert distance in X between z0 and the intervals [Vj, Vi] and
[Vk, Vi] is bounded below by a constant C(a, b) determined only by a and b.
For i ∈ Z, i ≥ 1 let zi be the point on the closed interval between zi−1 and Vi such that the
distance between zi−1 and zi is 2C(a, b). Let Bj(C(a, b)) denote the open ball of radius C(a, b) in
X about zj. If i 6= j are non-negative integers then Bi∩Bj = ∅. Fix ξ0 small enough that B0 ⊂ T .
This is possible because the edges of T are chosen to be subsets of projective lines and X ∩ `ab is
chosen to lie strictly between the intersection of X with two of those edges, `ij and `ik. Therefore
`ab must contain a point z of the interior of T . From this we conclude that every point on the
open interval from z to Vi is in the interior of T . We now conclude that Bi ⊂ T for all i ≥ 0. It
follows that the set {Bi}i≥0 is a disjoint set of balls of radius bounded below (in the Hilbert metric
on X), each of which is contained in T . Therefore µX(T ) is infinite as required. 
Let (Ω,Γ, f, (Vi, `i)i∈I) ∈ T +3 (S). If Γ contains a hyperbolic peripheral transformation fixing
Vi for some i ∈ I then ∂Ω possesses two distinct supporting lines at Vi. Lemma 2.6.2 shows that
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in this case the Hausdorff measure of Ω/Γ is infinite. Suppose that Γ contains a quasi-hyperbolic
transformation hol(γi) fixing Vi. Either Vi is contained in one or two distinct lines which are
preserved by the action of hol(γi). In the latter case we may once again conclude that the Hausdorff
measure of Ω/Γ is infinite. In the former case ∂Ω is C1 at Vi so we cannot apply Lemma 2.6.2.
We may proceed now with the assumption that if Ω/Γ is finite then each peripheral transformation
hol(γi) of Γ is either parabolic or quasi-hyperbolic fixing a flag (Vi, `i)i∈I where `i is the unique
line through Vi which is preserved by hol(γi).
We wish to show that each peripheral transformation must be parabolic so we first eliminate
the case that hol(γi) is quasi-hyperbolic. In Lemma 5.24 of [49], Marquis gives a proof of this fact
from first principles. That is, if (Ω,Γ, f) ∈ T3(S) and there is A ∈ Γ with fixed point P ∈ ∂Ω
such that ∂Ω is C1 but not C2 at P then Ω/Γ has infinite area. We avoid this discussion using the
following corollary. This provides a somewhat less general fact than that obtained by Marquis but
one which will suffice for our purposes.
Corollary 2.6.3. Let (Ω,Γ, f, (Vi, `i)i∈I) ∈ T +3 (S). Suppose Γ has a peripheral transformation
which is quasi-hyperbolic. Then Ω/Γ has infinite area.
Proof. It is clear from the definition of Hausdorff measure that the area of Ω/Γ is independent
of the choice of fundamental domain in Ω which is used to measure that area. Fix a peripheral
transformation hol(γi) which is quasi-hyperbolic and which fixes the flag (Vi, `i) where
〈γi〉 = pi1(Ki) ,
for an end Ki of S. If it happens to be the case that `i is the unique line through Vi preserved by
hol(γi) then we may simply choose a different flag (V ′i , `′i) at each lift of Ki such that there are two
distinct lines through P ′i which are preserved by hol(γi). This is equivalent to changing the ideal
triangulation of Ω (or equivalently, of S). Clearly this operation does not change the Hausdorff
measure of S but our newly triangulated framed ideal convex projective structure has infinite area
by Lemma 2.6.2. 
Finally we show that if all peripheral transformations are parabolic then the Hausdorff measure
of Ω/Γ is finite. We begin with the following Lemma.
Lemma 2.6.4 (Colbois, Vernicos and Verovic, [18]). Let Ω ⊂ RP2 be a properly convex domain
and T an ideal triangle in Ω. Suppose that ∂Ω is C2 at each of the ideal vertices of T . Then
µΩ(T ) <∞ .
Proof. Let V be an ideal vertex of T . The fact that ∂Ω is C2 at V ensures that there is an ellipse
EV whose boundary contains V and whose interior is contained in Ω. This ellipse is depicted in
Figure 2.10. Fix an ideal triangle TV of EV with ideal vertex at V . We have seen in § 1.2 that
the Hausdorff measure on EV is twice the hyperbolic metric. Therefore the Hausdorff measure on
EV is four times the hyperbolic metric. Given that the area of any ideal triangle in the hyperbolic
plane is pi, we have
µEV (TV ) = 4pi .
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VT
ΩEV
Figure 2.10: The ellipse EV ⊂ Ω whose boundary contains V .
Since EV ⊂ Ω, Corollary 1.2.4 ensures that µΩ(TV ) < 4pi. If the ideal vertices of T are V , W ,
and X then we may define conics EW and EX and ideal triangles TW and TX in the same manner
as we did for V . The set T \ {TV ∪ TW ∪ TX} is contained in a compact subset K ⊂ Ω. Since K
is compact µΩ(K) must be finite. Therefore we have the inequality
µΩ(T ) ≤ µΩ(K ∪ TV ∪ TW ∪ TX) < µΩ(K) + 12pi <∞ .
So the Hausdorff measure of T with respect to the Hilbert metric on Ω is finite as required. 
Let (Ω,Γ, f, (Vi, `i)i∈I ∈ T +3 (S) and hol(γi) is a parabolic peripheral transformation preserving
the flag (Vi, `i) then `i is the unique supporting line to ∂Ω at Vi. Indeed hol(γi) preserves ∂Ω and
fixes Vi so it must preserve the set of all supporting lines to ∂Ω through Vi. However there is only
one line through Vi which is preserved by hol(γi) since hol(γi) is parabolic. In particular ∂Ω is
certainly C1 at Vi. However we claim that we can apply Lemma 2.6.4 at Vi. Indeed choose a point
in the interior of Ω. It is not contained in the unique line fixed by hol(γi) modulo a projective
transformation we may assume that its 〈hol(γi)〉-orbit is contained in a conic. This is because
〈hol(γ)〉 is contained in a unique 1-parameter subgroup of PGL3(R) and the closure of the orbit
of a generic point under the action of that subgroup is a conic. In particular the curvature of ∂Ω
is bounded above at Vi which is sufficient to apply Lemma 2.6.4 to conclude that ideal triangles
of Ω whose ideal vertices are fixed by parabolic peripheral transformations have finite area with
respect to the Hausdorff measure on Ω.
Corollary 2.6.5. The properly convex projective surface (Ω,Γ, f) has finite area if and only if
every peripheral transformation of Γ is parabolic.
We now seek to apply the above corollary in an attempt to find some algebraic conditions
on RT∪E>0 which give rise to parabolic peripheral transformations. Let (Ω,Γ, f, (Vi, `i)) ∈ T +3 (S)
let hol(γi) ∈ Γ be a peripheral transformation for some generating peripheral curve γi. Lift ∆
to an ideal triangulation Λ of Ω. Denote the ideal vertex of Λ which is fixed by hol(γi) by Vi.
We now leverage Theorem 2.4.4 to show that, modulo conjugation, there is a particularly simple
expression for hol(γi) in terms of the edge parameters and triangle parameters of ideal edges and
ideal triangles with a vertex at Vi (for a detailed discussion of this construction see [16]).
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Let Φ∆(Ω,Γ, f, (Vi, `i)i∈I) = ξ ∈ RT∪E>0 . Let ξ˜ denote a lift of ξ to ∆˜. Let α ∈ pi1(S) such that
hol(α) = γ. Fix a peripheral transformation hol(γi) for a generating peripheral curve γi. Recalling
the notation used in § 2.4 choose a path w of G which is freely homotopic to γi and a lift ŵ of w
to G˜. Up to choosing a different homotopy class representative of w we may assume that ŵ is a
path of minimal length in G˜.
The path ŵ has a fundamental domain comprising a sequence of oriented edges e1 · · · · ·e2ni of G˜.
Up to changing the basepoint we may assume that e1 is a T -edge with its starting point in an ideal
triangle T0. Let the edge e2k have its endpoint in the ideal triangle Tk of ∆˜ for k ∈ {1, . . . , ni}.
Denote by k the oriented edge of ∆˜ shared by Tk−1 and Tk oriented away from Pi and denote by
k the same edge with opposite orientation. Similarly, denote 0 the edge of T0 which abuts Pi but
which is not shared by T1. We presently adopt the shorthand notation
ξ˜(Tk) = tk , ξ˜(k) = eik , ξ˜(k) = eki , for k = 0, . . . , ni .
Up to changing the orientation of γi, we may assume that γi is ‘turning right’, in the sense of
Figure 2.6. Denote by hol(γi) the unique representative in Γ of the peripheral transformation
fixing Vi. It follows from Theorem 2.4.4 that hol(γi) is conjugate to an element of PGL3(R) which
has a representative of the following form,
ni∏
k=0
T (tk)E(eik, eki)
=
ni∏
k=0
e
−1
ik
1+tk
tk
eki
0 1 −eki
0 0 tkeki
 =
(
∏ni
k=0 eik)−1 ∗ ∗
0 1 ∗
0 0 ∏nik=0(tkeki)
 .
Vni+1
Vi
Vni
Vni−1
V2
V0
V1
γ
Tni
Tni−1T0
T1
Figure 2.11: The local labeling of edge and triangle parameters about an ideal vertex Vi
of Λ.
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It follows from the discussion of the geometry of ends of projective surfaces in § 1.5 that hol(γi)
is parabolic if and only if all of the eigenvalues of hol(γi) are equal to 1. This amounts to the
following conditions for each ideal vertex Pi of ∆˜. We will refer to the set equations determining
whether hol(γi) is a parabolic transformation for each ideal vertex Pi of ∆˜ as the finite-area
conditions for RT∪E>0 .
Xi :=
ni∏
k=0
eki = 1 , Yi :=
ni∏
k=0
eiktk = 1 . (2.6.1)
If Vi is fixed by a parabolic peripheral transformation hol(γi) and α ∈ Γ then α · Vi is fixed by
the parabolic peripheral transformation α · hol(γi) · α−1. In particular the finite-area conditions
at Vi and α · Vi are identical. In particular, there are only finitely many finite-area conditions for
T +3 (S), two for every end of S. Let Vfin ⊂ RT∪E>0 be the subset such that all 2n equations of the
form of Equation (2.6.1) are satisfied. In order to recover Marquis’ Theorem [49] it remains to
show that the subset of T +3 (S) comprising structures of finite area, which we denote by T f3 (S), is
diffeomorphic to an open cell of (real) dimension −8χ(S)− 2n.
Proof. of Theorem 2.6.1.
It follows from Corollary 2.6.5 that Φ∆(T f3 (S)) = Vfin. We know that Φ∆ is a diffeomorphism so
it is sufficient to show that Vfin ∼= R−8χ(S)−2n. Given ξ ∈ RT∪E>0 we have seen above that ξ ∈ Vfin
if and only if Equation (2.6.1) is satisfied at all ideal vertices Pi of ∆˜. Fix such an ideal vertex Pi.
We have seen in Theorem 2.2.1 that T +3 (S) is diffeomorphic to an open cell of real dimension
−8χ(S) = 16g − 16 + 8n. By definition, Vfin is an algebraic subvariety of RT∪E>0 defined by 2n
monomial equations. We first show that Vfin(S) is smooth and has dimension −8χ(S)− 2n.
For convenience, in what follows we study X i := log(Xi) and Y i := log(Yi) in place of Xi and
Yi respectively. This will not change the result but will linearise computations. Fix an order on
the elements of the canonical basis of RT∪E>0 so that the duals to oriented ideal edges (that is the
coordinate functions of ξ˜ which act on oriented edges) are denoted e1, . . . , e−6χ(S) and duals to
ideal triangles are denoted t1 . . . , t−2χ(S). We may now define
f : RT∪E>0 → R2n
(e1, . . . , e−6χ(S), t1, . . . , t−2χ(S)) 7→ (X 1,Y1, . . . ,X n,Yn) .
Fix z ∈ RT∪E>0 . We begin by showing that the rows of the Jacobian Jf (z) of f at z are linearly
independent, and therefore Jf (z) has rank 2n. If 1 ≤ i < 2n is odd, we let −→X i(z) denote the ith
row of Jf (z). If 1 < i ≤ 2n is even, we let −→Y i(z) denote the ith row of Jf (z). Suppose that
α1
−→X 1(z) + β1−→Y 1(z) + · · ·+ αn−→X n(z) + βn−→Y n(z) = −→0 ,
for some αi, βi ∈ R. Note that
∂eiX j(z) =

1
z(ei) if Vj is the tail of ei,
0 otherwise ,
∂eiYj(z) =

1
z(ei) if Vj is the tip of ei,
0 otherwise .
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Therefore, for 1 ≤ i ≤ −6χ(S) the ith column of Jf (z) has exactly two non-zero entries, one of
which is in an even-numbered row, say row j, and one of which is in an odd-numbered row, say
row k. In this case βj = −αk. Repeating this for the first −6χ(S) columns of Jf (z) we see that for
all j and k we have αj = αk = −βk = −βj. Now note that ∂tiX k(z) = 0 for all i and k, whereas
∂tiYk(z) =

1
z(ti) if Vk is an ideal vertex of ti,
0 otherwise .
This shows that for i > −6χ(S), the ith column of Jf (z) has exactly three non-zero entries.
Moreover each of these entries appears in an even-numbered row of Jf (z). Let these rows be
numbered m, p and q. The ith entry of the vector
α1
−→X 1(z) + β1−→Y 1(z) + · · ·+ αn−→X n(z) + βn−→Y n(z)
must therefore be
αm + αp + αq
z(ti)
.
However, we have shown above that αm = αp = αq. Therefore αm = αp = αq = 0. It follows from
the above discussion that αi = βi = 0 for all i. Therefore Jf (z) has full rank 2n on all of RT∪E>0 .
Fix z ∈ Vfin. We have shown that the gradient vectors −→X i(z) and −→Y j(z) for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n
are linearly independent in TzRT∪E>0 . The tangent space TzVfin(S) is the subspace of TzRT∪E>0
containing the directions along which X i and Y i are constant for all i. This is the intersection of
the 2n co-dimension–1 subspaces of TzRT∪E>0 which are perpendicular to both
−→X i(z) and −→Y j(z) for
all i, j = 1, . . . , n. Since −→X i(z) and −→Y j(z) are linearly independent, the implicit function theorem
implies that this subspace has co-dimension–2n in TzRT∪E>0 . This is independent of the choice of
z ∈ Vfin, thus it follows that Vfin is a smooth subvariety of dimension −8χ(S)− 2n as required.
It remains to show that Vfin is a topological cell. Having seen that Vfin is a smooth subvariety
of the required dimension, we now use Equations (2.6.1) to express 2n of the coordinate functions
e1, . . . , e−6χ(S), t1, . . . , t−2χ(S) as a monomial function in the remaining −8χ(S) − 2n coordinate
functions. Indeed the only obstruction to doing so would be if one of the Equations (2.6.1) were
obtained as a consequence of the others. However, the fact that Vfin has dimension −8χ(S)− 2n
ensures that this is not the case. Up to reordering coordinate functions we may assume that
ei = φi(ex+1, . . . , e−8χ(S), ty+1, . . . , t−2χ(S)) , for 1 ≤ i ≤ x and
tk = ψk(ex+1, . . . , e−8χ(S), ty+1, . . . , t−2χ(S)) , for 1 ≤ k ≤ y ,
where φi and ψk are monomials and x+ y = 2n. We now have a well-defined projection map
pi : Vfin → R−8χ(S)−2n>0 ,
which we obtain by forgetting ei and tk for 1 ≤ i ≤ x, and 1 ≤ k ≤ y. This map clearly has a
smooth inverse obtained by setting ei to take the same value as the monomial φi for 1 ≤ i ≤ x
and tk to have the same value as ψk for 1 ≤ k ≤ y. We can extend this definition of pi−1
to all of R−8χ(S)−2n>0 . To show that pi is surjective we need to ensure that the pre-image thus
obtained has strictly positive coordinate functions. This is so because the functions φi and ψk are
monomials with positive coefficients and are therefore positive definite on R−8χ(S)−2n>0 . Therefore pi
is a diffeomorphism as required. 
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We define Teich(S) := T +2 (S) ∩ T f3 (S) to be the space of all finite-area convex projective
structures whose Hilbert metric is a constant scalar multiple of the hyperbolic metric. We have
now gathered enough information to recover the following classical result.
Theorem 2.6.6 (Teichmu¨ller, [66] ). The moduli space Teich(S) is diffeomorphic to an open ball
of (real) dimension −3χ(S)−n = 6g−6 + 2n where we recall that S has genus g and n punctures.
Proof. By construction Φ∆(Teich(S)) = Vhyp ∩ Vfin so it is sufficient to show that Vhyp ∩ Vfin is
diffeomorphic to an open ball of the required dimension. We note that an elementary calculation
shows that the number of edges of ∆ is #E = −3χ(S).
Let ξ ∈ Vhyp. The local finite-area conditions in Equations (2.6.1) at an ideal vertex Vi of ∆˜
are given by
Zi :=
ni∏
i=1
eik =
ni∏
i=1
eki = 1 .
As above we refer instead to Z i := log(Zi) for i = 1, . . . n. We note that ξ is uniquely determined
by its values on oriented edges so there are global coordinates for Vhyp whose coordinate functions
are the restrictions of ξ to one of the orientations on each of the edges of ∆. We only need to
consider one orientation on each edge because the condition that ξ ∈ Vhyp ensures that ξ takes the
same value on both oriented edges on a given ideal edge as per Proposition 2.5.2. We fix an order
on those edges so that ξ may be expressed as (e1, . . . , e−3χ(S)). We now have a map
f : Vhyp → RE
(e1, . . . , e−3χ(S)) 7→ (Z1, . . . , Z−3χ(S)) .
We begin by showing that the rank of the Jacobian Jf (ξ) is −3χ(S). Let
−→Z i denote the ith row of
Jf (ξ). Suppose that there exist αi ∈ R for i = 1, . . . ,#E such that
α1
−→Z i + · · ·+ α−3χ(S)
−→Z −3χ(S) = −→0 . (2.6.2)
We note that
∂eiZj(ξ) =

1
ξ(ei) if pi(Vj) is one ideal vertex of ei,
2
ξ(ei) if pi(Vj)is both ideal vertices of ei,
0 otherwise .
It follows that each column of Jf (ξ) has either 1 or 2 nonzero entries. If the jth column of Jf (ξ)
only has one nonzero entry, which appears in the ith row then Equation (2.6.2) ensures that αi = 0.
If the jth column has two nonzero entries, in the ith and kth rows then Equation (2.6.2) ensures that
αi = −αk. This means that if Vi, Vj and Vk are ideal vertices of an ideal triangle in ∆˜, regardless
of whether or not those vertices are identified by a holonomy transformation or not, it must be
the case that αi = αj = αk = 0. Therefore Equation (2.6.2) only admits the trivial solution. We
conclude by an analogous argument to that used in the proof of Theorem 2.6.1 that Vhyp ∩ Vfin is
a smooth subvariety of Vhyp (hence also of RT∪E>0 ).
It remains to show that Vfin ∩ Vhyp is a topological cell. Having seen that Vfin ∩ Vhyp is a
smooth subvariety of the required dimension, we now use Equations (2.6.2) to express n of the
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coordinate functions ξ(e1), . . . , ξ(e−3χ(S)) as a monomial function in the remaining −3χ(S) − n
coordinate functions. We have ensured that this is possible by verifying that Vhyp ∩ Vfin has
dimension −3χ(S). Up to reordering coordinate functions we may assume that
ei = φi(en+1, . . . , e−3χ(S)) , for 1 ≤ i ≤ n .
where φi is a monomial. We now have a well-defined projection map
pi : Vfin ∩ Vhyp → R−3χ(S)−n>0 ,
obtained by forgetting ei for 1 ≤ i ≤ x. We will show that pi is a diffeomorphism. The fact that it
is a smooth injective map follows from the fact that it is a projection onto its last (−3χ(S) − n)
coordinates. We define the inverse function pi−1 with domain R−3χ(S)−n>0 to be the identity on the
last (−3χ(S) − n) coordinates and by setting the ith coordinate of pi−1(−→x ) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n to be
φi(−→x ). It remains to show that pi is surjective. That is, we must ensure that all of the entries
of pi−1(−→x ) thus obtained are strictly positive. Just as in the proof of Theorem 2.6.1 we note
simply that φi is a monomial with positive coefficients for all i and is therefore positive definite on
R−3χ(S)−n>0 . Therefore pi is a diffeomorphism as required. 
This concludes our discussion of hyperbolic surfaces of finite area. We now move on to an
application of Fock and Goncharov’s work to closed surfaces.
2.7 Closed Surfaces
This section is given over to a discussion of real convex projective structures on closed surfaces in
the setting of Fock and Goncharov’s X -coordinates. In this section Σ is a closed orientable surface
of finite genus and negative Euler characteristic. We offer a proof of the following theorem in
the context of X -coordinates. We note that Bonahon and Dreyer [8] have developed coordinates
on T3(Σ) similar to the X coordinates but using the topological data of a geodesic lamination as
opposed to an ideal triangulation.
Theorem 2.7.1 (Goldman, [32] ). The moduli space T3(Σ) is homeomorphic to an open ball of
(real) dimension −8χ(Σ).
Proof. Let (Ω,Γ, f) = (dev, hol) ∈ T3(Σ). Choose an essential, simple, closed, non-separating
curve Σ. Fix a geodesic in the homotopy class of this curve and denote it γ ∈ pi1(Σ). Let Σ  γ be
the surface with two boundary components obtained from Σ by cutting along γ. Denote by F the
interior of Σ  γ. The bulk of this proof is devoted to devising a systematic means of recovering
an element of T3(F ) from (dev, hol).
Note that F is an orientable surface with the same Euler characteristic as Σ. It has two ends
which we denote by E+ and E−. Let
f0 := f |F : F → ΩupslopeΓ ,
denote the restriction of f to F . Let γ+ (resp. γ−) be a simple closed curve that is freely homotopic
to + (resp −).
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Fix a basepoint p0 ∈ Σ for pi1(Σ, p0) which is not contained in γ. Denote by ΓF < pi1(Σ, p0)
the subgroup of based curves which admit representatives which are strictly contained in F . The
restriction of hol to ΓF endows F with a holonomy representation which we denote by hol0. The
image of hol0 is denoted Γ0. The representation hol0 will serve as a holonomy representation for a
convex projective structure on F . We must now identify a suitable developing map.
Fix a universal cover Σ˜ of Σ. It is tiled by copies of the universal cover of F . There is a unique
copy of the universal cover of F in Σ˜ which is preserved by the action of ΓF . We denote this copy
by F˜ . We construct a developing map by defining
dev0 := dev |F˜ : F˜ → RP2 .
This map must be hol0-equivariant because dev is hol-equivariant. We denote the image of dev0
by Ω0. It is clear that Ω0 is connected because dev is a diffeomorphism and F˜ was chosen to be
connected. We must verify that Ω0 is properly convex.
Recall that γ was chosen to be a geodesic with respect to the Hilbert metric on Ω. Therefore the
lifts of γ to Ω are contained in projective lines. Consequently Ω0 may be obtained by intersecting
Ω with countably many open half-spaces (inside an affine patch containing Ω) and is therefore
properly convex.
We claim that Ω0/Γ0 is diffeomorphic to F . This is the case because dev0 is a diffeomorphism
and hol0 pushes forward the action of pi1(F ) on F˜ . Therefore
Ω0upslopeΓ0
∼= F˜upslopepi1(F ) ∼= F .
In particular (Ω0,Γ0, f0) ∈ T3(F ) as required. We therefore have a natural map
T3(Σ)→ T3(F ) .
(Ω,Γ, f) 7→ (Ω0,Γ0, f0) .
The image does not depend upon the choice of F˜ or the corresponding choice of conjugacy class
representative of ΓF < pi1(S). Indeed choosing another representative would only have changed
Ω0 by the action of M ∈ PGL3(R). The holonomy representation hol0 would then have been
conjugated by M . Therefore the element of T3(F ) arising from a different choice of F˜ will only
be a different representative within the same equivalence class as (Ω0,Γ0, f0). Choosing a different
representative for hol and dev would also have result in a convex projective structure in the same
equivalence class as (Ω0,Γ0, f0).
The convex projective structure (Ω0,Γ0, f0) has hyperbolic peripheral transformations at both
E+ and E−. Indeed the peripheral transformations at those ends are inherited from the geometry
of Σ. The length of γ in Σ is strictly positive so the transformation may not be parabolic. It is
not possible that hol(γ) is quasi-hyperbolic because the action of hol(γ) on Ω preserves a properly
convex domain on both sides of a lift of γ in Ω.
To make use of the X -coordinates we need to fix a framing for (Ω0,Γ0, f0). In this instance
the choice is somewhat arbitrary, one only needs to make sure it is well-defined. We choose a
framing of each end E± by constructing a flag from the Γ0–orbit of the repelling fixed point of
hol0(γ±) and the line through that fixed point and the fixed point which is not in the frontier of
Ω0. Figure 2.12 depicts the fixed points of hol0(γ−) and the chosen flag is the pair (γ−r , `−). Since
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we fixed an orientation on γ, there is a well-defined distinction between the repelling and attracting
fixed points of hol0(γ±). Denote this choice of framing by F0. We therefore have a well-defined
map
Ψ : T3(Σ)→ T +3 (F ) .
γ−a
γ−r
γ−0
Ω
hol0(γ−)
`−
Figure 2.12: The repelling and attracting fixed points of hol0(γ−) are γ−r and γ−a respec-
tively. The flag chosen for the framing of − is the pair (γ−r , `−). The edge in blue is
preserved by the action of hol0(γ−).
Define Vcl ⊂ T +3 (F ) to be structures (φ, ρ, f) ∈ T +3 (F ) which satisfy the following conditions:
(a) All peripheral transformations are hyperbolic.
(b) The framing contains flags (V, `) such that V is a fixed point of whose fixed points are the
repelling fixed points of ρ(γ±) and ` does not contain the attracting fixed point of ρ(γ±) and;
(c) The transformation ρ(γ+) is conjugate to ρ(γ−).
By construction (Ω0,Γ0, f0,F0) is an element of Vcl. From the classification in § 1.5 and the
monodromy calculation in § 2.4, we know that the set of structures satisfying (a) is an open cell
of T +3 (F ) ∼= R−8χ(F ), hence of full dimension. On the other hand, condition (c) is equivalent to
requiring that the eigenvalues of hol0(γ+) and hol0(γ−) are equal. This amounts to two equations
easily deducible from Equations (2.6.1). Therefore Vcl is diffeomorphic to an open cell of dimension
−8χ(F )− 2.
It remains to show that Ψ is a homeomorphism onto its image. We begin by constructing an
inverse. Let γ± be the generator of pi(E±) such that the repelling fixed point of hol0(γ±) is one
of the vertices of the framing of E±. By definition, hol0(γ+) and hol0(γ−) are conjugate, so let
A ∈ PGL3(R) be a conjugating matrix
hol0(γ+) = A−1 · hol0(γ−) · A ,
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with the property that A maps the attracting (resp. repelling, saddle) fixed point of hol0(γ+) to
the attracting (resp. repelling, saddle) fixed point of hol0(γ−).
Define Γ := 〈Γ0, A〉 < PGL3(R). Let s be the open segment between the attracting and
repelling fixed points of hol0(γ+) (with respect to an affine patch containing Ω0). Hence define Ω
to be the orbit of Ω0 ∪ s under Γ. The action of A on one pair of lifts of γ− and γ+ is depicted in
Figure 2.13.
We claim that Ω is properly convex, tessellated by copies of Ω0 and that Ω/Γ ∼= Σ. By their
definitions Ω0 and A · Ω0 share supporting projective lines at the endpoints of A · s. This ensures
that A ·Ω0 is contained in the interior of the closed triangle δ defined by the fixed points of hol0(γ−)
which contains the interval A · s and which does not contain Ω0. If we choose a suitable affine
patch, as depicted in Figure 2.13, then δ is the convex hull of the fixed points of hol0(γ−) and A · s
is contained in the convex hull of the attracting and repelling fixed points of hol0(γ−). Both Ω0
and A · Ω0 are convex so Ω0 ∪ A · Ω0 ∪ s is convex by Tietze-Nakajima Theorem [55, 69].
We may now repeat the above argument, replacing A by any element A1 ∈ Γ such that the
attracting and repelling fixed points of
A−11 · hol0 γ− · A1
are contained in the closure of Ω0 ∪ A · (Ω0 ∪ s). In this instance the set
Ω0 ∪ s ∪ A · (Ω0 ∪ s) ∪ A1 · (Ω0 ∪ s)
is properly convex by Tietze-Nakajima theorem. In particular, we may replace A by any transfor-
mation of the form AC, A−1C, CA or CA−1 for any element C ∈ Γ0 since Γ0 preserves Ω0. This
merely changes the lifts of E+ and E− under consideration. Denote by Ω1 the orbit of Ω0 ∪ s under
elements of Γ which are of the form AC, A−1C, CA or CA−1 for C ∈ Γ0. The argument above
involving A shows that Ω1 is properly convex. Let Ωm denote the orbit of Ω0 ∪ s under elements
of Γ which may be expressed as strings of length m involving the transformations A, A−1 and any
element of Γ0. Arguing by induction on m, we see that Ωm is properly convex for all m. Since Γ
is countable, this shows that Ω is properly convex.
We now wish to show that Ω is tessellated by copies of Ω0 ∪ s. This follows from the fact that
s is contained in a projective line that separates Ω0 from A ·Ω0. Suppose we are in the process of
constructing Ωm+1 by adding B · (Ω0 ∪ s) to Ωm where B · s is contained in the boundary of the
closure of Ωm. The open interval B · s is contained in a projective line which separates Ωm from
B · Ω0 due to the proper convexity of both Ωm and B · Ω0. Consequently B · (Ω0 ∪ s) ∩ Ωm = ∅.
The argument is completely analogous in the instance that Ωm and the closure of B · (Ω0 ∪ s) meet
in the interval C · s for some C ∈ Γ not equal to B. Therefore Ω is tessellated by copies of Ω0 ∪ s.
It is now immediate that Ω/Γ ∼= Σ.
Let f be the unique homeomorphism extending f0 to Σ. Then (Ω,Γ, f) ∈ T3(Σ) whose image
under Ψ is (Ω0,Γ0, f0). It follows that Ψ is a bijection onto Vcl. It is clear that both Ψ and its
inverse are continuous because small perturbations in the developing map of an element of T3(Σ)
(which determines the topology on T3(Σ) will result in small perturbations of the developing map
and framing of T3(F ) (which together determine the topology on T +3 (F )) and vice versa.
To conclude the proof, it is sufficient to show that the fibers of Ψ are 2–dimensional discs. This
follows from the fact that hol0(γ±) is conjugate to a diagonal matrix with positive eigenvalues. Its
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γ−a
γ−r
γ+r
γ+a
γ−0
Ω0
A
A · s
s
δ
Figure 2.13: The repelling and attracting fixed points of hol0(γ±) are γ±r and γ±a respec-
tively. The action of A is indicated by the red arrow.
centraliser in PGL3(R) is a 2-dimensional subgroup and there is a 2–disc worth of choices for A.
It is not possible that two different choices of A give rise to holonomy representations which are
conjugate in PGL3(R) because when A is chosen the holonomy representation on Γ0 is already
fixed in the construction of Ψ−1. Therefore each such choice of A gives rise to a unique element of
T3(Σ). 
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Chapter 3
A-Coordinates
3.1 Introduction
The material in this chapter is part of a collaboration between the author and Robert Haraway,
Robert Lo¨we and Stephan Tillmann [35]. As in previous chapters, S is a non-compact smooth
surface with negative Euler characteristic. In this chapter we turn to the study of decorated higher
Teichmu¨ller space of S. The points of this space under consideration are strictly convex projective
structures with the additional data of a two-parameter ‘decoration’ assigned to each end of S.
The definition of this space in the context of classical Teichmu¨ller theory and early investigation
of its properties were the contribution of Penner [61, 62]. To each point in decorated Teichmu¨ller
space, Epstein and Penner [27] assign a canonical ideal cell decomposition of S. Penner [62] sub-
sequently shows that the points of decorated Teichmu¨ller space sharing the same canonical ideal
cell decomposition using Epstein-Penner’s construction constitute a topological cell in the dec-
orated Teichmu¨ller side. Epstein and Penner’s construction is generalised to convex projective
structures by Cooper and Long [19]. To investigate the space of decorated convex projective struc-
tures on non-compact surfaces we make use of their parameterisation via Fock and Goncharov’s
A-coordinates as defined in [30].
We begin by defining decorated strictly convex projective structures in § 3.2. We then recall,
in § 3.3, Cooper and Long’s generalisation of the Epstein-Penner convex hull construction which
is used to provide a canonical cell decomposition of a surface with a decorated strictly convex pro-
jective structure. In § 3.4 we define Fock and Goncharov’s [30] A-coordinates which parameterise
the moduli space of decorated strictly convex projective structures on S. In § 3.5 we define the
moduli space of decorated strictly convex projective structures on S, which is parameterise by the
A-coordinates. We devote § 3.6 to defining the notion of Outitude which is essential to relating
the A-coordinates to the Cooper-Long cell decomposition of S. The main result of this chapter is
Theorem 3.7.6 in § 3.7 in which it is shown that the set of decorated convex projective structures
sharing a common Cooper-Long cell decomposition constitute a topological cell within the deco-
rated higher Teichmu¨ller space. Moreover the dimension of this cell is determined by the number
of edges in the cell decomposition. This is a generalisation of a result proved by Penner [62] in the
context of decorated Teichmu¨ller space as well as a result of Haraway and Tillmann [36] who prove
this result in the case where S is the once-punctured torus or a sphere with three punctures.. The
material in this chapter is independent of that in Chapter 2 and relies only on that in Chapter 1.
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3.2 Decorated Convex Projective Structures
In this section we change slightly the setting defined in § 1.4 to restrict our attention to finite-area
surfaces endowed with what we will call decorated ends so as to make use of Cooper and Long’s
[19] canonical cell decomposition of S. Fix (dev, hol) ∈ T3(S). Recall from § 2.6 that the condition
that Ω/Γ has finite area is equivalent to the requirement that for every peripheral transformation
hol(γ) ∈ Γ,
hol(γ) ∼
1 1 00 1 1
0 0 1
 .
We simultaneously generalise our picture by providing a finite set of numerical data or decorations
at each end of S using the construction below.
Let (Ω,Γ, f) ∈ T f3 (S). Let Γ̂ denote the canonical lift of Γ to SL3(R). Recall that Ω is, by
definition, contained in some affine patch A. Fix a pair of local coordinates (x, y) on A. We have
a natural diffeomorphism
ι : A→
{
(x, y, 1) ∈ R3
}
(x, y) 7→ (x, y, 1) ,
which is unique modulo isotopy and pre- or post-composition by an affine transformation. The
positive light-cone of Ω is the set L+ := R>0 · ∂ι(Ω) ⊂ {(x, y, z) ∈ R3 | z > 0}.
Let E1, . . . , En denote the ends of Ω/Γ and for all such i denote by γi ∈ pi1(S) a generating
peripheral curve for Ei. Each end Ei lifts to countably many disjoint neighbourhoods in Ω. Fix
one such neighbourhood for Ei in a manner that it is preserved by a transformation of the form
A · hol(γi) · A−1 for some A ∈ Γ. Denote that neighbourhood by Ui. We have restricted our
attention to finite-area surfaces so each peripheral transformation is parabolic so there is a unique
fixed point of A · hol(γi) · A−1 and we denote that point by pi. Note also that pi = ∂Ω ∩ Ui. We
will refer to pi as an orbit representative of Ei.
A light cone representative of pi is a point Vi ∈ L+ such that pi1(Vi) = pi ∈ RP2, for pi : R3 \{0}
denotes the canonical projection. Fix one light cone representative Vi for each orbit representative.
The union of the Γ-orbits of light cone representatives
V :=
n⋃
i=1
Γ · Vi , (3.2.1)
is called a vector decoration of (Ω,Γ, f) ∈ T f3 (S). The only meaningful choice we made in fixing
a Γ-orbit of light cone representatives for Ei was in choosing the lift of pi. It is immediate that
choosing a vector decoration is equivalent to assigning one positive real number to each end of Ω/Γ.
Let (Vi, Vj, Vk) be a triple of ideal points on Ω with orientation induced by that of S. If Vx lifts
to Cx for x = i, j, k then it is the case that det(Ci | Cj | Ck) > 0 for any choice of three distinct
ordered ideal points on Ω. We will assume hereafter that the orientation of S is chosen so that
det(Ci | Cj | Ck) > 0 for all such triples.
For each Vi we additionally choose a covector ri ∈ (R3)∗ such that:
• The image of ker(ri) in RP2 is a supporting line to ∂Ω at pi and;
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• ri · Vj ≥ 0 for all Vj ∈ V with equality if and only if i = j.
Having fixed such a covector at each Vi, the union of the Γ-orbits of all such covectors
R =
n⋃
i=1
ri · Γ−1 , (3.2.2)
is called a covector decoration of (Ω,Γ, f). Just as in the case with a vector decoration, the choice
of a covector decoration is equivalent to a choice of one positive real number for each end of Ω/Γ.
A double decoration of (Ω,Γ, f) ∈ T f3 (S) is the data (V ,R) comprising a vector decoration V
and a covector decoration R of (Ω,Γ, f).
In order for two doubly-decorated structures (Ω0,Γ0, f0, (V0,R0)) and (Ω1,Γ1, f1, (V1,R1)) on
S to be considered equivalent we first require that (Ω0,Γ0, f0) = (Ω1,Γ1, f1) ∈ T3(S). Recall that
this requires the existence of M ∈ PGL3(R) such that
• M ◦ dev0 = dev1 and;
• M · hol0 ·M−1 = hol1.
Let M̂ denote the lift of M to SL3(R). The aforementioned doubly-decorated structures are
equivalent if and only if (
M̂ · V0,R0 · M̂−1
)
= (V1,R1) .
The set of doubly-decorated equivalence classes of marked real convex projective structures on S is
called the moduli space of doubly-decorated real convex projective structures and is denoted T˜ f3 (S).
This moduli space will be the object of our study throughout this chapter. Before developing the
tools to parameterise it, we endow it with a smooth structure analogous to that given on T f3 (S).
We have seen in § 2.6 that T f3 (S) has a natural topology as an algebraic subvariety of T +3 (S)
with respect to which it is diffeomorphic to R−8χ(S)−2n>0 . We define the natural injective map
κ : T˜3f (S) ↪→ T f3 (S)×
(
R3 × (R3)∗
)n
.
We pull back a smooth structure on T˜3f (S) via κ and note that, given T f3 (S) ∼= R−8χ(S)−2, with
respect to this structure, T˜3f (S) is diffeomorphic to an open Euclidean ball of (real) dimension
−8χ(S).
As with the moduli spaces defined in § 1.4, there is a natural action of the mapping class group
defined as follows.
Mod(S)× T˜3f (S)→ T˜3f (S) ,
(φ, (Ω,Γ, f, (V ,R))) 7→ (Ω,Γ, f ◦ φ−1, (V ,R)) .
Given the smooth structure on T˜3f (S) we note that Mod(S) acts by diffeomorphisms on T˜3f (S).
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3.3 The Cooper-Long Convex Hull Construction
We have previously been concerned only with ideal triangulations of S however in this section
we will be generalising somewhat to study ideal cell decompositions because they arise naturally
as part of Epstein and Penner’s [27] and subsequently Cooper and Long’s [19] construction. For
the duration of this chapter we will therefore use ∆ to denote an ideal cell decomposition of S
rather than an ideal triangulation unless explicitly specified. If we are given a polygon P in the
complement of ∆ in S then the edges of P are the edges of ∆ which form the boundary of P . It will
be convenient in this section to count those edges with multiplicity. Similarly, the ideal vertices
of P will refer to the ideal endpoints of these edges, counted with multiplicity. For example,
the polygon depicted in Figure 3.1 will be said to have eight ideal edges and eight ideal vertices
regardless of how those edges and vertices are identified in S.
Definition 3.3.1. Let ∆ be an ideal cell decomposition of S. We say that an ideal triangulation
of a polygon P in a component of S \ ∆ is standard if it is of the form of Figure 3.1. That is,
there exists an ideal vertex in P which abuts every ideal edge strictly contained in P .
V0 V1
V2
V3
V4V5
V6
V7
Figure 3.1: A standard triangulation of an 8-gon.
We now briefly recall Cooper and Long’s generalisation of Epstein and Penner’s [27] convex
hull construction. For the complete details and proof of the veracity of the results in this section,
see [19]. Let (Ω,Γ, φ) ∈ T f3 (S) and let V be a vector decoration of this structure.
A key observation of Cooper and Long is that V is a discrete subset of L+ ∪ {0}. Let C be
the convex hull of V . Although C has infinitely many vertices, its facets are polygons with finitely
many vertices. The projection of the facets of C to Ω is a Γ-invariant cell decomposition of Ω. As
an artefact of this Γ-invariance the cell decomposition of Ω descends to a cell decomposition of
Ω/Γ. The marking φ : S 7→ Ω/Γ thereby induces an ideal cell decomposition of S. We refer to the
process of using C to induce an ideal cell decomposition of S as the Epstein-Penner convex hull
construction.
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If x = (Ω,Γ, φ, (V ,R)) ∈ T˜ f3 (S) then we may ignore the covector decoration to obtain an ideal
cell decomposition of S via the convex hull construction. We denote this ideal cell decomposition
by ∆x and refer to it as the Epstein-Penner decomposition by Cooper and Long.
We note that ∆x depends on V but not on R. Similarly a uniform scaling of the vectors of
V will not change the resulting cell decomposition ∆x. Consequently for each such x and V we
can specify an n + 1-parameter family of doubly-decorated convex projective structures having
identical Epstein-Penner decomposition.
We are careful to refer to ∆x as an ideal cell decomposition rather than an ideal triangulation.
For example, generically four vertices of V will not be coplanar and their projection to RP2 will
naturally feature two ideal triangles sharing an edge. However in the case that four vertices of V
are coplanar they will descend to an ideal quadrilateral in Ω hence also in S. The fact that ∆x is
a cell decomposition is verified in [19].
In analogy to Penner [62] we define for any ideal cell decomposition ∆ ⊂ S the sets
C˚(∆) = {x ∈ T˜ f3 (S) | ∆x = ∆} , (3.3.1)
C(∆) = {x ∈ T˜ f3 (S) | ∆x ⊆ ∆} . (3.3.2)
Our ultimate goal is to show that the decomposition of T˜ f3 (S) into these sets, that is
{C˚(∆) | ∆ is an ideal cell decomposition of S} , (3.3.3)
is a Mod(S)-invariant cell decomposition of T˜ f3 (S).
Recall that Mod(S) acts on both S and on T˜ f3 (S). The convex hull construction is natural for
these actions in the sense that for µ ∈ Mod(S) and x ∈ T˜ f3 (S) we have ∆µ·x = µ ·∆x by definition.
It follows that
µ · C˚(∆) = C˚(µ ·∆) ,
showing that the decomposition defined in (3.3.3) is indeed Mod(S)-invariant. It remains to show
that C˚(∆) is a cell for each cell decomposition ∆ of S. This is what we will be concerned with in
the following section.
3.4 The A-Coordinates
This section is given over to the parameterisation of T˜3f (S) using Fock and Goncharov’s A-
coordinates as devised in [30]. The atoms of this construction are assignments of positive real
numbers to oriented (decorated) triangles and to each oriented edge shared between two such
triangles in R3. This is done in such a manner that we recover a well-defined invariant on an
SL3(R)-orbit or oriented triangles (resp. edges) in R3. This section culminates in a character-
isation of the equivalence of doubly-decorated convex projective structures on S in terms of a
decorated isomorphism of triangulated PL-surfaces in R3. First we must elaborate on our favoured
notion of decorated triangle in R3.
A concrete flag in R3 is a pair (r, V ) where V ∈ R3 is a nonzero vector and r ∈ (R3)∗ is a nonzero
covector such that r · V = 0. An affine flag in RP2, as defined in § 1.3, is the projectivisation of a
concrete flag in R3.
A concrete decorated triangle is a pair (R,C) ∈ GL3(R)×GL3(R) such that
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• R ·C is positive counter-diagonal, that is to say its diagonal entries are zero and other entries
are positive, and;
• det(C) > 0.
A simple calculation shows that positive counter-diagonal 3× 3 real matrices have positive deter-
minant.
Let (R,C) be a concrete decorated triangle. The vertices of (R,C) are the columns of C and
the covertices of (R,C) are the rows of R. One covertex and a vertex in its kernel determines a
concrete flag. A concrete decorated triangle is thereby equivalent to an ordered choice of three
concrete flags (r0, C0), (r1, C1) and (r2, C2) such that
• ri · Cj > 0 , for i 6= j, and;
• det(C0 | C1 | C2) > 0 .
where | denotes concatenation of columns so C = (C0 | C1 | C2). To simplify notation we will
denote the matrix R by (r0 || r1 || r2) where || denotes concatenation of rows. The hull of (R,C)
is the convex hull of its vertices, denoted hull(R,C). The condition that det(C) > 0 ensures that
the hull is a non-degenerate Euclidean triangle in R3.
There is a natural action of SL3(R) on the set of decorated triangles. If M ∈ SL3(R) and (R,C)
is a decorated triangle then we define
M · (R,C) := (R ·M−1,M · C) .
In analogy to the procedure in § 1.3, having fixed our favoured notion of a triangle we seek some
natural SL3(R)-invariant parameters which we can recover from that triangle. We begin with the
following lemma.
Lemma 3.4.1. Let (R,C) and (R′, C ′) be concrete decorated triangles. The following are equiva-
lent.
1. There exists M ∈ SL3(R) such that M · (R,C) = (R′, C ′).
2. det(C) = det(C ′) and R · C = R′ · C ′.
Proof. Clearly if M · (R,C) = (R′, C ′) then C ′ = M · C so det(C ′) = det(C). Moreover, in this
case
R′ · C ′ = R ·M−1 ·M · C = R · C .
Conversely, suppose that det(C) = det(C ′) and R · C = R′ · C ′. We define M := C ′C−1. Then
clearly M ∈ SL3(R), and we have M · C = C ′ as well as
R ·M−1 = R · C · C ′−1 = R′ · C ′ · C ′−1 = R′ .
Therefore M · (R,C) = (R′, C ′) as required. 
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We will refer to det(C) as the triangle A-parameter assigned to (R,C). The value ri ·Cj is called
an edge A-parameter and it is identified with the oriented edge from the vertex Ci to the vertex
Cj. To each concrete decorated triangle of an ideally triangulated surface in R3 we may therefore
canonically assign one triangle A-parameter and six edge A-parameters, one to each oriented ideal
edge. In this context we may rephrase Lemma 3.4.1 to say that an SL3(R)-orbit of decorated
concrete triangles is uniquely determined by one triangle parameter and six edge parameters.
Our goal will be to identify S˜ via homeomorphism with a PL disc Λ in R3 which is the
countable union of the hulls of decorated concrete triangles. To this end we begin by studying two
ideal triangles which share an edge in the following lemma.
We now implement the following shorthand to simplify our discussion.
• Cij := ri · Cj;
• Aijk := det(Ci | Cj | Ck) = Ck · (Ci × Cj).
Lemma 3.4.2. Fix a concrete decorated triangle (R,C) where
C = (C0 | C1 | C2) and R = (r0 || r1 || r2) .
Now consider an arbitrary vertex C3 as in Figure 3.2 and denote C ′ = (C0 | C2 | C3). The
parameters C03, C23 and A023 uniquely determine the position of C2.
The map C3 7→ (C03,C30, A023) thus obtained defines a linear automorphism of R3. If X denotes
a nonzero element of ker(r0∩ r2) such that det(C0 | C2 | X) > 0 then C03, C23 and A023 are strictly
positive if and only if
C3 ∈ {aC0 + bC2 + cX ∈ R3 | a, b, c > 0} .
Proof. We note that C3 satisfies the following system
(
r0 || r2 || (C0 × C2)t
)
· C3 =
 C03C23
A023
 .
Let M :=
(
r0 || r2 || (C0 × C2)t
)
.
We are given that (R,C) is a concrete decorated triangle, so {r0, r2, C0 × C2} must be a linearly
independent set of vectors. Consequently M is invertible and
M−1 =

1
C02
0 0
0 1C20 0
0 0 1C02C20
 · (C2 | C0 | (r0 × r2)t) ,
This completes the first part of the Lemma.
The second statement follows from the fact that, modulo a positive scalar we may choose
X = (r0 × r2)t ∈ (R3)∗∗ ∼= R3. Therefore we have an expression for C3 of the form
C3 = M−1 ·
 C03C23
A023

=

1
C02
0 0
0 1C20 0
0 0 1C02C20
 · (C2 | C0 | (r0 × r2)t) ·
 C03C23
A023
 .
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In particular, in the event that C03, C23 and A023 are all strictly positive if and only if we may
express C3 as a strictly positive linear combination of C0, C2 and X = (r0 × r2)t. 
Figure 3.2 depicts an affine plane in RP2 containing the projections of the Ci and X as defined
in Lemma 3.4.2. The condition that C03, C30 and A023 are all strictly positive is equivalent to the
condition that C3 lies inside the convex hull of the projections of C0, C2 and X.
ker(r2)
ker(r0)
C1
C0
C3
C2
X
Figure 3.2: The location of C3 is determined by the values of C03 , C23 and A023.
A concrete decorated edge of a concrete decorated triangle (R,C) is a pair (R′, C ′) where R′ is
R with the ith row removed and C ′ is C with the ith column removed. If (R,C) has an edge which
is also an edge of the decorated triangle (U, V ) then we say that (R,C) and (U, V ) share that edge.
A collection Λ = {(Ri, Ci)}i∈I of concrete decorated triangles in R3 is called a concrete decorated
triangulation if:
• For all (R,C) ∈ Λ each edge of (R,C) is shared with exactly one other member of Λ.
• Two concrete decorated ideal triangles (R,C) and (R′, C ′) in Λ are connected by a sequence
(R,C) = (R0, C0), (R1, C1), . . . , (Rm, Cm) = (R′, C ′) ,
such that for j = 0, . . . ,m− 1 the triangles (Rj, Cj) and (Rj+1, Cj+1) share an edge.
A facet of Λ is the hull of a concrete decorated triangle in Λ. The hull of Λ is defined as union of
its facets, i.e.
hull(Λ) =
⋃
i∈I
hull(R,C)i .
It follows from the definition of a concrete decorated triangulation that hull(Λ) is connected.
The PL-surface hull(Λ) has a canonical triangulation induced by its facets hull(Ri, Ci). Here-
after we will suppose hull(Λ) is endowed with this canonical PL-structure without further com-
ment. The next lemma provides a notion of flipping edges in a concrete decorated triangulation in
a manner analogous to the notion of edge-flipping of an ideal triangulation on a smooth surface.
Lemma 3.4.3. Suppose that the following pairs are concrete decorated triangles,
(R,C) = ( (r0 || r1 || r2) , (C0 | C1 | C2) ) ,
(R′, C ′) = ( (r0 || r2 || r3) , (C0 | C2 | C3) ) .
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Then these pairs are also concrete decorated triangles,
(S,D) = ( (r3 || r1 || r2) , (C3 | C1 | C2) ) ,
(S ′, D′) = ( (r0 || r1 || r3) , (C0 | C1 | C3) ) .
Proof. We need to show positivity of the new triangle parameters det(D) and det(D′) as well as
positivity of the new edge parameters r1 ·C3 and r3 ·C1. The fact that (R,C) is a concrete decorated
triangle ensures that {C0, C1, C2} is a basis. Therefore we may write C3 = αC0 +βC1 +γC2. Since
det(C) > 0 and det(C ′) > 0 we have β < 0. Therefore, since r0 · C3 > 0 and r2 · C3 > 0 we have
α > 0 and γ > 0. It follows that
r1 · C3 = r1 · (αC0 + βC1 + γC2) = αr1 · C0 + γr1 · C2 > 0 .
By symmetry we also obtain r3 · C1 > 0. Furthermore, the triangle parameters may be expressed
as
det(D) = det(αC0 + βC1 + γC2 | C1 | C2) = α det(C) > 0 ,
det(D′) = det(C0 | C1 | αC0 + βC1 + γC2) = γ det(C) > 0 .

Let Λ be a concrete decorated triangulation containing two distinct concrete decorated tri-
angles (R,C) and (R′, C ′). Let (S,D) and (S ′, D′) be the concrete decorated triangles defined
in Lemma 3.4.3. The process of removing (R,C) and (R′, C ′) and replacing them with (S,D)
and (S ′, D′) to obtain a new concrete decorated triangulation Λ′ is called an edge flip along the
decorated edge {(r0, C0), (r2, C2)} .
In this chapter concrete decorated triangulations will play the role occupied by properly con-
vex domains in previous chapters. In order to complete this analogy and to ensure that we are
dealing with the same family of objects in this chapter as in previous ones, we will show that the
projectivisation of a concrete decorated triangulation is a properly convex domain. We begin the
verification of that fact with the following lemma.
Lemma 3.4.4. Let Λ = {(R,C)i}i∈I be a concrete decorated triangulation. Suppose (r, C) and
(r′, C ′) are distinct concrete decorated vertices of concrete decorated triangles in Λ. Then r ·C ′ > 0.
Proof. Let (R,C) ∈ Λ be a concrete decorated triangle containing the concrete flag (r, C). We say
that C ′ is at distance 0 from C if C ′ and C are contained in a common triangle in Λ. If C ′ and
C are not at distance 0 then we will say that C ′ and C are at distance m > 0 if m is the smallest
integer such that C ′ is contained in a common triangle with a vertex Ck such that C and Ck are at
distance m − 1. We proceed by induction on the minimal possible distance between two vertices
C and C ′ in any concrete decorated triangulation such that r · C ′ ≤ 0 .
If C ′ and C are at distance 0 then r · C ′ > 0 since C and C ′ are contained in a common
concrete decorated triangle in Λ. In case C ′ and C are at distance 1 it follows from Lemma 3.4.3
that we may perform an edge flip on the common edge of the triangles to obtain a new concrete
decorated triangulation in which the vertices C and C ′ are contained in a concrete decorated
triangle. Therefore r · C ′ > 0 as required.
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Now suppose that C ′ is at distance m from C. It follows from the definition of concrete
decorated triangulations that C ′ belongs to an ideal triangle whose vertices are C ′, Ck and C` such
that Ck and C` are at distance m − 1 from C0. By performing an edge flip on the edge whose
vertices are Ck and C`, we obtain a new concrete triangulation Λ′ in which C ′ is at distance m− 1
from C. By induction it must be the case that r · C ′ > 0. 
We may now conclude that hull(Λ) projects to a properly convex domain in RP2.
Corollary 3.4.5. Let Λ be a concrete decorated triangulation. The restriction of the quotient map
pi : R3 \ {0} → RP2 to hull(Λ) is a homeomorphism onto its image. Moreover the image of pi|hull(Λ)
is properly convex.
Proof. Let (R,C) = ( (r0 || r1 || r2) , (C0 | C1 | C2) ) ∈ Λ be a concrete decorated triangle as
depicted in Figure 3.3. It follows from the proof of Lemma 3.4.4 that if V is any vertex of any
concrete decorated triangle of Λ other than C0 then r0 · V > 0.
Applying this to every covector ri of (R,C) ensures that hull(Λ) is contained in the intersection
of at least three distinct half-spaces in R3 and therefore pi(hull(Λ)) is strictly contained in an affine
patch A. Moreover pi(hull(Λ)) is the projection of the convex cone generated by the vertices of Λ
and will therefore appear as a convex set inside A, completing the proof. 
C2
C1
C0
e
ker(r2)
ker(r0)
ker(r1)
Figure 3.3: An affine image of a concrete decorated triangle (R,C).
A decorated isomorphism between two concrete decorated triangulations Λ and Λ′ is a bijection
φ : Λ → Λ′ such that for every concrete decorated triangle (R,C) ∈ Λ there exists M ∈ SL3(R)
such that φ((R,C)) = M · (R,C).
Each decorated isomorphism determines a bijection between the ideal vertices of Λ and Λ′.
Therefore we can extend φ linearly on each triangle to obtain a homeomorphism
φ∗ : hull(Λ)→ hull(Λ′) .
We may also describe the notion of decorated isomorphism in terms of the A-parameters defined
earlier in this section.
Lemma 3.4.6. Two concrete decorated triangulations Λ and Λ′ are decorated-isomorphic if and
only if there exists a bijection φ : Λ→ Λ′ such that for every concrete decorated triangle (R,C) ∈ ∆,
if φ((R,C)) = (R′, C ′) then
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• det(C) = det(C ′) and;
• R · C = R′ · C ′.
Proof. If we assume the existence of a decorated isomorphism between Λ and Λ′ then the conse-
quence follows from the definition of decorated isomorphism and Lemma 3.4.1. Conversely if we
assume that the conditions on the A-parameters then the existence of a decorated isomorphism
follows from Lemma 3.4.1 and the uniqueness part of Lemma 3.4.2. 
Now that we have introduced the decorated triangulations and a manner of assigning parame-
ters to them we must define the space that the A-coordinates will parameterise.
3.5 Decorated Higher Teichmu¨ller Space
In this section we construct Fock and Goncharov’s A-coordinates as devised in [30] and give a
self-contained proof showing that they parameterise T˜ f3 (S).
Let (Ω,Γ, φ, (V ,R)) ∈ T˜ f3 (S). Recall that we have a canonical developing map and holonomy
representation determined by this decorated structure which we denote by dev and hol respectively.
There is a canonical ideal triangulation ∆Ω of Ω induced by the given developing map. Choose a lift
of ∆Ω to R3 \{0} such that the ideal vertices of Vi of ∆Ω may be lifted to light-cone representatives
Ci which are themselves determined by the vector decoration V . Together with the data of the
covector decoration, we claim that this construction amounts to the production of a concrete
decorated triangulation, denoted by Λ. Let Γ̂ denote the canonical lift of Γ to SL3(R). We note
here that Λ is Γ̂-invariant because the vector decoration contains exactly one Γ̂-orbit of light cone
representatives for each cusp of S.
To confirm that Λ is a concrete decorated triangulation we first show that the triangle param-
eters and edge parameters of its constituent decorated triangles are positive real numbers.
Fix an ideal triangle Tijk of ∆Ω with ideal vertices (Vi, Vj, Vk) ordered according to the orien-
tation of Ω, inherited from the orientation of S˜ via the developing map. The double decoration
(V ,R) assigns to Vi, Vj and Vk decorated vertices (Ri, Ci), (Rj, Cj) and (Rk, Ck) respectively. Now
adopt the notation
(R,C) = ((Ri || Rj || Rk), (Ci | Cj | Ck)) .
We wish to show that (R,C) is a concrete decorated ideal triangle. It must be the case that
the columns of C are linearly independent. Indeed otherwise dev must have sent the three ideal
vertices of an ideal triangle in S˜ to a single projective line in RP2. In this case the interior of
that triangle must be empty in RP2 so dev must not have been a homeomorphism between S˜ and
Ω. One remaining concern is that it may still be the case that det(C) < 0. However when Λ is
constructed we use the fact that Ω inherits an orientation from S˜ to impose an ordering on the
vertices of (R,C) such that the associated triangle parameter is positive. Since the projectivisation
of the light cone is confined to an affine patch we may do this in a consistent manner for all ideal
triangles of ∆, ensuring that all triangle parameters are positive.
To see that the edge A-parameters are all strictly positive note that in the definition of the
double decoration in § 3.2 we required that for all covectors rj ∈ R and all vectors Ci ∈ V we have
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rj(Ci) ≥ 0 with equality if and only if i = j. This condition ensures that all edge A-parameters
are positive.
Having seen that all of the edge and triangle A-parameters are positive we note that there is a
path of finite length between any two decorated triangles in Λ because there is such a path in the
ideal triangulation ∆Ω. Therefore Λ is a concrete decorated triangulation.
There is some choice as to how Λ was constructed in that we chose representatives of the
double decoration (V ,R). Suppose Λ′ was a the concrete decorated triangulation arising from a
different choice of representatives (V ′,R′) of the same double decoration. By definition there must
be M ∈ SL3(R) such that
M · (V ,R) = (V ′,R′) .
The double decoration (V ,R) (resp. (V ′,R′) ) and the ideal triangulation ∆Ω determine Λ (resp.
Λ′) uniquely. Therefore M · Λ = Λ and the two decorated triangulations are isomorphic. In fact
we have a slightly stronger condition. Let (dev, hol) (resp. (dev′, hol′) ) be the PL-developing map
and holonomy representation giving rise to Λ (resp. Λ′). Fix and ideal triangle Tijk of ∆˜. Then
dev(Tijk) (resp. dev′(Tijk)) lifts to a concrete decorated triangle (R,C) in Λ (resp. (R′, C ′) in
Λ′). We say that Λ and Λ′ are pi1(S)-equivariantly isomorphic. That is, for all γ ∈ pi1(S) and all
concrete decorated triangles (R,C) of Λ we have
M · hol(γ) · (R,C) = hol′(γ) · (R′, C ′) for some M ∈ SL3(R) .
We now develop a useful proposition to interpret the equivalence relation in T˜ f3 (S) in terms of
pi1(S)-equivariant decorated isomorphism.
Proposition 3.5.1. Let xi ∈ T˜ f3 (S) for i = 0, 1. Each xi determines a concrete decorated ideal
triangulation Λi which is well-defined up to decorated isomorphism. Moreover x0 = x1 if and only
if Λ0 and Λ1 are pi1(S)-equivariantly decorated isomorphic.
Proof. The first statement was verified in the paragraphs above as was the forward direction.
Therefore it remains to verify the reverse direction of the second statement of the proposition..
Suppose that (Ωi,Γi, φi, (Ri,Vi)) ∈ T˜ f3 (S) give rise to two decorated-isomorphic triangulations
Λi for i = 0, 1. Denote their respective holonomy representations and PL-developing maps by
holi and devi. Suppose that Λ0 and Λ1 are pi1(S)-equivariantly isomorphic. That is, there exists
M ∈ SL3(R) such that for any ideal triangle Tijk of ∆˜ such that (R0, C0) and (R1, C1) are lifts of
dev0(Tijk) and dev1(Tijk) respectively then
M · hol0(γ) · (R0, C0) = hol1(γ) · (R1, C1) ∀γ ∈ pi1(S) .
Since this is true for all γ, including γ = Id we have (R1, C1) = M · (R0, C0). Moreover since Vi
contains a basis of R3, this condition ensures that
M · hol0(γ) ·M−1 = hol1(γ) .
Since Ωi = hull(Λi) we also have the following restriction on our PL-developing maps
M · dev0(z) = dev1(z) ∀ z ∈ S˜ .
This shows that (Ωi,Γi, φi, (Ri,Vi)) are equivalent as double decorated convex projective structures.

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The above construction shows that, given (Ω,Γ, φ, (R,V)) ∈ T˜ f3 (S) we have a natural choice of
concrete decorated triangulation Λ in R3 which is well-defined modulo pi1(S)-equivariant decorated
isomorphism.
Since Λ is Γ-invariant, it follows from Lemma 3.4.1 that the triangle and edge A-parameters
descend to an assignment of positive real numbers to the ideal triangles and oriented edges of ∆.
Let A∆ denote the set of all possible assignments of positive real numbers to the set of ideal
triangles and oriented edges of ∆. Just as with the X -coordinates we endow A∆ with its natural
analytic structure so that it is diffeomorphic to R−8χ(S)>0 . If there is no ambiguity as to the ideal
triangulation to which we refer then we will use the notation A = A∆. We now have a well-defined
map
Ψ∆ : T˜ f3 (S)→ A∆ . (3.5.1)
In analogy to Theorem 2.2.1 we now set about proving that this map induces a parameterisation
of T˜ f3 (S).
Theorem 3.5.2. The map Ψ∆ is a homeomorphism.
Proof. We first show that Ψ∆ is injective. Suppose xi := (Ωi,Γi, φi, (Ri,Vi)) ∈ T˜ f3 (S) for i =
0, 1 such that ξ := Ψ∆(x0) = Ψ∆(x1). Denote the respective developing maps and holonomy
representations by devi and holi and denote the respective concrete decorated triangulations by
Λ0 and Λ1. Let ξ˜ denote the lift of ξ to an assignment of positive real numbers to the triangles
and oriented edges of ∆˜.
Fix an ideal triangle Tabc of ∆˜. Each of Λi contains a concrete decorated triangle (R,C)i which
lifts devi(Tabc). By assumption Ψ∆(x0) and Ψ∆(x1) assign the same numbers to each ideal triangle
and oriented edge of ∆˜. Lemma 3.4.1 shows that there exists M ∈ SL3(R) such that
M · (R,C)0 = (R,C)1 .
Let Tbad be an ideal triangle of ∆˜ which is adjacent to Tabc. Once again the fact that Ψ∆(x0) =
Ψ∆(x1) assign the same triangle and edge A-parameters to Tbad. Let (R′, C ′)i denote the concrete
decorated triangle of Λi which lifts the ideal triangle devi(Tbad). It follows from Lemma 3.4.2 and
the proof of Lemma 3.4.6 that
M · (R′, C ′)0 = (R′, C ′)1 .
Proceeding in this manner we see that M : Λ0 → Λ1 is a decorated isomorphism.
Let γ ∈ pi1(S) and fix an ideal triangle Tabc in ∆˜. There is a unique concrete decorated
triangle (R,C)i ∈ Λi lifting devi(Tabc). The double decoration (R,V) is Γi-invariant by assumption.
Therefore holi(γ) · (R,C)i ∈ Λi. However holi(γ) · (R,C)i is a concrete decorated triangle which
lifts devi(γ · Tabc). Therefore it is the unique such lift in Λi. Similarly
M · hol0(γ)(R,C)0 ∈ Λ1 ,
must be a lift of hol1(γ) · dev1(Tabc). Therefore it is the unique such lift. In particular
M · hol0(γ)(R,C)0 = hol1(γ)(R,C)1 ,
so Λ0 and Λ1 are pi1(S)-equivariantly decorated-isomorphic. Given this fact, the claim that x0 =
x1 ∈ T˜ f3 (S) is exactly the content of Proposition 3.5.1.
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We must further show that Ψ∆ is continuous. Recall that the topology on T˜ f3 (S) is uniquely
determined by the natural topologies on the spaces of developing maps and the vector decorations.
Moreover, A-parameters which determine the map Ψ∆ are continuous functions of the vector and
covector decorations. Therefore a small perturbation of dev or a small perturbation of (R,V)
results in a small perturbation of the A-coordinates and Ψ∆ is continuous.
We now show that Ψ∆ is surjective by constructing a doubly-decorated convex projective struc-
ture from a given assignment α ∈ A of positive real numbers to the ideal triangles and ideal edges
of ∆. Lift α to an assignment α˜ of positive real numbers to the ideal triangles and oriented ideal
edges of ∆˜. If there exists a well-defined Φ−1∆ (α) ∈ T˜ f3 (S) then it must define a concrete decorated
triangulation Λ in R3 \ {0}. Lemma 3.4.6 shows that if Λ is a decorated triangulation then is
uniquely determined, modulo SL3(R), by the A-parameters assigned to the triangles and oriented
edges of ∆˜ by α˜.
It follows from Lemma 3.4.1 that, if given the A-parameters assigned to an ideal triangle Tabc
in ∆˜ then we may construct a lift of that ideal triangle to a decorated triangle in R3. Moreover
that lift is unique modulo the action of SL3(R). If Tbad is adjacent to Tabc then Lemma 3.4.2 shows
that, having fixed a representative of this first decorated triangle the A parameters assigned to Tabc
and its edges uniquely determine a lift of Tabc to a concrete decorated triangle in R3. Proceeding in
this manner we may define a family of decorated triangles Λ such that any two triangles are joined
by a path of finite length and such that any edge is shared by exactly two triangles. Therefore Λ
is a concrete decorated triangulation.
It remains to show that the triangulation Λ thus obtained is the decorated triangulation deter-
mined by some (Ω,Γ, φ, (R,V)) ∈ T˜ f3 (S).
The vertices and covertices of the concrete decorated triangles of Λ determine the double
decoration (R,V). Specifically for a fixed representative of Λ and an arbitrary ideal triangle Tabc
of ∆˜ there is a well-defined lift (R,C)abc ∈ Λ of Tabc. Let the vertices of (R,C)abc be Ca, Cb and Cc.
Then we define pi(Ca) and pi(Cb) and pi(Cc) to be the ideal vertices of the ideal triangle dev(Tabc).
Note that pi(hull(Λ)) is a properly convex domain due to Corollary 3.4.5. Fix an affine patch A
containing Ω. When we speak of the ‘convex hull’ in RP2 it will be with respect to this patch.
Now that we have fixed the ideal vertices of dev(Tabc) we may define the restriction of dev
to Tabc by requiring that its image is the convex hull of pi(Ca), pi(Cb) and pi(Cc) and that it be
linear with respect to the barycentric coordinates on Tabc and those on pi(Ca, Cb, Cc). Proceeding
in this manner we may define a PL developing map dev with domain S˜, image Ω. Moreover it is
immediate from the construction that (R,V) is a double decoration lifting the ideal vertices of the
ideal triangulation of Ω induced by dev.
The holonomy representation hol : pi1(S)→ PGL3(R) is uniquely determined by dev ( and our
fixed choice of universal cover) because it is the push-forward of the action of the deck transfor-
mations on S˜. We must verify that Γ := hol(pi1(S)) preserves Ω. Note that α˜(·) = α˜(γ(·)) as
functions on the triangles and oriented edges of ∆˜. However Λ was constructed using only α˜. Let
ĥol(γ) ∈ Γ̂ denote the canonical lifts of hol(γ) ∈ Γ to SL3(R). Therefore if (R,C)abc lifts Tabc and
(R,C)xyz lifts γ · Tabc then
ĥol(γ) · (R,C)abc = (R,C)xyz .
In particular Γ̂ preserves Λ so Γ preserves Ω. It also follows that dev must be hol-equivariant. The
holonomy group Γ is discrete and torsion-free because hol is an isomorphism onto its image by
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construction. Indeed if hol where either not discrete or not faithful then it could not be the case
that dev was a homeomorphism onto its image and (R,V) could not have arisen from a choice of
positive triangle and edge invariants.
The marking φ : S˜/pi1(S) → Ω/Γ is constructed by pushing down an analytic developing map to
the quotient space. Therefore we have uniquely determined a doubly-decorated convex projective
structure (Ω,Γ, φ, (R,V)) on S. It is clear by construction that ψ((Ω,Γ, φ, (R,V))) = α. To
complete the proof that Ψ∆ is surjective, we need to ensure that the structure is of finite volume.
Denote the developing map and holonomy representation of (Ω,Γ, φ, (R,V) by dev and hol
respectively. Recall from § 2.6 that S has finite area if and only if for all non-trivial peripheral
elements γ ∈ pi1(S) we have
hol(γ) ∼
1 1 00 1 1
0 0 1
 . (3.5.2)
Fix a cusp K of S and let γ ∈ pi1(S) be a peripheral curve such that pi1(K) = 〈γ〉. The action
of γ on S˜ via deck transformations fixes a unique ideal vertex W˜ of ∆˜. The vector decoration
V determines a light-cone vector W ∈ V lifting dev(W˜ ). Included in the definition of double
decoration is the condition that W is the unique light cone representative of pi(W ) in (R,V) and
(R,V) is Γ-invariant. In particular hol(γ) ·W = W so one of the eigenvalues of hol(γ) is 1.
On the other hand, since hol(γ) is nontrivial and preserves a properly convex domain there are
only three options for the Jordan normal form of hol(γ), namely1 1 00 1 1
0 0 1
 ,
ξ
2 0 0
0 ξ−1 1
0 0 ξ−1
 or
η 0 00 µ 0
0 0 (ηµ)−1
 , where ξ, µ, η > 0 ,
and where ξ, η 6= 1. Without loss of generality suppose that hol(γ) is equal to its Jordan normal
form. In the middle case there are no eigenvectors having eigenvalue 1 so we may eliminate this
possibility. If the peripheral element is diagonalisable, then we must have µ = 1 and we may
assume without loss of generality that η > 1 Suppose this was the case. The 1-eigenspace of hol(γ)
is the set of scalar multiples of the second basis vector e2. Therefore W = te2 for some t ∈ R×
and hol(γ) preserves a covector whose kernel contains e2. Denote that covector by w = (A, 0, B)
for some A,B ∈ R. The fact that hol(γ) preserves w means exactly that
w = w · (hol(γ))−1 = (η−1 · A, 0, η ·B) .
In particular η = 1 so hol(γ) is trivial. This contradiction shows that the only viable option for
the Jordan normal form of hol(γ) is the standard parabolic matrix.
This concludes the proof that (Ω,Γ, φ, (R,V)) ∈ T˜ f3 (S).
A small perturbation of α will result in a corresponding small perturbation of the double-
decoration (R,V) and a small, or zero, perturbation of the resulting developing map. Therefore it
is clear that Ψ−1∆ is continuous. Consequently Ψ∆ is a homeomorphism onto its image. 
We refer to A∆ as Fock and Goncharov’s A-coordinates on T˜ f3 (S) with respect to ∆. Just as
with X -coordinates we may pull back the smooth structure on A∆ to obtain a smooth structure
on T˜ f3 (S). However we would like to know that that smooth structure does not depend on the
choice of ∆ and that, subject to this definition, Mod(S) acts by diffeomorphisms.
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As the first case, assume that two triangulations ∆,∆′ ⊂ S differ only in an edge flip. That
is, there are a, b, c, d, e ∈ ∆ such that (a, b, e) and (c, d, e) are two distinct triangles and the
triangulation ∆′ is obtained by performing an edge flip along edge e ∈ ∆. This flip introduces the
edge f ∈ ∆′ and the two triangles (b, c, f) and (a, f, d).
Fix α ∈ A∆. We denote the triangle and edge A-parameters around edge e that are prescribed
by α as depicted in Figure 3.4. For instance, a± are the two edge parameters assigned to the edge
a ∈ ∆ and the triangles (a, b, e) and (c, d, e) have triangle parameters A and B, respectively. Let
α′ ∈ A∆′ such that Ψ−1∆′ (α′) = Ψ−1∆ (α). Since ∆′ arises from ∆ by flipping edge e, all triangle and
edge parameters in α apart from A, B and e± carry over to α′. Adopting the notation from Figure
3.4 and using the calculations from the proof of Lemma 3.4.3 the remaining triangle parameters
of α′ are given by
C = Ac
+ +Bb+
e−
and D = Ad
− +Ba−
e+
. (3.5.3)
In turn, these give the two missing edge parameters
f+ = Ca
+ +Db−
A
and f− = Cd
+ +Dc−
B
. (3.5.4)
A
B
e+
e−
a−
a+
b+
b−
c+
c−
d+
d−
f−
f+D
C
a−
a+
b+
b−
c+
c−
d+
d−
Figure 3.4: Flipping an edge e in a triangulation introduces two new triangle parameters
C and D and two new edge parameters f± satisfying (3.5.3) and (3.5.4) respectively.
The label of an oriented edge lies closer to the starting point than the endpoint of that
edge.
The latter relations naturally define a homogeneous rational homeomorphism
R∆,∆′ : A∆ → A∆′ ,
of degree one, yielding the following commutative diagram of smooth maps.
T˜ f3 (S)
A∆ A∆′
ψ∆ ψ∆′
R∆,∆′
(3.5.5)
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The map R∆,∆′ is the transition map we were aiming for.
Now consider two arbitrary triangulations ∆,∆′ ⊂ S. Choose a finite sequence of triangulations
∆0, . . ., ∆m such that ∆0 = ∆, ∆m = ∆′ and the triangulations ∆i and ∆i+1 differ by a single edge
flip for i = 0, . . . ,m − 1. By the above discussion, the latter flip pairs come with the transition
maps R∆i,∆i+1 . We define the transition map R∆,∆′ : A∆ → A∆′ to be the concatenation
R∆,∆′ := R∆m−1,∆m ◦ . . . ◦R∆1,∆2 ◦R∆0,∆1 . (3.5.6)
It follows that R∆,∆′ is a homogeneous rational homeomorphism of degree one as well. Clearly,
R∆,∆′ admits the same commutative diagram as that appearing in (3.5.5).
Recall from § 1.6 that there is a natural action of Mod(S) on T3(S) by the ‘change of marking’
map. This action does not change the Hausdorff measure of the geometry under consideration so
this action specialises to an action of Mod(S) on T f3 (S). We claim that there is a well-defined
action on T˜ f3 (S). A mapping class φ ∈ Mod(S) acts on S by diffeomorphisms. This action lifts to
S˜. There is a unique continuous extension of this lift to ∂∞S˜ hence also to any double decoration
which may be defined on an element of T f3 (S). In what follows we denote by φ ◦∆ the ideal cell
decomposition whose edges are the image under φ of the edges of ∆. We use this map and the
fact that R∆,∆′ is real analytic to obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 3.5.3. Suppose ∆ is an ideal triangulation. The analytic structure on T˜ f3 (S) is invari-
ant under the choice of ∆. Moreover Mod(S) acts on T˜ f3 (S) by diffeomorphisms.
Proof. Recall that the analytic structure on T˜ f3 (S) is pulled back from A∆ via the homeomorphism
Ψ∆. The fact that R∆,∆′ is a homogeneous rational homeomorphism ensures that the analytic
structure thus obtained is independent of the choice of ∆. Let µ ∈ Mod(S). We wish to show that
µ∗ : T˜ f3 (S)→ T˜ f3 (S) is real analytic with respect to the structure obtained above. Let ∆′ := µ◦∆.
We have
R∆,∆′ ◦Ψ∆(Ω,Γ, φ, (R,V)) = Ψ∆′(Ω,Γ, µ ◦ φ, (R,V))
= Ψ∆′ ◦ µ∗(Ω,Γ, φ, (R,V))
=⇒ Ψ−1∆′ ◦R∆,∆′ ◦Ψ∆(Ω,Γ, φ, (R,V)) = µ∗(Ω,Γ, φ, (R,V)) .
The maps Ψ∆ and Ψ∆′ are bianalytic by construction and we have shown above that the map
R∆,∆′ is analytic. Therefore Ψ−1∆′ ◦ R∆,∆′ ◦ Ψ∆ = µ∗ is a real bianalytic map with respect to the
analytic structure on T˜ f3 (S) pulled back from A∆. 
3.6 Outitude
Suppose (R,C) and (R′, C ′) are two concrete decorated triangles sharing a side e in a fixed concrete
decorated triangulation. Denote the matrices C,C ′, R and R′ as follows.
C = (C0 | C1 | C2) R = (r0 || r1 || r2)
C ′ = (C0 | C2 | C3) R′ = (r0 || r2 || r3)
Consider the (possibly degenerate) tetrahedron T whose vertices are (C0, C1, C2, C3). Each of the
matrices C,C ′, D = (C1 | C2 | C3) and D′ = (C0 | C1 | C3) possesses three column vectors which
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are the three vertices of one facet of T . Let e+ := r0 · C2 and e− := r2 · C0 denote the edge
parameters assigned to the two oriented edges on e. The value
Out(e) := e+e− (det(D) + det(D′)− det(C)− det(C ′)) (3.6.1)
is called the outitude along edge e. We aim to show that the outitude is a well-defined invariant
of an edge of ∆ for a given element of T˜ f3 (S). We begin with the following technical lemma.
Lemma 3.6.1. Let (R,C) and (R′, C ′) be defined as above. The tetrahedron T they determine
does not contain the origin.
Proof. Consider the closed half space H+0 = {X ∈ R3 | r0 · X ≥ 0}. By definition of concrete
decorated triangles we have
r0 · C1 > 0 , r0 · C2 > 0 , r0 · C3 > 0 and r0 · C0 = 0 .
Consequently the tetrahedron T whose vertices are C0, C1, C2 and C3 is contained in H+0 and only
its vertex C0 is contained in the boundary H0 = ∂ H+0 . Since C0 6= 0 it follows that the origin is
not contained in T . 
Let K ⊂ R3 be a closed convex subset not containing the origin. The bottom of p ∈ K is the
point λ · p such that
λ := min{λ ∈ R | λ · p ∈ K} .
We say that p is outer if it is its own bottom. The outer hull of K is its set of outer points.
Lemma 3.6.2. Let C,C ′, D,D′ and T be as above and denote by e′ the side shared by D and D′.
Then exactly one of the following statements is true.
(i) The outer hull of T is C ∪e C ′ and Out(e) > 0.
(ii) The outer hull of T is D ∪e′ D′ and Out(e) < 0.
(iii) The outer hull of T is C ∪e C ′ = D ∪e′ D′ and Out(e) = 0. In this case T is degenerate.
Proof. First note that in the case that T is degenerate then it is contained in a plane which does
not pass through the origin and the outer hull of T is clearly C ∪e C ′ = D ∪e′ D′.
Suppose T is not degenerate. The four facets of T are determined by the column vectors of
the four matrices C, C ′, D and D′ so clearly the outer hull of T is contained in the union of these
sets. We have det(C) > 0 and det(C ′) > 0 by definition whereas det(D) > 0 and det(D′) > 0 as
a consequence of Lemma 3.4.3. We will show that rays through T intersect C ∪e C ′ exactly once
and D ∪e′ D′ exactly once because of the positive determinant condition. As a result we will be
able to conclude that the outer hull of T is described by exactly one of the three cases in question.
Let ` be a ray from the origin which passes through T . It must be contained in the positive
convex hull of the vertices of T . Since det(C) > 0 and det(C ′) > 0 we know that the vertices C1
and C3 lie on different sides of the hyperplane H02 = {X ∈ R3 | det(C0 | C2 | X) = 0}. The ray
` either is contained in the hyperplane H02 or lies on the same side as either C1 or C3. Thus `
intersects C ∪e C ′ either in their common edge e or it only intersects one of the triangles C or C ′.
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In any case, there is at most one such intersection due to the convexity of T . Similarly, positivity
det(D) and det(D′) imply that the ray ` meets D ∪e′ D′ exactly once.
Now suppose there was one ray which passes through C ∪e C ′ strictly before it passes through
D ∪e′ D′ and another ray which passes through D ∪e′ D′ strictly before it passes through C ∪e C ′.
Both of these rays pass through the interior of T . Since the interior of T is connected there is a a
ray from the origin passing through the interior of T which intersects C ∪e C ′ and D ∪e′ D′ at the
same time. This contradicts the assumption that T is non-degenerate. It follows that in the case
that T is non-degenerate either C ∪e C ′ or D ∪e′ D′ is the outer hull of T .
It remains to verify that the outitude along e satisfies the conditions claimed in the statement
of the lemma. Since the value e+e− is strictly positive by definition, we may instead study the
sign of 1
e+e− Out(e) under the relevant conditions. One useful feature of the value
1
e+e−
Out(e) = (det(D) + det(D′)− det(C)− det(C ′))
is that it equals the Euclidean volume of the tetrahedron T if and only if C ∪e C ′ is the outer
hull. Clearly, in this case the outitude along e is non-negative and vanishes if and only if T is
degenerate. Similarly, the Euclidean volume of T is given by −1
e+e− Out(e) if and only if D ∪D′ is
the outer hull, completing the proof. 
Let x ∈ T˜ f3 (S). Suppose ∆ is an ideal triangulation rather than any ideal cell decomposition.
As stipulated in the precursor to Theorem 3.5.2 in § 3.5, x induces a lift of ∆ to a concrete
decorated triangulation Λ which is well-defined modulo pi1(S)-equivariant decorated isomorphism.
This enables us to define the outitude along an edge e ∈ ∆, denoted by Outx(e), as the outitude
of one of its lifts to en edge e˜ ∈ Λ.
Lemma 3.6.3. Having fixed a doubly-decorated real projective structure on S, the outitude along
a given edge is an intrinsic property of this structure.
Proof. The value Outx(e) is determined by the choice of lift of e to e˜ ∈ Λ and by the choice of
representative decorated triangulation Λ. Any two lifts of e to Λ differ by a holonomy transfor-
mation, which is an element of SL3(R). Similarly any two representatives of the equivalence class
of Λ differ by an element of SL3(R). However SL3(R) preserves all A-parameters by Lemma 3.4.1.
Outitude, being a function of A-parameters is also preserved by the action of SL3(R) from which
the statement in the lemma is immediate. 
We say that an ideal triangulation ∆ of S is canonical for x if the outitude along every edge
in e ∈ ∆ is non-negative. We note that, given this definition a canonical ideal triangulation is not
unique specifically in the case in which the outitude along one or more edges of ∆ is zero.
Corollary 3.6.4. Let x ∈ T˜ f3 (S) and suppose ∆ is an ideal triangulation. The following are
equivalent.
(i) ∆ is canonical for x.
(ii) The cell decomposition of S formed by those edges of ∆ along which the outitude is strictly
positive is the Epstein-Penner decomposition determined by x.
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Proof. Suppose that ∆ is canonical for x = (Ω,Γ, φ, (V ,R)) and let Λ denote the concrete decorated
triangulation in R3 determined by x. Let ∆′ be the Epstein-Penner decomposition for x. Recall
that ∆′ is obtained by taking the convex hull C of the vectors in (V ,R) and then projecting the
edges of C to Ω/Γ. Therefore C = hull(Λ).
We have seen in Lemma 3.6.2 that edges of ∆ with positive outitude are exactly those which
lift to edges in the outer hull Λ. These outer edges are exactly the edges of ∆′ as determined by
the Epstein-Penner construction. Therefore condition (ii) is satisfied.
Conversely suppose that the edges of ∆ along which the outitude is strictly positive form the
Epstein-Penner decomposition ∆′. We must show that ∆ does not contain any edges along which
the outitude is strictly negative. Suppose that ∆ contained such an edge, denoted e. If ∆′ was an
ideal triangulation then there could not be such an e so suppose that this is not the case. Then
e is contained in a maximal cell Ce of ∆′ whose interior edges have negative outitude. Consider a
lift Ĉe of Ce to Λ have non-negative outitude. That is, Ĉe is a connected set of decorated triangles,
each of whose shared edges has negative outitude.
Recall that ∆′ is obtained by projecting C = hull(Λ) to S and it only contains edges of ∆ which
have positive outitude. In particular it does not contain any edge passing through the interior of
Ĉe. Therefore the vertices of Ĉe are coplanar. By Lemma 3.6.2 this ensures that no edge shared
by two concrete decorated triangles of Ĉe may have negative or positive outitude. This contradicts
the assumption that ∆ contains an edge of negative outitude. In particular, ∆ is canonical. 
If x ∈ T˜ f3 (S) and α = Ψ∆(x) ∈ A then we write Outα(e) := Outx(e) and use these terms
interchangeably. We now take the opportunity to rewrite the outitude along an edge in terms of
the A-parameters determined by a single ideal triangulation rather than incorporating data from
two triangulations differing by an edge flip as in the definition of outitude.
Lemma 3.6.5. Let ∆ be an ideal triangulation. Let α ∈ A∆. Let e be the edge of ∆ shared by the
two triangles depicted in Figure 3.5. Adopt the notation and orientation indicated in Figure 3.5
with the convention that e+ := r0 · C2 and e− := r2 · C0. The outitude along e is given by
Outα(e) = A(e+c+ + e−d− − e+e−) +B(e+b+ + e−a− − e+e−) . (3.6.2)
Proof. Lift ∆ to the concrete decorated triangulation Λ in R3 determined by α ∈ A∆. Let (R,C)
and (R′, C ′) be two concrete decorated triangles in Λ whose common edge is a lift of e. We denote
the four matrices whose determinants contribute to Outα(e) by
C = (C0 | C1 | C2) , D = (C0 | C1 | C3) ,
C ′ = (C0 | C2 | C3) , D′ = (C3 | C1 | C2) .
Possibly after choosing a new representative of Λ we may assume C = λ Id3 where λ3 = det(C) = A.
Let ri be the covector whose kernel contains the ideal vertex Ci for i = 0, 1, 2 and 3. We may
write the covectors r0 and r2 as
r0 =
(
0 : y0 : z0
)
and r2 =
(
x2 : y2 : 0
)
.
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C0
C1
C2
C3
A
B
e+
e−
a−
a+
b+
b−
c+
c−
d+
d−
Figure 3.5: If e is the edge shared by these two triangles then Out(e) is determined by
the A-parameters indicated above.
Let C3 =
(
X3 Y3 Z3
)T
. Then we obtain
Outα(e) = e+e− (det(D) + det(D′)− det(C)− det(C ′))
= e+e−λ2(X3 + Y3 + Z3 − λ)
= λ4z0x2(X3 + Y3 + Z3 − λ) .
Conversely we have
A(e+c+ + e−d− − e+e−) +B(e+b+ + e−a− − e+e−)
= λ3(λz0(x2X3 + y2Y3) + λx2(y0Y3 + z0Z3)− λ2z0x2)− λ2Y3(λ2z0y2 + λ2x2y0 − λ2z0x2)
= λ4
(
(z0x2X3 + z0y2Y3 + x2y0Y3 + z0Z3x2 − λz0x2)− Y3(z0y2 + x2y0 − z0x2)
)
= λ4z0x2(X3 + Z3 + Y3 − λ) .
This completes the lemma. 
We arrive at the following description of the sets
C˚(∆) = {x ∈ T˜ f3 (S) | ∆x = ∆} ,
C(∆) = {x ∈ T˜ f3 (S) | ∆x ⊆ ∆} .
The aim of the rest of this chapter will be proving that sets of the form defined in Line (3.3.1) are
topological cells.
Corollary 3.6.6. Let ∆ be an ideal cell decomposition of S and let ∆′ an ideal triangulation
refining ∆. Let {bj}j∈J denote the edges of ∆ and let {ak}k∈K denote the set of edges in ∆′ \
∆. The image of the sets defined by Equations (3.3.1) and (3.3.2) under the bijection Ψ∆′ from
Theorem 3.5.2 is given by the following semi-algebraic sets.
Ψ∆(C˚(∆)) = {α ∈ A∆′ | Outα(bj) > 0 ∀ j ∈ J and Outα(ak) = 0 ∀ k ∈ K} , (3.6.3)
Ψ∆(C(∆)) = {α ∈ A∆′ | Outα(bj) ≥ 0 ∀ j ∈ J and Outα(ak) = 0 ∀ k ∈ K} . (3.6.4)
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3.7 The Cell Decomposition
Let ∆ ⊂ S be an ideal cell decomposition, refined by an ideal triangulation ∆′ ⊂ S. Recall that E
and T are the sets of oriented edges and ideal triangles of ∆′ respectively. The remainder of this
chapter is devoted to showing that C˚(∆) is a cell of real dimension |E|+ |T |− |K| where |K| is the
number of edges of ∆′ \∆. If there is no ambiguity as to the ideal triangulation ∆′ which refines
∆ then we will identify C˚(∆) with its image under Ψ∆′ inside A∆′ without further comment.
We first study the case in which ∆ is an ideal triangulation of S. In what follows we will
denote the corresponding A-coordinates by (A¯, a¯) ∈ A∆ ∼= RT+E>0 . That is, we denote the triangle
parameters by A¯ ∈ RT>0 and the edge parameters by a¯ ∈ RE>0. We first use the following lemma to
show that C˚(∆) is foliated by topological cells of real dimension |E|.
Lemma 3.7.1. Suppose ∆ is an ideal triangulation. Fix an assignment A¯ ∈ RT>0 of positive real
numbers to the ideal triangles of ∆. Then the semi-algebraic set
XA¯ :=
{
a¯ ∈ RE>0 | Out(A¯,a¯)(e) > 0 for all e ∈ ∆
}
is homeomorphic to RE>0 .
Proof. Let  > 0 be small and let B1() denote the set of points in RE>0 within a Euclidean distance
of  from the vector 1 := (1, 1, . . . , 1) ∈ RE>0. Recall from Lemma 3.6.5 that Out(A¯,a¯)(e) > 0 if and
only if an inequality of the following form is true
A(e+c+ + e−d− − e+e−) +B(e+b+ + e−a− − e+e−) > 0 , (3.7.1)
where a, b, c, d ∈ ∆ are edges contained in a common ideal triangle with e and a±, b±, c± and d±
denote the edge A-parameters assigned to those edges. As long as  is small enough then
B1() ⊂ XA¯ ,
regardless of the choice of A¯ ∈ RT>0. We will construct a homeomorphism B1() ∼= XA¯.
For all edge parameters a¯ ∈ RE>0, we consider a linear deformation toward 1 defined by
φa¯ : [0, 1]→ RE>0 ,
t 7→ ta¯+ (1− t)1 .
The projection of φa¯ onto the entry corresponding to the edge parameter e± will be denoted by
φe± . Suppose that at (A¯, a¯) the outitude along e is positive, that is, Inequality (3.7.1) is satisfied.
We now show that the outitude along e is positive at (A¯, φa¯(t)) for all t ∈ [0, 1]. This is, the
following inequality is satisfied.
A (φe+(t)φc+(t) + φe−(t)φd−(t)− φe+(t)φe−(t))
+ B (φe+(t)φb+(t) + φe−(t)φa−(t)− φe+(t)φe−(t)) > 0 ,
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for all t ∈ [0, 1]. We replace the functions φe±(t) by their definitions in the above inequality and
collect terms in t2, t(1− t) and (1− t)2 to obtain
A((te+ + 1− t)(tc+ + 1− t) + (te− + 1− t)(td− + 1− t)
− (te+ + 1− t)(te− + 1− t))
+ B((te+ + 1− t)(tb+ + 1− t) + (te− + 1− t)(ta− + 1− t)
− (te+ + 1− t)(te− + 1− t))
= t2A((e+c+ + e−d− − e+e−) +B(e+b+ + e−a− − e+e−))
+ t(1− t)(A(c+ + d−) +B(a+ + b−))
+ (1− t)2(A+B) .
The coefficient of t2 is exactly Out(A¯,a¯)(e) and is therefore positive by assumption. The other terms
are non-negative since t ∈ [0, 1] and because every A-parameter is strictly positive.
This shows that XA¯ ⊆ RE>0 is star-shaped with respect to the point 1. It is open because it is
defined by a finite family of algebraic inequalities and is therefore the finite intersection of open
sets. Consequently it is homeomorphic to an open ball of real dimension 2|E|. In particular, since
XA¯ is semi-algebraic, it is homeomorphic to B1() by the canonical homeomorphism along rays
originating from 1. 
We now show that the deformation to 1 described in Lemma 3.7.1 induces a product structure
on C˚(∆).
Theorem 3.7.2. Let ∆ be an ideal triangulation of S. The semi-algebraic set
C˚(∆) =
{
(A¯, a¯) ∈ A | Out(A¯,a¯)(e) > 0 for all e ∈ ∆
}
is homeomorphic to RT+E>0 .
Proof. Lemma 3.7.1 shows that for all A¯ ∈ RT>0 there exists a homeomorphism
fA¯ : XA¯ → {A¯} ×B1() ⊂ RT+E>0 ,
for any  > 0 sufficiently small. We will now explicitly construct such a homeomorphism in a
manner that extends continuously to the entirety of C˚(∆). Let
a¯ = (a1, a2, . . . , am) ∈ A .
We now define
g′(a¯) :=
(
1 + 
(
a1 − 1
1 + |a¯− 1|
)
, 1 + 
(
a2 − 1
1 + |a¯− 1|
)
, . . . , 1 + 
(
am − 1
1 + |a¯− 1|
))
.
We may now define the map
g : C˚(∆)→ RT>0 ×B1()
(A¯, a¯) 7→ (A¯, g′(a¯))
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This is a homeomorphism onto its image. We will now modify this map to construct a homeo-
morphism which is surjective onto RT>0 × B1(). If (A¯, a¯) is on a ray from (A¯,1) which does not
meet ∂C then the ray from (A¯,1) through g(A¯, a¯) only leaves the image of g when it meets ∂B1().
Therefore the modification we seek need only take place on the image under g of rays starting at
(A¯,1) which meet ∂C. We will refer to these as rays of ‘finite length’. Rays starting at (A¯,1) which
are not of finite length are referred to as rays of ‘infinite length’.
The modification needs to take place in such a manner that it remains continuous despite the
fact that there exist sequences of rays of finite length which converge to rays of infinite length. In
order to ensure that the resulting map is still a homeomorphism it is important to note here that
the components of ∂C are algebraic varieties and are therefore smooth. Moreover in the event that
a sequence of rays of finite length converges to a ray of infinite length, the length of those rays must
converge to infinity. We will use this fact to ensure that our modification of g is a homeomorphism.
If a¯ 6= 1 and (A¯, a¯) is contained in a finite ray then let LA¯,a¯ be the Euclidean distance between
1 and the first point at which the ray from (A¯,1) through g(A¯, a¯) meets the boundary of g(C˚). If
(A¯, a¯) ∈ RT>0 ×B1() and is contained in a finite ray then define
h′(A¯, a¯) :=
(
A¯,

LA¯,a¯
(a1 − 1), 
LA¯,a¯
(a2 − 1), . . . , 
LA¯,a¯
(am − 1)
)
.
To modify g into a homeomorphism onto RT>0 ×B1() we define
h : RT>0 ×B1()→ RT>0 ×B1()
(A¯, a¯) 7→
(A¯, a¯) if a¯ = 1 or (A¯, a¯) is on an infinite rayh′(A¯, a¯) if a¯ 6= 1 and (A¯, a¯) is on a finite ray
The map h ◦ g is a homeomorphism from C˚(∆) to RT>0 ×B1(), from which the result follows. 
What is left is to study the sets C˚(∆) in the case where ∆ is an ideal cell decomposition of S but
not an ideal triangulation. In order to prove cellularity of C˚(∆) we may consider any triangulation
∆′ refining ∆. The homeomorphic image of C˚(∆) in the corresponding A∆′-coordinates is given
by the semi-algebraic set
Ψ∆′(C˚(∆)) = {α ∈ A∆′ | Outα(e) > 0 ∀ e ∈ ∆ , Outα(e) = 0 ∀ e ∈ ∆′ \∆} . (3.7.2)
Note that cellularity of C˚(∆) follows from cellularity of the set on Line (3.7.2) regardless of the
ideal triangulation ∆′ that is chosen to refine ∆. Indeed, for two triangulations ∆′,∆′′ refining
∆ the transition homeomorphism R∆′,∆′′ defined on Line (3.5.6) restricts to a homeomorphism
from Ψ∆′(C˚(∆)) to Ψ∆′′(C˚(∆)). We may therefore restrict our attention to a special class of
triangulations that refine ∆. Namely if ∆′ is an ideal triangulation refining ∆ we will assume that
all polygons in the complement of the edges of ∆ are given a standard triangulation by ∆′ (cf.
Definition 3.3.1). We will refer ∆′ to such a refinement as a standard refinement of ∆.
Lemma 3.7.3. Let ∆ be an ideal cell decomposition of S with ideal edges {bj}j∈J . Let ∆′ be a
standard refinement of ∆. Denote the edges of ∆′ \∆ by {ak}k∈K. Fix an assignment A¯ ∈ RT>0 of
positive real numbers to the ideal triangles of ∆′. Denote by b¯ and a¯ assignments of edge parameters
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to {bj}j∈J and {ak}k∈K respectively so that (A¯, a¯, b¯) is understood to be an element of A∆′. Then
the set
XA¯ =
{
(A¯, a¯, b¯) ∈ A∆′ | Outα(bj) > 0 ∀ j ∈ J and Outα(ak) = 0 ∀ k ∈ K
}
(3.7.3)
is nonempty.
Proof. We will explicitly construct assignments b¯ and a¯ of positive real numbers to the oriented
edges of ∆′ so that (A¯, a¯, b¯) ∈ C˚(∆). Set b+j = b−j = 1 for all j ∈ J . Fix a polygon P in the
complement of the edges of ∆ with n ideal vertices.
First we will show that there is a choice of edge parameters on the internal edges of P which
ensures that Out(ak) = 0 for all edges ak strictly contained in P . The definition of outitude ensures
that the parameters governing the outitude of the edge ak in P are those assigned to the ideal
triangles and oriented edges strictly contained in P and on the oriented edges which form the
boundary of P . Therefore we may consider each polygon independently in order to ensure that
Out(ak) = 0 for all k ∈ K.
Having showed that we may enforce the condition Out(ak) = 0 for all k we will complete the
lemma by showing that we may do so while simultaneously ensuring that a±k ≥ 1 for all k ∈ K.
Given that b±j = 1 for all j ∈ J the expression of outitude in Lemma 3.6.5 makes it clear that
Out(bj) > 0 for all j ∈ J regardless of the choice of A¯. This is sufficient to complete the lemma.
The ideal triangulation of P is standard by assumption. Denote by V0 the ideal vertex of P
which abuts every ideal edge strictly contained in P . Let {am} for m ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n − 4} denote
the subset of {ak}k∈K comprising edges which are strictly contained in P . Order these edges
sequentially as depicted in the right-hand image of Figure 3.6. Similarly the triangle parameters
in P will be denoted Am for m ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n − 3} with ordering as in Figure 3.6. Let a+m denote
the A-parameter assigned to the edge oriented away from V0. The condition that Out(am) = 0
for all m ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n − 4} is equivalent to the following equations, each of which is merely a
reconstitution of Equation (3.6.2).
a−0 =
a+0 (A0 + A1)
A0(a+0 − a+1 ) + A1(a+0 − 1)
,
a−m =
a+m(Am + Am+1)
Am(a+m − a+m+1) + Am+1(a+m − a+m−1)
for 1 ≤ m ≤ n− 3 ,
a−n−4 =
a+n−4(An−4 + An−3)
An−4(a+n−4 − 1) + An−3(a+n−4 − a+n−5)
.
It remains to ensure that, subject to these conditions, a−m is well-defined and positive. This is
equivalent to the satisfaction of the following conditions
A0(a+0 − a+1 ) + A1(a+0 − 1) > 0 ,
Am(a+m − a+m+1) + Am+1(a+m − a+m−1) > 0 for 1 ≤ m ≤ n− 3 ,
An−4(a+n−4 − 1) + An−3(a+n−4 − a+n−5) > 0 .
Therefore we define M := max{A0, A1, . . . An−3}, N := min{A0, A1, . . . An−3} and  := NN+M .
Now we set
a+m := 1 +
m∑
x=0
x ,
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so that we may ensure a+m > 1 for all m ∈ {0, . . . , n − 4}. Now we verify that a−m > 1 for all
m ∈ {0, . . . , n− 4}. We begin with m = 0. We would like to show that
a−0 =
2(A0 + A1)
−A0+ A1 > 1 .
If A1−A0 > 0 then this is clearly true because the statement is equivalent to 2(A0+A1) > A1−A0
which is immediate since A0, A0 and A1 are strictly positive. Therefore it remains to show that
A1 − A0 NN +M > 0
⇐⇒ A1(N +M) > A0N .
However this is clearly true because the term A1N is strictly positive, A1 ≥ N and M ≥ A0.
Therefore we have a−0 > 1. Now we show that a−m > 1 for 1 < m ≤ n − 3. We must show the
following,
(1 +∑mx=0 x)(Am + Am+1)
−Amm+1 + Am+1m > 1 .
Once again we note that if the denominator is positive then the inequality follows easily as it is
reduced to the following, (
1 +
m∑
x=0
x
)
(Am + Am+1) > −Amm+1 + Am+1m
⇐⇒
(
1 +
m∑
x=0
x
)
(Am + Am+1) + Amm+1 > Am+1m .
The latter is verified by noting that all terms in the expression are strictly positive and the
coefficient of Am+1 on the left is larger than that on the right. It remains to show that −Amm+1 +
Am+1
m > 0. As  > 0 this is reduced to Am+1 > Am, which we may restate as
Am+1(N +M) > AmN .
This statement is clear because all terms are strictly positive, Am+1 ≥ N and M≥ Am. We have
shown that a−m > 1 for 1 ≤ m ≤ n− 3. It remains to consider the case m = n− 4. We must verify
the inequality (
1 +∑n−4x=0 x) (An−4 + An−3)
An−4
∑n−4
x=0 
x + An−3n−4
> 1
⇐⇒
(
1 +
n−4∑
x=0
x
)
(An−4 + An−3) > An−4
n−4∑
x=0
x + An−3n−4
⇐⇒ An−4 +
(
1 +
n−3∑
x=0
x
)
An−3 > 0 .
The final inequality is clear given that all terms are strictly positive. We have now verified that
a±m > 1 for all m ∈ {0, . . . , n − 4}. Performing this procedure for all polygons in S we determine
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that a±k > 1 for all k ∈ K. The definition of a−k is chosen so that under these conditions Out(ak) = 0
for all k ∈ K.
Now we will verify that Out(bj) > 0 for all j ∈ J . Having imposed the condition that b±j = 1
for all j ∈ J the definition of Out(bj) simplifies to
Out(bj) = B0(x+ y − 1) +B1(z + w − 1) ,
where B0 and B1 are the parameters assigned to the triangles of ∆′ whose boundary contains bj
and x, y, z, w are edge parameters in the set {b±j }j∈J ∪ {a±k }k∈K . We have seen that a±k > 1 for all
k ∈ K and b±j = 1 for all j ∈ J . Therefore x, y, z, w ≥ 1 and Out(bj) > 0 for all j ∈ J . We have
explicitly constructed an element of XA¯ as required, completing the proof. 
Theorem 3.7.2 and Lemma 3.7.3 is instructive in how we will proceed to show that C˚(∆) is
a topological cell for all cell decompositions ∆ of S. Adopting the notation of Lemma 3.7.3,
we will prove that XA¯ is homeomorphic to an open ball by retracting it onto a relatively open
neighbourhood in XA¯ about 1 ∈ ∂XA¯. The main challenge will be ensuring that each fiber of the
retraction stays in XA¯. To this end we require the following technical lemma.
Lemma 3.7.4. Let B0, B1, a+, b, c, d, e ∈ R>0. Define the function a− : (0, 1]→ R by
t 7→ a−(t) := (ta
+ + 1− t)
(
B0(te+ 1− t) +B1(td+ 1− t)
)
t
(
B0 (a+ − b) +B1 (a+ − c)
) .
If a−(1) is positive and finite then the following inequality is true
a−(t) ≥ t a
+(B0e+B1d)
B0(a+ − b) +B1(a+ − c) + 1− t ∀ t ∈ (0, 1] . (3.7.4)
Proof. First we show that a−(t) ∈ R>0. Clearly the numerator in the definition of a−(t) is positive
and well-defined for all t ∈ (0, 1]. It remains to show that the denominator
t
(
B0(a+ − b) +B1(a+ − c)
)
,
is positive for all t ∈ (0, 1]. However the denominator is a linear function in t which is positive at
t = 1 and zero at t = 0 therefore it is positive for all t ∈ (0, 1].
Now we prove the main claim of the Lemma. We rewrite a−(t) as
a−(t) = t · a
+(B0e+B1d)
B0(a+ − b) +B1(a+ − c) + (1− t) ·
(
B0a
+ +B1a+
B0(a+ − b) +B1(a+ − c)
)
+ 1− t
t
·
(
B0(te+ 1− t) +B1(td+ 1− t)
B0(a+ − b) +B1(a+ − c)
)
.
We have already seen that the denominator of each term on the right hand side is positive. There-
fore it is clear that
a+(B0 +B1)
B0(a+ − b) +B1(a+ − c) > 1 .
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Moreover, the facts that t ∈ (0, 1] and that the terms B0, e and d are positive ensure that
(1− t) (B0(te+ 1− t) +B1(td+ 1− t))
t(B0(a+ − b) +B1(a+ − c)) > 0 .
Combining these facts we obtain
a−(t) > t · a
+(B0e+B1d)
B0(a+ − b) +B1(a+ − c) + 1− t+
1− t
t
·
(
B0(te+ 1− t) +B1(td+ 1− t)
B0(a+ − b) +B1(a+ − c)
)
> t · a
+(B0e+B1d)
B0(a+ − b) +B1(a+ − c) + 1− t ,
as required. 
Now, in the manner of Theorem 3.7.2, before showing that C˚(∆) is a topological cell we will
show that it is a fibration over a topological cell such that all fibers are sets of the form XA¯ where
XA¯ is defined analogously to the definition in the statement of Lemma 3.7.1. We will see that XA¯
is homeomorphic to an open ball of fixed dimension, regardless of the choice of A¯. Having showed
that C˚(∆) is a fibration over a contractible set whose fibers are homeomorphic we will complete
the result in Theorem 3.7.6.
Lemma 3.7.5. Let ∆ be an ideal cell decomposition of S with ideal edges {bj}j∈J . Let ∆′ be a
standard refinement of ∆ such that the edges of ∆′ \∆ by {ak}k∈K. Fix an assignment A¯ ∈ RT>0 of
positive real numbers to each ideal triangle of ∆′. If b¯ and a¯ denote assignments of edge parameters
to {bj}j∈J and {ak}k∈K, respectively, then we will understand (A, a¯, b¯) to be an element of A∆′.
The set
XA¯ :=
{(
A¯, a¯, b¯
)
∈ A | Out(bj) > 0 ∀ j ∈ J and Out(ak) = 0 ∀ k ∈ K
}
is homeomorphic to R|E|−|K|>0 .
Proof. We proceed in a similar manner to Theorem 3.7.2. As in Lemma 3.7.3 (cf. Figure 3.6). we
denote by b±j for j ∈ J the two edge parameters assigned to the ideal edge bj. We denote by a±k
for k ∈ K the two edge parameters assigned to the ideal edge ak.
Fix a n-gon P in the complement of ∆ and let V0 denote the ideal vertex of P which abuts
every ideal edge of ∆′ strictly contained in P . We denote the ideal edges strictly contained in P by
am for m = 0, 1, . . . , n− 4. We denote by a+m the edge parameter assigned to am with orientation
away from V0 and a−m the edge parameter assigned to am with orientation towards V0. Similarly we
denote by b+m the parameter assigned to the oriented edge from Vm to Vm+1 and b−m the parameter
assigned to the oriented edge from Vm+1 to Vm where indices are read modulo n. Finally we denote
by Am the triangle parameter assigned to the ideal triangle of ∆′ strictly contained in P whose
ideal vertices are V0, Vm and Vm+1 for m = 0, 1, . . . , n − 3. See Figure 3.6 for a depiction of the
case n = 8.
In order to show that XA¯ is homeomorphic to R
|E|−|K|
>0 we will explicitly construct a homeo-
morphism from XA¯ to a convex open subset of the ball B1() ⊂ R|E|−|K|>0 of some small Euclidean
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Figure 3.6: Labeling of triangle and oriented edge parameters of a standard triangulation
in a polygon containing 6 ideal triangles. Some of the ideal vertices Vi and edges bj may
be identified in S.
radius  > 0 and center 1 := (1, 1, . . . , 1). An essential ingredient in this homeomorphism will be
the linear deformation of some coordinates to 1 by the function
φ : R>0 × (0, 1]→ R>0 ,
(x, t) 7→ tx+ 1− t .
We note here that the domain of φ is R>0 × (0, 1] as opposed to R>0 × [0, 1] because, as we will
see, the point 1 is in the boundary of XA¯. Therefore there exists an open subset U ⊂ B1() onto
which we can perform an isotopy of XA¯.
We will linearly deform some parameters toward 1 using φ and construct an isotopy φ̂ : XA¯ ×
(0, 1] → U ⊂ B1(). The difficulty here which was absent from the proof of Theorem 3.7.2 is
that we cannot apply this linear deformation to all edge parameters simultaneously if we want to
guarantee that φ̂(x, t) ∈ XA¯ for all t ∈ (0, 1]. It is true however that Out(ak) = 0 for all a ∈ XA¯.
We may use these conditions to express the vector a¯− of edge parameters which are assigned to
internal edges of P oriented towards V0 in terms of the entries of the vector a¯+ of A-parameters
assigned to internal edges of P oriented away from V0 and of the edge parameters b
±
j of ∆. That
is, while deforming all the edge parameters b¯ and a¯+ linearly via φ we will deform the n− 4 values
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of a¯− inside the n-gon P via functions φPm : R
|E|−|K|
>0 × (0, 1]→ R>0 given by
a−0 (t) := φP0 (A¯, a¯+, b¯, t) =
φ(a+0 , t)
(
A0φ(b+2 , t) + A1φ(b−1 , t)
)
A0
(
φ(a+0 , t)− φ(a+1 , t)
)
+ A1
(
φ(a+0 , t)− φ(b+0 , t)
) , (3.7.5)
a−m(t) := φPm(A¯, a¯+, b¯, t) =
φ(a+m, t)
(
Amφ(b+m+2, t) + Am+1φ(b−m+1, t)
)
Am
(
φ(a+m, t)− φ(a+m+1, t)
)
+ Am+1
(
φ(a+m, t)− φ(a+m−1, t)
) ,
(3.7.6)
a−n−4(t) := φPn−4(A¯, a¯+, b¯, t) =
φ(a+n−4, t)
(
An−4φ(b+n−2, t) + An−3φ(b−n−3, t)
)
An−4
(
φ(a+n−4, t)− φ(b−n−1, t)
)
+ An−3
(
φ(a+n−4, t)− φ(a+n−5, t)
) ,
(3.7.7)
where m = 1, . . . , n− 5 in the case where P is an n-gon with n > 4. If n = 4 we deform a−0 by the
function
a−0 (t) := φP0
(
A¯, a¯+, b¯, t
)
=
φ(a+0 , t)
(
A0φ(b+2 , t) + A1φ(b−1 , t)
)
A0
(
φ(a+0 , t)− φ(b−3 , t)
)
+ A1
(
φ(a+0 , t)− φ(b+0 , t)
) . (3.7.8)
The definitions of φPm are chosen to ensure that Out(am) = 0 for all t ∈ (0, 1]. Let us consider the
projection
piA¯ : XA¯ → R|E|−|K|>0
(A¯, a¯, b¯) 7→ (a¯+, b¯) .
This map is invertible precisely because at present we consider only the case in which the triangle
parameters are given by A¯. Consequently we can recover the edge parameters a¯− by solving
Out(am) = 0 for all m. Since the functions defined on Lines (3.7.5)–(3.7.8) by which we recover
a− are continuous, it follows immediately that pi−1
A¯
is continuous. We note that piA¯ is continuous
because it is a projection. Thus piA¯ is a homeomorphism onto its image and it suffices to show
that piA¯(XA¯) is homeomorphic to R
|E|−|K|
>0 . We will do this in two steps as outlined below.
1. First we show that if (a¯+, b¯) ∈ piA¯(XA¯) then each point on the interval from (a¯+, b¯) to
1 ∈ R|E|−|K|>0 other than 1 itself is also contained in piA¯(XA¯).
2. We use the previous property to show that piA¯(XA¯) is homeomorphic to an open convex set,
and as such is homeomorphic to R|E|−|K|>0 .
Proof of claim (1): Let 1 ∈ R|E|−|K|>0 denote the vector (1, 1, . . . , 1). Fix a point (a¯+, b¯) ∈ piA¯(XA¯)
where we denote b¯ =
(
b+0 , b
−
0 , b
+
1 , . . . , b
+
|J |−1, b
−
|J |−1
)
∈ R2|J |>0 and a¯+ =
(
a+0 , a
+
1 , . . . , a
+
|K|−1
)
∈ R|K|>0 .
The values taken along the linear deformation in R|E|−|K|>0 from (a+, b) towards 1 are
b¯(t) :=
(
φ(b+0 , t), φ(b−0 , t), φ(b+1 , t), . . . , φ(b+|J |−1, t), φ(b−J |−1, t)
)
∈ R2|J |>0 ,
a¯+(t) :=
(
φ(a+0 , t), φ(a+1 , t), . . . , φ(a+|K|−1, t)
)
∈ R|K|>0 .
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We must show that (a¯+(t), b¯(t)) ∈ piA¯(XA¯) for all t ∈ (0, 1]. In order for (a¯+(t), b¯(t)) ∈ piA¯(XA¯) we
must be able to recover an assignment of edge parameters a− such that (A¯, a, b) ∈ XA¯. If such an
assignment exists it is uniquely determined by the condition that Out(am) = 0. This is because
the standard triangulation is chosen in such a manner that, having fixed A¯, a¯+(t) and b¯(t), the
function Out(am) is a linear function of a−m. We need to ensure that the value for a−m thus obtained
is a strictly positive real number.
Fix t0 ∈ (0, 1]. By construction the value of a−m determined by (a¯+(t0), b¯(t0)) is
a−m = φPm(A¯, a¯+, b¯, t0) .
First suppose n > 4. By definition of φPm the claim that a−m is positive for all m is equivalent
to the claim that each of the following inequalities is satisfied,
A0
(
φ(a+0 , t0)− φ(a+1 , t0)
)
+ A1
(
φ(a+0 , t0)− φ(b+0 , t0)
)
> 0 ,
Am
(
φ(a+m, t0)− φ(a+m+1, t0)
)
+ Am+1
(
φ(a+m, t0)− φ(a+m−1, t0)
)
> 0 , 1 ≤ m ≤ n− 5 ,
An−4
(
φ(a+n−4, t0)− φ(b−n−1, t0)
)
+ An−3
(
φ(a+n−4, t0)− φ(a+n−5, t0)
)
> 0 .
Using the definition of φ(x, t0) these are equivalent to
t0
(
A0
(
a+0 − a+1
)
+ A1
(
a+0 − b+0
))
> 0 ,
t0
(
Am
(
a+m − a+m+1
)
+ Am+1
(
a+m − a+m−1
))
> 0 , 1 ≤ m ≤ n− 5 ,
t0
(
An−4
(
a+n−4 − b−n−1
)
+ An−3
(
a+n−4 − a+n−5
))
> 0 .
Modulo the positive factor t0 the latter inequalities are necessary conditions for (a¯+, b¯) ∈ piA¯(XA¯)
which is true by assumption. The case in which n = 4 is completely analogous.
We have shown that if (a¯+, b¯) ∈ piA¯(XA¯) then each point (a¯+(t), b¯(t)) ∈ R|E|−|K|>0 on the line
from (a¯+, b¯) to 1 admits the assignment of an edge parameter a−m(t) to each of the oriented edges
am of P for m = 0, 1 . . . n − 4 which ensure that Out(am) = 0 for all m = 0, 1, . . . n − 4 and
for all t ∈ (0, 1]. We can make this choice independently for each polygon P so that we have a
well-defined candidate vector (A¯, a¯(t), b¯(t)) ∈ XA¯ such that piA¯((A¯, a¯(t), b¯(t))) = (a¯+(t), b¯(t)). It
remains to be proved that (A¯, a¯(t), b¯(t)) ∈ XA¯. In particular, we must show that (A¯, a¯(t), b¯(t))
satisfies Out(bj) > 0 for all j ∈ J .
Fix j ∈ J and let B0 and B1 be the triangle parameters in A¯ assigned to ideal triangles of ∆′
which are adjacent to the edge bj. Fix t0 ∈ (0, 1]. We seek to verify the inequality
Out(bj) =B0
(
φ(b+j , t0)ψ0(x0, t0) + φ(b−j , t0)ψ1(x1, t0)− φ(b+j , t0)φ(b−j , t0)
)
(3.7.9)
+B1
(
φ(b+j , t0)ψ2(x2, t0) + φ(b−j , t0)ψ3(x3, t0)− φ(b+j , t0)φ(b−j , t0)
)
> 0 . (3.7.10)
where xi ∈ {a±k }k∈K ∪ {b±j }j∈J and ψi is defined by
ψi(xi, t0) := φPm(xi, t0) if xi = a−m for some polygon P and ,
ψi(xi, t0) := φ(xi, t0) otherwise.
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Lemma 3.7.4 shows that φPk (x, t0) ≥ φ(x, t0) for all k ∈ K. Now we may replace the terms ψi with
φi or φPi and the inequality on Lines (3.7.9)–(3.7.10) is now of the form
Out(bj) = B0
(
φ(b+j , t0)φ(x0, t0) + φ(b−j , t0)φ(x1, t0)− φ(b+j , t0)φ(b−j , t0)
)
+B1
(
φ(b+j , t0)φ(x2, t0) + φ(b−j , t0)φ(x3, t0)− φ(b+j , t0)φ(b−j , t0)
)
> 0 .
Ensuring that this inequality is true is the content of Lemma 3.7.1 given the assumption that
(A¯, a¯, b¯) ∈ XA¯. We have shown that if (a¯+, b¯) ∈ piA¯(XA¯) then (a¯+(t), b¯(t)) ∈ piA¯(XA¯) for all
t ∈ (0, 1].
Proof of claim (2): Let r be a ray or maximal open interval in piA¯(XA¯) whose closure contains
1. Let B1() denote the ball in R|E|−|K|>0 of Euclidean radius  > 0 and center 1. We have seen in
part (1) that piA¯(XA¯) is stratified by rays of this form and that r contains a unique open interval
ιr with one endpoint at 1 and the other endpoint in ∂B1(). One may construct an isotopy
ξr : r ∪ {1} × [0, 1]→ r ∪ {1}
such that ξr(r, 1) = ιr and ξr(1, t) = 1 for all t ∈ [0, 1]. The set of all rays of maximal open
intervals in piA¯(XA¯) whose closure contains 1 is pairwise disjoint and piA¯(XA¯) is, by definition, a
semi-algebraic set. Therefore these isotopies may be glued together to produce an isotopy
ξ : {piA¯(XA¯) ∪ {1}} × [0, 1]→ piA¯(XA¯) ∪ {1} ,
such that ξ |r∪{∞}= ξr. This shows that piA¯(XA¯) is homeomorphic to ξ(piA¯(XA¯), 1) =: U∆.
We conclude this lemma by showing that U∆ is an open convex subset of B1(). Let (a¯+, b¯) ∈
B1(). We wish to devise a set of necessary and sufficient conditions which ensure that (a¯+, b¯) ∈ U∆.
If (a¯+, b¯) ∈ piA¯(XA¯) and P is a polygon with four vertices we define a−0 as
a−0 :=
a+0
(
A0b
+
2 + A1b−1
)
A0
(
a+0 − b−3
)
+ A1
(
a+0 − b+0
) . (3.7.11)
For each polygon P with more than four ideal vertices we define a−m for m = 0, 1, . . . , n− 4 as
a−0 :=
a+0
(
A0b
+
2 + A1b−1
)
A0
(
a+0 − a+1
)
+ A1
(
a+0 − b+0
) , (3.7.12)
a−m :=
a+m
(
Amb
+
m+2 + Am+1b−m+1
)
Am
(
a+m − a+m+1
)
+ Am+1
(
a+m − a+m−1
) , 1 ≤ m ≤ n− 5 , (3.7.13)
a−n−4 :=
a+n−4
(
An−4b+n−2 + An−3b−n−3
)
An−4
(
a+n−4 − b−n−1
)
+ An−3
(
a+n−4 − a+n−5
) . (3.7.14)
Having fixed A¯, a¯+ and b¯, these are the unique values which ensure that Out(am) = 0 for all
0 ≤ m ≤ n− 4. Using these definitions, further define a¯ := (a+0 , a−0 , . . . , a+|K|−1, a−|K|−1) ∈ R|E|−|K|>0 .
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To ensure that each a−k is well-defined and positive we require that for a polygon P with four ideal
vertices the following inequality holds
A0
(
a+0 − b−3
)
+ A1
(
a+0 − b+0
)
> 0 . (3.7.15)
If P is a polygon with more than n > 4 vertices we require
A0
(
a+0 − a+1
)
+ A1
(
a+0 − b+0
)
> 0 , (3.7.16)
Am
(
a+m − a+m+1
)
+ Am+1
(
a+m − a+m−1
)
> 0 , 1 ≤ m ≤ n− 5 , (3.7.17)
An−4
(
a+n−4 − b−n−1
)
+ An−3
(
a+n−4 − a+n−5
)
> 0 . (3.7.18)
Denote by YA¯ ⊂ R|E|−|K|>0 the subset satisfying Conditions (3.7.15)–(3.7.18). Recall that we have
fixed A¯ so YA¯ is the intersection of finitely many open half spaces and is therefore the interior of
a convex polyhedron. By definition of U∆ and YA¯ we have U∆ ⊆ B1() ∩ YA¯. We will show that
U∆ = B1() ∩ YA¯.
Let (a¯+, b¯) ∈ B1()∩ YA¯. We have shown above that there is a unique candidate in XA¯ for the
value of pi−1
A¯
(a¯+, b¯) which is obtained by assigning to each a−k the value determined by Equations
(3.7.11)–(3.7.14). Denote this candidate by (A¯, a¯, b¯). The values a−k are chosen so that (A¯, a¯, b¯)
satisfies Out(ak) = 0 for all k ∈ K. To see that (a¯+, b¯) ∈ U∆ is remains only to show that (A¯, a¯, b¯)
also satisfies Out(bj) > 0 for all j ∈ J . First note that 0.9 < b±j , a+k < 1.1 for all j ∈ J and k ∈ K
since (a¯+, b¯) ∈ B1(). It follows from the definitions given in Equations (3.7.11)–(3.7.14) that
a−k > min
{
a+0 , a
+
1 , . . . , a
+
|K|−1, b
+
0 , b
−
0 , . . . , b
+
|J |−1, b
−
|J |−1
}
> 0.9 , ∀ k ∈ K .
For example, in the case n = 4 and k = 0 we note that the denominator in the definition of a−0 is
positive because (a¯+, b¯) satisfies Inequality (3.7.15) by assumption. Therefore we have
a−0 =
a+0
(
A0b
+
2 + A1b−1
)
A0(a+0 − b−3 ) + A1(a+0 − b+0 )
>
A0b
+
2 + A1b−1
A0 + A1
≥ min{b+2 , b−1 } .
The other cases are analogous. Therefore (A¯, a¯, b¯) satisfies Out(bj) > 0 for all j ∈ J . We have shown
that every point in B1() ∩ YA¯ is also in piA¯(XA¯). Therefore B1() ∩ YA ⊆ piA¯(XA¯) ∩ B1() = U∆.
In particular U∆ = B1() ∩ YA¯ as required.
We have not yet verified that U∆ is nonempty. Recall that we have shown in Lemma 3.7.3
that XA¯ 6= ∅. Hence also piA¯(XA¯) is nonempty and for every point (a¯+, b¯) ∈ piA¯(XA¯), the interval
(a¯+(t), b¯(t)) enters B1(0.1)∩YA¯ as t→ 0. Therefore U∆ is a nonempty finite intersection of convex
open subsets of R|E|−|K|>0 . In particular U∆ is itself a nonempty convex open subset of R
|E|−|K|
>0 and
U∆′ ∼= R|E|−|K|>0 . In summary we have verified the following series of homeomorphisms,
R|E|−|K|>0 ∼= U∆ ∼= piA¯(XA¯) ∼= XA¯ .
This completes the required result. 
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We use Lemma 3.7.5 in the proof of Theorem 3.7.6 in a manner analogous to that in which
Lemma 3.7.1 is used to prove Theorem 3.7.2. Having showed that XA¯ ∼= R|E|−|K|>0 for all A¯ ∈ R|T |>0
we will show that the projection
pi : C˚(∆)→ R|T |>0 (3.7.19)
(A¯, a¯, b¯) 7→ A¯ , (3.7.20)
is a surjective globally trivial fibration. Having proved in Lemma 3.7.5 that the fibers are all
homeomorphic to R|E|−|K|>0 the conclusion of Theorem 3.7.6 is immediate.
Theorem 3.7.6. Let ∆ be an ideal cell decomposition of S. There is a homeomorphism
C˚(∆) ∼= R|T |+|E|−|K|>0 .
Proof. As usual we denote by ∆′ a standard refinement of ∆. We denote by {bj}j∈J the edges of ∆
and {ak}k∈K the edges of ∆′\∆. Let A¯, a¯ and b¯ be assignments of positive real numbers to the ideal
triangles of ∆′, and to the oriented edges of ∆′ \∆ and of ∆ respectively so that we understand
(A¯, a, b) to be an element of A∆′ . Let pi denote the projection defined on Lines (3.7.19)–(3.7.20).
We have seen in Lemma 3.7.5 each of the fibers of pi is homeomorphic to R|E|−|K|>0 and in particular
each is homeomorphic to all of the others. Since ∂C(∆) is defined by a finite family of polynomial
equations, it follows that pi is a locally trivial fibration. Moreover we have seen in Lemma 3.7.3 that
pi is surjective. Since R|T |>0 is contractible it follows that pi is a globally trivial fibration. Therefore
C˚(∆) ∼= R|T |+|E|−|K|>0 as required. 
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Chapter 4
Compactification of Moduli Space
4.1 Introduction
Thus far we have studied moduli spaces of geometric structures on a smooth non-compact surface
S of negative Euler characteristic. These moduli spaces have all been topological cells. A natural
question surrounds how to sensibly compactify such a space. Having identified a compactification
one may then ask whether there is a geometric interpretation of points on the boundary of this
compactified space. Addressing these questions is the goal of this chapter.
Informally, a compactification of a topological space is an embedding of that space into a
compact set. A formal definition is given in § 4.2. Having obtained a compactification of a
topological space we are then able to study it while making use of the useful properties of compact
sets. Alternatively, when that topological space is a moduli space of geometric structures, we can
think of a compactification is an attempt to give meaning to ‘going to infinity’ along some path.
The ideas in this chapter have their origin in classical Teichmu¨ller theory, the study of finite-
area hyperbolic structures on S. There are several models one may use for a compactification
of classical Teichmu¨ller space. In this chapter we follow that laid out by Thurston [67] (for full
details see [28] or [17]). Briefly, Thurston’s method is fix a hyperbolic metric on S then use
this metric to identify each isotopy class of curves with the infimum of the lengths of curves in
that class. The compactification thus obtained is the embedding from Teichmu¨ller space to the
space of (projective classes of) functions assigning a non-negative number to each isotopy class
of curves on S. To give some intuitive meaning to these boundary points we recall the work of
Morgan and Shalen [53] who provide an alternative proof of Thurston’s compactification and a
construction whereby (via the work of Serre [65]) ideal points are identified with group actions
on real trees. For yet another perspective on Thurston’s approach we refer the reader the work
of Bestvina [7] who replaces the algebraic flavour in Morgan and Shalen’s work with Gromov’s
geometric notion of metric convergence. We are left to consider two directions of generalisation,
the first, generalising Thurston’s approach which entails compactification by length spectra, and
the second using Morgan and Shalen’s approach which allows one to assign group actions on trees
to ideal points of Teichmu¨ller space.
The work of generalising Thurston’s compactification has been conducted by several authors,
see for example Alessandrini [2] or Kim [41]. There are also models for compactifying the space
of convex projective structures on surfaces that use other coordinate systems, such as that of
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Goldman, as in the case of Zhang [76]. We will be interested in Parreau’s [57] generalisation
Thurston’s compactification. The idea behind Parreau’s work is to replace the notion of ‘length’ in
Thurston’s construction with the spectral data of the holonomy of each isotopy class. Thereby we
obtain a compactification by embedding T +3 (S) into the space of (projective classes of) assignments
of spectral data to isotopy classes of curves on S. We will refer to this compactification and
the boundary defined by it as the Parreau-Thurston compactification and boundary respectively.
However we have seen that T +3 (S) is parameterised by Fock and Goncharov’s X -coordinates, the
space of which is merely the positive orthant in R−8χ(S). We obtain a na¨ıve compactification of
this space by taking Bergman’s [6] logarithmic limit set of R−8χ(S)>0 . One goal of this chapter is to
compare the Parreau-Thurston boundary to that obtained by this na¨ıve method.
The second direction of generalisation in this chapter is that of applying Morgan and Shalen’s
construction in the context of convex projective structures rather than hyperbolic structures. As
Morgan and Shalen’s construction deals with group actions on real trees, a natural starting point
is to ask what constitutes a generalisation of a real tree. It is shown in Paulin [60] and Parreau [57]
that the answer comes in the form of a Euclidean building of rank 2. Buildings were devised by
Tits [71, 72] (see also Bruhat and Tits [11]) as a means for developing a geometric object on which
certain reductive Lie groups have transitive actions. In a pair of works, Parreau [58, 59] uses Fock
and Goncharov’s X -coordinates to devise an action of pi1(S) on a Euclidean building. Parreau
then defines, for points on an open subset of the Thurston-Parreau boundary, a pi1(S)-invariant
subset K of that building such that the quotient K/pi1(S) is homotopy-equivalent to S. In addition,
it is shown that, a suitably defined eigenspectrum function extends continuously to the portion of
the Thurston-Parreau boundary of T +3 (S) for which K is defined.
The primary goal of this chapter is extending Parreau’s construction to a dense subset of the
Thurston-Parreau boundary. That is, we will define an action of pi1(S) on a Euclidean building
in the same manner as Parreau. We will then define a pi1(S)-invariant subset of that building
such that a suitably defined eigenspectrum function extends continuously to a dense subset of the
Thurston-Parreau boundary. The reason for restricting our attention to a dense subset is that we
may make intensive use of the work of Joswig, Sturmfels and Yu [39] to determine the intersection of
finitely many apartments of a discrete Euclidean building, which we denote B2. The discreteness
condition is not employed by Parreau, whose buildings are in general not discrete. One future
direction for this work is to generalise the results in [39] to the non-discrete setting, at which point
the results of this chapter will also immediately generalise to the entirety of the Thurston-Parreau
boundary.
We begin this chapter by recalling Thurston’s [67] compactification of Teichmu¨ller space in § 4.2.
We provide the requisite material on buildings in §§ 4.3–4.5. With the exception of Theorem 4.3.1
due to Joswig, Sturmfels and Yu [39] which is vital to the original work in this chapter, the material
on buildings is standard and may be skipped by the reader with a background knowledge of Bruhat-
Tits buildings. These sections are presented in a manner that is both non-standard and limited in
scope to ensure that this chapter is self-contained. For a more comprehensive study of buildings
and their foundations we refer the reader to Brown and Abramenko [1] or, for a perspective rooted
in the study of group actions on symmetric spaces, to Kleiner and Leeb [43].
We adapt a construction due to Parreau which is detailed in [58, 59] to discrete buildings in
§§ 4.6–4.7. A result important to the motivation for this chapter is Lemma 4.7.9 which shows
that there are points of the Thurston-Parreau boundary of the space of X -coordinates for which
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Parreau’s construction does not produce a pi1(S)-invariant subset of B2 such that the translation
vector spectrum is a continuous function on the compactified moduli space, regardless of the chosen
ideal triangulation of S. The recollection of Parreau’s material in §§ 4.6–4.7 is largely a coarser
simulacrum of the original with some omissions made in order to ensure that this chapter is self-
contained. At times it is convenient to draw on the simplicial structure of B2 but this is not
crucial to any of the proofs in the sections pertaining to Parreau’s work. The interested reader is
encouraged to refer to the original works [58, 59] for more insight.
The original work in this chapter begins in § 4.8. We devote Sections §§ 4.8–4.9 to generalising
the results obtained by Parreau in [58]. In particular, this section provides a discrete version of
Parreau’s definition pi1(S)-action on B2. In §§ 4.8–4.9 we define, for each such pi1(S)-action, an
invariant subset of B2, making use of Fock-Goncharov’s X -coordinates. Theorem 4.9.6 shows that
this construction is independent of the choice of ideal triangulation of S used to define the X -
coordinates. Theorem 4.10.1 demonstrates that M̂F has the property that the translation vector
spectrum of the action of pi1(S) on M̂F is the same as that of the action of pi1(S) on B2. This
will show us that the compactification of RT∪E>0 using Bergman’s [6] logarithmic limit set agrees
with Parreau’s compactification of T +3 (S) on a dense subset of the boundary of RT∪E>0 which is the
result presented in Corollary 4.10.4. The material in this chapter relies only on the material from
Chapters 1–2 and is independent of that in Chapter 3.
4.2 Thurston’s Compactification of Teichmu¨ller Space
This section is devoted to briefly recalling Thurston’s [67] compactification of T2(S). The complete
details of the construction herein may be found in Fathi, Laudenbach and Poenaru [28]. We
then recount Parreau’s [57] generalisation of this construction to the space of conjugacy classes
of holonomy representations of convex real projective structures (this in turn is similar to the
construction due to Alessandrini [2]). The ultimate goal of this chapter will be constructing a
geometric object which may be assigned to points on the boundary of this compactified space,
generalising the main result of [58]. To this end we begin by formally defining a compactification
of a topological space, using the definition from [57].
Let E be a separable topological space. A compactification of E is a pair (ι,E ) where E is a
compact topological space and
ι : E → E ,
a homeomorphism onto its image such that ι(E ) is an open, dense subset of E . The set ι(E )\ ι(E )
is called the boundary at infinity of E and will be denoted ∂∞E .
If C is a separable topological space and f : E → C is continuous then we say that a continuous
map
f˜ : E → C ,
is a continuous extension of f to E if f˜ ◦ ι = f . Given two compactifications of E denoted (ιi,Ei)
for i = 1, 2, we say that (ι1,E1) is finer than (ι2,E2) if ι2 has a continuous extension h to E1. If h
is a homeomorphism then we say that (ι1,E1) and (ι2,E2) are equivalent.
We denote by S the set of isotopy classes of simple closed curves on S which do not bound a
disc. We define the map
ι : T2(S)→ RS≥0 ,
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which assigns to each hyperbolic structure of T2(S) the function which assigns to each isotopy class
of curves in S the length of the unique geodesic in that isotopy class. If x ∈ T2(S) then we refer
to ι(x) as the (marked) length spectrum of x. We also have the natural projection
pi : RS \{0} → RPS≥0 ,
where RPS≥0 denotes the space of equivalence classes of RS≥0 \ {0} under the R>0-action of uniform
scaling. Denote by T 2(S) the closure of pi ◦ ι(T2(S)) in RPS≥0. We may now state the following
theorem.
Theorem 4.2.1 (Thurston, [67] ). The set T 2(S) has a natural topology which respect to which it
is homeomorphic to a closed disc of dimension 6g + 2n − 6. In particular the pair (pi ◦ ι, T 2(S))
defines a compactification of T2(S).
There are several details which need to be considered before one may formally verify Theo-
rem 4.2.1. First one must verify that pi ◦ ι is a homeomorphism onto its image. The main difficulty
here is verifying that pi◦ι is injective, for proof of this fact see [28]. In addition one must verify that
T 2(S) is compact. In order to see this fact one may replace S with a finite family of curves S ′
(see for example Wolpert [75]) and fix the embedding ι′ : T2(S)→ RPS ′ so that RPS ′ is compact
from which the compactness of pi ◦ ι′(T2(S)) is immediate.
We now seek to generalise the above construction by considering X (S) in lieu of T2(S). We
sketch the former compactification below. For complete details we refer the reader to Parreau [57]
(see also Alessandrini [2] for a similar construction).
We now define the symmetric space associated to SL3(R) using the framework of Bridson and
Ha¨fliger [10]. Let P (3,R) be the group of positive definite symmetric matrices of determinant 1.
There is an action of SL3(R) on P (3,R) by
SL3(R)× P (3,R)→ P (3,R)
(A,B) 7→ BABt .
The action of SL3(R) on P (3,R) is transitive and the stabiliser of the identity under this action
is SO(3,R) so we identify P (3,R) with SL3(R)/SO(3). Let S0(3,R) denote the vector subspace of
sl(3,R) comprising symmetric matrices with trace zero. The group P (3,R) is an open subset of the
set of symmetric matrices of determinant 1, which we denote S(3,R). Therefore P (3,R) inherits
a smooth structure by identifying S0(3,R) with R5. The exponential map at the identity matrix,
exp0, induces the bijection
exp0 : S0(3,R)→ P (3,R) .
Therefore if p ∈ P (3,R) we will think of TpP (3,R) as being isomorphic as a vector space to
S0(3,R), where we translate S0(3,R) so the origin is at p. We define
dX : S0(3,R)× S0(3,R)→ R
(V0, V1) 7→ Tr(p−1V0 · p−1V1) .
It is well-known (Bridson and Ha¨fliger [10], or Chapter 2 of Eberlein [26]) that P (3,R) endowed
with this metric is a CAT(0) Riemannian manifold. A direct computation shows that dX is a
scalar multiple of the Euclidean inner product inherited from viewing the space of symmetric 3×3
matrices as a subset of R9. The following result will be of most importance to us for this section.
It appears as part of Corollary 10.42 in Part II of [10].
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Lemma 4.2.2. The restriction of exp to any vector subspace of S0(3,R) comprising commuting
matrices is an isometry.
In particular, dX restricts to a Euclidean metric on the subgroup D < SL3(R)/SO(3) comprising
the diagonal matrices. A maximal flat is a subset K ⊂ P (3,R) having the property that dX |K is
isometric to En for some n. The maximal flats of P (3,R) are the SL3(R)-orbits of D. In our case
maximal flats will be isometric to E2.
It will be useful to identify D with its pre-image D˜ under the exponential map. That is, D˜ is
the set of diagonal matrices of trace zero. The set D˜ is in natural bijection with the affine plane
A := R
3
upslope(1, 1, 1) ,
in the following manner.
D˜ → Aa 0 00 b 0
0 0 c
 7→ [a, b, c] .
We now proceed to define a generalisation of the translation length of an automorphism.
Define the translation length of A ∈ SL3(R), acting on P (3,R), to be
`(A) := inf
x∈P (3,R)
dX(x,A · x) .
The min-set of A is
Min(A) := {x ∈ P (3,R) | dX(x,A · x) = `(A)} ,
where we note that Min(A) may a priori be empty.
Remark 4.2.3. Later in this chapter it will be necessary to specify the metric with respect to which
we are defining the translation length and min-set. If there is some ambiguity with regard to the
metric in question then we will denote the translation length and min-set of A with respect to the
metric d by `d(A) and Mind(A) respectively.
We define the following symmetry group of A with respect to the local coordinates [a, b, c] ∈
R3/(1, 1, 1),
σ1 · [a, b, c] = [b, a, c] and σ2 · [a, b, c] = [a, c, b] ,
t1 · [a, b, c] = [a+ 1, b, c] and t2 · [a, b, c] = [a, b+ 1, c] .
We will hereafter make use of the natural isomorphism
〈σ1, σ2, t1, t2〉 ∼= Sym(3)nR2 .
The action of Sym(3)nR2 induced by this isomorphism is transitive on A. We define the standard
Weyl chamber in A as follows (see Figure 4.1 )
C := { [a, b, c] ∈ A | a > b > c } .
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The image of C under the action of Sym(3)nR2 will be referred to as an affine Weyl chamber.
For any a, b ∈ A there is a unique element w ∈ Sym(3)nR2 such that z1 = w · a = [0, 0, 0] and
z2 = w · b ∈ C. We define the displacement vector from a to b to be the vector
δ(a, b) = −−→z1z2 .
For an example see Figure 4.1.
C
u2 = u3
u1 = u3
u1 = u2
x
y
δ(x, y)
Figure 4.1: The canonical Weyl chamber C and a depiction of δ(x, y) for x, y ∈ A. We
have fixed local coordinates [u1, u2, u3] for A.
We claim that for any x, y ∈ P (3,R) there is a (possibly not unique) maximal flat containing
both x and y. Modulo the action of SL3(R) we suppose y = Id. Since x is symmetric it admits an
orthonormal basis of eigenvectors. That is, there exists M ∈ SO(3) such that
M · x := M txM ,
is diagonal. However M · Id = M t IdM = Id because the columns of M constitute an orthonormal
basis of R3. We conclude that the points M · x and M · y are contained in the canonical maximal
flat D. Therefore x and y are contained in the maximal flat M−1 ·D.
Consequently for any x and y ∈ P (3,R) we may define an isometric embedding,
exp : A ↪→ P (3,R) ,
such that exp(a) = x, exp(b) = y. Moreover we may defiine
δ(x, y) := δ(a, b) .
We refer to δ(x, y) as the displacement vector from x to y. If the maximal flat containing x and y
is not unique then the two maximal flats in question must intersect on the Euclidean convex hull
of x and y so the displacement vector is independent of the choice of maximal flat. If we fix a
maximal flat but choose a different embedding f ′ then f ′ differs from f only by precomposition of
an element of Sym(3)nR2 so δ(x, y) is well-defined.
As a means of generalising the translation length used in Thurston’s compactification we define
the translation vector of an automorphism of X which will be a vector in C whose length is the
translation length of that automorphism. The definition is contained in the following proposition.
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Proposition 4.2.4 (Parreau, Proposition 4.1, [57] ). Let A be an isometry of a symmetric space
(or Euclidean building) denoted X. Denote a Weyl chamber of this symmetric space or building by
C. The closure in C of the set
{δ(x,A · x) | x ∈ X} ,
contains a unique vector of minimal length, which we denote by `C(A). We refer to this as the
translation vector of A. If B ∈ Isom(X) then `C(A) = `C(BAB−1). Suppose A has Jordan
decomposition
A = AhAeAu .
where Ah, Ae and Au denote the hyperbolic, elliptic and unitary parts respectively. If X is a
symmetric space then
`C(A) = `C(Ah) .
That is, the translation vector of A is the same as that of its Jordan projection (see § 2.4 of
Benoist [4]).
We would like to identify the translation vector of A ∈ SL3(R). Using Proposition 4.2.4 it
suffices to identify the translation vector of the diagonal matrices. in order to do so we make use of
the following result which appears as part of Proposition 6.2 in Part II of Bridson and Ha¨fliger [10].
Proposition 4.2.5. Let X is a CAT(0) metric space and γ ∈ Isom(X). If C ⊂ X is non-empty,
complete, convex and γ-invariant then
`(γ) = `(γ|C) .
Therefore Min(γ) is nonempty if and only if Min(γ|C) is nonempty.
Let A be a diagonal matrix. Clearly the action of A preserves the maximal flat F ⊂ P (3,R)
comprising diagonal matrices. The subgroup F is isometric to the Euclidean plane by Lemma 4.2.2
so it is complete, geodesically convex and A-invariant. Therefore by Proposition 4.2.5 it intersects
Min(A) non-trivially. Since E2 is a CAT(0) space, Proposition 4.2.4 shows that there exists a
unique translation vector for the action of A on F . The length of that vector must be `(A) by
Proposition 4.2.5. However the uniqueness property in Proposition 4.2.4 ensures that this is the
translation vector for the action of A on P (3,R). We may assume that the diagonal entries of A
are a1, a2 and a3. The action of A on D is given bya1 0 00 a2 0
0 0 a3
 ·
d1 0 00 d2 0
0 0 d3
 7→
a
2
1d1 0 0
0 a22d2 0
0 0 a23d3
 .
Taking the pre-image of these points under exp0 we find that,
`C(A) = 2 · [log |aσ(1)|, log |aσ(2)|, log |aσ(3)|] ∈ C ,
where σ ∈ Sym(3) is a permutation such that |aσ(1)| ≥ |aσ(2)| ≥ |aσ(3)|. This merely ensures that
`C(A) ∈ C. We now return to the case of an arbitrary automorphism of P (3,R). Let M ∈ SL3(R).
Then
`C(M) = 2 · [log |λ1|, log |λ2|, log |λ3|] ,
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where λi are the eigenvalues of M ordered in decreasing absolute value. Different authors use
different conventions with regard to the constant factor here, see for example § 2.6 of Eberlein [26].
The constant factor will not be of concern to us because Parreau’s compactification takes place
in the space of projectivised translation vector spectra. For the purposes of ensuring that the
compactification by translation vector spectra is well-defined we should note that
`C : SL3(R)→ C ,
is a continuous function on SL3(R).
As we have heretofore been concerned only with automorphisms with positive real eigenvalues,
we may limit our attention to this case and disregard the absolute values in the above equation.
We can think of the translation vector as a refinement of the translation length in the sense that,
if A ∈ Γ for some holonomy group Γ then we can recover the translation length of A from the first
and third entries of its translation vector in C.
Given a representation ρ : pi1(S)→ SL3(R) we may now define
`C ◦ρ : pi1(S)→ C ,
which assigns a translation vector to each (based) isotopy class of curves in S. Furthermore we
may now characterise holonomy representations by the translation vectors they induce on curves,
V : Hom(pi1(S), SL3(R))→ Cpi1(S)
ρ 7→ `C ◦ρ .
Let X (S) denote the space of holonomy representations of convex projective structures, endowed
with the analytic structure obtained from X(S) in § 1.6. The eigenvalues of the elements in the
image of a given holonomy representation are independent of conjugacy class so V passes to the
quotient space to give rise to the following map,
V : X (S)→ Cpi1(S)
[ρ] 7→ v ◦ ρ
If x ∈X (S) then we refer to v ◦ ρ as the marked translation vector spectrum of x.
We let denote CPpi1(S)+ the quotient map under the R>0-action of multiplying each coordinate
of Cpi1(S) \{0} by a positive real number. We let
pi : Cpi1(S) \{0} → CPpi1(S)+ ,
be the natural quotient map. Furthermore we define
X (S) := pi ◦ V (X (S)) .
We now have the tools to define Parreau’s compactification ofX (S). The setting of the original
deals with arbitrary semisimple Lie groups rather than SL3(R) so this statement is a somewhat
simplified version.
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Theorem 4.2.6 (Parreau, [57] ). The pair (pi ◦ V ,X (S)) defines a compactification of X (S).
Points on the boundary are characterised by the following property: a sequence [ρk] in X (S)
converges to [w] in ∂∞X (S) if and only if [ρk] eventually leaves all compact subsets of X (S) and
[v ◦ ρk]→ [w] ,
inside CPpi1(S)+ .
Remark 4.2.7. Proving Theorem 4.2.6 requires one to show that pi ◦ V is injective. The original
proof made use of the work of Kim and Dal’bo [23] which claimed that a discrete faithful repre-
sentation ρ : pi1(S)→ SL3(R) was uniquely determined by its marked length spectrum. It is shown
by Cooper and Delp [20] that this is not the case because two convex projective structures which
differ by projective duality possess the same marked length spectrum. Two such structures are not
equivalent as convex projective structures unless they are in T2(S). This does not hamper Parreau’s
proof because a projective duality map does not preserve the marked translation vector spectrum
therefore V is injective. A proof of the fact that, given V is injective then pi ◦ V must be injective
is shown by Kim and Dal’bo [23] and this proof is valid despite the omission regarding projective
duality in that paper.
For a complete proof of Theorem 4.2.6 we refer the reader to the original. However it will be
useful to highlight a simplification which can be made to the proof in our case. The following
theorem, due to Lawton, greatly simplifies Theorem 4.2.6 in our context. The original proof
requires one to show that pi ◦ V has image which is relatively compact at infinity. The following
result allows us to replace pi1(S) with a finite subset S ⊂ pi1(S) whose characters determine an
element ofX (S), just as we can replace pi1(S) with a finite set of curves in the proof of the validity
of Thurston’s compactification. Having restricted our attention to S , it is immediate that CPS+
is compact so X (S) is compact by dint of being closed.
Theorem 4.2.8 (Lawton, [47]). Let Xr := Hom(Fr, SL3(C)) / SL3(C) be the SL3(C)-character
variety of representations of the free group Fr with r generators. The set Xr is an irreducible affine
algebraic set. Define the following polynomial in r,
Nr :=
r
240(5r
5 + 19r4 − 5r3 + 65r2 + 396) .
There is a subset Wr := {w1, . . . wNr} ⊂ Fr such that the following map is a polynomial embedding,
tWr : Xr → CNr
[ρ] 7→ (Tr(ρ(w1)), . . . ,Tr(ρ(wNr))) .
It is well-known (see, for example Goldman [34]) that the character variety X(S) which we
defined in § 1.6 may be identified with the closure of the set of stable representations
Hom(pi1(S), SL3(R))stupslopeSL3(R) ⊂
Hom(pi1(S), SL3(R))upslopeSL3(R) ,
with respect to the quotient topology. The (set of conjugacy classes of) the set of stable represen-
tations contains a unique representative of the holonomy representation of each convex projective
structure on S. If we fix a group epimorphism.
Fr → pi1(S) ,
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then there is a natural embedding of X(S) in the set Xr defined in Lawton’s theorem. In particular
there is an embedding
X (S) ↪→ Xr ,
where r is determined by the topology of S. We conclude that the holonomy of a convex projective
structure is uniquely determined by the trace of finitely many elements of the holonomy group.
Remark 4.2.9. In general one might hope to prove a simple translation vector rigidity result
for convex projective structures on surfaces of negative Euler characteristic. This may allow one
to identify boundary points of X (S) with measured foliations on S in the spirit of Thurston’s
compactification [67]. However, note that the thrice-punctured sphere, S0,3 has only three simple
closed curves – its peripheral curves. Given that T +3 (S0,3) ∼= R8>0 and fixing the translation vector
of each of the three peripheral transformations on S0,3 determines two real parameters, there is
still a 2-dimensional subspace of real convex projective structures of S0,3 whose translation vectors
of their peripheral curves are identical. One cannot hope to recover an element of X (S) from
the translation vector data along only simple curves in this case. For closed surfaces of negative
Euler characteristic Bridgeman, Canary and Labourie [9] show that a convex projective structure
is uniquely determined by the translation lengths of its simple curves.
Parreau compactifiesX (S) however we have devoted our attention thus far to studying T +3 (S).
At the end of § 4.7 we will define a simple compactification of T +3 (S). Following the example of
Morgan and Shalen [53] for hyperbolic structures and Parreau [58] for some convex projective
structures, we will devote the rest of this chapter to assigning to each point of ∂∞ T +3 (S) a group
action. Specficially this will be an action of pi1(S) on a Euclidean building. The ultimate goal is
finding a geometric object which may be naturally identified with a point of ∂∞T +3 (S) so that the
translation vector spectrum function on T +3 extends continuously to ∂∞ T +3 (S). We will therefore
proceed to define the building on which pi1(S) will act.
4.3 Bruhat-Tits Buildings
In this section we define the metric space which will serve as a generalisation of SL3(R)/SO(3), it will
be noted that this is a Bruhat-Tits building but the explicit definition of the latter and verification
of the axioms defining a building will not be of use to us for the purposes of this chapter. For
complete details of these constructions we refer the reader to Bruhat and Tits [11] or Brown and
Abramenko [1] for a variety of perspectives.
Presently we coarsen our perspective somewhat to consider a simplicial structure on A. If
[a, b, c] ∈ A admits a representative [x, y, z] ∈ Z3 then we refer to it as an integral point. Define
the following isometries of the Euclidean metric on A,
σ1 · [a, b, c] = [b, a, c] and σ2 · [a, c, b] ,
s1 · [a, b, c] = [a+ 1, b, c] and s2 · [a, b+ 1, c] .
We have a natural group isomorphism
〈σ1, σ2, s1, s2〉 ∼= Sym(3)n Z2 .
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The action of Sym(3)n Z2 induced by this isomorphism is transitive on the integral points of A.
We specify a simplicial structure on A whose 0-simplices are the integral points. Two distinct
integral points [x1, x2, x3] and [y1, y2, y3] and their Euclidean convex hull constitute a 1-simplex if
and only if
max
1≤i 6=j≤3
|xi − xj| − |yi − yj| = 1 .
Three integral points and their Euclidean convex hull constitute a 2-simplex if and only if the three
vertices are distinct and pairwise contained in a common 1-simplex.
For the remainder of this chapter define K := R((t)), to be the ring of formal Laurent series,
endowed with the following discrete valuation,
ν : K→ Z ∪ {∞}
f 7→
−max {n | limt→0 tnf(t) 6= 0} if f 6= 0 .∞ if f = 0 .
There is a natural extension of ν to the algebraic closure of K which has image Q∪{∞}. By abuse
of notation we also refer to this valuation as ν. We define the valuation ring in K (with respect to
ν) as follows,
O := {f ∈ K | ν(f) ≥ 0} .
Note that O ∼= R[[t]] is the ring of formal power series. A lattice in Kn (or O-lattice) a free
O-submodule of Kn of rank n. Specifically, it is the set of submodules of the form
Ov1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Ovn ,
for some vector space basis {vi} of Kn. If {vi}i=1,...,n is the standard basis of Kn then the resulting
lattice will be referred to as the standard lattice and denoted On. Let Ln be the set of all lattices
in Kn. There is an action of K∗ on Ln by homothety. That is, for f ∈ K∗ we have
f · (v1O ⊕ · · · ⊕ vnO) = (f · v1)O ⊕ · · · ⊕ (f · vn)O .
We denote the homothety relation on Ln by ∼ . There is a well-defined action of PGLn(K) on
Ln/∼ because PGLn(K) acts on the set of bases of Kn and respects the homothety relation because
it is a linear group.
We will now restrict our attention to L3 as this is the situation which allows us to generalise
the action of SL3(R) on its symmetric space. Fix a basis {v1, v2, v3} of K3. Using this basis we
may construct a two-parameter family of lattices which we define as follows,
A0(v1, v2, v3) := {t
xv1O ⊕ tyv2O ⊕ tzO | (x, y, z) ∈ Z3}upslope∼ ⊂ L3upslope∼ .
We may define a simplicial structure on A0(v1, v2, v3) as follows. We define the lattice points to be
0-simplices. Two homothety classes of lattices x̂ and x̂′ are considered adjacent if and only if they
admit representatives x and x′ such that
t · x ⊂ x′ ⊂ x .
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Three lattices form the vertices of a 2-simplex if and only if they are pairwise adjacent. We
will denote the simplicial complex thus obtained by A(v1, v2, v3) and refer to it as the geometric
realisation of A0(v1, v2, v3). That is, a point of A(v1, v2, v3) may refer to the interior of an edge or
2-simplex whereas the 0-simplices of A(v1, v2, v3) will be referred to as integral points. Given the
natural coordinates
[x, y, z] := txv1O ⊕ tyv2O ⊕ tzv3O ,
on A0(v1, v2, v3) which we can extend linearly to A(v1, v2, v3) we have a simplicial isomorphism,
ψ : A→ A(v1, v2, v3) ,
[x, y, z] 7→ [x, y, z] .
For what follows it will be important to be able to refer to points on the interior of each simplex
with some specificity. Therefore we fix once and for all barycentric coordinates on a 2-simplex of
A which extend to the edges forming the boundary of that 2-simplex. We may now speak of the
barycentric coordinates on any simplex in A by orbiting our chosen 2-simplex by Sym(3)n Z2. We
push forward these coordinates to the simplices on A(v1, v2, v3) via ψ. We have made an arbitrary
choice of ψ but the barycentric coordinates on any simplex are well-defined as any two choices of
ψ must differ by the action of Sym(3)n Z2. We now denote
B2 :=
⋃
〈v1,v2,v3〉=K3
A(v1, v2, v3)upslope∼0 ,
where ∼0 is the equivalence relation defined by the following identifications:
1. Let
x = tx1v1O ⊕ tx2v2O ⊕ tx3v3O .
The equivalence class of x is the set of integral points
y = ty1w1O ⊕ ty2w2O ⊕ ty3w3O ,
such that x .= y, where .= denotes homothety equivalence the equivalence relation in L3/∼.
2. Let x be contained on the interior of a 1-simplex E1 whose vertices are the integral points z0
and z1 inside A(v1, v2, v3). The equivalence class of x is the set of points y, such that:
• y ∈ Aw := A(w1, w2, w3). With respect to the simplicial structure on Aw, the point y is
on the interior of a 1-simplex E2 whose vertices are the integral points z0 and z1 such
that
z0
.= z0 and z1 .= z1 .
• The PL-isomorphism from E1 to E2 which identifies zi with zi also identifies x with y.
3. Suppose x is contained in the interior of a 2-simplex T1 whose vertices are the integral points
z0, z1, z2 ∈ A(v1, v2, v3). The equivalence class of x is the set of points y satisfying the
following conditions:
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• y ∈ Aw := A(w1, w2, w3). With respect to the simplicial structure on Aw, y is contained
in the interior of a 2-simplex T2 whose vertices are the integral points z0, z1 and z2.
• The points zi satisfy zi .= zi for i = 1, 2, 3.
• A PL isomorphism between T1 and T2 which identifies zi with zi also identifies x and y.
We refer to the pair (ψ, ψ(A)) as a marked apartment of B2 with marking ψ. We refer to ψ(A)
as an apartment. Similarly the image of a Weyl chamber of A in B2 will be referred to as a Weyl
chamber of B2. If w is the image of C in B2 via a marking ψ then we refer to ψ( [0, 0, 0] ) as the
vertex of w.
The simplicial complex B2 is referred to as a discrete (Bruhat-Tits) building in that it may be
shown to be the union A of simplicial complexes (apartments) which satisfies the following axioms.
1. Each apartment A ∈ A is a Coxeter complex (we have not defined this term here, for formal
definition see Brown and Abramenko [1]) ;
2. For any two simplices a, b ∈ B2 there is an apartment A such that a ∪ b ⊂ A;
3. If A and B are two apartments and a, b are two simplices in A∩B then there is a simplicial
isomorphism
σa,b : A→ B ,
which fixes a and b pointwise.
For verification that B2 satisfies these axioms see Bruhat-Tits [11] or for a perspective closer to
our own, Brown and Abramenko [1]. In the case – such as that of B2 – when some (hence each)
apartment of a building contains infinitely many vertices we refer to it as a Euclidean building.
It is immediate from the above discussion that the set of apartments of B2 is in bijection with
the set of unordered triples of K-homothety classes of nonzero vectors of K3 in general position.
That is, triples of nonzero homothety classes of vectors [v1], [v2], [v3] such that any choice of a
nonzero representative of each homothety class gives rise to a basis of K3. In particular the notions
of ‘integral point’ and ‘Weyl chamber’ are well-defined in B2.
Let B ⊂ A(v1, v2, v3) be a set of integral points. Following the notation in Parreau [56] we
define the convex Weyl envelope of B, denoted 3(B), to be the smallest subset K ⊂ B2 containing
B which satisfies the following conditions. Let [x] and [y] be homothety classes of lattices in K:
• [x ∩ y] ∈ K for all representatives x and y of [x] and [y].
• [x+ y] ∈ K for all representatives x and y of [x] and [y].
Clearly any such intersection or sum of lattices produces another lattice. Any lattice produced in
such a manner is generated (over O) by t-multiples of v1, v2 and v3. Therefore 3(B) ⊆ A(v1, v2, v3).
The convex Weyl envelope will be of use to us because the operations of O-module sum and
intersection do not depend on the choice of basis (v1, v2, v3). Therefore the convex Weyl envelope of
B is independent of the apartment in which it is measured. Moreover, if x, y ∈ B2 then 3({x, y})
is contained in any apartment which contains both x and y. The convex Weyl envelope of two
points is depicted in Figure 4.2.
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y
Figure 4.2: The convex Weyl envelope of x, y ∈ C in local coordinates [u1, u2, u3] for A.
The convex Weyl envelopes with which we are concerned will generally be of the formB = {x, y}
for x, y ∈ B2 so we will explicitly construct 3(B) in this case. Since 3(B) is independent of the
apartment in which it is measured then, modulo the action of PGL3(K), we may assume that
B ⊂ A(e1, e2, e3) where {ei} is the standard basis of K3. Fix local coordinates on A(e1, e2, e3) so
that
[a, b, c] :=
[
tae1O ⊕ tbe2O ⊕ tce3O
]
.
Since PGL3(K) respectsO-module intersections and sums we may assume without loss of generality
that x = [0, 0, 0] and y = [y1, y2, y3] satisfying y1 ≥ y2 ≥ y3. Note that [y2, y2, y2] .= [0, 0, 0] where
.= denotes equality of homothety classes. Furthermore
(ty2e1O ⊕ ty2e2O ⊕ ty2e3O) ∩ (ty1e1O ⊕ ty2e2O ⊕ ty3O) .= ty1e1O ⊕ ty2e2O ⊕ ty2e3O ,
(ty2e1O ⊕ ty2e2O ⊕ ty2e3O) + (ty1e1O ⊕ ty2e2O ⊕ ty3O) .= ty2e1O ⊕ ty2e2O ⊕ ty3e3O .
Therefore 3(B) contains [y1, y2, y2] and [y2, y2, y3]. These points are depicted by the green vertices
in Figure 4.2. By taking representatives [z, z, z] of [0, 0, 0] ∈ A for y2 ≤ z ≤ y1 and by taking
lattice intersections with [y1, y2, y2] we can ensure that any lattice point on the Euclidean geodesic
from [0, 0, 0] to [y1, y2, y2] is also contained in 3(B). Similarly by taking representatives [z, z, z]
for [0, 0, 0] with y3 ≤ z ≤ y2 the intersection of lattice representatives [z, z, z] and [y2, y2, y3] gives
every integral point on the path between [0, 0, 0] and [y2, y2, y3].
Modulo interchanging the roles of x and y we may infer that the entire boundary of the (possibly
degenerate) grey parallelogram in Figure 4.2 is contained in 3(B). By repeating this procedure
for integral points on the boundary of that parallelogram it follows that 3(B) contains the interior
points of the parallelogram as well. We claim that this is all of 3(B). That is, we claim that 3(B)
is exactly the set of lattices [u1, u2, u3] described by the coordinates,
0 ≤ u1 − u2 ≤ y1 − y2 , (4.3.1)
0 ≤ u2 − u3 ≤ y2 − y3 , (4.3.2)
0 ≤ u1 − u3 ≤ y1 − y3 . (4.3.3)
It is clear that, given only lattices [u1, u2, u3] satisfying u1 ≥ u2 ≥ u3, it is not possible to use
the operations of intersection and O-module summation, to produce a lattice which violates any
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of these inequalities. This shows that the left-hand inequality in each of Inequality (4.3.1)–(4.3.3)
is satisfied. Modulo the action of Sym(3)n Z2 on A(e1, e2, e3), we can interchange the roles of x
and y to verify the other statements contained in Inequalities (4.3.1)–(4.3.3). In particular, these
inequalities define 3(B) as claimed.
We conclude this section by recalling a result of Joswig, Sturmfels and Yu [39] who provide
us with the tools of which we will be making the most use in this chapter. Their work uses tools
from tropical geometry (for a holistic approach to the material of this chapter founded in tropical
geometry see Alessandrini [3]) so we recall the definition of the tropical algebra in order to apply
the results we require.
The tropical min-algebra is the set T := R∪{∞} endowed with the following binary operations
for x, y ∈ T,
x⊕ y := min(x, y)
x y := x+ y .
There is an arbitrary choice as to whether we use the tropical min-algebra or the max-algebra
with the corresponding term appearing in the definition of x ⊕ y. We could replace the ‘min’ in
this definition with a ‘max’ but we would also have to change the definition of ν so that it was
obtained by sending the value of t to infinity rather than zero. If p ∈ K then we define ν(p) ∈ T3
to be the vector obtained by applying ν to each entry of p. Similarly if {v1, v2, v3} is a basis of K3
and M = ( v1 | v2 | v3 ) then we will write
ν(M) = ( ν(v1) | ν(v2) | ν(v3) ) ∈ Mat3(T) .
If ν(M) and ν(N) ∈ Mat3(T) then we also use ν(M)⊕ ν(N) and ν(M) ν(N) to denote matrix
addition and multiplication in the tropical min-algebra. We will also denote
Â := ν(A) ν(A−1) for A ∈ PGL3(K) ,
where Â is independent of the choice of representative of A. Clearly ν(M) will change if we replace
v1, v2 and v3 by different representatives of their homothety classes. Fortunately, the following
result still allows us to calculate the intersection of two apartments by applying ν in just this
manner, regardless of the choice of homothety representatives of v1, v2 and v3. We will make
extensive use of the following result, which is a special case of that obtained in the original.
Theorem 4.3.1 (Joswig, Sturmfels and Yu, [39]). Let {v1, v2, v3} and {w1, w2, w3} be bases of K3.
Let Av := A(v1, v2, v3) and Aw := A(w1, w2, w3) be two apartments of B2 and let
M = ( v1 | v2 | v3 ) , N = ( w1 | w2 | w3 ) ∈ PGL3(K) .
Write [Aij] = M−1N . We have the following equality,
Av ∩ Aw = { [u1, u2, u3] ∈ Av | ui − uj ≤ Aij } .
The version of Theorem 4.3.1 appearing in the original uses a different convention for the
definition of the discrete valuation ν. The effect of this is that the terms ui and uj are interchanged
in the last line of the statement of the theorem. We will defer many of the calculations using
Theorem 4.3.1 to appendices however we will verify one useful fact before doing so.
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Lemma 4.3.2. Using the notation of Theorem 4.3.1,
Av ∩ Aw 6= ∅ =⇒
(
Â(i,i) = 0 ∀ i = 1, 2, 3
)
.
Proof. Theorem 4.3.1 ensures that Âii ≥ 0 so it remains only to show that Âii ≤ 0. Denote the
(i, j)-entry of A−1 by a(i,j). Then
0 = ν(1) = ν
(
(AA−1)(i,i)
)
= ν
(
a(1,i)a
(i,1) + a(2,i)a(i,2) + a(3,i)a(i,3)
)
≥ min
{
ν(a(1,i)a(i,1)), ν(a(2,i)a(i,2)), ν(a(3,i)a(i,3))
}
= Â(i,i) ,
which completes the lemma. 
In order to study the geometry of B2 it will be useful to define and study an ideal boundary of
B2. This is the subject of the next section.
4.4 The Spherical Building at Infinity
We devote this section to defining the building which forms the boundary at infinity of B2. This
will afford us a convenient means of studying the action of PGL3(K) on B2. We begin by identifying
a compactification of A.
A ray in A is a Euclidean geodesic
γ : [0,∞) ↪→ A ,
parameterised by arc length. We will say that two rays γ and γ′ are parallel if they are at finite
Hausdorff distance from each other. That is, if the following sets are bounded, where we identify
γ and γ′ with their images in A,
{dEuc(y, γ′) | y ∈ γ} and {dEuc(z, γ) | z ∈ γ′} .
It is clear that being parallel is an equivalence relation on the set of rays in A. An equivalence
class of rays is called an ideal point of A. We denote the set of ideal points of A by ∂∞A and refer
to it as the ideal boundary of A. The image of a ray under the action of an element of Sym(3)n Z2
is again a ray and translations act trivially on ∂∞A. Therefore the action of Sym(3)n Z2 on the
set of rays induces an action of Sym(3) on ∂∞A.
Let v1 and v2 be ideal points admitting representatives of the form
γ1(s) = [−s, 0, 0], s ∈ R≥0 and γ2(t) = [t, 0, 0], t ∈ R≥0 ,
respectively. We say that vk is a singular point of type k for k = 1, 2. The image under Sym(3) of
a singular point of type k is a singular point of type k. The singular points of types 1 and 2 form
two distinct Sym(3)-orbits. Elements of ∂∞A which are not singular points will be referred to as
regular points.
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Each finite oriented Euclidean geodesic in A is a subset of a ray. If that geodesic has an
orientation orientation with respect to which it is a subset of a singular ray of type k we refer
to the geodesic as singular of type k. If the geodesic does not have an orientation but may be
endowed with an orientation with respect to which it is singular of type k then we may still refer
to the geodesic as ‘singular’ without specifying a type.
We endow ∂∞A with the structure of a simplicial complex so that:
• The singular points are vertices;
• Two vertices v1 and v2 are adjacent if and only if there is σ ∈ Sym(3) such that v1, v2 ∈
∂∞(σ · C). Without loss of generality we may assume v1 is of type 1 and v2 is of type 2.
• The interior points of the edge between v1 and v2 are the regular points of σ ·C with topology
induced by taking representatives of each ray in the projectivisation of A.
As in the case of B2 we fix barycentric coordinates on ∂∞ C, hence by the action of Sym(3) we have
barycentric coordinates on every edge of ∂∞(A).
We may now use our knowledge of ∂∞A to form an ideal boundary of B2. A ray in B2 is the
image via a marking of a ray in A. Two rays γ and γ′ are parallel if they are at finite Hausdorff
distance in B2. It will not necessarily be the case that every apartment containing γ contains
γ′ and vice versa. Equivalence classes of rays with respect to the relation of parallelism will be
referred to as ideal points of B2. The set of all such points is denoted ∂∞B2 and is referred to as
the boundary at infinity of B2. The image of a singular (resp. regular) point in ∂∞A will be called
a singular (resp. regular) point of ∂∞B2. Moreover the notion of being a singular ray of type k is
independent of the marking used to embed that ray in B2. Therefore we refer to singular rays of
type k in B2.
Consider the apartment A123 := A(v1, v2, v3). Denote the set of equivalence classes of rays
contained in A123 by ∂∞A123. There is a natural simplicial isomorphism between ∂∞A123 and ∂∞A
induced by any marking with image A123. We will refer to the image of a singular (resp. regular)
point under this isomorphism as a singular (resp. regular) point of ∂∞A123. An equivalence class
of singular rays in an apartment or in A is uniquely determined by the set of integral points of one
of its representatives. We thereby identify the singular ideal points of type k with k-dimensional
subspaces of K3 via the following correspondence:
t−xv1O ⊕ v2O ⊕ v3O ↔ [v1] x ∈ N ,
txv1O ⊕ v2O ⊕ v3O ↔ v2 ⊕ v3 x ∈ N ,
v1O ⊕ t−xv2O ⊕ v3O ↔ [v2] x ∈ N ,
v1O ⊕ txv2O ⊕ v3O ↔ v1 ⊕ v3 x ∈ N ,
v1O ⊕ v2O ⊕ t−xv3O ↔ [v3] x ∈ N ,
v1O ⊕ v2O ⊕ txv3O ↔ v1 ⊕ v2 x ∈ N .
We will in turn identify the 2-dimensional subspace vi ⊕ vj of K3 with the homothety class of
covectors `ij whose kernel is vi⊕ vj. We will denote by KP2 the projectivisation of K3 so that each
homothety class of vectors is identified with a point of KP2 and each homothety class of covectors
is identified with a projective line.
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Figure 4.3 identifies each coordinate axis of A123 with the singular points which admit a repre-
sentative which is strictly contained in that axis. Singular rays of type 1 are depicted in red and
singular rays of type 2 are depicted in blue.
`23
v3
`13
v1
`12
v2
Figure 4.3: Singular points in ∂∞A123 are identified with vector subspaces of K3 in the
manner indicated above.
There is a natural simplicial isomorphism on B2 which interchanges the roles of type 1 and type
2 singular points. Let (K3)∗ denote the algebraic dual of K3. Let B∗2 be the Euclidean building
defined using full-rank O-lattices in (K∗)3 instead of K3. Clearly B2 and B∗2 are isomorphic as
simplicial complexes. An explicit isomorphism is determined by its action on lattice points as
follows
σ : B2 → B∗2
txv1O ⊕ tyv2O ⊕ tzv3O 7→ txv∗1O ⊕ tyv∗2O ⊕ tzv∗3O
where w∗ ∈ (K∗)3 denotes the linear map 〈w, ·〉 where 〈·, ·〉 is the standard inner product on K3.
The map σ is one choice of projective duality. It has a natural extension
σ∗ : ∂∞ B2 → ∂∞ B∗2 .
In order to arrive at the following result we note that the incidence graph of KP2 is the bipartite
graph whose two sets of vertices are the set of points of KP2 and the set of projective lines in KP2.
We denote the latter set by (KP2)∗. If V ∈ KP2 and ` ∈ (KP2)∗ then there is an edge between the
vertices representing V and ` if and only if V is contained in `.
Proposition 4.4.1. Let G denote the incidence graph of KP2. There is a well-defined bijection
φ : ∂∞ B2 → G .
Proof. Each singular point in ∂∞ B2 is canonically assigned a non-trivial subspace of K3. Nontrivial
subspaces of K3 are identified bijectively with the vertices of G. This identification defines φ on
the singular points of type 1 and 2 of ∂∞ B2. We extend the definition of φ to the rest of ∂∞ B2
by fixing a Euclidean metric on any 1-simplex of ∂∞ B2 then define each element of PGL3(K) to
act by isometries. Similarly fix a Euclidean metric on each 1-simplex of G. Now define φ to be an
isometry on each 1-simplex.
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It remains to be seen that φ is well-defined. Once this fact is established, the fact that φ is a
surjection is then immediate by construction. First we will show that each singular ray may be
assigned a well-defined vertex in G. Then we will show that this assignment is uniquely determined.
The fact that φ is well-defined on equivalence classes will follow from the uniqueness fact. We will
then show that this extends to regular rays. If φ is well-defined then the fact that it is surjective
is immediate by construction.
Suppose there was some ray γ(x) which was in the equivalence class of v1 with respect to
the ideal boundary of the apartment A123 = A(v1, v2, v3) and w with respect to that of another
apartment. The group PGL3(K) acts strongly transitively on four points ofKP2 in general position.
Consequently we may assume without loss of generality that A123 = A(e1, e2, e3). It may be the
case that w = v2, w = v3 or alternatively we may further assume that w = (1, 1, 1)t. The ray γ(x)
has integral points
ta0−xe1O ⊕ tb0e2O ⊕ tc1e3O x ∈ N ,
for some [a0, b0, c0] ∈ Z3. In particular, regardless of how we write γ(x) with respect to a different
basis, the first argument in some or all of its basis vectors tends to negative infinity while the
others remain bounded. Therefore γ(x) cannot be in the equivalence class of e2, e3 or (1, 1, 1)t in
the ideal boundary of any apartment. The same claim for singular rays of type 2 is completely
analogous. Therefore we have a well-defined map from singular ideal points of apartments in B2
to vertices of G.
We will now show that if two type 1 singular rays are assigned the same point of KP2 then
they are at finite Hausdorff distance. The proof for singular rays of type 2 is identical. Suppose
γ and γ′ are singular rays with endpoints at v1 in the apartments A(v1, v2, v3) and A(v1, v′2, v′3).
We will show that γ and γ′ are at finite Hausdorff distance from each other. Modulo the action of
PGL3(K) we may assume that v1 = e1, the first standard basis vector. Given that the property of
being at finite Hausdorff distance is an equivalence relation we may translate γ and γ′ by a finite
distance so that the lattices contained in those rays have integer points given by
γ(x) = t−xe1O ⊕ v2O ⊕ v3O x ∈ N ,
γ′(y) = t−ye1O ⊕ v′2O ⊕ v′3O y ∈ N .
Modulo translation we may change the apartment in which we view the rays γ and γ′ by assuming
that v2, v′2, v3 and v′3 are of the form  0X
Y
 .
Up to renaming basis vectors we may assume that the third entry of v3 (resp. v′3) has valuation
smaller than or equal to that of v2 (resp. v′2). Therefore we may perform O-column operations to
produce a new basis for γ(x) and γ′(y) such that the third argument of v2 and v′2 are both zero.
In particular we have v2 = tbe2 and v′2 = tb
′
e2. Consequently the integer points on each ray may
now be assumed to be of the form
γ(x) = t−xe1O ⊕ tbe2O ⊕ v3O ,
γ′(y) = t−ye1O ⊕ tb′e2O ⊕ v′3O .
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Once again we may translate each ray by a finite distance while remaining in the same equivalence
class. That is, we may replace b and b′ by a sufficiently small number that we can perform O-
column operations such that γ(x) and γ′(y) are represented as follows in terms of the standard
basis,
γ(x) = t−xe1O ⊕ tbe2O ⊕ tce3O x ∈ Z≥0 ,
γ′(y) = t−ye1O ⊕ tb′e2O ⊕ tc′e3O y ∈ Z≥0 .
The latter two rays are contained in a common apartment so it is elementary to verify that they
are at finite Hausdorff distance from each other.
If φ is well-defined the above argument shows that it is injective on singular points. However
we could perform the above construction again except assuming that γ′(y) was representing the
endpoint e2 in some apartment A(w1, e2, w3). The above construction would show that γ′(y) is at
finite Hausdorff distance from the ray
τ ′(y) = e1O ⊕ t−ye2O ⊕ e3O ,
which is not at finite Hausdorff distance from the ray
τ(x) = t−xe1O ⊕ e2O ⊕ e3O .
However τ is at finite Hausdorff distance from γ. Therefore γ′ could not be at finite Hausdorff
distance from γ. In particular φ is well-defined on singular points. It remains to consider regular
points of ∂∞ B2.
Suppose γ(x) is a regular ray in some apartment. Since the integral points of B2 uniquely
determine the non-integral points it suffices to consider the situation in which γ(x) is a rational
direction, that is, it passes through infinitely many integral points. Denote the smallest Weyl
chamber containing γ(x) by w. The distance from the ideal point γ(x) to the singular points of
type 1 and 2 in ∂∞w is well-defined by the barycentric coordinates on ∂∞ C. It remains only to
show that ∂∞w does not depend on the choice of apartment in which to view γ(x). However the
convex Weyl envelope of the set of integral points of γ(x) is w, so w must be contained in any
apartment containing γ(x). Therefore the singular directions of the Weyl chamber containing γ(x)
are two well-defined vertices of KP2 by the construction above. Therefore φ is well-defined and
surjective on regular points of ∂∞ B2. For injectivity we refer to the following lemma.
Lemma 4.4.2. Two Weyl chambers w1 and w2 of B2 whose ideal boundaries share the same
singular ideal vertices in ∂∞ B2 contain a common Weyl chamber.
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that w1 and w2 share the singular ideal points
(e1, e1 ⊕ e2). Moreover we may assume that w1 is contained in the apartment A(e1, e2, e3) . We
may assume that w2 is contained in A(e1, v2, v3) where v2 is contained in e1 ⊕ e2. Note that the
property of sharing a common Weyl chamber is an equivalence relation among Weyl chambers in
B2. Moreover, translating a Weyl chamber inside an apartment does not change its equivalence
class.
The (closed) Weyl chamber w2 is a set of the form
{ [a, b, c] ∈ A(e1, v2, v3) | a− b ≤ u1, b− c ≤ u2 } ,
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with respect to local coordinates on A(e1, v2, v3), such that
[a, b, c] = tae1O ⊕ tbv2O ⊕ tcv3O .
Changing the value of u1 and u2 which define w2 is equivalent to translating w2 by a finite distance
inside A(e1, v2, v3). By choosing u1 small enough we can choose a translate w′2 of w2 such that
elements of w′2 are of the form
ta0e1O ⊕ tb0
v
2
1
v22
0
O ⊕ tc0
v
3
1
v32
v33
O ,
satisfying
a0 ≤ b0 + ν(v21) .
Therefore any element of w′2 may be rewritten as
ta0e1O ⊕ tb0+ν(v22)
01
0
O ⊕ tc0
v
3
1
v32
v33
O .
Consequently w′2 ⊆ A(e1, e2, v3). In the same manner we can choose a translate w′′2 of w′2 inside
A(e1, e2, v3) which is contained in A(e1, e2, e3). Each of these translates has the same singular
points of ∂∞B2 and shares a Weyl chamber with w2. However w′′2 shares a Weyl chamber with w1
as it is contained in a common apartment and shares singular points with w1 on its ideal boundary.
Therefore there is a Weyl chamber contained inside w′′2 which is shared with w2 and one which is
shared with w1. These sub-chambers intersect in a sub-chamber which is common to w1 and w2.
The lemma is now immediate. 
If γ(x) and γ′(y) are regular rays such that φ(γ) = φ(γ′) then they are contained in Weyl
chambers w1 and w2 which share a common Weyl chamber. It is clear that both γ and γ′ are at
finite Hausdorff distance from some ray in this Weyl chamber and are therefore at finite Hausdorff
distance from each other. This completes the proof of Proposition 4.4.1. 
Remark 4.4.3. To be clear we do not claim that two rays which are at finite Hausdorff distance
from each other are contained in a common apartment. We merely claim that if v1, v2 and v3 form
a basis of K3 and γ is a ray whose equivalence class in ∂∞B2 is v1 then γ is at finite Hausdorff
distance from some ray in A(v1, v2, v3).
Given a helpful observation in the proof of the previous proposition we will briefly point out
the following fact.
Corollary 4.4.4. Any bi-infinite Euclidean geodesic in a regular direction in B2 is contained in a
unique apartment.
Proof. By definition a bi-infinite Euclidean geodesic is contained in a single apartment A. However
this geodesic is the union of two regular rays γ(s) and γ′(s) such that γ(0) = γ′(0) and each of γ and
γ′ determine two singular directions of A, one each of type 1 and one of type 2. This determines
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four singular directions of A. However none of those singular directions are adjacent in ∂∞(A),
we say that the Weyl chambers containing γ and γ′ are opposite at γ(0). Denote the singular
directions in the boundary at infinity of these Weyl chambers by (v, `) and (v′, `′) respectively.
This means that the third singular vertex of type 1 must be the unique point of KP2 which is
the point of intersection of ` and `′ and the third singular vertex of type 2 must be the unique
projective line in KP2 which contains both v and v′. 
We endow ∂∞ B2 with the structure of a building whose apartments are exactly the ideal
boundaries of the apartments of B2. In particular each apartment is a topological circle with six
vertices. We will also refer to the ideal boundary of a Weyl chamber of B2 are a Weyl chamber of
∂∞ B2. If ψ is a marking apartment of B2 then by abuse of notation we will also use ψ to denote
its extension to a marking
ψ : ∂∞A→ ∂∞ B2 ,
of an apartment in ∂∞ B2. Proposition 4.4.1 shows that a Weyl chamber of ∂∞ B2 is uniquely
determined by two singular directions v1 and v2 ⊕ v3, where v1 is contained in the 2-dimensional
subspace v2⊕ v3. For verification of the proof that ∂∞ B2 satisfies the building axioms we refer the
reader to the original or to Brown and Abramenko [1]. The definition of building we are using is
that in § 4.3 and the word ‘spherical’ refers to the fact that the apartments of ∂∞ B2 have finitely
many vertices.
Theorem 4.4.5 (Tits, [73]). The simplicial complex ∂∞ B2 is a discrete spherical building.
As a consequence of Proposition 4.4.1 we have two alternative ways of denoting a given apart-
ment of B2 (or equivalently of ∂∞ B2). Each apartment has three singular ideal points of type
1 which we may identify with three non-collinear points of KP2. If these points (or representa-
tives thereof in K3) are {v1, v2, v3} then we have been accustomed to denoting an apartment by
A(v1, v2, v3). However the three singular ideal points of type 2 in the boundary of A(v1, v2, v3) also
uniquely determine this apartment. Denote `ij = vi ⊕ vj for i, j = 1, 2, 3. We may also specify the
apartment A(v1, v2, v3) by writing A(`12, `13, `23).
We say that two distinct ideal points x and y of A are opposite if there exists a Euclidean
geodesic γ(s) in A which contains a representative in the equivalence class of x and a representative
in the equivalence class of y. It is clear that if one of x or y is singular (resp. regular) then the
other is also singular (resp. regular). Moreover if x is singular of type 1 then y is singular of
type 2 and vice versa. If ψ is a marking of B2 ( hence also ∂∞ B2 ) then we say that ψ(x) and
ψ(y) are opposite in ∂∞ B2. If s ∈ (−∞,∞) we will also say that ψ(x) and ψ(y) are opposite at
ψ ◦ γ(s) ∈ B2. If v1 and v2⊕ v3 are subspaces in K3 of dimension 1 and 2 respectively then v1 and
v2⊕ v3 are opposite if and only if v1 is not contained in the subspace v2⊕ v3 however this does not
ensure that they are opposite at every point of B2.
We say that two Weyl chambers w1 and w2 of A are opposite if they share a unique point and
∂∞w1 and ∂∞w2 contain opposite regular ideal points. In this case we also say that ∂∞w1 and
∂∞w2 are opposite Weyl chambers of ∂∞A. If the point they share is x then we say w1 and w2
are opposite at x. If ψ is a marking of B2 (resp. ∂∞ B2) then we say that ψ(w1) and ψ(w2) are
opposite at ψ(x). We will also say that ψ(∂∞w1) and ψ(∂∞w2) are opposite Weyl chambers of
∂∞ B2.
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An apartment of B2 or of ∂∞B2 is uniquely determined by two of its opposite Weyl chambers.
Let w1 and w2 be two opposite Weyl chambers of B2. If the singular directions of ∂∞w1 are v1 and
v2 ⊕ v3 and the singular directions of ∂∞w2 are v′1 and v′2 ⊕ v′3 then the other singular directions
of the apartment of ∂∞ B2 which contains ∂∞w1 and ∂∞w2 must be:
(v2 ⊕ v3) ∩ (v′2 ⊕ v′3) and v1 ⊕ v′1 .
It must be the case that v1 ⊕ v′1 is a subspace of dimension 2 otherwise v1 and v′1 would not be
distinct points of ∂∞ B2. If this were the case then w1 would contain v′1 in which case it could
not be opposite to w2. Similarly, it must be the case that (v2 ⊕ v3) ∩ (v′2 ⊕ v′3) is 1-dimensional
subspace, or equivalently a singular point of type 1 in ∂∞ B2.
We now verify the following lemma which will be of importance in constructing paths of minimal
length between two points in B2.
Lemma 4.4.6. Fix a homothety class w ∈ B2 and a Weyl chamber w in ∂∞ B2 with singular points
(v1, v1⊕ v2) of type 1 and 2 respectively. There is a unique Weyl chamber in B2 with vertex w and
ideal boundary w.
Proof. The existence portion of the result is equivalent to the claim that there is a representative
of the homothety class of w which is generated by the O-basis (v1, v′2, v3) for some v′2 ∈ v1 ⊕ v2
and v3 ∈ K3. Without loss of generality we may assume that v1 = e2 and v2 = e2. We may write
w = ta
w1,1w1,2
w1,3
O ⊕ tb
w2,1w2,2
w2,3
O ⊕ tc
w3,1w3,2
w3,3
O .
We may assume without loss of generality that:
ν(w3,3) + c ≤ min{ν(w2,3) + b, ν(w1,3) + a} .
In particular we may rewrite w as
w = ta′
w
′
1,1
w′1,2
0
O ⊕ tb′
w
′
2,1
w′2,2
0
O ⊕ tc
w3,1w3,2
w3,3
O .
If w′1,2 or w′2,2 are zero then we are done. Otherwise without loss of generality we may assume that
ν(w′2,2) + b′ ≤ ν(w′1,2) + a′ .
Therefore we may write
w = ta′′
w
′′
1,1
0
0
O ⊕ tb′
w
′
2,1
w′2,2
0
O ⊕ tc
w3,1w3,2
w3,3
O
= ta′′+ν(w′′1,1)
10
0
O ⊕ tb′
w
′
2,1
w′2,2
0
O ⊕ tc
w3,1w3,2
w3,3
O .
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We have expressed w as required.
We now show that the Weyl chamber in question is unique. Let w′ denote another Weyl
chamber with vertex w and whose boundary at infinity is has the singular points (e1, e1 ⊕ e2).
We have seen in Lemma 4.4.2 that w and w′ contain a common Weyl chamber w′′. Therefore
3(w,w′′) is also contained in w∩w′. Conversely 3(w,w′′) must also contain w∪w′ since w′′ is a
sub-chamber of w and w′ each of which is based at w. Therefore w = 3(w,w′′) = w′. 
It will be useful to give some characterisation of the different ways in which two Weyl chambers
may share a vertex. It will first be useful to verify the automorphisms which fix the standard lattice.
Lemma 4.4.7. The stabiliser of the standard lattice, O3, is PSL3(O).
Proof. The action of an element of PSL3(O) on the standard lattice is equivalent to applying ele-
mentary O-column operations to the standard lattice and therefore does not change the homothety
class of lattice under consideration. Conversely suppose that [M ] ∈ PGL3(K) fixes O3. Then fixing
a representative M there must be some sequence of elementary O-column operations which may
be applied to the columns of M to recover a scalar multiple of the identity matrix. Therefore there
exists A ∈ PSL3(O) such that
MA = kI3 ,
for some k ∈ K. Therefore A = M−1 so M ∈ PSL3(O) as required. 
Using the above lemma we may now characterise whether two Weyl chambers sharing a vertex
are contained in a common apartment.
Lemma 4.4.8. Let w1 and w2 be two Weyl chambers with vertex w ∈ B2. Then w1 and w2 are
contained in a common apartment if and only if w1 ∩w2 is one of the following:
1. w1 or w2;
2. A singular ray γ with γ(0) = w;
3. {w}.
Proof. If w1 and w2 are contained in a common apartment then the conclusion is clear. It remains
to verify the converse direction. Assume that w1 ∩w2 is one of the specified sets. If w1 ∩w1 is w1
or w2 then the result is trivial, so suppose that w1 ∩ w2 is either a singular ray based at w or is
{w} itself.
Without loss of generality assume that w is the standard lattice O3. Lemma 4.4.7 shows
that the stabiliser of the standard lattice is PSL3(O). Therefore we may further assume that
∂∞w1 = (e1, e1⊕e2). We claim that there is an element of PSL3(O) fixing w1 pointwise and which
sends w2 to another Weyl chamber based at O3 in the standard apartment A = A(e1, e2, e3). We
have three sub-cases.
1. Suppose that w1 and w2 share a ray. Without loss of generality we assume that this ray is in
the equivalence class of e1⊕e2. Therefore w2 is a Weyl chamber with vertex O3 and singular
directions (v2, e1 ⊕ e2) where
v2 =
v
2
1
v22
0
 .
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The Weyl chamber w2 is contained in an apartment whose ideal vertices are (v1, v2, v3) such
that v1 ⊕ v2 = e1 ⊕ e2. Denote the lattice vj by (vj1, vj2, vj3)T .
We claim that A(e1, v1, e3) is an apartment containing w1 and w2. The ideal boundary of
this apartment contains that of w1 and w2 so by Lemma 4.4.6 it is sufficient to show that
O3 ∈ A(e1, v1, e3). By Lemma 4.4.7 we may choose a scalar multiple of v1 for which this is
true if ν(v11) ≥ ν(v12). However A(v1, v2, v3) also contains all lattices of the form
t−ne1O ⊕ t−ne2O ⊕ e3O .
Therefore we may fix representatives in the homothety classes v1, v2 and v3 such that
ν(v33) = 0 ,
min{v11, v21} = min{v12, v22} = 0 ≤ min{v31, v32} .
In the event that v11 < v21 then we have the equalities
t−1
v
1
1
v12
0
O ⊕
v
2
1
v22
0
O ⊕
v
3
1
v32
v33
O = t−1
v̂
1
1
0
0
O ⊕
v
2
1
v22
0
O ⊕
v
3
1
v32
v33
O
= t−1
10
0
O ⊕
 0v22
0
O ⊕
 0v32
v33
O
= t−1
10
0
O ⊕
01
0
O ⊕
 00
v33
O
= t−1e1O ⊕ e2O ⊕ e3O .
The fact that the latter lattice is included in the apartment A(v1, v2, v3) is not in itself a
contradiction. However the fact that we chose ν(v11) < ν(v12) ensures that this lattice is
contained in the Weyl chamber O3 and ideal boundary with singular directions (v1, e1⊕ e2).
This contradicts the assumption on the intersection w1 ∩ w2. In particular we allow the
choice ν(v21) < ν(v22) but not ν(v11) < ν(v12).
2. Suppose w1 ∩ w2 = O3 and suppose that the ideal boundary of w2 has singular directions
(v1, v1 ⊕ v2) where either
v1 ∈ e1 ⊕ e2 or;
e1 ∈ v1 ⊕ v2 .
Modulo projective duality we assume that we are in the latter case. Consider the Weyl
chamber w3 with vertex at O3 and ideal boundary having singular directions (e1, v1 ⊕ v2).
The intersection w1 ∩ w3 includes the ray from O3 in the equivalence class e1 ∈ ∂∞ B2. If
w1∩w2 contained any other point p ∈ w1 then it would contain 3({O3, p}). The latter must
contain some point q on the ray from O3 in the equivalence class e1 ⊕ e2. Such a point q is
also contained in w2 ∩w3, contradicting the fact that w1 ∩w2 = O3.
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By the previous case we may now conclude that there is some apartment which contains
w1∪w3 and O3. Equivalently, there is exists A ∈ PGL3(O), fixing w1 pointwise and sending
w3 to the Weyl chamber with vertex at O3 with singular directions (e1, e1 ⊕ e3). Now
applying the second part to the pair A ·w3 and A ·w2, there exists B ∈ PGL3(O) which fixes
w1 ∪ A · w3 pointwise and sends A · w2 to the Weyl chamber with vertex O3 and singular
directions (e3, e1 ⊕ e3). We have shown that the apartment A(e1, e2, e3) contains the Weyl
chambers (BA) ·w1 and (BA) ·w2 which completes the lemma.
3. Suppose that w1 ∩w2 = {w} and w2 has singular directions at infinity (v1, v1 ⊕ v2) where
v1 6∈ e1 ⊕ e2
e1 6∈ v1 ⊕ v2 .
This case amounts to two applications of the previous case.

We may now state a well-known result.
Corollary 4.4.9. Let w1 and w2 be two Weyl chambers with shared vertex w. Either w1 ∩ w2
contains a 2-simplex or w1 and w2 are contained in a common apartment.
In order to study the action of some 1-parameter family of holonomy groups Γt on B2 it will
be helpful to understand the ideal boundary of B2. This will be the subject of the next section.
4.5 The Metric Space Structure on B2
To define a metric on B2 we will first endow A with a metric space structure. There are two metrics
on A which we will consider, each having certain properties which will prove useful. Each of these
metrics may be used to define a translation vector for automorphisms acting on B2 in the same
manner as we did for automorphisms of SL3(R)/SO(3).
We define the Hex norm NH on A to be the unique Sym(3)n Z2-invariant norm on A such that
for all x = [x1, x2, x3] ∈ C we have
NH(x) := x1 − x3 .
The unit ball about the origin for this norm is a regular hexagon as depicted in Figure 4.4. We will
denote by dH the metric on A induced by this norm. The isometry group for (A, dH) is Sym(3)oR2
and however we will only consider isometries which are also simplicial automorphisms of A, so we
will consider only the isometries in Sym(3)n Z2.
Like the Hilbert metric on a properly convex domain, there is not necessarily a unique length-
minimising path between two points in (A, dH). In order to describe the set of all geodesics
between two points in A, it is sufficient, modulo the action of Sym(3)n Z2, to consider the length-
minimising paths between −→0 := [0, 0, 0] and x ∈ C. If x ∈ ∂ C then there is a unique geodesic
between the origin and x which is the Euclidean geodesic. If x ∈ C then a geodesic from the origin
to x is a piecewise affine path
γ : [0, 1]→ A ,
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x2 = x3
x1 = x3
x1 = x2
C
Figure 4.4: The unit ball about the origin for the Hex norm.
such that for all t ∈ [0, 1] for which the tangent vector is unique, we have
γ′(t) ∈ { [1, 1, 0] , [1, 0, 0] } .
In particular, all of the Hex geodesics between −→0 and x lie in 3({−→0 , x}). Since the operation of
taking the convex Weyl envelope commutes with the action of Sym(3)n Z2, this is true for any
two points in (A, dH) as depicted in Figure 4.5.
x
y
Figure 4.5: A Hex geodesic between x and y. The set of all such geodesics are contained
in the convex Weyl envelope of x and y, depicted in grey.
The Hex metric will be of particular interest to us because it is the function that will allow us to
continuously extend the translation length function from the interior T +3 (S) to its ideal boundary.
It does not, however, endow A with the structure of a CAT(0) metric space so in practice it is often
more useful to use the Euclidean metric on B2. Consider x,y ∈ A. Since x and y are contained in
a common apartment we may define the displacement vector in the same manner as we did for the
symmetric space SL3 R/SO(3), that is if there is a marking ψ of some apartment in B2 and a, b ∈ A
such that ψ(a) = x and ψ(b) = y then
δ(x, y) := δ(a, b) ∈ C .
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As in the case of SL3(R)/SO(3) this is independent of the choice of apartment and marking because
the displacement vector determined by the pre-image of 3({x, y}). This pre-image is well-defined
modulo the action of Sym(3)n Z2.
Now let `Euc be the Euclidean norm on A normalised so that (0, 0, 1) and (0, 1, 0) are at unit
distance from the origin. We denote by dEuc the metric induced by this norm. We aim to push
forward this Euclidean metric and the Hex metric to metrics on B2.
Let d denote either dEuc or dH and define
d : B2 × B2 → R≥0
(x, y) 7→ d(ψ−1(x), ψ−1(y))
where ψ(A) is an apartment containing x and y. It is axiomatic that each pair of (homothety
classes of) lattices in B2 is contained in a common apartment. There is a concern that this value
may depend upon our choice of marked apartment (ψ,A123). However any geodesic (Euclidean or
Hex) between ψ−1(x) and ψ−1(y) is contained in the convex Weyl envelope of ψ−1(x) and ψ−1(y).
We have seen that the convex Weyl envelope of x and y is contained in any apartment which
contains x and y. It follows that d(x, y) is independent of the marked apartment through which it
is measured. In the case of the Euclidean metric there is a unique geodesic between x and y and
we will denote that geodesic (oriented from x to y) by [x, y].
We claim that d is a metric on B2. The only nontrivial property is the triangle inequality.
Suppose there were x, y, z ∈ B2 such that
d(x, z) > d(x, y) + d(y, z) .
Denote by wx and wz Weyl chambers containing geodesics from y to x and z respectively. Unless
the Euclidean geodesic (resp. a Hex geodesic) passes though the interior of wx and wz we may
assume that wx and wz intersect only in y or in a ray and by Lemma 4.4.8 they are contained in a
common apartment. If wx and wz are not contained in a common apartment then we may replace
y with y′ ∈ wx ∩wz such that
d(x, y′) < d(x, y) and d(z, y′) < d(z, y) .
Therefore modulo choosing a new y we may assume that wx and wz are contained in a common
apartment. Denote the apartment containing wx∪wz by A1 and denote the apartment containing
a (hence every) geodesic from x to z by A2. Axiom 3) in the definition of a building in § 4.3 claims
that there is a simplicial isomorphism φ from A1 to A2 which fixes x and z. This isomorphism
must preserve the distance between x and y and the distance between x and z. Therefore there is
a piecewise affine path inside A1 from x to φ(y) to z whose distance is strictly shorter than d(x, z),
a contradiction.
The Euclidean metric will be particularly useful to us predominantly because of the following
theorem, which is a corollary of the work of Moussong [54] although not stated explicitly in that
piece. We will not prove this result here but direct the reader to Davis [24] for verification.
Theorem 4.5.1. The metric space (B2, dEuc) is CAT(0).
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The Euclidean metric on B2 will be useful in studying the action of PGL3(K) on B2 as there is
a wealth of knowledge about automorphisms of CAT(0) metric spaces (see for example [10], [26]).
Throughout the remainder of this chapter we will be concerned with studying the translation
vector of an element A ∈ PGL3(K). The original statement of Proposition 4.2.4 applies equally
well to buildings as it does to symmetric spaces so we may define `C(A) to be the unique vector of
minimal Euclidean length in the set
{δ(x,A · x) | x ∈ B2} .
We will refer to `C(A) ∈ C as the translation vector of A.
One may be concerned that this is not the same as a vector of minimal hex-length. However
we have normalised each metric so that dH(x, y) ≥ dEuc(x, y) for all x, y ∈ A hence also for all x,
y ∈ B2. In particular, if A ∈ PGL3(K) and Mind(A) denotes the min-set of A with respect to the
metric d then
MindEuc(A) ⊆ MindH(A) .
Therefore `C(A) is a vector of minimal hex length among all translation vectors δ(x,A ·x). If there
was distinct vector δ(x,A · x) ∈ C whose hex length was less than equal to that of `C(A) then the
Euclidean length of δ(x,A · x) would be less than or equal to that of `C(A), in contradiction of
Proposition 4.2.4.
The translation vector refines the notions of distance we have defined on B2 in the sense that
`Euc(`C(A)) = `Euc(A) and;
`H(`C(A)) = `H(A) .
In particular we can recover `H(A) by considering only `C(A).
We have now introduced two notions of translation vector and we would like to establish the
relationship between the two. Whenever there is confusion, if A(t) ∈ PGL(K) we will denote by
`C(A(t)) the translation vector of A(t) for its action on SL3(R)/SO(3) for some specific value of t.
We will denote by `CB2(A(t)) the translation vector defined by the action of A(t) on B2. We now
classify the automorphisms of B2 with which we are concerned in order to establish our final result
using the following lemma.
Lemma 4.5.2. Fix A(t) ∈ SL3(K) and  > 0 such that for t0 ∈ (0, ), the matrix A(t0) is a well-
defined element of SL3(R) with positive real eigenvalues. The eigenvalues of A(t) (in the algebraic
closure of K) are contained in R((t1/6)).
Proof. The algebraic closure of K is ∪nC((t1/n)) so the eigenvalues of A(t) are by definition con-
tained in this field. We will first show that we only require the value n = 6 in the previous union.
First note that if the eigenvalues of A(t) are not contained in K then the irreducible factors of the
characteristic polynomial of A(t) have degree 2 or 3.
Suppose the characteristic polynomial of A(t) has an irreducible factor of degree 2. Then the
eigenvalues of A(t) are contained in a field K[p(t)] where p(t) ∈ ∪nC((t1/n)). In this case K[p(t)]
must be an extension of degree 2. In particular
p(t)2 ∈ K .
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Then we have
p(t) = c0te0 + c1te1 + . . . ,
where ci ∈ C, ej ∈ Q and ej > ej−1. Let q be the smallest number such that eq 6∈ 12Z. If q 6= 0
then the coefficient of te0+eq in p(t)2 is c0cq 6= 0. Therefore p(t)2 6∈ K, a contradiction. If q = 0
then the coefficient of t2q in p(t)2 is c2q 6= 0 but 2q 6∈ Z so once again p(t)2 6∈ K. Therefore there
can be no such term and we must have p(t) ∈ C((t1/2)).
Suppose the characteristic polynomial of A(t) is an irreducible polynomial of degree 3. Then
there is an eigenvalue λ1(t) of A(t) contained in a field K[p(t)] which is a degree 3 extension of K.
An identical argument to that in the previous paragraph shows that p(t) ∈ C((t1/3)). At this point
either all of the eigenvalues of A(t) are contained in C((t1/3)) or there is a degree 2 extension of
C((t1/3)) which contains all three eigenvalues. The argument in the previous paragraph shows that
in the latter case all eigenvalues are contained in C((t1/6)).
For any eigenvalue λi(t) ∈ C((t1/6)) we require that λi(t) converges to a positive real number
for 0 < t <  for some  ∈ R>0. We may decompose λi(t) as a sum of its real and imaginary parts.
Since the imaginary part is constant and zero on the interval 0 < t <  then it is zero everywhere.
Hence λi(t) ∈ R((t1/6)). 
Our aim is to use the tools that we have developed in FG coordinates to uncover more informa-
tion about the actions of holonomy groups Γ(t) on B2. It will, in general, be difficult to calculate
those eigenvalues as functions of t so we seek something even more easily calculable. To this end we
verify the following proposition, which is a special case of Proposition 6.1 of Alessandrini [3]. The
latter generalises the analogous result for automorphisms of real trees in Morgan and Shalen [53].
Proposition 4.5.3. Recall that O3 denotes the standard lattice. Let [A] ∈ PGL3(K). Then the
(Hex) distance between O3 and [A] · O3 is given by
dH(O3, A · O3) = − min1≤i,j≤3(ν(Aij))− min1≤i,j≤3(ν(A
−1
ij )) ,
where A is a representative of [A].
Proof. The lattices O3 and A · O3 are contained in a common apartment. Indeed this necessary
to ensure that B2 is a building. Another way to say this is that there exists an O-basis {v1, v2, v3}
of O3 and scalars c1, c2 and c3 ∈ K∗ such that
A · O3 = c1v1O ⊕ c2v2O ⊕ c3v3O .
In particular both O3 and A · O3 are contained in the apartment A(v1, v2, v3). By definition of the
Hex metric we have
dH(O3, A · O3) = max
i
ν(ci)−min
i
ν(ci) .
Now let
D =
c1 0 00 c2 0
0 0 c3
 .
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Let M1 denote the transition matrix from the standard basis to {v1, v2, v3}. Since these are bases
of the same O-module, it follows that M1 ∈ PGL3(O). Denote by M2 the transition matrix from
the basis {c1v1, c2v2, c3v3} to {A · e1, A · e2, A · e3}. Once again M2 ∈ PGL3(O). That is
A = M2DM1 and A−1 = M−11 D−1M−12 .
If M ∈ PGL3(O) then
min
j,k
ν([AM ]j,k) = min
j,k
ν([A]j,k) = min
j,k
ν([MA]j,k) .
Therefore we have
min
i,j
ν ([D]i,j) = min
i,j
ν ([A]i,j) ,
max
i,j
ν ([D]i,j) = −min
i,j
ν
(
[D−1]i,j
)
= −min
i,j
ν
(
[A−1]i,j
)
.
Hence the conclusion is immediate. 
The above proposition will be implemented by way of the following corollary, which gives us
an easily computable lower bound for the translation length of an element of PGL3(K).
Corollary 4.5.4. Let A ∈ PGL3(K). Then
`H(A) ≥ −ν(Tr(A))− ν(Tr(A−1)) .
Remark 4.5.5. The value ν(Tr(A)) is not well-defined for [A] ∈ PGL3(K) but the value
−ν(Tr(A))− ν(Tr(A−1)) ,
is independent of the choice of equivalence class representative for [A].
Proof. We have seen that dH(O3, A · O3) = −mini,j ν(Aij)−mini,j ν(A−1ij ). If Λ ∈ B2 is arbitrary
then we can write Λ = X · O3 for some X ∈ PGL3(K). Let M = X−1AX and let Mij and M−1ij
denote the (i, j)-entry of M and M−1 respectively. Then
dH(Λ, A · Λ) = dH
(
O3,
(
X−1AX
)
·O3
)
= − min
1≤i,j≤3
ν (Mij)− min1≤i,j≤3 ν
(
M−1ij
)
≥ − min
1≤i≤3
ν (Mii)− min1≤i≤3 ν
(
M−1ii
)
≥ −ν (Tr(M))− ν
(
Tr(M−1)
)
= −ν (Tr(A))− ν
(
Tr(A−1)
)
.
Hence the corollary is verified. 
We will now show that in the cases with which we are concerned the lower bound obtained in
Corollary 4.5.4 is always achieved.
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Proposition 4.5.6. Let  > 0. Suppose [A(t)] ∈ PGL3(K) admits a representative A(t) ∈ SL3(K)
such that for all t0 ∈ (0, ), we have the matrix A(t0) is a well-defined element of SL3(R). Moreover
suppose that the eigenvalues of A(t0) are positive real numbers. Then
`H( [A(t)] ) = −ν(Tr(A))− ν(Tr(A−1)) .
Proof. First consider the cases in which the characteristic polynomial of A(t) splits over K. Choos-
ing a suitable basis to represent A(t) we assume that it is in its Jordan normal form. Denote by
A the apartment of lattices which are linear combinations of these basis vectors.
1. Suppose A(t) is diagonalisable over K, so that
A(t) =
λ1(t) 0 00 λ2(t) 0
0 0 λ3(t)
 ,
where without loss of generality ν(λ1(t)) ≥ ν(λ2(t)) ≥ ν(λ3(t)). Then A(t) acts on A by
translation by the vector
`C(A(t)) = [ν(λ1(t)), ν(λ2(t)), ν(λ3(t))] .
In this case we have
−ν(Tr(A))− ν(Tr(A−1)) = ν(λ1(t))− ν(λ3(t)) ,
so the result is immediate.
2. Suppose A(t) has a 2× 2 Jordan block, then
A(t) =
λ1(t) 1 00 λ1(t) 0
0 0 λ2(t)
 ,
This time finding an invariant subset of B2 under the action of A(t) is less trivial. The action
of A(t) on any element of A is given by
A(t) ·
(
tae1O ⊕ tbe2O ⊕ txe3O
)
=
λ1t
a
0
0
O ⊕
 t
b
λ1t
b
0
O ⊕
 00
λ2t
c
O .
The latter is in A if a + ν(λ1) ≤ b. If λ1(t) ≥ λ2(t) then the displacement vector of such a
point under the action of A(t) is
[λ1(t), λ1(t), λ2(t)] ∈ C .
Whereas in this case we also have
−ν(A(t))−−ν(A−1(t)) = ν(λ1(t))− ν(λ2(t)) ,
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so the lemma is satisfied. If λ1(t) < λ2(t) then the displacement vector is
[λ2(t), λ2(t), λ1(t)] ∈ C .
However in this case
−ν(A(t))− ν(A−1(t)) = ν(λ2(t))− ν(λ1(t)) .
So the lemma is verified.
3. Finally suppose that A(t) has three identical eigenvalues so the Jordan normal form is1 1 00 1 1
0 0 1
 .
The action of A(t) on a lattice in A is given by
A(t) ·
(
tae1O ⊕ tbe2O ⊕ tce3O
)
=
t
a
0
0
O ⊕
t
b
tb
0
O ⊕
0tc
tc
O .
Therefore the set
AJ := {[a, b, c] ∈ A | a ≤ b ≤ c} .
comprises fixed points of A(t). Similarly
ν(Tr(A))− ν(Tr(A−1)) = 0 .
Now suppose that the characteristic polynomial does not split over K. There are two possible
rational canonical forms for A(t). LetA denote an apartment whose lattices are linear combinations
of a basis with respect to which A(t) is in its rational canonical form.
1. Suppose
A(t) =
0 a 01 b 0
0 0 −a−1
 .
If λ1(t) and λ2(t) and −a−1 are the eigenvalues of A(t) then we have
λ1(t) + λ2(t) = b(t) ∈ K, and λ1(t)λ2(t) = a(t) ∈ K .
Denote the nth leading term of λi(t) by cinte
i
n where we assume cin 6= 0 for all n and n ≥ 0.
Suppose e10 is not an integer and e20 is an integer. Then λ1(t)λ2(t) is not in K, a contradiction.
Suppose neither of e10 and e20 was an integer. If e10 and e20 were distinct then λ1(t) + λ2(t)
would not be in K. So we assume e10 = e20. In order to ensure that λ1(t) +λ2(t) ∈ K we must
have c10 = −c20. However this means that the leading coefficient of λ1(t)λ2(t) is negative, so
λ1(t0)λ2(t0) < 0 ,
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for some t0 ∈ (0, ), a contradiction.
Therefore we must assume that e10 and e20 are both integers. In order to ensure that λ1(t)λ2(t)
is positive for t ∈ (0, ), it must be the case that c10 and c20 have the same sign. It must be the
case that neither of λ1(t) and λ2(t) are in K otherwise the characteristic polynomial of A(t)
splits over K. Let p0 and q0 denote the smallest values of p and q such that e1p0 and e2q0 are
not integers. Without loss of generality p0 ≤ q0. In order to ensure that λ1(t) + λ2(t) ∈ K it
must be the case that p0 = q0 and
c1p0 = −c2q0 .
Now without loss of generality assume that e10 ≤ e20, considering the coefficient of te10+p0the
expression
λ1(t)λ2(t) ,
it must also be the case that e10 = e20 and c10 = c20. Therefore
ν(a(t)) = 2ν(b(t)) .
A direct calculation shows that
−ν(Tr(A))− ν(Tr(A−1)) = −ν(b− a−1)− ν(ba−1 + a)
= −ν(b− a−1)−min{ν(b)− ν(a), ν(a)} .
The value −a−1 is an eigenvalue so its leading coefficient must be positive, as is the leading
coefficient of b. Therefore ν(b− a−1) = min{ν(b), ν(−a−1)}. Therefore we have
−ν(b− a−1)−min{ν(b)− ν(a), ν(a)} = −min{ν(b),−ν(a)} −min{ν(b)− ν(a), ν(a)}
= −min{ν(b),−2ν(b)} −min{−ν(b), 2ν(b)}
= 3 | ν(b) | .
Now consider the action of A(t) on A. We have0 a 01 b 0
0 0 −a−1
 ·
tx
10
0
O ⊕ ty
01
0
O ⊕
00
1


= tx
01
0
O ⊕ ty
ab
0
O ⊕
 00
−a−1
 .
If we choose y = z = 0 and x = ν(b) then the displacement vector of this action is equal to
[ν(a)− ν(b), ν(b),−ν(a)] = [ν(b), ν(b),−2ν(b)] ,
which has hex length 3 | ν(b) | as required.
2. Suppose the rational canonical form of A(t) is0 0 11 0 a
0 1 b
 .
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Consider the action of A(t) on A,0 0 11 0 a
0 1 b
 ·
tx
10
0
O ⊕ ty
01
0
O ⊕ tz
00
1


= tx
01
0
O ⊕ ty
00
1
O ⊕ tz
1a
b
O .
We may choose the point z = 0, x = ν(a) and y = ν(b) so that the displacement vector of
this transformation is
[0, 2ν(a)− ν(b), ν(a) + ν(b)] .
A direct calculation shows that
−ν(Tr(A))− ν(Tr(A−1)) = −ν(a)− ν(b) .
If we have ν(a) = 2ν(b) then the displacement vector of the above point under the action of
A(t) would be
[0, 3ν(b), 3ν(b)] ,
where the claim that this vector is in C is equivalent to the claim that ν(b) ≤ 0. This is the
case because the leading coefficients of λi(t) are strictly positive so
ν(b) = min{λ1(t), λ2(t), λ3(t)} .
We also have
λ1(t)λ2(t)λ3(t) = 1 ,
so at least one eigenvalue has a non-positive valuation. In this case the hex length of this
displacement vector would be −3ν(b) as required. Therefore it remains only to show ν(a) =
2ν(b). We reduce to four sub-cases. We note that none of the eigenvalues of A(t) is in K
otherwise we can reduce to one of the previous cases. We denote the nth nonzero term of
λi(t) by cinte
i
n .
(a) Suppose ei0 is not an integer for all i. If this is the case then
λ1(t) + λ2(t) + λ3(t) 6∈ K ,
a contradiction.
(b) Suppose e10 and e20 are not integers but e30 is an integer. To ensure that
λ1(t)λ2(t)λ3(t) = 1 ,
we must have e10 + e20 + e30 = 0. In particular e10 + e20 ∈ Z. Without loss of generality
assume that e10 ≤ e20. Indeed we claim that e10 = e20. Suppose otherwise. If e30 > e10 then
b = λ1(t) + λ2(t) + λ3(t) 6∈ K ,
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a contradiction. Suppose e30 < e10. Then the coefficient of te
1
0+e30 in
a = λ1(t)λ2(t) + λ2(t)λ3(t) + λ1(t)λ3(t) ∈ K
is c10c30 6= 0, a contradiction. Therefore we have e10 = e20 ∈ 1/2Z. Now suppose e30 <
e10 = e20. Then the coefficient of te
3
0+e10 in a is c10c30 + c20c30. As all terms are nonzero
this means c10 = −c20, however both are leading terms of eigenvalues so they must be
positive. Therefore we must have e30 > e10 = e20. However the coefficient of te
1
0 in b is
now c10 + c20, which is nonzero. Therefore b 6∈ K, a contradiction.
(c) Suppose e1 is not an integer but e20 and e30 are integers. Then λ1(t)λ2(t)λ3(t) 6= 1, a
contradiction.
(d) Suppose ei0 ∈ Z for all i. Without loss of generality we assume e10 ≤ e20 ≤ e30. If
e10 = e20 ≤ e30 we are done since ci0 > 0 for all i. Therefore it remains to consider the case
in which e10 < e20 ≤ e30. Let pi be the smallest number such that eipi is not an integer. In
order to ensure that b ∈ K we must have
xp := min{e1p1 , e2p2 , e3p3} = min{e1p1 , e2p2} = min{e1p1 , e3p2} = min{e2p1 , e3p2} .
The coefficient of te10+xp in a is therefore either c10c2p2 or c10c3p3 . In either case it is nonzero,
a contradiction.
We have shown that ν(a) = 2ν(b), completing the lemma.

We now collect some of the details which were obtained in the above proof.
Corollary 4.5.7. Let A(t) ∈ SL3(K). Suppose there exists  > 0 such that for t0 ∈ (0, ) the matrix
A(t0) is a well-defined element of SL3(R) with positive real eigenvalues. Denote the eigenvalues of
A(t) (contained in the algebraic closure of K) by λi(t) for i = 1, 2, 3. Choose the ordering so that
ν(λ1(t)) ≥ ν(λ2(t)) ≥ ν(λ3(t)). Then
ν(λi(t)) ∈ Z, for each i = 1, 2, 3 .
Furthermore the translation vector of A(t) is given by
`C(A(t)) = [ ν(λ1(t)), ν(λ2(t)), ν(λ3(t)) ] .
Proof. The fact that ν(λi(t)) is an integer is calculated directly in Proposition 4.5.6. If there was
a distinct displacement vector of A(t) whose hex length was less than or equal to that of
v := [ ν(λ1(t)), ν(λ2(t)), ν(λ3(t)) ] ,
then that alternative vector would also be a displacement vector whose Euclidean length was less
than or equal to that of v. This would contradict Lemma 4.2.4. 
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For the remainder of this chapter we will be concerned with studying automorphisms of B2.
However in order to relate this to Parreau’s compactification of X (S) we need to establish a
relationship between group actions on B2 and those on P (3,R). We obtained a notion of translation
vector in C for elements of SL3(R) in § 4.2. We have not yet shown that this is related to the
notion of translation vector for group actions on B2 which we obtained in Corollary 4.5.7. This is
the purpose of our next result.
Proposition 4.5.8. Let A(t) ∈ SL3(K). Suppose there exists  > 0 such that for all s ∈ (0, ) we
have A(s) ∈ SL3(R) and the eigenvalues of A(s) are strictly positive for all s ∈ (0, ). We have the
following equality,
`CB2(A(t)) = lims→0
(
`C(A(s))upslopeln(s)
)
, (4.5.1)
where `C(A(s)) is the translation vector for the action of A(s) on the symmetric space P (3,R).
Proof. This is immediate from Corollary 4.5.7 and the fact that
ν(λi(t)) = lim
s→0
(
log(λi(s))upslopeln(s)
)
.

The following is immediate from Proposition 4.5.8.
Corollary 4.5.9. Let Γt < PGL3(K). Suppose there exists  > 0 such that for all s ∈ (0, ) and
each [A(t)] ∈ Γt we have:
1. [A(s)] ∈ PGL3(R).
2. [A(s)] admits a representative A(s) in SL3(R).
3. The eigenvalues of A(s) are positive.
For each s ∈ (0, ) denote by Γs the subgroup containing all of the matrices A(s) ∈ SL3(R). Then
lim
s→0[`
C(Γs)] = [`CB2(Γt)] ∈ CPpi1(S)+ ,
where `C(Γs) denotes the translation vector spectrum of the action of Γs on P (3,R).
Having developed the terminology to speak interchangeably about the action of PGL3(K) on
B2 and on ∂∞ B2 we proceed to investigating a class of curves defined by Parreau [58] which will
allow us to recover geometric information about a group action on B2.
4.6 C-Convexity
In this section we define the notions of C-convexity and C-geodesics which will give us a frame of
reference for recovering the translation vector spectrum from a group action on B2. The material
in this section is contained in [58].
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We refer to γ : [0, s]→ B2 as a piecewise affine path if there exists a decomposition
t0 = 0 < t1 < · · · < tn = s ,
such that γ( [ti, ti+1] ) is a Euclidean geodesic (hence is contained in a single apartment) for all i.
The points γ(ti) will be referred to as the vertices of γ. The C-length of γ refers to the vector
`C(γ) =
n−1∑
i=0
δ(γ(ti), γ(ti+1)) ∈ C .
We say that γ : [0, s]→ B2 is a C-geodesic if
dH(γ(0), γ(s)) =
n−1∑
i=1
dH(γ(ti), γ(ti+1)) .
That is, the Hex distance between the endpoints of γ is equal to the sum of the Hex lengths of the
constituent affine pieces of γ. Any connected subset of C-geodesic is a C-geodesic. The inequality
dH(γ(0), γ(s)) ≤
n−1∑
i=1
dH(γ(ti), γ(ti+1)) ,
is true owing to the triangle inequality so the content of being a C-geodesic is found in the reverse
inequality. If U ⊂ B2 is a subset such that for all x, y ∈ U there exists a C-geodesic from x to y
which is contained in U then we say that U is C-geodesically convex.
A non-example is depicted in Figure 4.6. It has four vertices and there is a neighbourhood
of each at which the path is locally a C-geodesic but it is nonetheless not a C-geodesic. If we
concatenate the C-lengths of each of its affine pieces we will obtain a path whose Hex length is
strictly longer than the Hex-distance between its endpoints.
[v1]
v1 ⊕ v2[v2]
Figure 4.6: The red path is locally C-geodesic but not globally C-geodesic.
By definition we can recover the Hex length between the endpoints of a C-geodesic by consid-
ering the Hex length of its constituent parts. Later in this chapter it will be necessary to show
that this property extends to the C-length of a C-geodesic. This task will occupy the remainder
of this section. Hereafter we will specify a piecewise affine path by its vertices, writing the path γ
with vertices x, y and z, merely as (x, y, z) whenever doing so will not cause confusion.
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Lemma 4.6.1. Let x, y and z ∈ B2 with y 6= x, z. The following are equivalent:
• The path (x, y, z) is a C-geodesic.
• x and z are contained in opposite Weyl chambers with vertex at y.
Proof. By definition, opposite Weyl chambers are contained in a common apartment so it is clear
that if x and z are contained in opposite Weyl chambers sharing the vertex y, then (x, y, z) is a
C-geodesic. It remains to show the converse.
Suppose (x, y, z) is a C-geodesic. Consider two Weyl chambers wx and wz at y containing x
and z respectively. If wx ∩ wz contains a 2-simplex and [x, y] and [y, z] are regular Euclidean
geodesics then it is clear that (x, y, z) is not a C-geodesic. Therefore, possibly after choosing new
Weyl chambers wx and wz we may assume that wx ∩wz does not contain a 2-simplex so they are
contained in a common apartment by Lemma 4.4.8. Once this has been established it is clear that
in order for (x, y, z) to be a C-geodesic it must be the case that wx and wz are opposite at y. 
We can’t extend this local C-geodicity condition to a global condition. A useful set of local-to-
global criteria for C-geodesics is given by Parreau [58]. However in this chapter we will only make
use of the following fact.
Corollary 4.6.2. A C geodesic γ : [0, s] → B2 with γ(0) = x and γ(s) = y must be contained in
3({x, y}). Let the vertices of γ be x = x0, x1, . . . xn = y. Then
δ(γ(0), γ(s)) =
n−1∑
i=0
δ(xi, xi+1) ∈ C .
Proof. Once we have shown that γ lies in 3({x, y}) the second statement is clear. We proceed by
induction on n. The case in which n = 2 is established in Lemma 4.6.1. The proof of this lemma
also ensures that, given the first three vertices (v1, v2, v3) of γ, there is a Weyl chamber with vertex
v3 which contains the affine pieces [v1, v2] and [v2, v3]. Moreover this segment of γ is contained in
3({v1, v3}). Iterating this procedure we obtain the required result. 
The notion of the C-geodesic will be useful for our purposes because the data of a C-geodesic
between x and y uniquely determines the vector
δ(x, y) ∈ C .
In particular if y = A · x for some A ∈ PGL3(K) then we can use a C-geodesic between x and y
to investigate the translation vector of A. In order to do so we need some means of identifying
x ∈ Min(A). The content of the next section is a construction by Parreau which will provide a
first attempt at doing so.
4.7 Parreau’s Construction
A construction of Parreau [58] assigns to each point of ∂∞X (S) an action of pi1(S) on a (not
necessarily discrete) Euclidean building. For some of these group actions Parreau provides a C-
geodesically convex pi1(S)-invariant subset of that building. In this section we adapt Parreau’s
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construction to provide a group action on B2 for each point in a subset of KT∪E. We subsequently
identify this subset with certain ideal points in a compactification of RT∪E>0 . We begin by defining
the elements of KT∪E which are used in our construction.
We denote an element of KT∪E by (z(t), e(t)) where z(t) ∈ KT and e(t) ∈ KE. Let R∆ ⊂ KT∪E
be the set of points (z(t), e(t)) ∈ KT∪E such that:
1. For some coordinate x of (z(t), e(t)), we have ν(x) 6= 0 and;
2. There exists  > 0 such that for all s ∈ (0, ) ⊂ R we have (z(s), e(s)) ∈ RT∪E>0 .
If z(t) ∈ KT then in analogy to the situation in § 2, we refer to a coordinate zijk(t) of z(t) as
a Fock-Goncharov triple ratio. Similarly we refer to a coordinate eij(t) of e(t) ∈ KE as a Fock-
Goncharov edge ratio. If ∆ and ∆′ differ by an edge flip then we may use the change of coordinates
map in § 2.3 to define a map
Φ∆,∆′ : R∆ → R∆′ .
This is well-defined because if (z(t), e(t)) ∈ R∆ then Φ∆,∆′(z(t), e(t)) must satisfy the conditions
defining elements of R∆′ . If ∆ is understood then we will denote R∆ simply by R.
Denote by Flag(KP2) ⊂ KP2 × (KP2)∗ the set of pairs (V, `) such that
` · V = 0 .
Let ∆˜0 be the ideal vertices of ∆˜. In the proof of Theorem 2.2.1 we constructed a framing
F : ∆˜0 → Flag(RP2) ,
from an element of RT∪E>0 . If we replace R with K in Theorem 2.2.1 then in the same manner
(z(t), e(t)) naturally determines a flag map which we denote
Ft : ∆˜0 → Flag(KP2)
Pi 7→ (F1t (Pi),F2t (Pi)) .
The flag map is well-defined up to post-composition by an element of PGL3(K). The images of
points of ∆˜0 under Ft are flags in general position because all of the Fock-Goncharov triple ratios
and edge ratios are elements of K with positive leading coefficient by assumption. If there were
distinct flags (V1, `1) and (V2, `2) in the image of Ft such that
`2(V1) = 0 ,
then one could use the change-of-coordinates map in § 2.3 to perform a sequence of edge flips on
∆˜ that ensure that one of the triple ratios or edge ratios was either zero or infinity. Neither of
these are acceptable values for coordinates of (z(t), e(t)) ∈ R. An element of PGL3(K) is uniquely
determined by its action on four points of KP2 in general position. Therefore we may use Ft to
determine a holonomy representation
ρt : pi1(S)→ Γt < PGL3(K) ,
such that ρt pushes forward the action of pi1(S) on S˜ by deck transformations. The holonomy
representation is faithful since ρs is faithful for all s ∈ (0, ). We refer to Γt as the holonomy group
determined by (z(t), e(t)). We have now obtained an action of pi1(S) on B2 via ρt.
Let K ⊂ B2 be a connected, Γt-invariant subcomplex. We say that K retains the translation
vector of γ ∈ Γt if there exists x ∈ K and a path τ : [0, s]→ K such that:
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• τ(0) = x and τ(s) = γ · x.
• `C(τ) = `CB2(γ) ∈ C.
We say that K retains the translation vector spectrum of Γt if it retains the translation vector of
each element of Γt.
The remainder of this chapter will be dedicated to constructing, for each (z(t), e(t)) ∈ R, a
subset K ⊂ B2 such that K:
• Is connected and preserved by Γt.
• Is independent of the choice of ∆.
• Retains the translation vector spectrum of Γt.
Using Parreau’s [58] construction verbatim we obtain a subset meeting the first and third criteria
for certain points of R. The remainder of this section is devoted to describing that construction.
We use the ideas developed here to inform the remainder of this chapter.
For Pi, Pj, Pk ∈ ∆˜0, define the following apartments,
Aijk := A(F1t (Pi),F1t (Pj),F1t (Pk)) and A`ijk := A(F2t (Pi),F2t (Pj),F2t (Pk)) .
Apartments of the form Aijk and A`ijk will form the foundations of a Γt-invariant subset of B2. If
the ideal vertices Pi, Pj and Pk and the flag map Ft are understood then we refer to the apartments
Aijk and A`ijk without further comment.
To simplify notation we omit the ‘t’ in the declaration of (z(t), e(t)) ∈ R or its coordinates zijk(t)
and eij(t). We also specify a choice of coordinates on an apartment using the following shorthand.
Fix a basis (V1, V2, V3) of K3. The apartments A(V1, V2, V3), A(V1, V3, V2) and A(txV1, V2, V3) (for
x ∈ Z) are all the same set. If the vectors Vi, Vj and Vk are understood then we fix a coordinate
system [ui, uj, uk] on Aijk as follows. If ui, uj and uk are integers we define
[u1, u2, u3] := tu1V1O ⊕ tu2V2O ⊕ tu3V3O .
The coordinate system on Aijk depends on the order of the entries in the subscript ‘ijk′ and the
choice of representative in K3 for each of [Vi], [Vj] and [Vk] ∈ KP2 . If those representatives are
understood then our coordinate system is well-defined.
We begin constructing a Γt-invariant subcomplex of B2 with the following result. This lemma
is proved by Parreau [59] in the more general setting of buildings defined by an arbitrary non-
archimedean valued field in place of our discrete valued field (K, ν). Our proof uses Theorem 4.3.1
as it pertains only to the discrete setting.
Lemma 4.7.1. Fix an ideal triangle T123 of ∆˜ with ideal vertices (P1, P2, P3), ordered according
to the orientation of S˜. Fix (z(t), e(t)) ⊂ R. Let this point assign the triple ratio z123 ∈ K to
T123. The set A123 ∩A`123 is described by the coordinates [u1, u2, u3] ∈ A123 satisfying the following
inequalities,
−max{0, ν(z123)} ≤ u3 − u2 ≤ −min{0, ν(z123)} ,
−max{0, ν(z123)} ≤ u1 − u2 ≤ −min{0, ν(z123)} ,
−max{0, ν(z123)} ≤ u1 − u3 ≤ −min{0, ν(z123)} .
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In particular, it is an equilateral triangle whose edges are subsets of singular rays. The side length
of this triangle is |ν(z123(t))|.
Proof. Let (z(t), e(t)) determine the flag map
Ft : ∆˜0 → Flag(KP2)
Pi 7→ (Vi, `i) .
Modulo the action of PGL3(K) we may assume that for i = 1, 2, 3, the vectors Vi and covectors `i
have representatives of the following form:
V1 =
10
0
 , `1 = (0, 0, 1) ,
V2 =
00
1
 , `2 = (1, 0, 0) ,
V3 =
 1−1
1
 , `3 = (z123, 1 + z123, 1) .
Fix representatives `ij of each homothety class ker(`i) ∩ ker(`j) ∈ KP2 for i 6= j as follows
`12 :=
01
0
 , `13 :=
1 + z123−z123
0
 , `23 :=
 0−1
1 + z123
 .
To implement Theorem 4.3.1 we define M123 := (V1 | V2 | V3) and M `123 := (`12 | `13 | `23). Now we
calculate
M−1123M
`
123 =
 1 1 11 −z123 2 + z123
−1 z123 −1
 , (M `123)−1M123 =
z123/1 + z123 − 1/1 + z123 − 2/1 + z1231/1 + z123 0 1/1 + z123
0 1/1 + z123 1/1 + z123
 .
Taking valuations of the entries of both matrices we have
ν(M−1123M `123) =
0 0 00 ν(z123) ν(2 + z123)
0 ν(z123) 0
 ,
ν((M `123)−1M123) =
ν(z123)− ν(1 + z123) −ν(1 + z123) −ν(1 + z123)−ν(1 + z123) ∞ −ν(1 + z123)
∞ −ν(1 + z123) −ν(1 + z123)
 .
If s ∈ (0, ) then z123(s) evaluates to a positive real number by assumption. We infer that z123(t) ∈
K has positive leading coefficient. Therefore ν(1 + z123) = min{0, ν(z123)}. Consequently
ν(z123)− ν(1 + z123) = max{0, ν(z123)} ,
=⇒ min{ν(z123)− ν(1 + z123),−ν(1 + z123)} = 0 .
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Therefore we have
ν(M−1123M `123) ν((M `123)−1M123) =
 0 −min{0, ν(z123)} −min{0, ν(z123)}max{0, ν(z123)} 0 max{0, ν(z123)}
max{0, ν(z123)} −min{0, ν(z123)} 0
 .
Theorem 4.3.1 tells us that A123 ∩ A`123 is given by
−max{0, ν(z123)} ≤ u1 − u2 ≤ −min{0, ν(z123)} ,
−max{0, ν(z123)} ≤ u1 − u3 ≤ −min{0, ν(z123)} ,
−max{0, ν(z123)} ≤ u3 − u2 ≤ −min{0, ν(z123)} .
The conclusion of the lemma is immediate. 
Let Kijk denote the set Aijk∩A`ijk. If ν(zijk) = 0 then Kijk is a point (indeed an integral point).
This is the only degenerate case. It will be of relevance later in this chapter that the isometry
class of Kijk is determined by the integer ν(zijk) rather than the finer data of the formal power
series zijk itself. The triangle Kijk is depicted in Figure 4.7 as a subset of A123.
K123
V1
V3
V2
ν(z123) > 0
K123
V1
V3
V2
ν(z123) < 0
Figure 4.7: A depiction of K123 as viewed from the apartment A123. The coordinate axes
are ui = uj in both images.
The proof of Lemma 4.7.1 used in an essential way the fact that
ν(1 + z123) = min{0, ν(z123)} .
This follows from the argument that the leading coefficient of z123 is positive. Indeed otherwise
z123(t0) would not evaluate to a positive real number for t0 ∈ (0, ). If this were the case then
(z(t), e(t)) 6∈ R .
In the same manner for (z(t), e(t)) ∈ R the leading coefficient of each triple ratio zijk(t) and edge
ratios eij(t) is positive. Having established this fact we routinely conclude that if f, g ∈ K have
positive leading coefficients then
ν(f + g) = min{ν(f), ν(g)} .
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We emphasise that this is not true for arbitrary elements of the discrete valued field (K, ν).
Our goal is to construct a subset K ⊂ B2 that retains the vector spectrum of Γt. The set⋃
Tijk∈∆˜
Kijk ,
is preserved by the action of Γt by construction. However we have no reason to expect that this
set is connected. Indeed in general it is not nor is it independent of our choice of ∆. Parreau
rectifies the first issue by considering an apartment for each (un-oriented) ideal edge of ∆˜ with
ideal vertices Pi and Pj.
Let (z(t), e(t)) determine the flag map Ft. Suppose (Vi, `i) and (Vj, `j) are distinct flags in the
image of Ft. Define
[`ij] := ker(`i) ∩ ker(`j) ∈ KP2 .
This uniquely determines the homothety class [`ij] because the flags in the image of Ft are in
general position. Fix a representative `ij of [`ij]. Suppose Tijk and Tjim are ideal triangles of ∆˜
sharing the edge (Pi, Pj). We now define
Qij := A(Vi, Vj, `ij) .
We show in the following lemma that Qij contains an interval of the form [x, y] for some x ∈
Kijk and y ∈ Kjim. As in the case of Lemma 4.7.1 this result appears in a different setting in
Parreau [59]. Through the use of Theorem 4.3.1 we are able to provide a simpler proof in the
discrete setting.
Lemma 4.7.2. There is a unique vertex of Kijk, denoted viijk and there are opposite Weyl chambers
w1 and w2 at viijk such that:
• The Weyl chamber w1 has singular vertices at infinity (Vi, `i) and;
• The Weyl chamber w2 contains Kijk.
Proof. Modulo the action of PGL3(K) we may adopt the definitions of Vx and `x for x = 1, 2, 3
used in Lemma 4.7.1. If ν(z123) = 0 then Kijk is a single point. We may define viijk to be that point
in which case the conclusion is trivial. We now consider separately the cases in which ν(z123) > 0
and ν(z123) < 0 as the boundary at infinity of w2 will change depending on this sign.
First suppose that ν(z123) > 0. Fix
[W ] := ker(`1) ∩ (V2 ⊕ V3) ∈ KP2 .
Consider the apartment A(V1, V3,W ) for some representative W of [W ]. We will verify that
A(V1, V3,W ) contains K123. We know that K123 is an equilateral triangle whose edges are subsets
of singular rays so it will be straightforward to verify that the required point v1123 exists. We now
fix the following representative of [W ],
W :=
 01
−1
 .
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Theorem 4.3.1 shows that,
A(V1, V3,W ) ∩ A123 = { [u1, u2, u3] ∈ A(V1, V2,W ) | u2 ≤ u3 } .
Similarly A(V1, V3,W )∩A`123 is the set of points [u1, u2, u3] ∈ A(V1, V3,W ) satisfying the inequalities
u2 − u3 ≤ ν(z123) ,
−ν(z123) ≤ u1 − u2 ,
−ν(z123) ≤ u1 − u3 ≤ 0 .
The set A(V1, V3,W ) ∩ A123 ∩ A`123 is an equilateral triangle of side length ν(z123) therefore by
Lemma 4.7.1 we have
A(V1, V3,W ) ∩ A123 ∩ A`123 = A123 ∩ A`123 .
In particular Kijk ⊂ A(V1, V3,W ) so we may restrict our attention to the apartment A(V1, V3,W ).
We claim that setting
v1123 := [0, 0, 0] ,
satisfies the requirements of the lemma. The Weyl chambers w1 and w2 may be defined as follows:
w1 = {[u1, u2, u3] ∈ A(V1, V3,W ) | u2 ≤ u3 ≤ u1 + min{0, ν(z123)}} ,
w2 = {[u1, u2, u3] ∈ A(V1, V3,W ) | u1 ≤ u3 ≤ u2} .
These Weyl chambers are opposite at v1123, w2 may be seen to contain K123 by direct calculation
and the fact that the singular directions in ∂∞w1 are (V1, `1) may be seen from the fact that w1
contains all points of the form
t−nV1O ⊕ V3O ⊕W for n ∈ Z≥0
V1O ⊕ tnV3O ⊕W for n ∈ Z≥0 .
These are the integral points of rays in the equivalence class of V1 and V1⊕W = ker(`1) respectively.
This completes the case in which ν(z123) > 0.
Suppose ν(z123) < 0. Then K123 is contained in the apartment A(V1, V2,W ). Once again, using
Theorem 4.3.1 we obtain
A(V1, V2,W ) ∩ A123 = {[u1, u2, u3] ∈ A(V1, V2,W ) | u2 ≤ u3} .
Similarly A(V1, V2,W ) ∩ A`123 is the set of local coordinates [u1, u2, u3] satisfying:
u3 − u2 ≤ −ν(z123) ,
0 ≤u2 − u1 ,
0 ≤u3 − u1 ≤ −ν(z123) .
The set A(V1, V2,W ) ∩A123 ∩A`123 is an equilateral triangle of side length −ν(z123). Therefore we
have
A(V1, V2,W ) ∩ A123 ∩ A`123 = A123 ∩ A`123 .
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We claim that setting
v1123 := [ν(z123), 0, 0] ,
satisfies the requirements of the lemma. In this case we may write
w1 := {[u1, u2, u3] ∈ A(V1, V2,W ) | u2 ≥ u3 and ν(z123) ≥ u1 − u3}
w2 := {[u1, u2, u3] ∈ A(V1, V2,W ) | u2 ≤ u3 and ν(z123) ≤ u1 − u3} .
A direct calculation shows that K123 ⊂ w2 as required. The fact that w1 has the required ideal
boundary is demonstrated by the fact that it contains lattices of the form
t−nV1O ⊕ V2O ⊕WO for n ≥ −ν(z123) ,
tν(z123)V1O ⊕ tnV2O ⊕WO for n ∈ Z≥0 .
These are the integral points of rays in the equivalence class of V1 and V1⊕W = ker(`1) respectively.
This completes the lemma. 
The point v1123 is depicted in Figure 4.8 as viewed from either of the apartments A(V1, V3,W )
or A(V1, V2,W ).
K123
V1
W
V3
`1
w1w2 v1123
ν(z123) > 0
K123
V1
W
V2
`1
w1w2
v1123
ν(z123) < 0
Figure 4.8: A depiction of K123. The coordinate axes are the lines ui = uj in each image.
Let (P3, P1, P4) and (P1, P3, P2) be the vertices of adjacent ideal triangles in ∆˜, ordered ac-
cording to the orientation of those triangles. Fix (z(t), e(t)) ∈ R. We denote by eij ∈ K the
formal power series assigned to the oriented edge from Pi to Pj. Similarly we denote by zijk the
formal power series assigned to the oriented ideal triangle Tijk with vertices (Pi, Pj, Pk). We fix
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the following normal form
V1 :=
00
1
 , `1 := (1, 0, 0) , (4.7.1)
V2 :=
e13e31e31
1
 , `2 := (1,−e13(1 + z132), e13e31z132) , (4.7.2)
V3 :=
10
0
 , `3 := (0, 0, 1) , (4.7.3)
V4 :=
 1−1
1
 , `4 := (z314, 1 + z314, 1) . (4.7.4)
Now that (Vi, `i) ∈ KP2×(KP2)∗ for i = 1, 2, 3, 4 we use the shorthand F1t (Pi) := Vi and F2t (Pi) = `i
without further comment.
Note that ker(`1) ∩ ker(`3) = [e2]. Therefore we may fix local coordinates on Q13 so that
Q13 = A(e3, e1, e2). We now consider the apartment Q13 and verify that it contains an interval of
the form [x, y] where x ∈ K314 and y ∈ K132. This will help us construct a connected, Γt-invariant
subset KP ⊂ B2 containing Kijk for each ideal triangle Tijk.
Theorem 5.8 of [58] shows that if we impose certain restrictions on (z(t), e(t)) then KP is C-
geodesically convex and as a consequence retains the vector spectrum of Γt. We obtain from a
direct calculation using Theorem 4.3.1 the following intersections. The full calculations are found
in Appendix C, Equations (C.0.1)–(C.0.12).
Q13 ∩ A314 = {[u1, u2, u3] ∈ Q13 |u3 ≥ u2, u3 ≥ u1} , (4.7.5)
Q13 ∩ A`314 = {[u1, u2, u3] ∈ Q13 |u2 − u3 ≥ max{0, ν(z314)}, u1 − u3 ≥ max{0,−ν(z314)} ,
(4.7.6)
Q13 ∩ A132 = {[u1, u2, u3] ∈ Q13 |−ν(e13) ≥ u2 − u3, ν(e31) ≥ u1 − u3} , (4.7.7)
Q13 ∩ A`132 = {[u1, u2, u3] ∈ Q13 |u2 − u3 ≥ −ν(e13)−min(0, ν(z132)) , (4.7.8)
u1 − u3 ≥ ν(e31) + max(0, ν(z132))} . (4.7.9)
We now provide some examples to illustrate these sets.
Example 4.7.3. The apartments A314 and Q13 share a Weyl chamber (V1, `1) in their ideal bound-
aries so they must intersect in a Weyl chamber. The intersection A314 ∩Q13 is depicted in red in
Figure 4.9. Suppose
z314 = t ,
so ν(z314) = 1. Then A`314 ∩A314 is a set of the form depicted in blue in Figure 4.9. Regardless of
the value of ν(z314), the intersection A314 ∩ A`314 contains an edge of K314. In particular, it must
contain the points v1314 and v3314. The only circumstance in which v4314 ∈ Q13 is when ν(z314) = 0
and
v1314 = v3314 = v4314 .
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A314
A`314
V3
`1 ∩ `3
V1
v3314
v1314
Figure 4.9: Some apartment intersections with Q13 in the case z314 > 0. A region bearing
the label U is the intersection of Q13 with the apartment U .
As long as ν(z314) ≥ 0 we have v1314 = [0, 0, 0].
Suppose z314 = t−1 so ν(z314) = −1. Then A`314 is the set depicted in blue in Figure 4.10. The
points v1314 and v3314 remain in Q13 but now v3314 = [0, 0, 0].
A314
A`314
V3
`1 ∩ `3
V1
v3314
v1314
Figure 4.10: Some apartment intersections with Q13 in the case z314 < 0. A region
bearing the label U is the intersection of Q13 with the apartment U .
Now suppose e13 = e31 = t2. Then A132 ∩Q13 is the region satisfying the following conditions
2 ≤ x3 − x1 and − 2 ≤ x3 − x2 .
This region is depicted in purple in Figure 4.11. If, in addition, we assume z132 = t−1 then
Q13 ∩ A`132 is the region satisfying the inequalities
x3 − x1 ≤ 2 and x3 − x2 ≤ −1 .
This region is depicted in green in Figure 4.11. A direct calculation (see Inequalities (C.0.11)–
(C.0.12)) shows that v1132 and v3132 are contained in Q13 as is the edge of K132 containing them.
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A314 A132
A`314 A
`
132
V3
`1 ∩ `3
V1
v1314
v3314
v1132
v3132
Figure 4.11: Some apartment intersections with Q13 in the case z314 > 0. A region
bearing the label U is the intersection of Q13 with the apartment U .
In some circumstances we haveQ13∩K314∩K132 6= ∅. Regardless of the choice of (z(t), e(t)) ∈ R,
the set Q13 ∩ K314 is the edge of K314 containing the vertices v1314 and v3314. Similarly, the set
Q13 ∩K132 is the edge of K132 containing the vertices v1132 and v3132 (see Figure 4.12). If we have:
1. The point v1132 is contained in the closed Weyl chamber with vertex v1314 and with boundary
at infinity described by the pair (V1, `1) and;
2. The point v3132 is contained in the closed Weyl chamber with vertex v3314 and with boundary
at infinity described by the pair (V1, `1) ,
then we say (z(t), e(t)) is left-shifting on the (un-oriented) edge (P1, P3) of ∆˜. These situations
are depicted in Figure 4.12. If (z(t), e(t)) is left-shifting on all ideal edges of ∆˜ then we simply
say that it is left-shifting. If this is the case, then we are in one of the following scenarios and we
define the region K13 as indicated below.
1. If v3132 is contained in the closed Weyl chamber with vertex v1314 and boundary at infinity
(V1, `1), then K13 is the Euclidean geodesic between v1314 and v3132.
2. If ν(z314) > 0 and we are not in the previous case then we define K13 := Q13 ∩ A`314 ∩ A132
which is the parallelogram depicted in Figure 4.12. In fact a direct calculation shows that in
this case
K13 = A`314 ∩ A132 .
In this case, it follows from Equations (4.7.5)–(4.7.9) that we must have ν(z132) < 0.
3. If ν(z314) < 0 and we are not in the first case then we define K13 := Q13 ∩ A`314 ∩ A132, see
Figure 4.12. Again a direct calculation shows that in this scenario
K13 = A`314 ∩ A132 .
It follows from Equations (4.7.5)–(4.7.9) that we must have ν(z132) > 0.
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V1
`1 ∩ `3
V3
K13
v1314
v3314
v1132
v3132
ν(z314) > 0 , ν(z132) < 0
V1
`1 ∩ `3
V3
K13
v3132
v1132
v3314
v1314
ν(z314) < 0 , ν(z132) > 0
Figure 4.12: A depiction of K13 in cases when (z(t), e(t)) is left-shifting along (P1, P3).
In any case K13 contains v1314 and v3132 and is equal to the convex Weyl envelope of two of its
vertices.
We now define the following subcomplex, noting that it is connected and invariant under the
action of Γt by construction.
KP :=
 ⋃
Tijk∈∆˜
Kijk
 ∪
 ⋃
(Pi,Pj)∈∆˜
Kij
 . (4.7.10)
Remark 4.7.4. The edge ratios eij we use here are those defined in Fock and Goncharov [31]
whereas the values assigned to edges by Parreau [58] are linear transformations of the eij used here.
Parreau’s coordinates are useful in that the projective duality is vastly simpler (for a comparison
see [16]). In particular the inequalities defining ‘left-shifting’ and later of ‘edge separating’ will
appear differently here than in Parreau [58].
To make sense of the conditions that left-shifting imposes on elements of R we state the
following lemma.
Lemma 4.7.5. The condition that (z(t), e(t)) is left-shifting on (V1, V3) is equivalent to the con-
ditions ν(e13) ≥ 0, ν(e31) ≥ 0 and one of the following:
• ν(z314) ≥ 0 and ν(z132) ≥ 0 or;
• ν(z314)ν(z132) ≤ 0 and ν(z314z132e13) ≥ 0 or;
• ν(z314) ≤ 0, ν(z132) ≤ 0, ν(z314e31) ≥ 0 and ν(z132e13) ≥ 0.
Proof. We consider four cases.
1. Suppose ν(z314) ≥ 0 and ν(z132) ≥ 0. Then
v1314 = [ 0, 0, 0 ] and;
v1132 = [ 0, ν(e13e31z132), ν(e31z132) ] .
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The Weyl chamber from v1314 to (V1, `1) is
w1 := {[u1, u2, u3] ∈ Q13 | u1 ≤ u3 ≤ u2} .
Therefore left-shifting requires that ν(e13) ≥ 0 and ν(e31z132) ≥ 0. We also have
v3314 = [ ν(z314), 0, ν(z314) ]
v3132 = [ 0, ν(e13e31), ν(e31) ] .
The Weyl chamber from v3314 to (V1, `1) is
w2 := {[u1, u2, u3] ∈ Q13 | u1 ≤ u3 ≤ u2 + ν(z314)} .
Therefore we require ν(e31) ≥ 0 and ν(e13z314) ≥ 0. Therefore if we assume that ν(z314) ≥ 0
and ν(z132) ≥ 0 then the conditions that ν(e13), ν(e31) ≥ 0 are both necessary and sufficient
to ensure that (z(t), e(t)) is left-shifting on (P1, P3).
2. Suppose ν(z314) ≥ 0 and ν(z132) ≤ 0. The position v1314 and v3314 only depends on ν(z314) so
they are as in the previous case, as are the Weyl chambers from these points to (V1, `1). This
time we have
v1132 = [ 0, ν(e13e31), ν(e31) ] .
In order for v1132 to lie w1 we therefore require ν(e13), ν(e31) ≥ 0. In addition we now have
v3132 = [ 0, ν(e13e31z132), ν(e31) ] .
Therefore to ensure that v3132 lies in the closed Weyl chamber v3314 and ideal boundary (V1, `1)
we must have ν(e13z132) ≥ −ν(z314). Therefore the left-shifting conditions in this case are:
ν(e13), ν(e31) ≥ 0 and
ν(e13z132z314) ≥ 0 ,
as required.
3. Suppose ν(z314) ≤ 0 and ν(z132) ≥ 0. Then
v1314 = [ν(z314), 0, 0] ,
v1132 = [0, ν(e13e31z132), ν(e31z132)] .
The Weyl chamber from v1314 to (V1, `1) is
w3 := {[u1, u2, u3] ∈ Q13 | u1 − ν(z314) ≤ u3 ≤ u2} .
In order for v1132 to lie in w3 we must have ν(e13) ≥ 0 and ν(e31z132) ≥ −ν(z314). We also
have
v3314 = [0, 0, 0] ,
v3132 = [0, ν(e13e31), ν(e31)] .
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The Weyl chamber from v3314 to (V1, `1) is w1. In order for v3132 to lie in w1 we must have
ν(e31) ≥ 0 and ν(e13) ≥ 0. Consequently, in this case we are left-shifting on the edge (P1, P3)
if and only if:
ν(e13), ν(e31) ≥ 0 and;
ν(e31z132z314) ≥ 0 ,
as required.
4. Suppose ν(z314), ν(z132) ≤ 0. Then
v1314 = [ ν(z314), 0, 0 ] ,
v1132 = [ 0, ν(e13e31), ν(e31) ] .
In order to be left-shifting we require that v1132 ∈ w3. That is, we require ν(e13) ≥ 0 and
ν(e31z314) ≥ 0. We also have
v3314 = [ 0, 0, 0 ] ,
v3132 = [ 0, ν(e13e31z132), ν(e31) ] .
Left-shifting requires that v3132 ∈ w1, or equivalently
ν(e31) ≥ 0 ;
ν(e13z132) ≥ 0 .
Therefore, given that ν(z314) and ν(z132) are both non-positive, the necessary and sufficient
conditions for left-shifting on the edge (V1, V3) are:
ν(e13), ν(e31), ν(e31z314), ν(e13z132) ≥ 0 ,
as required.
Having exhausted all possibilities we have verified the lemma. 
Lemma 4.7.5 shows that the condition of being left-shifting is not symmetric in the sense that
we allow ν(eij) > 0 but not ν(eij) < 0. The proof of the main result in Parreau [58] requires a
uniform choice of sign for the valuation of all edge ratios. This ensures that, given three ideal
triangles T314, T132 and T125 in ∆˜ there exists x ∈ K132 such that K314 and K125 are contained in
opposite Weyl chambers at x. This is the crux of the following theorem. It is clear by symmetry
that we can include in Parreau’s construction those (z(t), e(t)) ∈ R which are ‘right shifting’ in
the sense that they obey the opposite conditions to those stated in Lemma 4.7.5.
Theorem 4.7.6 (Parreau, [58]). Let (z(t), e(t)) ∈ R be left-shifting. Then KP is locally C-
geodesically convex.
In order to ensure that KP is globally C-geodesically convex we need to impose a further
restriction on elements of R. We say that (z(t), e(t)) ∈ R is edge separating at the pair (K13, K14)
if one of the following conditions holds:
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1. One of K13 or K14 is 1-dimensional;
2. Both ν(z314) > 0 and ν(e13e41z014z132z314) ≥ 0. This situation is depicted in the top row of
Figure 4.13;
3. Both ν(z314) < 0 and ν(e31e14z314) ≥ 0. This situation is depicted in the bottom row of
Figure 4.13.
If (z(t), e(t)) is edge-separating for all pairs (Kij, Kjk) where Tijk is an oriented ideal triangle of ∆˜
then we say that (z(t), e(t)) is edge-separating.
K13 v1132
v3132
K14 v
1
041
v4041
K314
v1314
v3314
v4314
ν(z314) > 0 , ν(z014), ν(z132) < 0
Not Edge-Separating
K13 v
1
132
v3132
K14 v1041
v4041
K314
v1314
v3314
v4314
ν(z314) > 0 , ν(z014), ν(z132) < 0
Edge-Separating
K13
v1132
v3132
K14 v1041
v4041
K314 v
1
314
v4314
v3314
ν(z314) < 0 , ν(z014), ν(z132) > 0
Not Edge-Separating
K13
v1132
v3132
K14 v
1
041
v4041
K314
v1314
v4314
v3314
ν(z314) < 0 , ν(z014), ν(z132) > 0
Edge-Separating
Figure 4.13: The images on the left are not edge-separating and images on the right are
edge-separating. The dashed lines indicate C-geodesics from K14 to K13.
We now have the requisite background material to state the following theorem. For proof of
this statement we refer the reader to the original of which the setting (z(t), e(t)) ∈ R is a special
case.
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Theorem 4.7.7 (Parreau, [58]). Let (z(t), e(t)) ∈ R with holonomy group Γt < PGL3(K). If
(z(t), e(t)) is left-shifting and edge-separating then KP is C-geodesically convex.
Finally we state the result in [58] which we are interested in generalising. We define a standard
compactification of RT∪E>0 whereby ideal points are exactly the points of Bergman’s [6] logarithmic
limit set. Each point of RT∪E>0 determines an action of pi1(S) on the symmetric space P (3,R) via the
holonomy representation. Such an action has a well-defined (non-zero) translation vector spectrum.
If ξ ∈ RT∪E>0 denote by Γξ the holonomy group determined by ξ. This group is well-defined up to
conjugation in PGL3(R). Taking the projectivisation of the translation vector spectrum we have
a map
piC` : R
T∪E
>0 → PCpi1(S)
ξ 7→ [`C(Γξ)] .
This map is well-defined because the translation vector is independent of the choice of conjugacy
class representative for Γξ. To obtain the logarithmic limit set in a convenient manner we change
our setting as follows. We must first define
D :=
(x1, . . . , x−8χ(S)) ∈ R−8χ(S) |
−8χ(S)∑
i=1
(xi)2 ≤ 1
 .
Now let
ln : RT∪E>0 → RT∪E
(ξ1, . . . , ξm) 7→ (ln ◦ξ1, . . . , ln ◦ξm) .
where ln ◦ξk is the post-composition of the function ξk by the natural logarithm. Fix an arbitrary
order on the ideal triangles and oriented edges of ∆. We may then define
ev : RT∪E → R−8χ(S) ,
to be the evaluation map which assigns to every function
{f : T ∪ E → R} ∈ RT∪E ,
the vector all of its images in R−8χ(S). We now make the identification
ΨD : RT∪E>0 ↪→ D
ξ 7→ ev(ln(ξ))√
1 + | ev(ln(ξ))|2
,
where | · | denotes the Euclidean norm. The pair (ΨD,D) determines a compactification of RT∪E>0 .
Using this compactification we define the (projectivised) translation vector spectrum on D˚ by
Vspec := piC` ◦Ψ−1D : D˚ → Cpi1(S) .
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Our aim is to relate the compactification of RT∪E>0 by the logarithmic limit set to Parreau’s com-
pactification of X (S). Specifically we seek to extend the definition of Vspec to all of D.
Start by considering elements of R which are left-shifting and edge-separating. We have seen
that the notion of being ‘left-shifting’ and ‘edge-separating’ depends only upon ν(z(t), e(t)). Let
ULSES ⊂ R be the subset satisfying the left-shifting, edge-separating conditions. We may refer to
elements of
ULSES := ν(ULSES) ,
as ‘left-shifting’ and ‘edge-separating’ without ambiguity. Our choice of discrete valuation ν is
uniquely determined up to uniform scaling so this choice does not impact whether or not a given
element of RPT∪E+ is left-shifting or edge-separating.
We relate the set ULSES to D as follows. Denote by RPT∪E+ the set of equivalence classes of
nonzero elements of RT∪E under multiplication by a positive scalar. This is homeomorphic to the
sphere S−8χ(S)−1. We have a natural map
ν : R→ RPT∪E+
(z(t), e(t)) 7→ [ ν(z(t)), ν(e(t)) ] ,
where ν(z(t)) (resp. ν(e(t))) is the vector of valuations of the triple ratios (resp. edge ratios) of
z(t) (resp. e(t)). We define
ψD : RPT∪E+ → D
[x] 7→ x|x| ,
where x denotes any representative of the equivalence class [x] and | · | is the Euclidean norm.
Define
DLSES := ψD(ULSES) .
One goal for the remainder of this chapter is to generalise the following result, which appears
as Corollary 5.9 of Parreau [58]. For verification we refer the reader to the original.
Corollary 4.7.8 (Parreau, [58]). If (z(t), e(t)) ∈ R denote by Γt the holonomy group determined
by this point. The map
Vspec : D˚ → PCpi1(S) ,
extends continuously to DLSES via
DLSES → PCpi1(S)
ψD( ν(z(t)), ν(e(t)) ) 7→ [ `CKP (Γt) ] .
We construct a generalisation of KP , predominantly using Theorem 4.3.1, for each (z(t), e(t)) ∈
R. We imposed the left-shifting and edge-separating conditions to ensure that KP is C-geodesically
convex. This is necessary in Parreau’s proof of Corollary 4.7.8. However this result does not itself
require the condition of C-geodesic convexity. Therefore we replace this condition with the weaker
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requirement that whatever subset of B2 we construct retains the translation vector spectrum of
Γt. In essence we seek to replace DLSES in Corollary 4.7.8 with ψD ◦ ν(R).
Our first hope in generalising Corollary 4.7.8 is to attempt to change the ideal triangulation
under consideration. Fix p ∈X (S) such that
[ `CB2(z(t), e(t)) ] = p ,
for some (z(t), e(t)) ∈ R∆. It may be the case there always exists an ideal triangulation ∆′ such
that
Φ∆,∆′(z(t), e(t)) ∈ R∆′ ,
is left-shifting and edge-separating. The next lemma shows that this is not the case.
Lemma 4.7.9. Let S = S0,3 be the thrice-punctured sphere with ideal triangulation, triple ratios
and edge ratios as depicted in the left image of Figure 4.14. This is the unique ideal triangulation
of S0,3 for which no ideal triangle is glued to itself. Consider the point x0 ∈ R∆ whose coordinates
are:
z314 = z132 = t−5 ,
eij = t3 for all i and j .
There is no ideal triangulation ∆′ of S0,3 such that Φ∆,∆′(x0) is left-shifting and edge-separating.
Proof. The given parameters do not describe a left-shifting family on the edge bearing edge ratios
e13 and e31 (indeed any edge) because it fails all conditions of Lemma 4.7.5. This situation is
depicted, modulo the action of PGL3(K), in Figure 4.15. In that figure we see that v3132 is not
contained in the Weyl chamber with ideal vertex v3314 and ideal boundary having singular directions
(V1, `1).
Suppose we flip the edge with edge ratios e13 and e31 to obtain an edge whose edge ratios we
denote e24 and e42 as depicted in Figure 4.14. The new triple ratios are denoted z142 and z243. A
direct calculation of the FG parameters obtained by performing the edge flip using the equations
given in § 2.3 shows that
z142 = z243 =
t−5 (t+ t−2 + t3 + 1)
(t+ t−2 + t3 + 1) = t
−5 ,
e24 = e42 =
1 + t3
(1 + t3)t−5t3 = t
2 .
Therefore ν(z142) = ν(z243) = −5 and ν(e24) = ν(z42) = 2. We are still not left-shifting on (any lift
of) the edge whose edge ratios are e24 and e42 because we still fail each of the possible conditions
in Lemma 4.7.5.
By the symmetry of the initial case we encounter the same situation regardless of which of the
three initial edges we flipped. Given that there are only four distinct ideal triangulations of S0,3
the conclusion of the lemma is immediate. 
Lemma 4.7.9 shows that we can not use to our advantage the fact that R∆ depends upon our
choice of ∆. However our ultimate goal is to construct a subset of B2 which retains the translation
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e13
e31
e41
e14 e14
e41
e21
e12e12
e21
z314
z132
e42 e24
e41
e14 e14
e41
e21
e12e12
e21
z142
z243
Figure 4.14: Lemma 4.7.9 shows that there are Fock-Goncharov coordinates on S0,3
that are not Left-Shifting and Edge-Separating under any choice of triangulation. Edge
pairings are indicated by the assignment of edge ratios.
V3
`3 `1 ∩ `3
V1
`1
v3314
v1314
v1132
v3132
Figure 4.15: The initial condition in Lemma 4.7.9 is not left-shifting because the vertex
v1132 is not contained in the Weyl chamber with vertex v1314 and boundary at infinity
(V1, `1).
vector spectrum of Γt. The translation vector spectrum depends only on the holonomy group Γt.
In particular it is independent of the choice of ∆. It stands to reason that a subset of B2 which
retains the translation vector spectrum should also independent of the choice of ∆. This is the
motivation behind the following section.
4.8 A ∆-Independent Subset of B2
We now proceed to generalise Parreau’s construction. In particular we seek a subset K ⊂ B2
satisfying the following criteria.
• K is connected.
• K is invariant under the action of Γt on B2.
• The action of Γt on K has the same translation vector spectrum as the action of Γt on B2.
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• The quotient space K/pi1(S) has homotopy type related to that of S (certain loops in S may
collapse as their length tends to zero in the limit).
• The construction generalises that of Culler-Morgan [21] in the hyperbolic case.
We will provide a construction in this chapter that satisfies the first three criteria. Chapter 5
contains examples illustrating the homotopy condition however we will not address this fact further.
Our first step is to construct a subset of B2 which is preserved by Γt and is independent of
the choice of ∆. In § 4.9 we will have to modify this construction somewhat to ensure that it is
connected. We conclude our main result in § 4.10 by showing that we have constructed a subset
which retains the vector spectrum of Γt.
Fix (z(t), e(t)) ∈ R. To simplify notation we define
eij := ν(eij(t)) and zijk := ν(zijk(t)) .
For i = 1, 2, 3, 4, the ideal points Vi and `i of ∂∞ B2 refer to those defined by Equations (4.7.1)–
(4.7.4). We fix local coordinates on the apartments
Aijk := A(Vi, Vj, Vk) ,
according to the convention set out in the paragraphs before Lemma 4.7.1. For the purposes of the
next definition we reiterate that Aijk and Ajik represent the same set of points in B2. We would
merely choose to write their coordinate systems differently according to the convention specified
before Lemma 4.7.1. We will not make use of local coordinates on apartments of the form A`ijk
however we recall their definition,
A`ijk := A(`ij, `jk, `ik) .
In particular A`ijk = A`jik = A`kji as subsets of B2.
Recall that Tabc denotes the ideal triangle of ∆˜ whose ideal vertices are (Pa, Pb, Pc). Our
candidate for a ∆-independent subset of B2 is,
MF(∆˜) :=
⋃
Txyz∈∆˜
 ⋃
Tabc∈∆˜
(
Axyz ∩ A`abc
) .
We define MF(∆˜) to be a function of ∆˜ as opposed to ∆ as it will simplify our notation later in
this chapter. Indeed suppose we fix a flag map
Ft : ∆˜0 → Flag(KP2) ,
using (z(t), e(t)) ∈ R. For any triple of distinct vertices (Pa, Pb, Pc) of ∆˜0 the apartments Aabc and
A`abc are well-defined. So we may define MF(Λ) using any ideal triangulation Λ of S˜ which has the
same vertex set as ∆˜.
Intuitively this construction begins with the data of a flag map Ft, which assigns a type 1
ideal vertex and a type 2 ideal vertex of ∂∞ B2 to each ideal vertex of ∆˜. In order to construct a
pi1(S)-invariant subset of B2 which is independent of the choice of ∆, the construction we choose
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should rely on data from Ft rather than ∆˜ itself. Three type 1 vertices or three type 2 vertices
of ∂∞ B2 in general position uniquely determine an apartment of B2. Fix Ft and let A be the
set of all possible apartments in B2 whose ideal boundary contains three type 1 vertices or three
type 2 vertices in the image of Ft. We can push forward the action of pi1(S) on ∂∞ S˜ to obtain
an action on the image of Ft, hence also on A. Clearly A is a pi1(S)-invariant subset of B2. The
remainder of this chapter is devoted to explaining how we choose a subset of A which meets the
criteria described at the beginning of the section. The criterion that will our focus is that our final
construction should retain the translation vector spectrum of the action of pi1(S) on B2.
Ultimately we are only interested in ideal triangulations of S˜ which are lifts of ideal triangula-
tions of S. The restriction to flag maps arising from R will be sufficient for our purposes. However
our attention will turn to arbitrary ideal triangulations of S˜ which differ from ∆˜ by finitely many
edge flips in two instances. The first is in the proof that MF(∆˜) is independent of the choice of
∆˜. The second is when verifying that a subset of B2 retains the translation vector spectrum of Γt.
We begin with the first task by proving the following result.
Theorem 4.8.1. Fix (z(t), e(t)) ∈ R defined with respect to the ideal triangulation ∆ of S. Let
∆˜0 denote the ideal vertices of ∆˜. This data defines a flag map
Ft : ∆˜0 → Flag(KP2) .
This map is well-defined up to the action of PGL3(K). Let Λ be an ideal triangulation of S˜ which
differs from ∆˜ by a finite sequence of edge flips. Then
MF(Λ) = MF(∆˜) .
In addition, let ∆′ be an ideal triangulation of S which is distinct from ∆. If ∆˜′ is the lift of ∆′
to S˜ then
MF(∆˜
′) = MF(∆˜) .
Proof. We first show that if we assume the first claim, the second is clear. Fix ∆′ and ∆ as in the
statement of the theorem. Theorem 1.1.1 shows that ∆′ and ∆ differ by finitely many edge flips.
Suppose MF(∆˜
′) 6= MF(∆˜). Without loss of generality we suppose
∃ p ∈ MF(∆˜′) \MF(∆˜) .
In particular, there must exist ideal triangles Txyz and Tabc in ∆˜
′, at least one of which is not
contained in MF(∆˜), such that
p ∈ Axyz ∩ A`abc .
The ideal triangulations ∆˜′ and ∆˜ differ by a countably infinite number of edge flips. However
since ∆ and ∆′ differ by finitely many edge flips it is clear that upon performing finitely many edge
flips we may modify ∆˜ into an ideal triangulation Λ which contains both Txyz and Tabc. However
the first claim shows that
MF(∆˜) = MF(Λ) ,
This ensures that p ∈ MF(∆˜), a contradiction.
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To verify Theorem 4.8.1 it suffices to show that
MF(∆˜) = MF(Λ) ,
for all ideal triangulations Λ which differ from ∆˜ by a finite number of edge flips. Verifying this
fact will be the subject of the remainder of this section. We begin with the following result, which
shows that the claim is true ‘locally’. Note that if Tijk and Tjim are adjacent ideal triangles of ∆˜
then the ideal triangles obtained by flipping their common edge are Tjkm and Tmki.
Lemma 4.8.2. The following equality is true for all adjacent ideal triangles Tijk and Tjim of ∆˜.
(Aijk ∪ Ajim) ∩
(
A`ijk ∪ A`jim
)
= (Ajkm ∪ Amki) ∩
(
A`jkm ∪ A`mki
)
.
This lemma will in itself require a few sub-lemmas. The first of which is the following result.
This lemma is of crucial importance going forward but it also serves as intuition as to why we
might expect MF(∆˜) to be independent of ∆.
Lemma 4.8.3. Let Tijk and Tjim be adjacent ideal triangles of ∆˜. We have the following equality
of sets,
Aijk4Ajim = Ajkm4Amki .
where X4Y denotes the symmetric difference of sets X and Y .
Proof. Modulo the action of PGL3(K), which is an isometry of B2, we assume without loss of
generality that
(Pi, Pj, Pk, Pm) = (P3, P1, P4, P2) .
We directly calculate the required intersections using Theorem 4.3.1. The sets in question are
depicted in Figure 4.16. In Inequalities (A.0.1)–(A.0.2) we use Theorem 4.3.1 to show that A314 ∩
A132 is given by [u1, u2, u3] ∈ A314 satisfying the inequalities
u1 − u3 ≤ min{0, e13} ,
u2 − u3 ≤ −max{0, e31} .
Inequalities (A.0.3)–(A.0.4) show that A314 ∩ A142 is given by [u1, u2, u3] satisfying
u2 − u1 ≤ −max{0, e31} −min{0, e13} ,
u3 − u1 ≤ −min{0, e13} .
Inequalities (A.0.5)–(A.0.6) show that the intersection A314 ∩ A243 is given by [u1, u2, u3] ∈ A314
satisfying
u3 − u2 ≤ max{0, e31} ,
u1 − u2 ≤ max{0, e31}+ min{0, e13} .
These imply the following equations.
A314 ∩ A132 ∩ A142 = {[u1, u2, u3] ∈ A314 | u1 − u3 = min{0, e13} and u2 − u3 ≤ −max{0, e31}} ,
A314 ∩ A132 ∩ A243 = {[u1, u2, u3] ∈ A314 | u3 − u2 = max{0, e31} and u1 − u3 ≤ min{0, e13}} ,
A314 ∩ A142 ∩ A243 = {[u1, u2, u3] ∈ A314 | u2 − u1 = −max{0, e31} −min{0, e13} and
u3 − u1 ≤ −min{0, e13}} .
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These three sets are infinite rays which meet in the unique point
[ max{0, e31}+ min{0, e13}, 0,max{0, e31} ] ∈ A314 .
We conclude that A314 \ A132 ⊂ A1424A243 in the manner depicted in Figure 4.16. We must take
the closure here because the set A314∩A142∩A243 depicted as a dashed vertical line in Figure 4.16
is contained in A314 \ A132 but not A1424A243.
A142 A243
A132
V1
V4
V3
Figure 4.16: We can express A314 as the union of its intersections with A132, A142 and
A243. The set u1 − u2 = −max{0, e31} −min{0, e13} contains the dashed vertical line.
We will now show that A132 \A314 ⊂ A1424A243. In Inequalities (A.0.7)–(A.0.8) we use Theo-
rem 4.3.1 to show that for local coordinates [x1, x2, x3] on A132 the set A132 ∩ A314 is determined
by the inequalities,
x1 − x3 ≤ min{0, e31} ,
x2 − x3 ≤ e31 + min{0, e13} .
Inequalities (A.0.9)–(A.0.10) show that the intersection A132 ∩ A142 is the set of points [x1, x2, x3]
satisfying
x1 − x2 ≤ −max{0, e31} −min{0, e13} ,
x3 − x2 ≤ − e31−min{0, e13} .
Inequalities (A.0.11)–(A.0.12) show that the set A132 ∩ A243 is given by [x1, x2, x3] satisfying
x2 − x1 ≤ max{0, e31}+ min{0, e13} ,
x3 − x1 ≤ −min{0, e31} .
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Just as we did when considering the apartment A314 we obtain,
A132 ∩ A243 ∩ A142 = {[x1, x2, x3] ∈ A132 | x2 − x1 = max{0, e31}+ min{0, e13} and
x3 − x1 ≤ −min{0, e31}} ,
A132 ∩ A314 ∩ A142 = {[x1, x2, x3] ∈ A132 | x3 − x2 = − e31−min{0, e13} and
max{0, e31}+ min{0, e13} ≤ x2 − x1} ,
A132 ∩ A314 ∩ A243 = {[x1, x2, x3] ∈ A132 | x3 − x1 = −min{0, e31} and
− e31−min{0, e13} ≤ x3 − x2} .
These thee sets are rays which meet in the unique point
[ min{0, e31} , e31 + min{0, e13} , 0 ] ∈ A132 .
Consequently we obtain that A132 \ A314 ⊂ A2434A142. Hence we have
A3144A132 ⊆ A1424A243
=⇒ A3144A132 ⊆ A1424A243 .
The reverse inequality holds by symmetry. 
We obtain the following corollary by applying the projective duality map to each apartment in
Lemma 4.8.3.
Corollary 4.8.4. Fix a pair of adjacent ideal triangles Tijk and Tjim of ∆˜. We have the following
equality of sets,
A`ijk4A`jim = A`ikm4A`mki .
The next step in verifying Lemma 4.8.2 is the following.
Lemma 4.8.5. Fix a pair of adjacent ideal triangles Tijk and Tjim of ∆˜. We have the following
inclusion of sets,
(Aijk ∪ Ajim) ∩
(
A`ijk ∪ A`jim
)
⊆ Aijk4Ajim . (4.8.1)
Proof. Modulo the action of PGL3(K) we may assume that
(Pi, Pj, Pk, Pm) = (P3, P1, P4, P2) .
In this proof all local coordinates [u1, u2, u3] refer to those on A314. We have seen in § 4.7 that
A314 ∩ A`314 is given by [u1, u2, u3] ∈ A314 satisfying the following conditions,
min{0, z314} ≤ u2 − u3 ≤ max{0, z314} ,
min{0, z314} ≤ u2 − u1 ≤ max{0, z314} ,
min{0, z314} ≤ u3 − u1 ≤ max{0, z314} .
This ensures that A314 ∩ A`314 is contained in either the region satisfying u3 ≤ u2 or the region
satisfying u3 ≤ u1. However we have seen in the proof of Lemma 4.8.3 that A314∩A132 is contained
in the region described by the inequalities
0 ≤ max{0,− e13} ≤ u3 − u1 and 0 ≤ max{0, e31} ≤ u3 − u2 . (4.8.2)
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Therefore A314 ∩ A`314 ⊂ A3144A132 as required.
We now calculate the intersection A314 ∩ A`132. This is the first case we have encountered in
which the intersection in question may be empty. We show in Inequalities (B.0.5)–(B.0.6) that in
order for the intersection A314 ∩ A`132 to be nonempty, it is necessary and sufficient to require:
e13 + min{0, z132} ≤ 0 and e31 + max{0, z132} ≥ 0 .
If these inequalities are satisfied then it is calculated in Inequalities (B.0.8)–(B.0.9) that A314∩A`132
is the region satisfying the inequalities
0 ≤ u3 − u2 ≤ e31 + max{0, z132} ,
0 ≤ u3 − u1 ≤ − e13−min{0, z132} .
We consider two cases:
• If z132 ≥ 0 then A314 ∩ A`132 is contained in the region u3 − u1 ≤ − e13. If, in addition,
A314 ∩ A`132 6= ∅ then e13 ≤ 0. Following Inequalities (4.8.2) A314 ∩ A132 is contained in the
region satisfying the inequality − e13 ≤ u3 − u1.
• If z132 ≤ 0 then A314 ∩ A`132 is contained in the region u3 − u2 ≤ e31 . If we assume that
A314 ∩ A`132 then we must have e31 ≥ 0. Consequently A314 ∩ A132 is contained in the region
satisfying the inequality e31 ≤ u3 − u2.
In either case
A314 ∩
(
A`314 ∪ A`132
)
⊆ A3144A132 ,
as required. The remainder of the lemma follows by symmetry. 
A132
A`314
A`132
V1
V4
V3
e13 < 0 , e31 > 0 , z314 > 0 , z132 > 0.
A132
A`314
A`132
V1
V4
V3
e13 < 0 , e31 > 0 , z314 > 0 , z132 < 0.
Figure 4.17: A depiction of the regions in A314 calculated in Lemma 4.8.5. A region
bearing the label U is the intersection of A314 with the apartment U .
An example of the regions described in Lemma 4.8.5 in the case that A314∩A`132 6= ∅ is depicted
in Figure 4.17. We may now apply the projective duality map to the apartments in Lemma 4.8.5
to obtain the following corollary
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Corollary 4.8.6. Let Tijk and Tjim be two adjacent ideal triangles of ∆˜. We have the following
inclusion of sets
(Aijk ∪ Ajim) ∩
(
A`ijk ∪ A`jim
)
⊆ A`ijk4A`jim . (4.8.3)
We have now gathered enough information to verify Lemma 4.8.2.
Proof. of Lemma 4.8.2
Lemma 4.8.5 and Corollary 4.8.6 show that
(Aijk ∪ Ajim) ∩
(
A`ijk ∪ A`jim
)
⊆ Aijk4Ajim ∩ A`ijk4A`jim .
By Lemma 4.8.3 and Corollary 4.8.4 this is equivalent to
(Aijk ∪ Ajim) ∩
(
A`ijk ∪ A`jim
)
⊆ Ajkm4Amki ∩ A`jkm4A`mki
⊆ (Ajkm ∪ Amki) ∩
(
A`ijk ∪ A`jim
)
.
The reverse inclusion follows by symmetry. 
Having seen that flipping an edge does not change MF(∆˜) ‘locally’ we now show that the same
is true globally. We begin with the following proposition. The relevant ideal vertices and triangles
of ∆˜ is depicted in Figure 4.18.
P1
P5
P6
P2
P3
P4
S˜
Figure 4.18: Our standard notation for ideal vertices of S˜.
Proposition 4.8.7. Let Txyz be any ideal triangle of ∆˜ such that a path from q0 ∈ Tabc to q1 ∈ Txyz
must pass through the edge (Pa, Pb). If Aabc ∩ A`xyz is non-empty it is contained Aabc ∩Qab.
Proof. Without loss of generality we assume that (Pa, Pb, Pc) = (P3, P1, P4). This proposition uses
several iterations of Theorem 4.3.1. For readability we defer these calculations to the Appendices
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referenced in the text. Using Inequalities (B.0.1)–(B.0.2) we find that our normalisation has been
chosen so that
A314 ∩Q13 = {[u1, u2, u3] ∈ A314 | u2 ≤ u3 and u1 ≤ u3} .
The statement of the proposition only concerns the triangles Tabc and Txyz and the apartment
Qab. In particular we can replace ∆˜ with any ideal triangulation which contains the triangles
Tabc and Txyz. Modulo the action of PGL3(K) we may also interchange the roles of V1 and V3 as
this serves only to replace Q13 with the apartment Q31. However these apartments are the same.
After possibly replacing ∆˜ by another ideal triangulation that contains T314 and Txyz and possibly
interchanging the roles of V1 and V3 we may assume that Txyz is either T132, T125 or T256 as depicted
in Figure 4.18. These are the cases in which T314 and Txyz share two ideal vertices, one ideal vertex
or no ideal vertices respectively.
Equations (B.0.8)–(B.0.9) show that if A314 ∩A`132 is non-empty then it is a parallelogram (see
Figure 4.19) whose coordinates are defined by inequalities of the form
0 ≤ u3 − u1 ≤ α0 , (4.8.4)
0 ≤ u3 − u2 ≤ β0 . (4.8.5)
If A314 ∩ A`132 = ∅ then set β0 = 0 and α0 = ∞. The proposition is satisfied for T132. Equa-
tions (B.0.13)–(B.0.13) show that if A314 ∩ A`125 6= ∅ then it is a parallelogram (see Figure 4.19)
whose coordinates are defined by inequalities of the form
0 ≤ u3 − u1 ≤ α1 ≤ α0 , (4.8.6)
β0 ≤ u3 − u2 ≤ β1 . (4.8.7)
If A314 ∩ A`125 6= ∅ then set α1, β1 = ∞. This completes the proposition for T125. Corollary B.0.2
shows that if A314 ∩ A`256 is nonempty then it is a parallelogram of the form
α1 ≤ u3 − u1 ≤ α2 ≤ α0 ,
β0 ≤ u3 − u2 ≤ β2 ≤ β1 .
The proposition is therefore satisfied for T256. Having checked each of the relevant cases the proof
of the proposition is complete. 
We now verify a similar result for intersections of the form A314 ∩ Axyz when T314 and Txyz
share an edge.
Lemma 4.8.8. We have the following inclusion of sets
A314 ∩ A132 ⊂ Q13 .
Proof. This is the content of Inequalities (A.0.1)–(A.0.2). 
The next corollary will be the crucial step in verifying the main theorem of this section.
Corollary 4.8.9. We have the following inclusion of sets
A314 ∩Q13 ⊂ A3144Q14 .
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Proof. We have seen that
A314 ∩Q13 = {[u1, u2, u3] ∈ A314 | u2 ≤ u3 and u1 ≤ u3} .
This fact is proved in the paragraph preceding Inequalities (B.0.1)–(B.0.2). In Inequalities (B.0.3)–
(B.0.4) we obtain
A314 ∩Q14 = {[u1, u2, u3] ∈ A314 | u2 − u1 ≤ z314 and u3 ≤ u1} .
Therefore
A314 ∩Q13 ∩Q14 = {[u1, u2, u3] ∈ A314 | u1 = u3 and u2 − u1 ≤ min{0, z314}} .
In particular A314 ∩Q13 ∩Q14 is contained in the closure of A3144Q14. Therefore
A314 ∩Q13 ⊂ A3144Q14 ,
as required. 
We may now complete the proof of Theorem 4.8.1. Let ∆˜′ be an ideal triangulation of S˜
obtained from ∆˜ by replacing the edge (Pa, Pc) with the edge (Pb, Pd). In performing such an edge
flip we replace the ideal triangles Tabc and Tacd with the triangles Tabd and Tbcd. Consider what
conditions could give rise to a situation in which
MF(∆˜
′) 6= MF(∆˜) .
Modulo automorphism we may assume that T314 does not contain the edge (Pa, Pc). Given
Lemma 4.8.2 we may assume that
• A314 ∩MF(∆˜) 6= A314 ∩MF(∆˜′) or;
• A`314 ∩MF(∆˜) 6= A`314 ∩MF(∆˜
′).
After possibly applying the projective duality map we may assume that we are in the first case.
One of the following two things can have happened;
1. MF(∆˜) ∩ A314 contains a point that is not contained in MF(∆˜′);
2. MF(∆˜
′) ∩ A314 contains a point that is not contained in MF(∆˜).
Possibly after interchanging the roles of ∆˜ and ∆˜′ we may assume we are in the first case. Let
z ∈ A314 ∩
(
MF(∆˜) \MF(∆˜′)
)
.
Using Corollary 4.8.4 it must be the case that z ∈ A314 ∩ A`abc ∩ A`acd.
After renaming vertices if necessary we may assume that Pd and P1 are contained in different
components of the set
∂∞ S˜ \ {Pa, Pc} .
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After applying the projective duality map, and an automorphism of B2, Lemma 4.8.8 shows that
A`acd ∩ A`abc ⊆ A`abc ∩Qac . (4.8.8)
Similarly, Proposition 4.8.7 shows that, possibly after interchanging the labels Pc and Pa, we have
A314 ∩ A`abc ⊂ A`abc ∩Qab .
By Corollary 4.8.9 we have
A314 ∩ A`abc ⊂ A`abc ∩Qab ⊂ A`abc4Qac .
However Equation 4.8.8 shows that
A`abc4Qac ⊆ A`acd4A`abc .
Therefore
A314 ∩ A`abc ⊂ A`abc4A`acd = A`abd4A`bcd .
The last equality is the content of Corollary 4.8.4. We have now shown that
z ∈ A314 ∩ (A`abd ∪ A`bcd) .
Therefore z ∈ MF(∆˜′) , a contradiction. This completes the proof of Theorem 4.8.1. 
A`314
A`132
A`125
V1
V4
V3
e13 < 0 , e31 > 0 , z314 > 0
Figure 4.19: A region bearing the label U denotes the intersection with A314 and the
apartment U .
We now refer to MF(∆˜) simply as MF . It will be useful to make note of the following in order
to prove the main result in the following section.
Corollary 4.8.10. Let Tijk be an ideal triangle of ∆˜. The intersection MF ∩Aijk ∩ Qij is C-
geodesically convex.
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Proof. Modulo isometry we may assume that Tijk = T314 and Qij = Q13. Recall that we fix local
coordinates on A314 using the ordered basis (V3, V2, V4) defined in Lines (4.7.1)–(4.7.4). It is shown
in Inequalities (C.0.1)–(C.0.2) that:
• If z314 ≥ 0 then A314 ∩Q13 is the union of the two Weyl chambers from v1314 to (V1, V1 ⊕ V3)
and to (V3, V1 ⊕ V3).
• If z314 ≤ 0 then A314 ∩Q13 is the union of the two Weyl chambers from v3314 to (V1, V1 ⊕ V3)
and to (V3, V1 ⊕ V3).
Now we turn our attention to local coordinates on A314. We have chosen a normal form for A314
so that regardless of the sign of z314, we have
A314 ∩Q13 = {[u1, u2, u3] ∈ A314 | u1 ≤ u3 and u2 ≤ u3} .
The direct calculation in Lemma 4.7.1 shows that K314 ∩Q13 is an interval of one of the following
two forms
{[s, 0, s] ∈ A314 | 0 ≤ s ≤ s0} or;
{[0, s, s] ∈ A314 | 0 ≤ s ≤ s1} .
Fix an ideal triangle Txyz such that any path in S˜ passing from a point in T314 to Txyz enters
T132. Corollary B.0.2 and Theorem 4.8.1 show that A314 ∩A`xyz is a set of points [x1, x2, x3] ∈ A314
defined by the conditions
0 ≤ α0 ≤ x3 − x1 ≤ α1 ,
0 ≤ β0 ≤ x3 − x2 ≤ β1 .
Suppose α0 > 0. Corollary B.0.2 and Theorem 4.8.1 show that there exists another ideal
triangle Tabc such that:
• Tabc is contained in any path in S˜ between T314 and Txyz.
• A314∩A`xyz is the set of points [x1, x2, x3] ∈ A314 satisfying inequalities of the following form:
0 ≤ γ0 ≤ x3 − x1 ≤ α0 ,
δ0 ≤ x3 − x2 ≤ δ1 ,
where γ0 < α0, δ0 ≤ β0 and δ1 ≥ β1.
Figure 4.20 depicts the case in which Txyz = T256 and Tabc = T125.
Suppose β0 > 0. Corollary B.0.2 and Theorem 4.8.1 show that there exists an ideal triangle
Tabc such that:
• Tabc is contained in any path in S˜ between T314 and Txyz.
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A`314
A`132
A`125
A`256V1
V4
V3
v3314
v4314
v1314
e13 < 0 , e31 > 0 , z314 > 0
Figure 4.20: A region bearing the label U denotes the intersection with A314 and the
apartment U .
• A314∩A`xyz is the set of points [x1, x2, x3] ∈ A314 satisfying inequalities of the following form:
0 ≤ x3 − x1 ≤ 1 ,
ζ0 ≤ x3 − x2 ≤ β0 ,
where ζ0 < β0, 0 ≤ α0 and 1 ≥ α1.
Figure 4.20 depicts the case in which Txyz = T125 and Tabc = T132.
For k = 1, 3 denote by rk the ray from [0, 0, 0] ∈ A314 to Vk. Let p ∈ A314 ∩ A`xyz ∩ Q13. For
k = 1, 3 the ray from p to Vk ⊕ V4 meets rk in a point we denote pk (see Figure 4.21). The above
arguments show that
[p1, p] ∪ [p, p3] ⊂ MF ∩Q13 .
Suppose Txyz is not of the type described above. That is, if there is a path from T314 to Txyz
which does not pass through T132. It is still possible that A314 ∩A`xyz ∩Q13 is non-empty. However
if this is the case then Proposition 4.8.7 shows that
A314 ∪ A`xyz ∩Q13 ⊂ r1 ∪ r3 .
After renaming vertices, the previous argument nonetheless shows that in this case if
p ∈ rk ∩ A314 ∩ A`xyz ∩Q13 ,
then the interval from p to vk314 is contained in MF . By our choice of normal form the point [0, 0, 0]
is equal to one of v1314 or v3314. In any case, for k = 1, 3, the ray from vk314 to [0, 0, 0] is contained in
K314 hence also MF .
Let Txyz be an arbitrary ideal triangle. Let p ∈ A314 ∩ A`xyz ∩ Q13. For k = 1, 3 let pk be the
point on the ray from p to Vk ⊕ V4 which meets rk. It remains the case that
[p1, p] ∪ [p, p3] ⊂ MF .
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This ensures that p1, p3 ∈ MF . We may now apply the same argument as above to pk for k = 1
and k = 3. We find that the interval from pk to
−→0 := [0, 0, 0] must also lie in MF(∆˜). The intervals
[p, p1] ∪ [p, p3] ∪ [p1,−→0 ] ∪ [p3,−→0 ] ,
form the edges of the parallelogram 3({p1, p3}). By applying the above argument to each point
on each of those four edges we find that the interior of 3({p1, p3}) must be in MF .
V1
V4
V3p
v1314
v3314
p3
p1
r3r1
Figure 4.21: The rays r1 and r2 and the points p1, p2, in the case z314 > 0. The case
z314 < 0 is analogous.
Suppose A314 ∩MF ∩Q13 is not C-geodesically convex. There must exist
p, q ∈ Q314 ∩MF ∩Q13 ,
such that there is no C-geodesic in A314 ∩ MF ∩Q13 from p to q. However the above argument
shows that if q is contained in either of the closed Weyl chambers from p to (V4, V1 ⊕ V4) or
(V4, V3 ⊕ V4) then both p and q lie in 3({p1, p3}) which itself is C-geodesically convex. Therefore
this is not possible. By the same token if q is contained in either of the closed Weyl chambers
from p to (V1, V1 ⊕ V3) or (V3, V1 ⊕ V3) then p, q ∈ 3({q1, q3}). Once again the set 3({q1, q3}) is
C-geodesically convex so this is a contradiction.
We find that q must lie in the open Weyl chamber from p to (V1, V1 ⊕ V4) or (V3, V3 ⊕ V4). We
will assume that the former is true, the latter is completely analogous. Let rp denote the ray from
p to V1 ⊕ V4. Let rq denote the ray from q to V3 ⊕ V4. Our restriction on the location of q ensures
that rp and rq meet in a point we denote p0. The piecewise affine curve (p, p0, q) is the union of two
adjacent edges of 3({p, q}). Consequently it is a C-geodesic, contradicting the assumption that
A314 ∩MF ∩Q13 does not contained a C-geodesic between p and q. 
4.9 Completion of MF(∆˜)
Unfortunately we cannot guarantee that MF is connected even in some very fundamental cases.
Consider the following example.
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Example 4.9.1. Let S = S1,1 and let eij(t) = t and zijk(t) = 1 for all ideal edges (Pi, Pj) and
ideal triangles Tijk. Adopting the nomenclature of § 4.7, the set Kijk is a single point for all Tijk.
Suppose T314 and T132 as depicted in Figure 4.18 constitute a fundamental domain for the action
of pi1(S). As usual we assume, modulo the action of PGL3(K) that
F1t (Pi) = Vi , F2t (Pi) = `i for i = 1, 2, 3, 4 .
Fix Q13 = A(V1, V3, `13). We obtain local coordinates on Q13 using the convention described before
Lemma 4.7.1. With respect to these coordinates we have
K314 = [0, 0, 0] ∈ Q13 ,
as calculated in Inequalities (C.0.5)–(C.0.6). Inequalities (C.0.11)–(C.0.12) show that
K132 = [ e13 + e31, 0, e13 ] = [2, 0, 1] ∈ Q13 .
In particular K132 is contained in the Weyl chamber with vertex K314 and boundary at infinity
(V1, `1).
We have chosen a situation in which zijk = 0 for all ideal triangles Tijk and eij = eji for all
edges (Pi, Pj) of ∆˜. Suppose we are in such a situation and if Txyz is an ideal triangle at distance
at most three from T314. Inequalities (B.0.8)–(B.0.9), (B.0.12)–(B.0.14) and (B.0.27)–(B.0.30)
show that A314 ∩ A`xyz is either empty or is equal to the point K314. The rational functions in the
change-of-coordinates map in § 2.3 show that if we begin in such a situation then we will still be
in such a situation after performing an edge flip. After performing finitely many edge flips we can
assume that any ideal triangle is within distance three of K314. We conclude that in this case MF
is a disjoint union of points. We have seen above that this union contains more than one point so
it is not connected.
In this section we construct M̂F(∆˜) ⊂ B2 such that:
• MF ⊂ M̂F(∆˜) and;
• M̂F(∆˜) is connected, independent of the choice of ∆, is preserved by the action of Γt on B2
and;
• M̂F(∆˜) retains the translation vector spectrum of Γt.
Using Example 4.9.1 as a blueprint for the situation we need to rectify, we will construct a C-
geodesic between K314 and K132. Parreau’s construction in § 4.7 shows that if we are to construct a
subset of B2 which retains the translation vector spectrum of Γt then we should include a C-geodesic
from K314 to K132.
The first goal of our construction will be to ensure that M̂F(∆˜) is connected. It follows from
Corollary 4.8.10 that Aijk ∩MF is connected for all Tijk. Therefore it is sufficient to ensure that
there is a path from Kijk to Kikl for each pair of adjacent ideal triangles Tijk and Tikl. Modulo
automorphisms of B2 we may assume that (i, j, k, l) = (1, 4, 3, 2). We need to take care that our
construction remains independent of the choice of ∆. For the latter consideration we will require
the following proposition.
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Proposition 4.9.2. We have the following inclusion of sets
Q13 ⊂ A314 ∪ A`314 ∪Q14 ∪Q34 .
If U1, U2 ∈ {A314, A`314, Q14, Q34} are distinct then
Q13 ∩ U1 ∩ U2 ,
is either empty or it is a ray or finite interval whose direction is singular.
Proof. This is the content of Equation (C.0.17). 
Figure 4.22 depicts the decomposition of Q13 obtained in Proposition 4.9.2. Recall that
Q13 := A(V1, V3, `1 ∩ `3) .
In particular Q13 and Q31 are the same set. Consequently we can immediately replace A314 with
A132 in Proposition 4.9.2 and obtain the analogous result.
A314
A`314
Q34
Q14
V3
`1 ∩ `3
V1
v3314
v1314
Figure 4.22: The decomposition of Q13 obtained in Proposition 4.9.2 in the case z314 > 0.
A region bearing the label U is the intersection of Q13 with the apartment U .
We begin our definition of M̂F(∆˜) by defining, for each k ∈ N, the set M̂F (k)(∆˜) inductively as
follows.
• If k = 0 then define M̂F
(0)(∆˜) := MF .
• If k > 0 suppose M̂F
(k−1)(∆˜) has been defined. Now let Σ ⊂ (M̂F (k−1)(∆˜))2 be the set of
pairs of integral points (x, y) such that:
– (x, y) ∈ (Qab)2 for some edge (Pa, Pb) of ∆˜.
– The point y is contained in the closed Weyl chamber from x to (Va, `a) and;
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– There is no C-geodesic in M̂F
(k−1)(∆˜) ∩Qab from x to y.
• Define dΣ := min{dH(x, y) | (x, y) ∈ Σ}. Let
Σ′ := {(x, y) ∈ Σ | dH(x, y) = dΣ} .
• Define
M̂F
(k)(∆˜) := M̂F
(k−1)(∆˜)
⋃
(x,y)∈Σ′
[x, y] .
If a non-trivial loop has been created inside M̂F
(k)(∆˜)∩Qab in this step then add the region
in Qab bounded by this loop to M̂F
(k)(∆˜).
Now define
M̂F(∆˜) :=
⋃
k∈N
M̂F
(k)(∆˜) .
It may appear as though the above construction is asymmetric in the sense that we define Σ
using (Va, `a) in step (2) instead of (Vb, `b). However we could replace (Va, `a) with (Vb, `b) in the
above construction and the only effect would be interchanging the roles of x and y. We disregard
the cases in which x is contained in one of the open Weyl chambers from y to (Va, Va ⊕ Vb),
(Vb, Va⊕Vb), (`a∩ `b, `a) or (`a∩ `b, `b) as these will not be needed to show that M̂F(∆˜) retains the
translation vector spectrum of Γt. Indeed the only C-geodesics traveling in these directions which
we will require are those which are already contained in MF .
Lemma 4.9.3. M̂F(∆˜) is connected.
Proof. It is sufficient to show that there is a path in M̂F(∆˜) from Kijk to Kikm for every pair of
adjacent ideal triangles Tijk and Tikm in ∆˜. Without loss of generality we may assume (i, j, k,m) =
(1, 4, 3, 2).
Inequalities (C.0.5)–(C.0.6) and Inequalities (C.0.11)–(C.0.12) show that Q13 ∩K314 and Q13 ∩
K132 are both nonempty. We show that there is x ∈ K314∩Q13 and y ∈ K132∩Q13 such that there
is a path in Q13∩M̂F(∆˜) from x to y. If any point of Kijk lies in either of the closed Weyl chambers
from a point of Kikm to (V1, `1) or (V3, `3) then the result is immediate from the construction of
M̂F(∆˜). Therefore we consider the possibilities that y lies in one of the other four Weyl chambers
with vertex at x.
Suppose there exists x ∈ K314 ∩ Q13 and y ∈ K132 ∩ Q13 such that y lies in a Weyl chamber
from x to (V1, V1 ⊕ V3) or (V3, V1,⊕V3). Denote this Weyl chamber by wx. By definition x ∈ A314
and the ideal points (V1, V3, V1 ⊕ V3) are all contained in ∂∞A314. Therefore wx ⊂ A314. It must
also be the case that x lies in one of the Weyl chambers from y to (`13, `1) or (`13, `3). Denote
this Weyl chamber by wy. Using the same argument as in the case of wx, we have y ∈ A`132 so
wy ⊂ A`132.
By construction we have wx ∩ wy ⊂ A314 ∩ A`132 ⊂ MF . The interval [x, y] is contained in
wx ∩wy so there is a path in MF ⊂ M̂F(∆˜) from x to y.
The case in which there exists x ∈ K314 and y ∈ K132 such that y lies in a Weyl chamber from
x to (`13, `1) or (`13, `3) is analogous. 
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One major goal of this construction is to ensure that M̂F(∆˜) is independent of the choice of ∆˜.
We will do so by induction. In so doing we will also prove the following statements by induction:
• S1(k) := If [x, y] ⊂ M̂F (k)(∆˜) and [x, y] ∩ M̂F (k−1)(∆˜) = {x, y}. Then for all ideal edges
(Pi, Pj) of ∆˜ and all points z ∈ [x, y] \ {x, y} we have
z ∈ Qij =⇒ x, y ∈ Qij .
• S2(k) := For any ideal triangle Tijk of ∆˜, we have
M̂F
(k)(∆˜) ∩ (Aijk ∪ A`ijk) ⊂ MF .
We now verify the following lemma which will ultimately be used in the proof that M̂F(∆˜) is
independent of the choice of ∆˜.
Lemma 4.9.4. Suppose M̂F
(k0)(∆˜) = M̂F
(k0)(Λ) for any ideal triangulation Λ which differs from
∆˜ by finitely many edge flips. Then
S2(k0) =⇒ S1(k0 + 1) .
Proof. In order for the interval [x, y] to be added in Step (4) there must be some apartment Qab
containing both x and y. Without loss of generality suppose Qab = Q13.
The decision to add [x, y] ⊂ M̂F (k0+1)(∆˜) ∩Q13 is uniquely determined by the set
Q13 ∩ M̂F (k0)(∆˜) .
Therefore if M̂F
(k0)(∆˜) is unaltered by performing finitely many edge flips on ∆˜ we may assume
without loss of generality (possibly after renaming vertices) that z is contained in either Q14 or
Q04, where the ideal vertex P0 ∈ ∂∞ S˜ is depicted in Figure 4.23.
Fix x, y ∈ Q13 and suppose Qij = Q14. We calculate in Equations (C.0.13)–(C.0.14) that
Q14 ∩Q13 is the Weyl chamber from v1314 to (V1, `1). In the process of constructing M̂F(∆˜) we add
intervals of the form [x, y] where y is in the closed Weyl chamber from x to (V1, `1). If there exists
z ∈ [x, y] ∩Q14 ∩Q13 ,
for x, y ∈ Q13 then y must also be in Q14 ∩Q13.
The definition of M̂F(∆˜) ensures that we only add [x, y] to M̂F
(k0+1)(∆˜) if there is no point
x′ ∈ M̂F (k0)(∆˜) (other than x and y) in 3({x, y}). If there were such a point then we would first
construct C-geodesics from y to x′ and from x′ to x if none existed in M̂F
(k0)(∆˜) already.
Suppose one of x or y is not contained in Q14 ∩Q13. If that point is y then [x, y] does not meet
Q14∩Q13 so we must assume x 6∈ Q14. Keeping in mind the decomposition depicted in Figure 4.22
and given that K314 ∩Q13 6= ∅ we must have
x ∈ Q13 ∩
(
A314 ∪ A`314
)
.
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P0
P1
P5
P6
P2
P3
P4
S˜
Figure 4.23: Standard notation for ideal vertices of S˜.
Otherwise v1314 or v3314 would serve as a suitable x′. We have seen in Corollary 4.8.10 that if
x ∈ MF ∩A314 ∩Q13 ,
then the ray from x to `1 meets Q14 at a point x0 such that [x, x0] ⊂ MF . By projective duality
we conclude that if
x ∈ MF (k0)(∆˜) ∩Q13 ∩ A`314 ,
then the ray from x to V1 meets Q14 at a point x1 such that [x, x1] ⊂ MF . In particular the only
situation in which we would add [x, y] is if x was contained in a ray from v1314 to V1 or `1. In either
case x ∈ Q13 ∩Q14, a contradiction.
Suppose Qij = Q04. Lemma C.0.1 shows that if Q04 ∩Q13 is nonempty then
Q04 ∩Q13 = 3({v1314, v4104}) ,
as depicted in Figure 4.24. Specifically, Inequalities (C.0.33)–(C.0.35) and (C.0.36)–(C.0.38) show
that the four edges of the parallelogram Q04 ∩ Q13 are contained in the four sets A314, A`314, A104
and A`104 respectively.
Suppose in the process of constructing M̂F
(k0+1)(∆˜) we insert the interval [x, y] ⊂ Q13 which
intersects 3({v1314, v4104}). Let
z ∈ 3({v1314, v4104}) ∩ [x, y] .
Let x be contained in the Weyl chamber from z to (V3, `3) and y in the Weyl chamber from z to
(V1, `1). If, in addition, x is contained in the open Weyl chamber from v1314 to (V3, `3) then
dH(x, y) > dH(y, v1314) and dH(x, v1314) < dH(x, y) .
Therefore we can only assume that x ∈ A314 ∪ A`314. If x ∈ A314 then the ray from x to `1 meets
Q04 in a point x0 such that [x, x0] ⊂ MF . Similarly if x ∈ A`314 then the ray from x to V1 meets
Q04 in a point x1 such that [x, x1] ⊂ MF . Consequently if [x, y] is added to M̂F (k0+1)(∆˜) then
x ∈ 3({v1314, v4104}) ⊆ Q04 ∩Q13 .
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A`314
Q34
Q04
A104
A`104
V3
`1 ∩ `3
V1
v3314
v1314 v
4
104
v1104
Figure 4.24: The region Q13 ∩Q04 is equal to 3({v1314, v4104}).
If y is in the open Weyl chamber from v4104 to (V1, `1) then
dH(x, y) > dH(x, v4104) and dH(y, v4104) < dH(x, y) .
This cannot be the case so we assume that y ∈ A104 ∪ A`104 and not in the open Weyl chamber
from v4104 to (V1, `1). Recall we assume that
M̂F
(k0)(∆˜) = M̂F
(k0)(Λ) ,
for any ideal triangulation Λ which differs from ∆˜ by finitely many edge flips. We have also
assumed S2(k0). We conclude that y ∈ MF .
Corollary 4.8.10 applied to the apartments A104 and A`104 shows that if y ∈ A104 ∩Q13 then the
ray from y to `3 meets Q04 in a point y0 such that [y, y0] ⊂ MF . In fact Corollary 4.8.10 shows
that this is true for the ray from y to `4. However if y is not already contained in Q04, in which
case y = y0, we use the fact that y ∈ Q13 ∩A104 to show that the rays from y to `4 and to `3 agree
on an interval. Similarly if y ∈ A`104 then the ray from y to V3 meets Q04 in a point y1 such that
[y, y1] ⊂ MF .
We have shown that if y 6= yi for i = 0, 1 then
dH(x, yi) < dH(x, y) .
In this case the interval [x, y] would not be added to M̂F
(k0+1)(∆˜). In particular we must suppose
that y is already contained in Q04. However this ensures that
[x, y] ⊂ Q13 ∩Q04 ,
as required. We have shown that if x, y ∈ M̂F (k0) and [x, y] ∈ M̂F (k0+1) ∩Q13 such that z ∈
[x, y] ∩Q04 then [x, y] ∈ Q04. This concludes the result. 
We now provide the other relationship between S1(k) and S2(k) which we will require to verify
that M̂F(∆˜) is independent of the choice of ∆.
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Lemma 4.9.5. We have the following implication
S2(k0) ∧ S1(k0 + 1) =⇒ S2(k0 + 1) .
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that the ideal apartments Aijk and A`ijk in the
statement S2(k) are A314 and A`314. Suppose
z ∈
(
M̂F
(k0+1)(∆˜) \ M̂F (k0)(∆˜)
)
∩ A314 .
The case in which z ∈ A`314 is similar. If z is added to M̂F
(k0+1)(∆˜) then there must be x, y ∈
M̂F
(k0)(∆˜) such that:
• x is contained in the closed Weyl chamber from z to (V3, `3).
• y is contained in the closed Weyl chamber from z to (V1, `1).
• There is no C-geodesic in M̂F
(k0)(∆˜) from x to y.
• There is no point w ∈ M̂F (k0)(∆˜) such that
dH(x,w) < dH(x, y) and dH(w, y) < dH(x, y) .
Suppose x is contained in the open Weyl chamber from v3314 to (V3, `3) and y is contained in the
open Weyl chamber from v1314 to (V1, `1). Then either v3314 or v1314 constitute a point w ∈ M̂F
(k0)(∆˜)
which satisfies
dH(x,w) < dH(x, y) and dH(w, y) < dH(x, y) .
Therefore we assume that this is not the case.
Suppose x is contained in the open Weyl chamber from v3314 to (V3, `3) and y is not contained
in the open Weyl chamber from v1314 to (V1, `1). We have assumed that [x, y] contains a point
in A314 ∩ Q13. Therefore y ∈ A314 ∩ M̂F (k0). We have assumed S2(k0) so we have y ∈ MF .
Corollary 4.8.10 shows that the ray from y to `3 meets Q13 ∩Q34 in a point y0 such that [y, y0] ⊂
MF ⊂ M̂F (k0)(∆˜). If y 6= y0 then the point y0 satisfies
dH(x, y0) < dH(x, y) and dH(y, y0) < dH(x, y) .
This is a contradiction. The case in which y is contained in the open Weyl chamber from v1314 to
(V1, `1) but x is not contained in the open Weyl chamber from v3314 to (V 3, `3) is analogous.
This leaves the case in which x and y are both contained in A314 ∩ M̂F (k0)(∆˜). However by the
assumption of S2(k0) this means that x, y ∈ A314 ∩Q13 ∩MF . By Corollary 4.8.10 there is already
a C-geodesic between x and y in MF , hence also in M̂F
(k0)(∆˜). In this instance we do not add the
interval [x, y] to M̂F
(k0+1)(∆˜), a contradiction. 
We are now able to state the main result of this section.
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Theorem 4.9.6. If Λ is an ideal triangulation that differs from ∆˜ by finitely many edge flips then
M̂F
(k)(Λ) = M̂F
(k)(∆˜) ,∀ k ≥ 0 .
Moreover if ∆′ is an ideal triangulation of S distinct from ∆ then M̂F
(k)(∆˜) = M̂F
(k)(∆˜′) for all
k ≥ 0. We conclude that M̂F(∆˜) = M̂F(∆˜′).
Proof. We begin by proving the first statement. Let Λ be an ideal triangulation of S˜ which differs
from ∆˜ by finitely many edge flips. Let S3(k) be the statement that M̂F
(k)(∆˜) = M̂F
(k)(Λ).
Suppose we verify that
S1(k0) ∧ S2(k0) =⇒ S3(k0) ,
for all k0 ≥ 0. If so then the induction proceeds as follows.
• S1(0) is vacuous and S2(0) is trivial. Theorem 4.8.1 provides S3(0).
• Suppose that S1(k0), S2(k0) and S3(k0) are all true. Then:
1. S1(k0) and S3(k0) together imply S1(k0 + 1) by Lemma 4.9.4.
2. S1(k0 + 1) and S2(k0) together imply S2(k0 + 1) by Lemma 4.9.5.
3. S1(k0 + 1) and S2(k0 + 1) together imply S3(k0 + 1) by the assumption above.
This completes the proof in the case that Λ differs from ∆˜ by finitely many edge flips. Therefore
it suffices to show that
S1(k0) ∧ S2(k0) =⇒ S3(k0) .
It suffices to consider the case in which Λ differs from ∆˜ by a single edge flip. Suppose Λ is obtained
from ∆˜ by removing the edge (P1, P3). Proposition 4.9.2 shows that
Q13 ⊂ A314 ∪ A`314 ∪Q14 ∪Q34 .
The statement S2(k0) shows that
M̂F
(k0) ∩Q13 ⊂ Q14 ∪Q34 .
The statement S1(k0) shows that if z ∈ M̂F (k0)(∆˜) then it is added to M̂F (k0)(∆˜) as part of an
interval [x, y] where x, y ∈ Q14 or x, y ∈ Q34. However the edge (P1, P4) and (P3, P4) are both
contained in Λ, so z ∈ M̂F (k0)(Λ). Therefore
M̂F
(k0)(∆˜) ⊂ M̂F (k0)(Λ) .
The reverse implication follows by symmetry.
If ∆′ is an ideal triangulation of S distinct from ∆ then without loss of generality assume that
M̂F
(k)(∆˜′) contains a point p which is not contained in M̂F
(k)(∆˜). The point p is contained in Qij
for some ideal edge (Pi, Pj) of ∆˜
′. The construction above shows that
M̂F
(k)(∆˜′) ∩Qij ,
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is uniquely determined by Qij ∩MF . Upon performing finitely many edge flips we may modify ∆˜
into an ideal triangulation Λ that contains the edge (Pi, Pj). The construction above shows that
M̂F
(k)(Λ) ∩Qij ,
is uniquely determined by Qij∩MF . Therefore M̂F (k)(∆˜′)∩Qij = M̂F (k)(Λ)∩Qij = M̂F (k))(∆˜)∩Qij.
Therefore p ∈ M̂F (k)(∆˜), a contradiction. We conclude that M̂F(∆˜) = M̂F(∆˜′). 
By way of example we will now consider what M̂F(∆) looks like in the case described at the
beginning of this section.
Example 4.9.7. The coordinates of K314 and K132 in Q13 are [0, 0, 0] and [2, 1, 0] respectively.
Therefore we add a Euclidean geodesic between K314 and K132 unless MF(∆˜) contains either of the
points
[1, 1, 0] or [2, 0, 0] .
However such a point would be contained inside A314 ∩A`xyz or A`314 ∩Axyz for some ideal triangle
Txyz. We saw in Example 4.9.1 that this is not the case. Given the symmetry of the situation
this shows that we construct M̂F(∆˜) by adding a Euclidean geodesic between Kijk and Kikm for
every pair of adjacent ideal triangles Tijk and Tikm. In this case M̂F(∆˜) is an R-tree of the kind
considered by Morgan and Shalen [53].
The following observation will be important for the main result in the next section.
Lemma 4.9.8. Fix a point x ∈ M̂F(∆) ∩ Q13. For any y in the closed Weyl chamber wi with
vertex x and boundary at infinity determined by the singular directions (Vi, `i) for i = 1, 3 there is
a C-geodesic in M̂F(∆) from x to y.
Proof. This is true by construction. 
We now have the requisite information to verify that M̂F(∆) retains the translation vector
spectrum of Γt.
4.10 Translation Vector Spectrum Retention of M̂F(∆˜)
We are finally able to state the main result of this chapter
Theorem 4.10.1. Fix (z(t), e(t)) ∈ R. This point defines a flag map
Ft : ∆˜0 → Flag(KP2) .
Denote by Γt the holonomy group induced by this map. The subset M̂F(∆˜) retains the translation
vector spectrum of Γt.
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P4
e31
e13
P1
e13
e31
P2
P3
e13
e31
z314 z314
Figure 4.25: The action of parabolic deck transformation indicating the edge ratios and
triple ratios used in Lemma 4.10.2.
Given that M̂F(∆˜) is independent of the choice of ∆˜ we will omit the notation ∆˜ and simply
refer to M̂F . To verify Theorem 4.10.1 we will distinguish between two classes of elements of pi1(S).
We will say that γ ∈ pi1(S) is parabolic if it fixes a unique point on ∂∞ S˜ and loxodromic if it fixes
two such points. We only consider the case in which S is a manifold so this is an exhaustive
classification. In each case we will use Theorem 4.8.1 to identify a convenient apartment in which
to identify the translation vector of ρt(γ).
Lemma 4.10.2. If γ ∈ pi1(S) is parabolic then there exists x ∈ M̂F(∆˜) such that
dH(x, ρt(γ) · x) = `H(ρt(γ)) .
Moreover there is a C-geodesic τ in M̂F(∆˜) from x to ρt(γ) · x. This C-geodesic satisfies
`C(τ) = `CB2(ρt(γ)) .
Proof. We let P1 be the ideal vertex fixed by ρt(γ). Choose P4 ∈ ∂∞ S˜ which is not equal to P1.
Then set P3 = γ · P4 and P2 = γ · P3. Upon retriangulating we may assume that ∆˜ contains the
triangles T314 and T132 as depicted in Figure 4.25. As usual we write
F1t (Pi) = Vi and F2t (Pi) = `i .
Let the relevant FG ratios assigned to the edges and triangles spanned by these vertices be those
depicted in Figure 4.25. Theorem 2.4.4 shows that
ρt(γ) ∼ T−1(z314)E(e31, e13) =
(e31z314)
−1 −(1+z314)
z314
e13
0 1 −e13
0 0 e13
 .
In particular we have the Jordan normal form of ρt(γ). We also have hence also its translation
vector.
In this case ρt(γ) · v1314 = v1132. We first show that the hex translation length of ρt(γ) is equal
to the hex-distance between v1314 and v1132. We have two cases, depending on the sign of z314.
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1. Suppose z314 ≥ 0 so that v1314 = [0, 0, 0]. An example of this case is depicted in Figure 4.26.
Given that z314 = z132 the coordinates of v1132 simplify to
v1132 = [0, e13 + e31 + z314, e31 + z314] = [− e31− z314, e13, 0] .
The diagonal entries of the Jordan normal form of ρt(γ) are the coordinates of v1132. The
order in which the entries occurs is an artefact of our choice of coordinate system. Similarly
recall that the displacement vector is an Sym(3)n Z2-equivalence class representative where
Sym(3) acts by permutation of coordinates. Therefore the displacement vector in this case
is uniquely determined by the position vector of v1132 regardless of the order in which the
entries appear. By Corollary 4.5.7 the translation vector of ρt(γ) is given by the position
vector of v1132.
We need to confirm that there exists a C-geodesic in M̂F(∆˜) from v1314 to v1132. If v3132 is
contained in either of the Weyl chambers from v1314 to (V1, `1) or (V3, `3) then this is true by
Lemma 4.9.8. Otherwise v3132 is contained in MF(∆˜) ∩ A314 or MF(∆˜) ∩ A`314 and existence
of a C-geodesic follows from Corollary 4.8.10.
V3
`1 ∩ `3
V1
v1314
v3314
v3132
v1132
e13 < 0 , e31 < 0 , z314 > 0 , e31 + z314 > 0.
Figure 4.26: A C-geodesic, in red, between v1314 and v1132 where v1314 and v1132 differ by the
action of a parabolic deck transformation.
2. Suppose that ν(z314) ≤ 0. One example is depicted in Figure 4.27. The calculations in § 4.7
show that
v1314 = [z314, 0, 0] and;
v1132 = [0, e13 + e31, e31] .
Therefore the displacement vector from v1314 to v3132 is equal to the displacement vector from
the origin to the point
[− z314, e13 + e31, e31] = [− e31− z314, e13, 0] .
Consequently δ(v1314, v3132) is equal to `C(ρt(γ)) by Corollary 4.5.7. We must confirm that there
is a C-geodesic in M̂F from v1314 to v3132. If v3132 lies in either the closed Weyl chamber from v1314
to (V1, `1) or (V3, `3) then the result is immediate from the construction of M̂F . Otherwise
v3132 is contained in A314 or A`314 in which case the result follows from Corollary 4.8.10.
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V3
`1 ∩ `3
V1
v3314
v1314
v3132
v1132
e13 < 0 , e31 < 0 , z314 < 0.
Figure 4.27: A C-geodesic, in red, between v1314 and v1132 where v1314 and v3132 differ by the
action of a parabolic deck transformation.
Having verified both cases we have completed the lemma. 
We now turn our attention to loxodromic deck transformations. We will take our notation
from Figure 4.28. Denote the attracting and repelling fixed points of γ on ∂∞S˜ by γ+ and γ−
respectively. Fix ideal vertices P1 and P4, one in each component of ∂∞ S˜ \ {γ+, γ−}. Define
P0 := γ−1 · P1 , P2 := γ · P1 , P3 := γ · P4 .
We perform edge flips on ∆˜ until we obtain an ideal triangulation ∆˜′ with ideal triangles T104,
T314 and T132 as depicted in Figure 4.28. It is not necessarily the case that we can do this in
such a manner that ∆˜′ is preserved by the action of pi1(S) on S˜. All we require is γ · T104 = T132.
Consequently we have
z104 = z132 .
Theorem 2.4.4 shows that
ρt(γ) ∼T (z104)E(e41, e14)T−1(z314)E(e31, e13)
=

(e31e41z314)−1 −(1+z314)e41z314
e13
e41
−(e31e41z314)−1 1+z314+e41z314e41z314
−(1+e41))
e41
(e31e41z314)−1 −(1+z314+e41z314+e41z104z314)e41z314
e13(1+e41+e41z104+e14e41z104)
e41

=: Aρt(γ) .
Theorem 4.5.6 shows that
`H(ρt(γ)) = −ν(Tr(Aρt(γ)))− ν(Tr(Aρt(γ)−1)) . (4.10.1)
This means that if we can find x ∈ B2 such that
`H(x, γ · x) = −ν(Tr(Aρt(γ)))− ν(Tr(Aρt(γ)−1)) ,
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e13
e31
e14
e41
e13
e31
e14
e41
γ− γ+
P0
P1
P2
P3
P4
z314
z104
z104
Figure 4.28: The action of a loxodromic deck transformation on S˜. Edge pairings are
indicated by common edge ratios.
then x ∈ Min(ρt(γ)). In order to verify that M̂F retains the translation vector spectrum of Γt
we must ensure that we can choose x ∈ M̂F and that there exists C-geodesic in M̂F from x to
ρt(γ) · x. This will be the object of the next result. First however it will be convenient to clarify
our understanding of the value
−ν(Tr(Aρt(γ)))− ν(Tr(Aρt(γ)−1)) .
A direct calculation using Aρt(γ) and the fact that the leading coefficients of coordinates of
(z(t), e(t)) ∈ R ,
are positive, we obtain
ν(Tr(Aρt(γ))) = min{− e31− e41− z314,− e41− z314,− e41, 0, (4.10.2)
e13− e41, e13, e13 + z104, e13 + e14 + z104} ,
(4.10.3)
ν(Tr(Aρt(γ)−1)) = min{− e13− e14− z104,− e14− z104,− e14, 0, (4.10.4)
e31− e14, e31, e31 + z314, e31 + e41 + z314} .
(4.10.5)
This allows us to draw the following conclusion
Corollary 4.10.3. Let (z(t), e(t)) ∈ R with holonomy group Γt. Then `CB2(Γt) is uniquely deter-
mined by ν(z(t), e(t)).
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Proof. Fix a representative A ∈ SL3(K) in the equivalence class of ρt(γ) ∈ PGL3(K). Let λ1(t),
λ2(t) and λ3(t) be the eigenvalues of S ordered so that
ν(λ1(t)) ≥ ν(λ2(t)) ≥ ν(λ3(t)) .
It is shown in Corollary 4.5.7 that the translation vector of ρt(γ) is
[ν(λ1(t)), ν(λ2(t)), ν(λ3(t))] ∈ C .
Therefore it is sufficient to show that the triple (ν(λ1(t)), ν(λ2(t)), ν(λ3(t))) is determined, up to
a nonzero scalar multiple, by ν(z(t), e(t)).
In the case that γ has a unique fixed point in ∂∞ S˜ we show explicitly in Lemma 4.10.2 that
the eigenvalues of a representative of ρt(γ) are determined by ν(z(t), e(t)). The eigenvalues of A
differ by a uniform scalar multiple from those found in Lemma 4.10.2. This completes the lemma
in this case.
Now suppose γ has two distinct fixed points in ∂∞ S˜. In the proof of Proposition 4.5.6 we
show that the eigenvalues of A are elements of R((t1/6)) with integer valuation and positive leading
coefficients. We conclude that
ν(Tr(A)) = ν(λ1(t) + λ2(t) + λ3(t)) = ν(λ3(t)) .
ν(Tr(A−1)) = ν(λ−11 (t) + λ−12 (t) + λ−13 (t)) = ν(λ−11 (t)) = −ν(λ1(t)) .
We have seen in Equations (4.10.3)–(4.10.5) that ν(Tr(A)) and ν(Tr(A−1)) are rational functions
of ν(z(t), e(t)). Consequently ν(λ2(t)) is also a rational function of ν(z(t), e(t)). This completes
the lemma in the case that γ is loxodromic. 
We now simplify Equations (4.10.3)–(4.10.5) before verifying that M̂F retains the translation
vector of ρt(γ). Note that the involution
(e13, e31, e14, e41, z104, z314) 7→ (e31, e13, e41, e14, z314, z104) , (4.10.6)
does not change the value of −ν(Tr(Aρt(γ)))− ν(Tr(Aρt(γ)−1)). In fact this involution interchanges
the roles of Aρt(γ) and Aρt(γ)−1 which amounts to reversing the orientation of γ. Clearly there is a
C-geodesic in M̂F whose C-length is the translation vector of ρt(γ) if and only if the same is true
for ρt(γ−1). Consequently we will only consider the range of possibilities for the value of
−ν(Tr(Aρt(γ)))− ν(Tr(Aρt(γ)−1)) ,
modulo the action of Involution (4.10.6). Similarly if we replace Aρt(γ) by the conjugacy class
representative
T (z314)E(e31, e13)T (z132)−1E(e41, e14) ,
we find that this is equivalent to performing the involution
(e13, e31, e14, e41, z104, z314) 7→ (− e14,− e41,− e13,− e31,− z104,− z314) . (4.10.7)
Clearly this preserves the value of −ν(Tr(Aρt(γ)))−ν(Tr(Aρt(γ)−1)) and does not change the fact of
whether or not there is a C-geodesic in M̂F whose endpoints differ by ρt(γ) and whose translation
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vector is equal to that of ρt(γ). We will only consider the range of possibilities for the translation
length of ρt(γ) modulo the action of Involution (4.10.7).
We verify in Lemma E.0.1 that for each γ ∈ Γt, the set M̂F contains a translation vector for
ρt(γ) by checking each possibility for the values of ν(Tr(Aρt(γ))) and ν(Tr(Aρt(γ))) modulo the
action of Involutions (4.10.6)–(4.10.7). Using this fact we prove the main result of this chapter.
Proof. of Theorem 4.10.1
Lemma 4.10.2 and Lemma E.0.1 show that for all γ ∈ pi1(S) the set M̂F ∩Min(ρt(γ)) is nonempty.
Moreover they show that there is a C-geodesic τ in M̂F whose endpoints are x and ρt(γ) ·x for some
x ∈ Min(ρt(γ)). Let τ be a piecewise affine path with vertices (z1, . . . zm). Since τ is a C-geodesic,
the uniqueness portion of Proposition 4.2.4 ensures that
`C(ρt(γ)) =
m−1∑
i=1
δ(zi, zi+1) .
In particular, M̂F retains the translation vector spectrum of Γt. 
We now provide a generalisation of Corollary 4.7.8. We recall the notation used in that result.
We define a compactification of RT∪E>0 by
ΨD : RT∪E>0 → D
ξ 7→ ev(log(ξ))√
1 + | ev(log(ξ))|
.
If ξ ∈ RT∪E>0 then let Γξ denote the holonomy group determined by ξ. This group is well-defined
up to conjugation. The projectivised translation vector spectrum on RT∪E>0 is given by
piC` : R
T∪E
>0 → Cpi1(S)
ξ → [`C(Γξ)] .
This map is well-defined as the translation vector is invariant under inner automorphism. We
define the projectivised translation vector spectrum map on D˚ by
Vspec := piC` ◦Ψ−1D : D˚ → Cpi1(S) .
We now seek to extend Vspec to points on ∂D. We define
ν : R→ RPT∪E+
(z(t), e(t)) 7→ (ν(z(t)), ν(e(t))) .
Identify RPT∪E+ with the boundary of the closed unit disc D ⊂ R−8χ(S) as follows
ψD : RPT∪E+ → ∂D
[x] 7→ x|x| ,
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where x is any representative of [x] ∈ RPT∪E+ . Let DR := ψD ◦ ν(R). We construct a section of
ψD ◦ ν as follows. An element of ν(R) must admit a representative with integer entries since ν is
a discrete valuation. Therefore an element of DR must have rational entries. If (x1, . . . xm) ∈ DR
let kx be the smallest positive integer such that (kxx1, . . . kxxm) ∈ Zm. Fix an arbitrary order
on the ideal triangles and oriented edges of ∆. Therefore an element of R may be expressed as
(z1, . . . , zm) for zi ∈ K. Define
ηD : DR → R
x 7→ (tkxx1 , . . . , tkxxm) .
Using this notation we conclude with the following result.
Corollary 4.10.4. If x ∈ DR, let Γx be the holonomy group determined by ηD(x). The map
Vspec : D˚ → CPpi1(S)+ ,
extends continuously to DR ⊂ ∂D. This extension is defined by
Vspec : DR → CPpi1(S)+
x 7→ [ `CM̂F (Γx) ] .
Proof. We first show that the extension is well-defined. Theorem 4.10.1 shows that
[ `CM̂F (Γt) ] = [ `
CB2(Γt) ] .
Suppose ξ1 and ξ2 ∈ R are such that
ψD ◦ ν(ξ1) = ψD ◦ ν(ξ2) .
The map ψD is a bijection so it must be the case that
ν(ξ1) = ν(ξ2) .
Let Γξi denote the holonomy group determined by ξi. Corollary 4.10.3 shows that if ν(ξ1) = ν(ξ2)
then
`CB2(Γξ1) = `CB2(Γξ2) .
In particular, Vspec is independent of the choice of section ηD. Therefore the extension of Vspec
to DR is well-defined. Corollary 4.5.9 ensures that the extension is continuous. 
We conjecture that ultimately Vspec extends to a 6n : 1 branched cover of X (S). If Theo-
rem 4.3.1 may be extended to the non-discrete setting used by Parreau [58] and Alessandrini [2]
then the definition of M̂F extends immediately to the non-discrete setting. If this is the case then
the fact that Vspec extends to a surjective map onto X (S) is clear. However proving that it is
the required branched cover is non-trivial.
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Chapter 5
Examples
We now provide some examples of the quotient space of M̂F under the action of pi1(S). We examine
the subspace M̂F/Γt where Γt is the holonomy group determined by an element of R. By choosing
Fock-Goncharov parameters satisfying the hyperbolicity conditions or the finite-area conditions
defined in §§ 2.5–2.6 we induce differences between the homotopy type of S and the homotopy
type of M̂F/Γt.
5.1 A Singular Hex Structure on S1,1
Let S = S1,1, the once-punctured torus. The ideal triangulation as well as the triple ratios and
edge ratios assigned to each ideal vertex and oriented triangle are depicted in Figure 5.1. Define
an element of R as follows,
z314 = t2 z132 = t−2 ,
e13 = e41 = e21 = t e31 = e14 = e12 = t−1 .
e13
e31e41
e14 e14
e41
e21e12
e12 e21
z314
z132
Figure 5.1: The notation for FG parameters on S1,1. Edge pairings are indicated by
common edge ratios.
Fix a fundamental domain for the action of pi1(S) on ∆˜ containing the ideal triangles T314 and
T132 which share the edge (P1, P3). Up to the action of PGL3(K) we may assume that the image
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of Pi for i = 1, 2, 3, 4 is the flag (Vi, `i) defined in our standard form on lines (4.7.1)–(4.7.4). As
usual we denote by Γt the holonomy group for this element of R.
Lemma 4.7.1 shows that K314 and K132 are both equilateral triangles of side length 2. We now
investigate the apartment Q13. We find that A132 ∩ A`314 is the parallelogram comprising points
[x1, x2, x3] ∈ Q13 satisfying the inequalities
0 ≤x3 − x1 ≤ 1 ,
0 ≤x3 − x2 ≤ 2 .
This set is depicted in Figure 5.2. It contains the edge [v1314, v3314] of K314. It meets the edge
[v1132, v3132] of K132 in an interval of length 1. By symmetry we have an analogous situation in
apartments Q12, Q23, Q34 and Q14. Therefore a fundamental domain for the action of Γt on M̂F
contains the set depicted in Figure 5.3.
V3
`1 ∩ `3
V1
K13
v3314
v1314v
3
132
v1132
e13 = 1 , e31 = −1 , z314 = 2 , z132 = −2.
Figure 5.2: The set M̂F ∩Q13 is depicted in purple. The region K13 is A132 ∩A`314 ∩Q13.
In fact Figure 5.3 depicts the entire (closure of) a fundamental domain for the action of Γt on
M̂F . One determines this by noting that a fundamental domain for the action of pi1(S) on M̂F is
the set
M̂F ∩(A314 ∪ A132 ∪Q14 ∪Q13 ∪Q34) .
To determine that we have obtained all of this region we first calculate a fundamental domain
for the action of Γt on MF as this will determine the fundamental domain for the action on M̂F .
We use the fact that a set of the form Aijk ∩ Aabc ∩ A`xyz must have area zero, regardless of the
apartment in which it appears. This was essential in the proof of Theorem 4.8.1. For each set
U ∈ {A314, A132} one need only calculate intersections of the form Axyz ∩ U for sufficiently many
Txyz to ensure that the only regions occupied by U∩MF are those which we have already identified.
An analogous argument may be used to show that the only points of this fundamental domain
which are identified by the action of Γt are those indicated in Figure 5.2.
The set M̂F/Γt is PL-homeomorphic to the torus with an open disc removed. Since pi1(S) acts
on B2 by isometries of the hex metric, the PL surface M̂F/Γt has a natural singular hex metric.
The cone points of this hex geometry are all contained in the boundary and are denoted ci in
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Figure 5.3. Let ∠i denote the cone angle at ci. We have
12∑
i=1
(pi − ∠i) = −2pi = 2piχ(S1,1) ,
in accordance with the Gauss-Bonnet Theorem.
K314
K132
K13
K14
K34
v1314 = c6
v3314 = c11
v4314 = c2
v1132 = c1
v3132 = c9
v2132 = c5
c1
c3
c4
c4
c5
c7
c8
c8
c10
c12
Figure 5.3: The quotient space M̂F/Γt. Cone points are denoted ci.
5.2 The Finite-Area Conditions
Let S = S1,2 with ideal triangulation depicted in Figure 5.4. The triple ratios and edge ratios
assigned to each ideal triangle and oriented edge are depicted in that image. Consider the element
of (z(t), e(t)) ∈ R determined by the following assignments:
z314 = z235 = t3 and z104 = z132 = t−3 ,
e01 = e10 = e04 = e40 = e12 = e21 = e13 = e31 = 1 ,
e41 = e−114 = t2 and e32 = e−123 = t .
Let Γt be the holonomy group determined by (z(t), e(t)). For s ∈ (0,∞) the point (z(s), e(s)) ∈
RT∪E>0 represents a convex projective surface of finite area by Corollary 2.6.5 because it satisfies the
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conditions in Equation (2.6.1). In our case these conditions are
e01e41e31e21e14e04 = 1 ,
e10e14e13e12e41e40z
2
104z
2
314z132z235 = 1 ,
e40e10e23e13e12e32 = 1 ,
e04e01e32e31e21e23z104z
2
235z
2
132z314 = 1 .
e13
e31e41
e14 e23
e32
e21e12
e12 e21
e10
e01
e40
e04
e04
e40
e01
e10z314
z132
z104 z235
Figure 5.4: The notation for FG parameters on S1,2. Edge pairings are indicated by
common edge ratios.
Lift (z(t), e(t)) to an assignment of elements of K to the ideal triangles and oriented edges of ∆˜.
Fix the fundamental domain for the action of pi1(S) on S˜ depicted in Figure 5.5. Up to the action
of PGL3(K), we may assume that the flag map determined by (z(t), e(t)) makes the identification
F(Pi) = (Vi, `i) for i = 1, 2, 3, 4 ,
where (Vi, `i) are the flags used in the normal form defined on Lines (4.7.1)–(4.7.4). Subsequently
we define the regions
Kijk = Aijk ∩ A`ijk ,
as in § 4.7. A direct calculation shows that M̂F also contains the regions
K23 = A235 ∩ A`132 , K14 = A104 ∩ A`314 .
A fundamental domain for the action of Γt on M̂F therefore contains each of the Kijk depicted in
Figure 5.6 and the regions K23 and K14.
The regions described above comprise the entirety of a fundamental domain for the action
of pi1(S) on M̂F . We obtain this fact by first identifying the intersection MF ∩Aijk for each of
the ideal triangles Tijk ∈ {T104, T314, T132, T235}. One calculates this intersection by noting that
Aijk ∩ A`xyz ∩ Aabc is either empty or a connected, C-geodesically convex region of area zero for
each pair of ideal triangles Tabc and Txyz of ∆˜. This fact was used in the proof of Theorem 4.8.1.
Therefore once one can tessellate Aijk by regions of the form Aijk ∩ A`xyz and Aijk ∩ Aabc, one
can established the region MF ∩Aijk. Once MF ∩Aijk has been established for sufficiently many
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e13
e31
e12 e21e10
e01
e14
e41
e23
e32
e04
e40
e40
e04
e12 e21
e01
e10
P0
P1
P5
P2
P3P4
S˜
z314
z132
z104 z235
Figure 5.5: A fundamental domain for the action of pi1(S) on S˜. Edge pairings are
indicated by common edge ratios.
triangles Tijk one can use this information to calculate M̂F ∩Qij for an edge (Pi, Pj) of ∆˜. Once
we have a fundamental domain for the action of pi1(S) on M̂F , we also need to ensure that we
have all of the necessary identifications of boundary points of that domain. This is done using
Corollary B.0.2 to place bounds on intersections of the form Aijk ∩ A`xyz with respect to local
coordinates on the apartment Aijk.
The quotient space M̂F/Γt is composed of regions in the fundamental domain described above
is depicted in Figure 5.6. We discern that M̂F/Γt is PL-homeomorphic to S1,0. In particular this
surface is not of the same homotopy type as the surface S1,2 with which we began the construction.
When we imposed the finite-area conditions on both of the peripheral elements of S1,2 we ensured
that, rather than obtaining a PL surface with boundary as in Example 5.1, each of the prospective
boundary components has been ‘shrunk’ to a point.
This PL surface inherits a singular hex structure from B2. The points depicted ci for i = 1, . . . , 6
are cone points. Let ∠i be the angle sum at the point ci. We have
∠1 =
8pi
3 , ∠2 =
2pi
3 , ∠3 =
7pi
3 ,
∠4 =
7pi
3 , ∠5 =
4pi
3 , ∠6 =
8pi
3 .
We have
6∑
i=1
(2pi − ∠i) = 0 = 2piχ(S1,0) ,
in accordance with the Gauss-Bonnet theorem.
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K314
K104
K132
K235
K14
K23
c1
c1
c4
c4
c5
c5
c6
c6
c6
c3
c3
c3
c2
c2
Figure 5.6: The regions Kijk and Kij are defined as in § 4.7. The quotient space under
the edge pairings indicated in the diagram is M̂F/Γt.
5.3 A Mixed Structure Using S2,1
Consider the example S = S2,1 with ideal triangulation depicted in Figure 5.7. Let γ be the
separating curve in the right image of Figure 5.7. It decomposes S into two subsurfaces which
we denote S1 and S2. The surface S1 is a torus with an open disc removed and S2 is a torus
with an open disc and a point (disjoint from the disc) removed. We now investigate what happens
when the Fock-Goncharov parameters on ideal triangles intersecting S1 give rise to a particular
geometry on M̂F and the parameters on ideal triangles intersecting S2 give rise to a different kind
of geometry.
As we are investigating the geometry of subsurfaces we need to introduce some notation. Fix
an ideal triangulation ∆ of S. We construct the subset M̂F using an assignment of Fock-Goncharov
parameters (z(t), e(t) to the ideal triangles and oriented edges of ∆. To avoid confusion as to what
surface we are considering we will refer to this subset of M̂F(S). Let Σ be a subsurface of S obtained
by cutting S along a curve which meets the edge of ∆ transversely. The ideal triangulation of
S induces an ideal triangulation ∆′ of Σ. The assignment (z(t), e(t)) ∈ R therefore induces an
assignment of Fock-Goncharov parameters (z′(t), e′(t)) to ∆′. We may use (z′(t), e′(t)) to define
a flag map F ′t on the ideal vertices of the universal cover of Σ. The subset of B2 obtained by
applying the construction in § 4.9 to F ′t and ∆′ is denoted M̂F(Σ).
The triple ratios and edge ratios are as indicated in the left image of Figure 5.7. We construct
(z(t), e(t)) ∈ R by first considering the Fock-Goncharov coordinates of ideal triangles and oriented
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edges which intersect S1. They are as follows
e17 = e71 = t5 , e10 = e01 = t−3 ,
e70 = e07 = t4 , e57 = e75 = t−6 ,
z107 = z175 = z765 = 1 .
Note that these parameters satisfy the hyperbolicity conditions defined in § 2.5. The result of this
is that M̂F(S1) is a tree of the kind which arises in the construction of Bass-Serre (see, for example
Serre [65]). Moreover we have chose these parameters so that the translation length of ρt(γ) is
zero. We now define the remaining Fock-Goncharov parameters as follows,
e51 = e23 = e12 = e31 = 1 , e−115 = e32 = e−121 = e35 = e−153 = e−113 = t ,
z132 = t , z153 = z354 = t−1 .
We have chosen these parameters in such a manner that M̂F (S2)/Γt is PL-homeomorphic to S1,2, en-
dowed with singular hex metric. Given that M̂F(S1) is a tree and M̂F(S2) is (homotopy-equivalent
to) a 2-dimensional simplicial complex with singular hex structure we say that M̂F(S) is endowed
with a mixed structure.
z354
z153
z132
z107
z175
z765
e23 e32
e12
e21
e32
e23
e31
e13
e35
e53
e21
e12
e10e01
e17
e71
e57
e75
e51
e15
e07
e70
e01
e10
e70
e07
S1
S2
γ
p1
p1
p2
p2
p3
p3p4
p4
Figure 5.7: An ideally triangulated S2,1. Face pairings are indicated in the left image by
common edge ratios. The separating curve γ decomposes S into S1 and S2.
Fix a fundamental domain for the action of pi1(S) on S˜ as depicted in Figure 5.8. Using this
notation we define the flag map using (z(t), e(t)) such that
F(Pi) = (Vi, `i) ,
where (Vi, `i) ∈ Flag(KP2) are the flags defined in Lines (4.7.1)–(4.7.4). We may therefore identify
the quotient space M̂F (S)/Γt using Theorem 4.3.1 and the techniques from previous examples.
The quotient space M̂F (S)/Γt is depicted in Figure 5.9. The regions labeled Kijk are (equivalence
class representatives of the regions) defined in § 4.7. Since z175 = z107 = z765 the regions K175, K107
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and K765 are points. The regions Kij are representatives of the regions defined as follows:
K35 = A354 ∩ A`153 , K34 = A354 ∩ A`132 ,
K15 = A175 ∩ A`153 , K23 = A132 ∩ A`354 ,
K13 = A153 ∩ A`132 .
Each of these regions is contained in MF . We have chosen examples of this nature because these are
the examples which allow us to investigate the interesting phenomenon of singular hex structures
on PL surfaces. Moreover, in concert with the results in § 2.6 we will be able to demonstrate the
relationship between the homotopy type of S and the homotopy type of M̂F/Γt.
An example of points which are contained in M̂F \MF is given by the coordinates on S1. This
is not a generic example in the sense that the coordinates assigned to S1 satisfy the hyperbolicity
conditions derived in § 2.5. However these coordinates allow us to recover the setting of Bass-
Serre [65]. A more generic example of coordinates such that M̂F \MF is dense in M̂F would ensure
that M̂F is a graph (indeed a tree) in B2. Such a choice of coordinates is referred to as ‘tree-like’
by Martone [51]. However the set of coordinates for which M̂F \MF is dense in M̂F is substantially
larger than the set of coordinates identified in that paper.
z354
z153
z132
z107
z175
z765
e23 e32
e12
e21
e32
e23e31
e13
e35
e53
e21
e12
e10e01
e17
e71
e57
e75
e51
e15
e07
e70
e01
e10
e70
e07
S˜
P0 P1
P2
P3
P4P5
P6
P7
Figure 5.8: A fundamental domain for the action of pi1(S) on S˜. Edge pairings are
indicated by common edge ratios.
Turning our attention to M̂F(S1), we note that in Figure 5.9 the point K765 = p appears three
times. Therefore the graph M̂F (S1)/Γt is homotopy equivalent to a bouquet of two circles. Given
that S1 is a torus with a closed disc removed, this means that M̂F(S1) has preserved the homotopy
information about the original surface S1. This phenomenon does not occur in general, as we have
seen in Example 5.2. The singular hex surface M̂F (S2)/Γt is also homotopy equivalent to a bouquet
of two circles. However S2 is homotopy-equivalent to a bouquet of three circles. The loss of some
topological feature in this case occurs due to the fact that the translation length of ρt(γ) is zero,
so we have ‘shrunk’ the loop to a point. However the loop γ occurs as a peripheral curve in S1 as
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well and in this instance there is no loss of information. This is most likely due to the difference
in settings between the classical Bass-Serre tree which we can use as a model space for S1 and the
singular hex structure on S2.
We hope that the results of this chapter may be used to flesh out the theory of singular hex
structures on surfaces. In particular we conjecture that if M̂F(S) has singular hex structure then
the homotopy type of M̂F (S)/Γt differs from that of S only when the translation length of some
nontrivial element of pi1(S) is zero.
K153
K354
K132
K13
K23
K34
K15
K35
K175
K765 = p
K107
p p
Figure 5.9: The regions Kijk and Kij are defined as in § 4.7. The quotient space under
the edge pairings indicated in the diagram is M̂F/Γt. Edge pairings are indicated by
coloured arrows. Paired vertices share a common label.
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Appendix A
Calculations for Lemma 4.8.2
This Appendix contains calculations of apartment intersections used to prove Lemma 4.8.2. Fix
(z(t), e(t)) ∈ R. This vector determines a flag map
Ft : ∆˜0 → Flag(KP2) .
We consider the image in B2 of the ideal vertices of the adjacent ideal triangles depicted in Fig-
ure A.1.
P1
P5 P6
P2
P3
P4
S˜
Figure A.1: Our standard notation for ideal vertices of S˜.
This appendix amounts to several applications of Theorem 4.3.1. Recall that
(F1t (Pi),F2t (Pi)) = (Vi, `i) ,
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is defined as follows,
V1 :=
00
1
 , `1 = [1, 0, 0] ,
V2 =
e13e31e31
1
 , `2 = [1,−e13(1 + t132), e13e31t132] ,
V3 =
10
0
 , `3 = [0, 0, 1] ,
V4 =
 1−1
1
 , `4 = [t314, 1 + t314, 1] .
We fix local coordinates [u1, u2, u3] on A314 so that the integral points are given by
[u1, u2, u3] := tu1V3O ⊕ tu2V1O ⊕ tu3V4O .
To make use of Theorem 4.3.1 we must first define the matrix whose columns are the ordered
triple of vectors (V3, V1, V4),
M314 =
1 0 10 0 −1
1 0 1
 .
The apartment A132 contains the O-lattices which are generated by scalar multiples of the
vectors (V1, V3, V2). In order to implement Theorem 4.3.1 we define the matrix whose columns are
those vectors.
M132 :=
0 1 e13e310 0 e31
1 0 1
 .
Now we calculate
A−1314A132 =
0 1 e31(1 + e13)1 0 1 + e31
0 0 −e31
 ,
A−1132A134 =
0 1 1 + e
−1
31
1 0 1 + e13
0 0 −e−131
 ,
ν(A−1314A132) ν(A−1132A134) =
 0 ∞ min{0, e13}∞ 0 min{0,− e31}
∞ ∞ 0
 .
The set A314 ∩ A132 is therefore nonempty and given by the local coordinates [u1, u2, u3] in A314
satisfying the conditions:
u1 − u3 ≤ min{0, e13} , (A.0.1)
u2 − u3 ≤ min{0,− e31} . (A.0.2)
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The integer points of the apartment A142 are exactly those lattices which are O-linear combi-
nations of the basis vectors V1, V4 and V2. To calculate the intersection A314 ∩ A142 we define
M142 =
0 1 e13e310 −1 e31
1 1 1
 .
We calculate
M−1314M142 =
0 0 (1 + e13)e311 0 1 + e31
0 1 −e31
 ,
M−1142M314 =

−(1+e31)
(1+e13)e31 1 0
(1 + e13)−1 0 1
((1 + e13)e31)−1 0 0
 ,
ν(M−1314M142) ν(M−1142M314) =

0 ∞ ∞
ν
(
1+e31
(1+e13)e31
)
0 ∞
−ν(1 + e13) ∞ 0
 .
Theorem 4.3.1 claims that A314∩A142 is the set of points [u1, u2, u3] ∈ A314 satisfying the inequalities
u2 − u1 ≤ −max{0, e31} −min{0, e13} , (A.0.3)
u3 − u1 ≤ −min{0, e13} . (A.0.4)
The apartment A243 is that which contains the lattices which are O-linear combinations of the
basis vectors V2, V4 and V3. We require the intersection A314 ∩ A243 so we define
M243 =
e13e31 1 1e31 −1 0
1 1 0
 .
We may now calculate
M−1314M243 =
(1 + e13)e31 0 11 + e31 0 0
−e31 1 0
 ,
M−1243M314 =

0 (1 + e31)−1 0
0 e311+e31 1
1 −e31(1+e13)1+e31 0
 ,
ν(M−1314M243) ν(M−1243M314) =

0 ν
(
(1+e13)e31
1+e31
)
∞
∞ 0 ∞
∞ ν
(
e31
1+e31
)
0
 .
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We conclude from Theorem 4.3.1 that A314 ∩ A243 is the set of points [u1, u2, u3] ∈ A314 satisfying
the inequalities
u1 − u2 ≤ min{0, e13}+ max{0, e31} , (A.0.5)
u3 − u2 ≤ max{0, e31} . (A.0.6)
To complete Lemma 4.8.2 we must consider some regions in A132. Recall that we fix local
coordinates [z1, z2, z3] on A132 so that if zi ∈ Z we have
[z1, z2, z3] = tz1OV1 ⊕ tz2OV3 ⊕ tz3V2O .
We have already calculated most of the matrices required to obtain A314 ∩A132. We complete this
step by calculating
ν(A−1132A134) ν(A−1314A132) =
 0 ∞ min{0, e31}∞ 0 e31 + min{0, e13}
∞ ∞ 0
 .
Theorem 4.3.1 shows that A314 ∩ A132 is given by the coordinates [z1, z2, z3] in A132 satisfying the
inequalities
z1 − z3 ≤ min{0, e31} , (A.0.7)
z2 − z3 ≤ e31 + min{0, e13} . (A.0.8)
We now calculate the intersection A132∩A142 as a subset of A132. We implement Theorem 4.3.1
using the following calculations.
M−1132M142 =
1
1+e31
e31
0
0 1 + e13 0
0 −e−131 1
 ,
M−1142M132 =
1
−(1+e31)
e31(1+e13) 0
0 (1 + e13)−1 0
0 (e31(1 + e13))−1 1
 ,
ν(M−1132M142) ν(M−1142M132) =
 0 ν
(
1+e31
e31(1+e13)
)
∞
∞ 0 ∞
∞ − e31−min{0, e13} 0
 .
Theorem 4.3.1 shows that A132∩A142 is the set of points [z1, z2, z3] ∈ A132 satisfying the conditions
z1 − z2 ≤ −max{0, e31} −min{0, e13} , (A.0.9)
z3 − z2 ≤ − e31−min{0, e13} . (A.0.10)
Finally we calculate A132∩A243 as a subset of A132. To make use of Theorem 4.3.1 we calculate
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the following
M−1132M243 =
0
1+e31
e31
0
0 1 + e13 1
1 −e−131 0
 ,
M−1243M132 =

(1 + e31)−1 0 1
e31
1+e31 0 0−e31(1+e13)
1+e31 1 0
 ,
ν(M−1132M243) ν(M−1243M132) =

0 ∞ ∞
ν
(
e31(1+e13)
1+e31
)
0 ∞
−min{0, e31} ∞ 0
 .
Theorem 4.3.1 shows that A132 ∩ A243 is given by the points [z1, z2, z3] ∈ A132 satisfying the
inequalities
z2 − z1 ≤ max{0, e31}+ min{0, e13} , (A.0.11)
z3 − z1 ≤ −min{0, e31} . (A.0.12)
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Appendix B
Calculations for Proposition 4.8.7
This Appendix contains calculations of apartment intersections used to prove Proposition 4.8.7.
Fix (z(t), e(t)) ∈ R. This vector determines a flag map
Ft : ∆˜0 → Flag(KP2) .
We consider the image in B2 of the ideal vertices of the adjacent ideal triangles depicted in Fig-
ure A.1. Recall that
(F1t (Pi),F2t (Pi)) = (Vi, `i) ,
is defined as follows,
V1 :=
00
1
 , `1 = [1, 0, 0] ,
V2 =
e13e31e31
1
 , `2 = [1,−e13(1 + t132), e13e31t132] ,
V3 =
10
0
 , `3 = [0, 0, 1] ,
V4 =
 1−1
1
 , `4 = [t314, 1 + t314, 1] .
We fix local coordinates [u1, u2, u3] on A314 so that the integral points are given by
[u1, u2, u3] := tu1V3O ⊕ tu2V1O ⊕ tu3V4O .
To make use of Theorem 4.3.1 we must first define the matrix whose columns are the ordered
triple of vectors (V3, V1, V4),
M314 =
1 0 10 0 −1
1 0 1
 .
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We must first consider the intersection A314 ∩ Q13. The apartment Q13 has integral points
which represent lattices
txe1O ⊕ tye2O ⊕ tze3O .
Therefore we define
M13 =
1 0 00 0 1
0 1 0

To implement Theorem 4.3.1 we calculate
M−1314M13 =
0 1 11 0 1
0 0 −1
 ,
M−113 M314 =
0 1 11 0 1
0 0 −1
 ,
ν(M−1314M13) ν(M−113 M314) =
 0 ∞ 0∞ 0 0
∞ ∞ 0
 .
Using Theorem 4.3.1 we conclude that A314 ∩Q13 is the set of points [x1, x2, x3] ∈ A314 satisfying
the inequalities
u1 − u3 ≤ 0 , (B.0.1)
u2 − u3 ≤ 0 . (B.0.2)
Now consider the apartment Q14. This is the apartment whose integral points are lattices
formed by O-linear combinations of the basis vectors V1, V4 and `14 := `1 ∩ `4. To calculate
A314 ∩Q14 we define
M14 :=
 0 0 1−1 0 −1
1 + z314 1 1
 .
For the purposes of making use of Theorem 4.3.1 we calculate
M−1314M14 =
−1 0 0z314 1 0
1 0 1
 ,
M−114 M314 =
−1 0 0z314 1 0
1 0 1
 ,
ν(M−1314M14) ν(M−114 M314) =
 0 ∞ ∞z314 ∞ ∞
0 ∞ 0
 .
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Theorem 4.3.1 shows that A314 ∩ Q14 is given by the points [u1, u2, u3] ∈ A314 satisfying the
inequalities
u2 − u1 ≤ z314 , (B.0.3)
u3 − u1 ≤ 0 . (B.0.4)
We now consider the apartment A`132. This is the apartment whose integral points areO-lattices
generated by scalar multiples of the vectors `1∩`3, `1∩`2 and `2∩`3. To implement Theorem 4.3.1
we define the matrix whose columns are those vectors
M `132 =
0 0 e13(1 + z143)1 e31z132 1
0 1 + z132 0
 .
We calculate
M−1314M
`
132 =
 1 e31z132 1 + e13(1 + z132)1 1 + z132(1 + e31) 1
−1 −e31z132 −1
 ,
(M `132)−1M314 =
−(e13(1 + z132))
−1 −e31z132
1+z132
−(1+e13(1+z132(1+e31))))
e13(1+z132)
0 (1 + z132)−1 (1 + z132)−1
(e13(1 + z132))−1 0 (e13(1 + z132))−1
 .
Lemma 4.3.1 shows that if A314 ∩ A`132 is nonempty then the diagonal entries of the matrix
ν(M−1314M `132) ν((M `132)−1M314) ,
must be zero. A direct calculation shows that this is equivalent to
e13 + min{0, z132} ≤ 0 , (B.0.5)
e31 + max{0, z132} ≥ 0 . (B.0.6)
If we impose these conditions then
ν(M−1314M `132) ν((M `132)−1M314) =

0 ν
(
e31z132
1+z132
)
0
−ν(e13(1 + z132)) 0 0
−ν(e13(1 + z132)) ν
(
e31z132
1+z132
)
0
 .
Theorem 4.3.1 shows that A314 ∩ A`132 is given by the following coordinates on A314,
e13 + min{0, z132} ≤ u1 − u2 ≤ e31 + max{0, z132} , (B.0.7)
0 ≤ u3 − u1 ≤ −(e13 + min{0, z132}) , (B.0.8)
0 ≤ u3 − u2 ≤ e31 + max{0, z132} . (B.0.9)
By inspection Inequality (B.0.7) is redundant so we describe A314 ∩ A`132 using only Inequali-
ties (B.0.8)–(B.0.9). In doing so we see that if A314 ∩A`132 is nonempty then it is a parallelogram.
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To verify Theorem 4.8.1 we must also calculate the intersection A314 ∩ A`125 where P5 is the
ideal vertex depicted in Figure A.1. A direct calculation shows that (Ψ1(P5),Ψ2(P5)) = (V5, `5),
where V5 and `5 have representatives
V5 =
 e12e131 + e12
1+e21(1+z132(1+e12))
e21e31z132
 ,
`5 =
(
−(1 + e12(1 + z125(1 + e21))), e12e13(1 + z125(1 + e21(1 + z132))),−e12e21e13e31z132z125
)
.
To implement Theorem 4.3.1 we define the matrix whose columns are nonzero representatives of
the homothety classes `1 ∩ `2, `2 ∩ `5 and `1 ∩ `5, that is
M `125 =
 0 e12e13(1 + z125) 0e21e31z125z132 1 + e12(1 + z125) e31z132
1 + z125(1 + e21(1 + z132)) 1+z132(1+e12(1+z125)))e31z132 1 + z132
 .
To ensure that A314 ∩ A`125 6= ∅, Lemma 4.3.2 shows that the diagonal entries of the matrix
ν(A−1314A`125) ν((A`125)−1A314) ,
must be zero. This is equivalent to the conditions
min{0, e12, e12 + z125, e12 + e21 + z125} ≥ e12 + e13 + min{0, z125} , (B.0.10)
e21 + z125 + min{0, e13, e13 + z132, e13 + e31 + z132} ≥ e13 + min{0, z125} . (B.0.11)
If these conditions are satisfied then
ν(A−1314A`125) ν((A`125)−1A314)
=

0 ν
(
e21e31z125z132
1+z125
)
0
ν
(
(1+e12(1+z125))(1+z132(1+e31))
e12e13e31z132(1+z125)
)
0 ν
(
1+z132(1+e31)
e31z132
)
ν
(
1+e12(1+z125)
e12e13(1+z125)
)
ν
(
e21e31z125z132
1+z125
)
0
 .
Theorem 4.3.1 states that A314∩A`125 is given by the local coordinates [u1, u2, u3] on A314 satisfying
the following conditions ,
− e21− e31− z132−max{0, z125} ≤ u2 − u1 ≤ ν
(
(1 + e12(1 + z125))(1 + z132(1 + e31))
e12e13e31z132(1 + z125)
)
,
(B.0.12)
e31 + z132−min{0, z132, e31 + z132} ≤ u3 − u2 ≤ e21 + e31 + z132 + max{0, z125} , (B.0.13)
0 ≤ u3 − u1 ≤ − e12− e13−min{0, z125}+ min{0, e12, e12 + z125} .
(B.0.14)
A direct calculation shows that the inequalities on line (B.0.12) are redundant so we may describe
A314∩A`125 using only Inequalities (B.0.13)–(B.0.14). In particular if A314∩A`125 is nonempty then
it is a parallelogram. This leads to the following lemma.
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Lemma B.0.1. If A314∩A`132 and A314∩A`125 are both nonempty then they are (possibly degenerate
parallelograms with disjoint interiors. Moreover they share an edge which is contained in the set
{[u1, u2, u3] ∈ A314 | u3 − u2 = e31 + max{0, z132}} .
Proof. If A314 ∩A`132 6= ∅ then the calculations above show that it is a parallelogram contained in
the region
{[u1, u2, u3] ∈ A314 | u3 − u2 ≤ e31 + max{0, z132}}
Moreover one of its edges is contained in the boundary of this set as required. It remains only to
note that if A314 ∩ A`132 6= ∅ then
e31 + max{0, z132} ≥ 0 .
Consequently the lower bound in Inequality (B.0.13) is reduced to
e31 + z132−min{0, z132} = e31 + max{0, z132} ,
as required. 
To complete the proof of Theorem 4.8.1 we must calculate the intersection A314 ∩ A`256. The
singular ideal points V6 and `6 ∈ ∂∞ B2 are given by
V6 =
 e12e13(1 + e25(1 + z125(1 + e52)))1 + e12 + e25(1 + e12(1 + z125(1 + e52)))
1+e21(1+e25+z132(1+e12+e25(1+e12(1+z125(1+e52)))))
e21e31z132
 ,
`6 =
 1 + e12(1 + z125(1 + e21 + e52(1 + e21 + z258(1 + e21(1 + e25)))))e12e13(1 + z125(1 + e52(1 + z258) + e21(1 + z132 + e52(z132 + z258(e25 + z132(1 + e25))))))
e12e21e13e31z132z125(1 + e52(1 + z258(1 + e25)))

t
,
where V t denotes the transpose of the vector V . The apartment A`258 is that which contains the
O-lattices which are generated by O-linear combinations of the vectors `25, `52 and `58. Recall that
`ij is the point of intersection of the projective lines `i and `j. A direct calculation shows that
`25 =
 e12e13(1 + z125)1 + e12(1 + z125)
1+z132(1+e12(1+z125))
e31z125
 ,
`26 =
e12e13(1 + z125(1 + e52(1 + z256)))1 + e12(1 + z1251 + e52(1 + z256))
1+z132(1+e12(1+z125(1+e52(1+z256))))
e31z132
 ,
`56 =
 e12e13(1 + z256(1 + e25(1 + z125)))1 + e12 + z256(1 + e12 + e25(1 + e12(1 + z256)))
1+z256+e21(1+z132(1+e12)+z256(1+e25+z132(1+e12+e25(1+e12(1+z125)))))
e21e31z132
 .
We define M `256 = (`25 | `26 | `56) where ‘ | ’ denotes concatenation of vectors.
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Lemma 4.3.2 shows that if A314 ∩ A`256 6= ∅ then the diagonal entries of
ν(M−1314M `256) ν((M `256)−1M314) ,
are zero. This is equivalent to the conditions
e13 ≤ 0 , (B.0.15)
e12 + min{0, z125} ≥ 0 , (B.0.16)
e52 + min{0, z256} ≤ 0 , (B.0.17)
e21 + min{0, z132, e31 + z132} ≥ 0 , (B.0.18)
e52 + z125 + min{0, z256} ≤ 0 , (B.0.19)
e21 + e25 + z256 + min{0, z132, e31 + z132} ≥ min{0, z256} , (B.0.20)
e12 + e13 + e52 + z125 + min{0, z256} ≤ 0 . (B.0.21)
If we impose these conditions then Theorem 4.3.1 and a direct calculation of
ν(M−1314M `256) ν((M `256)−1M314) ,
show that A314∩A`256 is given by the local coordinates [x1, x2, x3] ∈ A314 which satisfy the following
inequalities,
min{0, z256} − e21− e31− z132−min{0, e12 + e13, e12 + e13 + z125} (B.0.22)
−min{0, z256, e25 + z256} ≤ x2 − x1 , (B.0.23)
x2 − x1 ≤ − e12− e13− e31− e52− z125− z132−min{0, z256}+ min{0, z132, e31 + z132} (B.0.24)
+ min{0, e12 + e52 + z125, e12 + e52 + z125 + z256} , (B.0.25)
e31 + z132−min{0, z132, e31 + z132} ≤ x3 − x2 , (B.0.26)
x3 − x2 ≤ e21 + e31 + z132−min{0, z256}+ min{0, z256, e25 + z256} , (B.0.27)
−min{0, e12 + e13, e12 + e13 + z125} ≤ x3 − x1 , (B.0.28)
x3 − x1 ≤ − e12− e13− e52− z125−min{0, z256} (B.0.29)
+ min{0, e12 + e52 + z125, e12 + e52 + z125 + z256} . (B.0.30)
The inequalities on lines (B.0.23)–(B.0.25) are redundant. Therefore if A104 ∩ A`256 is nonempty
then it is a parallelogram whose edges are singular Euclidean geodesics.
Using these coordinates we now collect some facts which are used in the proof of Theorem 4.8.1.
Corollary B.0.2. Suppose A314∩A`256 6= ∅ then we infer the following from the above calculations.
• A314∩A`256 is determined by the valuations of our chosen FG parameters (z(t), e(t)) ∈ KT∪E.
• The set A314 ∩ A`256 is contained in the region
w := {[x1, x2, x3] ∈ A314 | x1 ≤ x3 and x2 ≤ x3} .
We now rephrase this in a manner which is independent of our choice of coordinate system.
If z314 ≥ 0 then w is the union of the two (closed) Weyl chambers from v1314 to (V1, V1 ⊕ V3)
and (V3, V1 ⊕ V3). If z314 ≤ 0 then w is the union of the two Weyl chambers from v3314 to
(V1, V1 ⊕ V3) and (V3, V1 ⊕ V3).
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• If A314 ∩ A`132 6= ∅ then it comprises points [x1, x2, x3] ∈ A314 satisfying the inequalities
0 ≤ x3 − x2 ≤ e31 + max{0, z132} ,
0 ≤ x3 − x1 ≤ −(e13 + min{0, z132}) .
The fact that A314∩A`132 6= ∅ ensures that we may impose Inequalities (B.0.5)–(B.0.6) on the
inequalities defining A314 ∩ A`256. Therefore we claim that the region A314 ∩ A`256 comprises
points [x1, x2, x3] ∈ A314 satisfying the inequalities of the form
e31 + max{0, z132} ≤ x3 − x2 ≤ α0 ,
0 ≤ β0 ≤ x3 − x1 ≤ − e12− e13− e52− z125−min{0, z256}
+ min{0, e12 + e52 + z125, e12 + e52 + z125 + z256} .
In particular, A314 ∩ A`256 is contained in the region
{[x1, x2, x3] ∈ A314 | x3 − x2 ≥ e31 + max{0, z132}, and x3 − x1 ≤ −(e13 + min{0, z132})} .
Moreover we infer that A314 ∩ A`256 and A314 ∩ A`132 share an edge which is contained in the
infinite Euclidean geodesic
{[x1, x2, x3] ∈ A314 | x3 − x2 = e31 + max{0, z132}} .
• Consider the case in which A314 ∩ A`125 6= ∅. We may impose Condition (B.0.16) on the
inequalities defining the region A314 ∩ A`125. We find that A314 ∩ A`125 comprises points
[x1, x2, x3] ∈ A314 satisfying the inequalities
e31 + z132−min{0, z132, e31 + z132} ≤ x3 − x2 ≤ e21 + e31 + z132 + max{0, z125} ,
0 ≤ x3 − x1 ≤ − e12− e13−min{0, z125} .
Conversely we may impose Condition (B.0.10) on the inequalities defining the region A314 ∩
A`256. We find that A314 ∩ A`256 comprises points [x1, x2, x3] satisfying the inequalities of the
form
e31 + z132−min{0, z132, e31 + z132} ≤ x3 − x2 ,
x3 − x2 ≤ e21 + e31 + z132−min{0, z256}+ min{0, z256, e25 + z256} ,
− e12− e13−min{0, z125} ≤ x3 − x1 ≤ β1 .
We first note that A314 ∩ A`256 is contained in the region
{[x1, x2, x3] ∈ A314 | − e12− e13−min{0, z125} ≤ x3 − x1, and
x3 − x2 ≤ e21 + e31 + z132 + max{0, z125}} .
It follows that A314 ∩ A`125 ∩ A`256 is a nonempty (possibly degenerate) Euclidean geodesic
contained in the set
{[x1, x2, x3] ∈ A314 | x3 − x1 = − e12− e13−min{0, z125}} .
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Appendix C
Apartment Intersections in Q13
We begin by considering intersections of the form Axyz ∩Q13 and A`xyz ∩Q13. with respect to local
coordinates on the apartment Q13. Using the notation adopted in Appendix A, Q13 := A(e1, e2, e3).
Fix local coordinates [x1, x2, x3] on Q13 so that if (x1, x3, x3) ∈ Z3 then
[x1, x2, x3] := tx1e3O ⊕ tx2e1O ⊕ tx3e2O .
This appendix contains calculations invoking Theorem 4.3.1 so we define
M13 =
1 0 00 0 1
0 1 0

Recall A314 = A(V1, V4, V3) and we define M314 = (V3 | V1 | V4). A direct calculation shows that
(M13)−1M314 =
0 1 11 0 1
0 0 −1
 ,
(M314)−1M13 =
0 1 11 0 1
0 0 −1
 ,
ν((M13)−1)M314) ν((M314)−1)M13) =
∞ 0 00 ∞ 0
∞ ∞ 0
 .
Therefore by Theorem 4.3.1, the set Q13 ∩ A314 is constant and is given by the local coordinates
satisfying
0 ≤ x3 − x1 , (C.0.1)
0 ≤ x3 − x2 . (C.0.2)
Let `ij = `i ∩ `j. Then A`314 = A(`14, `13, `34). To calculate Q13 ∩ A`314 we define
M `314 =
0 1 + z314 01 −z314 −1
0 0 1 + z314
 ,
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the matrix whose columns are homothety class representatives of `13, `14 and `34. We calculate
(M13)−1M `314 =
0 0 1 + z3140 1 + z314 0
1 −z314 −1
 ,
(M `314)−1M13 =
(1 + z314)
−1 z314
1+z314 1
0 (1 + z314)−1 0
(1 + z314)−1 0 0
 ,
ν((M13)−1)M `314) ν((M `314)−1)M13) =
 0 ∞ ∞∞ 0 ∞
−ν(1 + z314) ν(z314)− ν(1 + z314) 0
 .
Note that z314−ν(1 + z314) = max{0, z314}. Theorem 4.3.1 shows that Q13 ∩ A`314 is given by
x3 − x1 ≤ −min{0, z314} , (C.0.3)
x3 − x2 ≤ max{0, z314} . (C.0.4)
Therefore Q13 ∩K314 is given by the interval
0 ≤ x3 − x1 ≤ −min{0, z314} (C.0.5)
0 ≤ x3 − x2 ≤ max{0, z314} . (C.0.6)
The apartment A132 contains lattices which are generated over O by scalar multiples of V3, V2
and V1 so we define
M132 =
0 1 e13e310 0 e31
1 0 1
 .
We calculate
(M−113 )M132 =
1 0 10 1 e13e31
0 0 e31
 ,
(M−1132)M13 =
1 0 −e
−1
31
0 1 −e13
0 0 e−131
 ,
ν((M13)−1)M132) ν((M132)−1)M13) =
 0 ∞ − e31∞ 0 e13
∞ ∞ 0
 .
Therefore Q13 ∩ A132 is given by the local coordinates [x1, x2, x3] satisfying the inequalities
e31 ≤ x3 − x1 , (C.0.7)
− e13 ≤ x3 − x2 . (C.0.8)
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The apartment A`132 comprises lattices which admit O-bases which are scalar multiples of `13,
`12 and `23. Therefore we define
M `132 =
0 0 e13(1 + z132)1 e31z132 1
0 1 + z132 0
 .
We calculate
(M−113 )M `132 =
0 1 + z132 00 0 e13(1 + z132)
1 e31z132 1
 ,
(M `132)−1M13 =

−e31z132
1+z132 −(e13(1 + z132))−1 1
(1 + z132)−1 0 0
0 (e13(1 + z132))−1 0
 ,
ν((M13)−1)M `132) ν((M `132)−1)M13) =

0 ∞ ∞
∞ 0 ∞
ν
(
e31z132
1+z132
)
−ν(e13(1 + z132)) 0
 .
Therefore by Theorem 4.3.1 the region Q13 ∩ A`132 is given in local coordinates on Q13 by the
inequalities
x3 − x1 ≤ e31 + max{0, z132} , (C.0.9)
x3 − x2 ≤ − e13−min{0, z132} . (C.0.10)
Combining (C.0.7)–(C.0.10) we find that Q13 ∩K132 is given by the interval
e31 ≤ x3 − x1 ≤ e31 + max{0, z132} , (C.0.11)
− e13 ≤ x3 − x2 ≤ − e13−min{0, z132} . (C.0.12)
The apartment Q14 is the set of lattices generated over O by scalar multiples of the vectors
(V1, V4, `14). We define the matrix whose columns are those vectors
M14 =
 0 0 1−1 0 −1
1 + z314 1 1
 .
We calculate
(M−113 )M14 =
1 + z314 1 10 0 1
−1 0 −1
 ,
(M−114 )M13 =
0 −1 −11 z314 1 + z314
0 1 0
 ,
ν((M−113 )M14) ν((M−114 )M13) =
 0 min{z314, 0} min{0, z314}∞ 0 ∞
∞ 0 0
 .
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By Theorem 4.3.1, the region Q13 ∩ Q14 is given by coordinates [x1, x2, x3] in Q13 satisfying the
following inequalities
−min{0, z314} ≤x3 − x1 , (C.0.13)
x3 − x2 ≤ 0 . (C.0.14)
The apartment Q34 is the set of lattices generated over O by scalar multiples of the vectors
(V3, V4, `34). We define the matrix whose columns are those vectors
M34 =
1 1 1 + z3140 −1 −z314
0 1 0
 .
We calculate
(M−113 )M34 =
0 1 01 1 1 + z314
0 −1 −z314
 ,
(M−134 )M13 =
 (z314)
−1 1 1+z314
z314
1 0 0
−(z314)−1 0 −(z314)−1
 ,
ν(M−113 M34) ν(M−134 M13) =
 0 ∞ ∞−max{0, z314} 0 −max{0, z314}
0 ∞ 0
 .
Therefore Q13 ∩Q34 is given by local coordinates on Q13 satisfying:
x3 − x1 ≤ 0 , (C.0.15)
max{0, z314} ≤x3 − x2 . (C.0.16)
Combining Inequalities (C.0.1)–(C.0.4), (C.0.13)–(C.0.14) and (C.0.15)–(C.0.16) we obtain
Q13 ⊂ A314 ∪ A`314 ∪Q14 ∪Q34 . (C.0.17)
The apartment Q04 is the set of lattices generated over O by the scalar multiples of the basis
vectors (V0, V4, `04). We define the matrix whose columns are the vectors of this basis,
M04 :=
 1 −(1 + z104) 1−1− e14 1 + z104 + e14z104 −1
1 + e14 + e14z314 + e14e41z314 −(1 + z104 + e14z104 + e14z104z314) 1
 .
By Lemma 4.3.2 if Q13 ∩Q04 6= ∅ then the diagonal entries of
E04 := ν(M−113 M04) ν(M−104 M13) ,
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are zero. The (2, 2)-entry of E04 is
min{− e14− e41,− e14− e41− z104 + min{0, e41}+ min{0, z104}, (C.0.18)
− e14− e41− z104 + min{0, e41 + z104, e14 + e41 + z104}} (C.0.19)
≤ − e14 + min{0,− e41}+ min{0,− z104} (C.0.20)
≤ − e14 . (C.0.21)
Therefore if Q04 ∩Q13 6= ∅ then e14 ≤ 0. The (3, 3)-entry of E04 is
min{− e14− e41− z314 + min{0, e14}+ min{0, z314}, (C.0.22)
− e14− e41− z104− z314 + min{0, z314, e14 + z104}+ min{0, z314, e41 + z314}, (C.0.23)
− e14− e41− z104− z314 + min{0, z314, e41 + z314, e41 + z104, z314}} (C.0.24)
≤ − e41 + min{0,− e14}+ min{0,− z314} (C.0.25)
≤ − e41 . (C.0.26)
If Q04 ∩ Q13 6= ∅ we conclude that e41 ≤ 0. If we impose the conditions e14 ≤ 0 and e41 ≤ 0 then
the (2, 2)-entry of E04 is reduced to
min{− e14− e41,− e14− z104 + min{0, z104},− e14− z104 + min{0, e14 + z104}} . (C.0.27)
This equates to zero if and only if e14 + z104 ≤ 0. If we impose the conditions e14 ≤ 0 and e41 ≤ 0
then the (3, 3)-entry of E04 is reduced to
− e41− z314 + min{min{0, z314},min{0, e41 + z314},− e14− z104 + min{0, e41 + z314, e41 + z104 + z314}}
(C.0.28)
= − e41− z314 + min{min{0, e41 + z314},− e14− z104 + min{0, e41 + z314, e41 + z104 + z314}}
(C.0.29)
Given e14 + z104 ≤ 0 this term is equal to zero if and only if e41 + z314 ≤ 0. If we impose the
condition
max{e14, e41, e14 + z104, e41 + z314} ≤ 0 ,
then the (1, 1)-entry of E04 is zero. Having simplified our situation we now proceed to calculate
the intersection Q13 ∩ Q04 in local coordinates [x1, x2, x3] on Q13. Using Theorem 4.3.1 a direct
calculation of E04 yields,
e14 + max{0, z104} ≤ x3 − x2 ≤ 0 , (C.0.30)
−min{0, z314} ≤ x2 − x1 ≤ − e14− e41− z314−max{0, z104} , (C.0.31)
−min{0, z314} ≤ x3 − x1 ≤ − e41− z314 . (C.0.32)
The inequalities on line (C.0.14) are redundant so if Q13 ∩Q04 is nonempty it is the parallelogram
described by the lines (C.0.30) and (C.0.32). The edges of this parallelogram are parallel to the
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Euclidean geodesics x3 = x2 and x3 = x1. Therefore Q13∩Q04 is equal to the convex Weyl envelope
of the points
v := [min{0, z314}, 0, 0] ,
w := [e14 + e41 + z314 + max{0, z104}, 0, e14 + max{0, z104}] .
Inequalities (C.0.5)–(C.0.6) show that v := v1314. We will now show that w has a similar interpre-
tation in terms of K104. The apartment A104 is the set of O-lattices generated by the basis vectors
(V0, V1, V4). We define the matrix whose columns are those basis vectors
M104 :=
 1 1 0−(1 + e14) −1 0
1 + e14 + e14z314 + e14e41z314 1 1
 .
We calculate
(M03)−1M104 =
1 + e14 + e14z314 + e14e41z314 1 11 1 0
−(1 + e14) −1 0
 ,
(M104)−1M03 =
0 −e
−1
14 −e−114
0 1+e14
e14
e−114
1 z314(1 + e41) 1 + z314 + e41z314
 ,
E104 := ν((M03)−1M104) ν((M104)−1M03)
=
 0 ν(
1+e14+e14z314+e14e41z314
e14
) ν(1+e14+e14z314+e14e41z314
e14
)
∞ 0 − e14
∞ −max{0, e14} 0
 .
If we suppose further that Q03 ∩Q04 6= ∅ then e14 ≤ 0, e41 ≤ 0 and e41 + z314 ≤ 0 so, recalling that
the leading term of each FG ratio is positive we have
ν
(1 + e14 + e14z314 + e14e41z314
e14
)
= ν(1 + z314 + e41z314) = e41 + z314 .
Therefore, if we assume Q03 ∩Q04 6= ∅ then
E104 =
 0 e41 + z314 e41 + z314∞ 0 − e14
∞ 0 0
 .
In this case Q13∩A104 is given by the local coordinates [x1, x2, x3] on Q13 satisfying the conditions
x1 − x2 ≤ e41 + z314 , (C.0.33)
− e41− z314 ≤ x3 − x1 , (C.0.34)
e14 ≤ x3 − x2 ≤ 0 . (C.0.35)
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Inequality (C.0.33) is redundant so Q13 ∩ A104 is determined by Inequalities (C.0.34)–(C.0.35).
Combining this with Inequalities (C.0.30)–(C.0.32) we see that if the region Q13 ∩ Q04 ∩ A104 is
nonempty then it is the set of points [x1, x2, x3] ∈ Q13 satisfying
x3 − x1 = − e41− z314 ,
e14 + max{0, z104} ≤ x3 − x2 ≤ 0 .
We will show that this interval contains one of the vertices of K104. The apartment A`104 is the set
of O-lattices generated by the basis vectors (`01, `04, `14). We define the matrix whose columns are
those basis vectors
M `104 :=
 −(1 + z104) 0 01 + z104 + e14z104 −1 1
−(1 + z104 + e14z104 + e14z104z314) 1 + z314 + e41z314 + e41z104z314 −(1 + z314)
 .
We calculate
(M03)−1M `104
=
−(1 + z104 + e14z104 + e14z104z314) 1 + z314 + e41z314 + e41z104z314 −(1 + z314)−(1 + z104) 0 0
1 + z104 + e14 + z104 −1 1
 ,
(M `104)−1M03 =

0 −(1 + z104)−1 0
(e41z314(1 + z104))−1 (e41(1 + z104))−1 1+z314e41z314(1+z314)
(e41z314(1 + z104))−1 1+e41+e41z104+e14e41z104e41(1+z104)
1+z314+e41z314+e41z104z314
e41z314(1+z104)
 .
If we assume that Q13 ∩Q04 6= ∅ then we have e14, e41 ≤ 0, e14 + z104 ≤ 0 and e41 + z314 ≤ 0. In this
case we calculate
ν((M03)−1M `104) ν((M `104)−1M03) =
 0 ν(
e14z104(1+z314)
1+z104 ) min{0, z314}∞ 0 ∞
−ν(e41z314(1 + z104)) e14 + max{0, z104} 0
 .
Given that the leading terms of all of the FG ratios are positive by assumption we have
ν
(
e14z104(1 + z314)
1 + z104
)
= e14 + max{0, z104}+ min{0, z314} ,
−ν (e41z314(1 + z104)) = −(e41 + z314 + min{0, z104}) .
If Q13 ∩Q04 6= ∅ then Q13 ∩ A`104 is given by
x1 − x2 ≤ e14 + max{0, z104}+ min{0, z314} , (C.0.36)
−min{0, z314} ≤x3 − x1 ≤ −(e41 + z314 + min{0, z104}) , (C.0.37)
x3 − x2 ≤ e14 + max{0, z104} . (C.0.38)
The region Q13 ∩Q04 ∩ A`104 is given by
−min{0, z314} ≤ x3 − x1 ≤ − e41− z314 ,
x3 − x2 = e14 + max{0, z314} .
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The point Q03 ∩Q04 ∩ A104 ∩ A`104 is
w = [e14 + e41 + z314 + max{0, z104}, 0, e14 + max{0, z104}] ∈ K104 .
This is one endpoint of the interval Q13 ∩ A104 ∩ A`104 which is given by the coordinates
− e41− z314 ≤ x3 − x1 ≤ − e41− z314−min{0, z104} ,
e14 ≤ x3 − x2 ≤ e14 + max{0, z104} .
This is an interval whose direction is singular and it has length | z104 |. Therefore it must be
an edge of K104. The point w is contained in Q04, therefore w ∈ {v0104, v4104}. However it is also
contained in Q14 which means that w ∈ {v4104, v1104}. We have verified the following lemma
Lemma C.0.1. If Q04 ∩Q13 is nonempty then
Q04 ∩Q13 = 3({v1314, v4104}) .
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Appendix D
Apartment Intersections in Q14
We will use Theorem 4.3.1 to investigate intersections of the form Axyz ∩Q14 and A`xyz ∩Q14 with
respect to local coordinates on Q14. The apartment Q14 comprises full rank O-lattices which are
generated over O by K-scalar multiples of vectors V1, V4 and `14 = `1∩`4. To invoke Theorem 4.3.1
we define the matrix whose columns are those vectors
M14 :=
 1 0 0−1 0 −1
1 1 z314
 .
Let M314 be defined as in Appendix C. A direct calculation shows
(M14)−1M314 =
 1 0 1z314 1 0
−1 0 0
 ,
(M314)−1M14 =
0 0 −10 1 z314
1 0 1
 ,
ν((M14)−1M314) ν((M314)−1M04) =
 0 ∞ 0∞ 0 z314
∞ ∞ 0
 .
By Theorem 4.3.1, the set Q14 ∩A314 is given by local coordinates [x1, x2, x3] on Q14 which satisfy
the relations
x1 − x3 ≤ 0 , (D.0.1)
x2 − x3 ≤ z314 . (D.0.2)
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Let M `314 be defined as in Appendix C. A direct calculation shows
(M14)−1M `314 =
 0 1 + z314 01 + z314 0 0
−1 −1 1
 ,
(M `314)−1M14 =
 0 (1 + z314)
−1 0
(1 + z314)−1 0 0
(1 + z314)−1 (1 + z314)−1 1
 ,
ν((M14)−1M `314) ν((M `314)−1M04) =
 0 ∞ ∞∞ 0 ∞
−min{0, z314} −min{0, z314} 0
 .
By Theorem 4.3.1, the set Q14 ∩A`314 is given by local coordinates [x1, x2, x3] on Q14 which satisfy
the relations
x3 − x1 ≤ −min{0, z314} , (D.0.3)
x3 − x2 ≤ −min{0, z314} . (D.0.4)
As a consequence of Inequalities (D.0.1)–(D.0.4), the set K314 ∩ Q14 is given by the following
interval
0 ≤ x3 − x1 ≤ −min{0, z314} , (D.0.5)
− z314 ≤ x3 − x2 ≤ −min{0, z314} . (D.0.6)
The apartment A104 comprises O-lattices which are generated over O by scalar multiples of the
vectors V0, V1 and V4. In order to implement Theorem 4.3.1 we define the matrix whose columns
are those basis vectors
M104 :=
 1 1 0−(1 + e14) −1 0
1 + e14 + e14z314 + e14e41z314 1 1
 .
We calculate
M−114 M104 =
 1 1 0e14e41z314 0 1
e14 0 0
 ,
M−1104M14 =
0 0 e
−1
14
1 0 −e−114
0 1 −e41z314
 ,
ν(M−114 M104) ν(M−1104M14) =
 0 ∞ − e14∞ 0 e41 + z314
∞ ∞ 0
 .
By Theorem 4.3.1 the set Q14 ∩ A104 is given by the following region, using the local coordinates
[x1, x2, x3] on Q14,
x1 − x3 ≤ − e14 , (D.0.7)
x2 − x3 ≤ e41 + z314 . (D.0.8)
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The apartment A`104 comprises the O-lattices which are generated over O by scalar multiples of the
vectors `01, `04 and `14. In order to implement Theorem 4.3.1 we define the matrix whose columns
are those basis vectors
M `104 :=
 −(1 + z104) 0 01 + z104 + e14z104 −1 1
−(1 + z104 + e14z104 + e13z104z314) 1 + z314 + e41z314 + e41z314z104 −(1 + z314)
 .
In order to implement Theorem 4.3.1 we calculate
M−114 M
`
104 =
−(1 + z104) 0 00 e41z314(1 + z104) 0
−e14z104 1 −1
 ,
(M `104)−1M14 =
−(1 + z104)
−1 0 0
0 (e41z314(1 + z104))−1 0
e14z104
1+z104 (e41z314(1 + z104))
−1 −1
 ,
ν(M−114 M `104) ν((M `104)−1M14) =
 0 ∞ ∞∞ 0 ∞
e14 + max{0, z104} − e41− z314−min{0, z104} 0
 .
Theorem 4.3.1 shows that
x3 − x1 ≤ e14 + max{0, z104} , (D.0.9)
x3 − x2 ≤ − e41− z314−min{0, z104} . (D.0.10)
Consequently the set Q14 ∩K104 is given by the interval
e14 ≤ x3 − x1 ≤ e14 + max{0, z104} , (D.0.11)
− e41− z314 ≤ x3 − x2 ≤ − e41− z314−min{0, z104} . (D.0.12)
It will also be useful to obtain the intersection Q13 ∩ Q14 in local coordinates on Q14. Therefore
we calculate
Q−114 Q13 =
0 1 01 z314 1 + z314
0 −1 −1
 , (D.0.13)
Q−113 Q14 =
 1 1 1 + z3141 0 0
−1 0 −1
 , (D.0.14)
ν(Q−114 Q13) ν(Q−113 Q14) =
 0 ∞ ∞min{0, z314} 0 min{0, z314}
0 ∞ 0
 . (D.0.15)
Theorem 4.3.1 shows that Q13 ∩Q14 is given by the following region in local coordinates in Q14,
x3 − x1 ≤ 0 , (D.0.16)
x2 − x3 ≤ min{0, z314} . (D.0.17)
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Appendix E
Translation Vector Spectrum Retention
We begin by recalling the notation of § 4.10. Fix a loxodromic deck transformation γ ∈ pi1(S).
That is, γ has two distinct fixed points in ∂∞ S˜. Fix (z(t), e(t)) ∈ R with holonomy representation
ρt : pi1(S)→ PGL3(K) .
We wish to show that M̂F retains the translation vector of ρt(γ). In § 4.10 we show that
ν(Tr(ρt(γ))) = min{− e31− e41− z314,− e41− z314,− e41, 0, (E.0.1)
e13− e41, e13, e13 + z104, e13 + e14 + z104} , (E.0.2)
ν(Tr(ρt(γ−1))) = min{− e13− e14− z104,− e14− z104,− e14, 0, (E.0.3)
e31− e14, e31, e31 + z314, e31 + e41 + z314} . (E.0.4)
We recall from Proposition 4.5.6 that
`H(ρt(γ)) = −ν(Tr(ρt(γ)))− ν(Tr(ρt(γ−1))) .
Moreover it is shown that applying Involutions (4.10.6)–(4.10.6) to (z(t), e(t)) is equivalent to
reversing the orientation of γ or changing the basepoint of γ in ∆˜. Neither of these operations
changes whether or not there is a C-geodesic from x ∈ M̂F to ρt(γ) · x ∈ M̂F whose length is
equal to the translation length of ρt(γ). Therefore we consider only the range of possibilities for
`H(ρt(γ)) up to performing these involutions.
We now have sufficient information to state the main result of this appendix.
Lemma E.0.1. Fix a loxodromic deck transformation γ. After performing finitely many edge flips
on ∆˜ we assume that γ is the unique deck transformation such that
γ(P0, P1, P4) = (P1, P2, P3) .
where Pi are depicted in Figure E.1 for i = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4. Theorem 4.9.6 ensures that these edge flips
do not change the set M̂F .
The set M̂F ∩Min(ρt(γ)) is nonempty. Moreover there exists a C-geodesic in M̂F whose end-
points are x and ρt(γ) · x for some x ∈ M̂F ∩Min(ρt(γ)).
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e13
e31
e14
e41
e13
e31
e14
e41
γ− γ+
P0
P1
P2
P3
P4
z314
z104
z104
Figure E.1: The action of a loxodromic deck transformation on S˜. Edge pairings are
indicated by common edge ratios.
Proof. We claim that it is sufficient to show that there exists x ∈ M̂F and a piecewise affine path
τ contained in M̂F such that:
• The endpoints of τ are x and ρt(γ) · x and;
• The vertices of τ are (t0, t1, . . . , tn) and
`H
(
n∑
i=1
δ(ti−1, ti)
)
= `H(ρt(γ)) .
If this were the case then by the triangle inequality we have dH(x, ρt(γ) ·x) ≤ `H(ρt(γ)). Therefore
x ∈ Min(ρt(γ)). If τ were not a C-geodesic then dH(x, ρt(γ) · x) would be strictly smaller than
`H(ρt(γ)), a contradicton. The fact that
`C(τ) = `C(ρt(γ)) ,
follows from the uniqueness of translation vectors, Proposition 4.2.4.
The following identities will be used repeatedly throughout this proof. They are obtained in
Equations (C.0.5)–(C.0.6) and (C.0.11)–(C.0.12). In local coordinates on Q13 we have
v1314 = [min{0, z314}, 0, 0] , (E.0.5)
v3314 = [max{0, z314}, 0,max{0, z314}] , (E.0.6)
v1132 = [0, e13 + e31 + max{0, z132}, e31 + max{0, z132}] , (E.0.7)
v3132 = [0, e13 + e31 + min{0, z132}, e31] . (E.0.8)
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The following are obtained in Equations (D.0.5)–(D.0.5) and (D.0.11)–(D.0.12). In local coordi-
nates on Q14 we have
v1314 = [0,min{0, z314}, 0] , (E.0.9)
v4314 = [min{0, z314}, z314, 0] , (E.0.10)
v1104 = [0, e14 + e41 + z314 + min{0, z104}, e14] , (E.0.11)
v4104 = [0, e14 + e41 + z314 + max{0, z104}, e14 + max{0, z104}] . (E.0.12)
Of course by assumption we have z104 = z132.
We proceed by checking each of the possible values of −ν(Tr(A))−ν(Tr(A−1)) as determined in
Equations (E.0.2)–(E.0.4). Modulo the action of Involutions (4.10.6) and (4.10.7) we may assume
without loss of generality, that
ν(Tr(A)) = min{− e31− e41− z314,− e41− z314,− e41, 0, e13− e41} .
We therefore consider five cases.
Case I.
Suppose ν(Tr(A)) = − e31− e41− z314. By comparing this to the other possible values for ν(Tr(A))
we obtain:
e31 ≥ 0 , (E.0.13)
e31 + z314 ≥ 0 , (E.0.14)
e31 + e41 + z314 ≥ 0 , (E.0.15)
e13 + e31 + z314 ≥ 0 , (E.0.16)
e13 + e31 + e41 + z314 ≥ 0 , (E.0.17)
e13 + e31 + e41 + z104 + z314 ≥ 0 , (E.0.18)
e13 + e31 + e14 + e41 + z104 + z314 ≥ 0 . (E.0.19)
Imposing these inequalities we have eliminated some possibilities for the value of Tr(A−1). We
conclude that
ν(Tr(A−1)) = min{− e13− e14− z104,− e14− z104,− e14, 0} .
We consider separately each of these four values for ν(Tr(A−1)).
Case I. a)
Suppose ν(Tr(A−1)) = − e13− e14− z104 so that we must have:
e13 ≥ 0 , (E.0.20)
e13 + z104 ≥ 0 , (E.0.21)
e13 + e14 + z104 ≥ 0 . (E.0.22)
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The translation length of ρt(γ) is
e13 + e31 + e14 + e41 + z314 + z104 .
So we seek a path of this length.
First suppose e14 + max{0, z104} ≥ 0 and e41 + max{0, z314} ≥ 0. Equations (E.0.9)–(E.0.12)
ensure that under these circumstances v4104 is contained in the closed Weyl chamber from v1314 to
(V4, `4) ( see Figure E.2). Consequently there is a piecewise affine path in M̂F from v4104 to v1314 of
length
e14 + e41 + max{0 z104}+ max{0, z314} .
V1
`1 ∩ `4
V4
v4314
v1314
v1104
v4104
e14 + max{0, z104} ≥ 0 , e41 + max{0, z314} ≥ 0.
Figure E.2: A C-geodesic from v4104 to v1314.
Equations (E.0.13)–(E.0.14) and (E.0.20)–(E.0.21) ensure that, regardless of the signs of z104
and z314 the point v3132 is contained in the closed Weyl chamber from v1314 to (V1, `1) (as depicted
in Figure E.3). Therefore there is a piecewise affine path in M̂F from v1314 to v3132 of length
e13 + e31 + min{0, z104}+ min{0, z314} .
Concatenating the paths from v4104 to v1314 and v1314 to v3132 we have a path of length,
e13 + e31 + e14 + e41 + z314 + z104 .
This is the translation length of ρt(γ). The endpoints of this path are v4104 and v3132 = ρt(γ) · v4104
as required.
Now suppose e14 + max{0, z104} < 0 and e41 + max{0, z314} ≥ 0. We must have e14 < 0.
Inequalities (C.0.13)–(C.0.14) ensure that Q14∩Q13∩A104 is nonempty (see Figure E.4). The fact
that e14 + max{0, z104} < 0 ensures that the ray from v1104 to V1 meets Q13. Denote by w the first
point on this ray which does so. The ray from v1104 to w is contained in MF hence also M̂F because
it is contained in A104 ∩ A`314. Therefore there is a C-geodesic from v4104 to v1104.
The distance from v4104 to w is
e41 + max{0, z314}+ max{0, z104} .
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V3
`1 ∩ `3
V1
v1314
v3314
v3132
v1132
e13 > 0 , e31 > 0 , e31 + z314 > 0 , e13 + z104 > 0.
Figure E.3: A C-geodesic from v1314 to v3132.
V1
`1 ∩ `4
V4
Q13
v4314
v1314
v4104
v1104
w
e14 + max{0, z104} < 0.
Figure E.4: The point w is on the ray from v4104 to V1, depicted in red. We depict the
case in which z314 > 0 and z104 > 0. The other cases are analogous.
Inequality (E.0.22) and the fact that e31 ≥ 0 ensure that the point v3132 is contained in the Weyl
chamber from w to (V1, `1) (see Figure E.5). Therefore M̂F contains a C-geodesic from w to v3132.
The distance from w to v3132 is
e14 + e13 + e31 + min{0, z104}+ min{0, z314} .
Now suppose e14 + max{0, z104} ≥ 0 and e41 + max{0, z314} < 0. This is analogous to the
previous paragraph except that A`314 plays the role of A314. We must have e41 < 0 which ensures
that Q13 ∩Q14 ∩ A`104 6= ∅. The fact that e41 + max{0, z314} < 0 further ensures that the ray from
v4104 to `1 meets Q13∩Q14∩A`104. We denote by w the first point on this ray to do so. The interval
from v4104 to w is contained in A`104 ∩A104. In particular it is contained in M̂F . The distance from
v4104 to w is
e14 + max{0, z104} .
Equations (E.0.13)–(E.0.22) ensure that v3132 is contained in the Weyl chamber from w to (V1, `1).
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Q14
A104
v3314
v1314
v1132
v3132
w
V3
`1 ∩ `3
V1
e14 + max{0, z104} < 0 , e41 + max{0, z314} ≥ 0.
Figure E.5: The view from Q13 of a C-geodesic from w to v3132 depicted in red. We show
the case in which z314 > 0 and z314 > 0. The other cases are analogous.
We may now calculate the distance from w to v3132 as
e41 + e13 + e31 + min{0, z104}+ z314 ,
as required.
Finally suppose that e14 + max{0, z104} < 0 and e41 + max{0, z314} < 0. These facts ensure that
v4104 ∈ Q14 ∩ Q13. This is the special case of the two previous paragraphs in which v4104 = w. If
[u1, u2, u3] are local coordinates on Q13 then a direct calculation shows that
v4104 = [ e14 + e41 + z314 + max{0, z104}, 0, e14 + max{0, z104} ] .
Equations (E.0.15) and (E.0.22) ensure that v3132 is in the closed Weyl chamber from v4104 to (V1, `1).
Therefore there is a C-geodesic in M̂F by construction. The fact that the distance between v4104
and v3132 is the required length is immediate from the coordinates of v4104 and v3132 in Q13.
Case I. b)
Suppose now that ν(Tr(A−1)) = − e14− z104. We conclude that
e13 ≤ 0 , (E.0.23)
z104 ≥ 0 , (E.0.24)
e14 + z104 ≥ 0 . (E.0.25)
We seek a path of length
e31 + e14 + e41 + z104 + z314 .
Fix local coordinates [y1, y2, y3] on Q14. Given z104 ≥ 0 we simplify Equation (E.0.12) and conclude
that
v4104 = [0, e14 + e41 + z314 + z104, e14 + z104] .
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We are also given e14 + z104 ≥ 0 so we may further conclude that v1104 is contained in the region
{[y1, y2, y3] ∈ Q14 | y3 ≥ y1}.
Suppose z314 ≤ 0 and e41 ≥ 0. In this case v4104 is contained in the Weyl chamber from v1314 to
(V4, `4). There is a C-geodesic from v4104 to v1314 in M̂F by construction. A direct calculation shows
that the distance from v4104 to v1314 is
e14 + e41 + z104 .
Turning our attention to Q13, given that z314 ≤ 0, in local coordinates on Q13 we have v1314 =
[z314, 0, 0]. Given e13 ≤ 0 and e13 + e31 + z314 ≥ 0, it must be the case that v3132 is contained in
the Weyl chamber from v1314 to (V1, V1 ⊕ V3). There is a C-geodesic in M̂F between v1314 and v3132
because 3({v1314, v3132}) lies in A`314∩A132, hence in MF . The distance from v1314 to v3132 is therefore
e31 + z314 .
Concatenating the paths from v4104 to v1314 and v1314 to v3132 we have a path of length
e31 + e14 + e41 + z314 + z104 ,
as required.
The case in which z314 ≤ 0 and e41 < 0 is similar except we no longer use the point v1314. Instead
we construct a C-geodesic from v4104 to w to v3132 where w is the first point on the ray from v4104 to
`1 which meets Q13 (see Figure E.6). Such a point exists because e41 < 0 (compare the coordinates
of v4104 to the coordinates of Q13 ∩Q14 in Equations (C.0.13)–(C.0.14)). This path is contained in
MF hence also M̂F because it is contained in A`104 ∩ A314. The distance from v4104 to w is
e14 + z104 .
It is now immediate that v3132 is contained in the Weyl chamber from w to (V1, V1⊕ V3) because of
the facts that
e13 ≤ 0 and e13 + e31 + e41 + z314 ≥ 0 .
The path from w to v3132 lies in MF as it is contained in A314 ∩ A`132. Therefore the distance from
w to v3132 is
e31 + e41 + z314 ,
as required.
Now suppose z314 > 0. With respect to local coordinates [y1, y2, y3] on Q14 we now have
v1314 = [0, 0, 0] and v4314 = [0, z314, 0] .
If e41 ≥ 0 then v4104 is in the Weyl chamber from v4314 to (V4, `4). There must be a C-geodesic in
M̂F from v4104 to v4314 by construction of M̂F . The distance from v4104 to V 4314 is therefore
e14 + e41 + z104 .
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V1
`1 ∩ `4
V4
Q13
v4314
v1314
v4104
v1104
w
z314 ≤ 0 , e41 < 0.
Q14
v1314v3314
v1132
v3132
w
V3
`1 ∩ `3
V1
z314 ≤ 0 , e41 < 0.
Figure E.6: A C-geodesic in M̂F , depicted in red, from v4104 to v3132. We depict the case
e14 > 0, the alternative case is similar.
The facts that e13 ≤ 0 and e31 ≥ 0 and
e13 + e31 + z314 ≥ 0 ,
ensure that there exists w ∈ [v1314, v3314] such that v3132 is in the Weyl chamber from w to (V1, V1 ⊕
V3). The set K314 is an equilateral triangle whose edges are all singular Euclidean geodesics.
Consequently the hex distance from v4314 to w is z314. The distance from w to v3132 is e31. There
is a C-geodesic in M̂F between w and v3132 because 3({w, v3132}) ⊂ A314 ∩ A`132. Consequently we
have constructed a piecewise affine path in M̂F from v4104 to v3132 of length
e14 + e41 + z104 + z314 + e31 ,
as required.
Finally we consider the case z314 > 0 and e41 < 0. Denote by w the point on the ray from v4104
to `1 which first meets the set
{[y1, y2, y3] ∈ Q14 | y1 = y3} .
Such a point exists because v4104 lies in the set {[y1, y2, y3] ∈ Q14 | y1 ≤ y3}. The distance between
v4104 and w is e14 + z104. A path between these points is contained in MF hence M̂F because e41 < 0
so any C-geodesic between v4104 and w must be contained in A314 ∩A`104. We now need to consider
two sub-cases depending on the sign of e41 + z314. If e41 + z314 ≤ 0 then w ∈ Q13. With respect to
local coordinates in Q13,
w = [0,− e41− z314, 0] .
We can determine this by noting that w is on the ray from v1314 to V1 and the distance between
these points is −(e41 + z314). We now note that
e13 + e31 ≥ − e41− z314 and e13 ≤ 0 .
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If we compare the coordinates of w and v3132 we may conclude that v3132 is in the closed Weyl
chamber from w to (V1, V1 ⊕ V3). The distance between these points is
e41 + e31 + z314 .
This value is non-negative by Inequality (E.0.15). There is a C-geodesic in MF between w and v3132
because both points lie in the set A314 ∩ A`132. We now have a path in M̂F from v4104 and v3132 of
length
e14 + z104 + e41 + e31 + z314 ,
as required. On the other hand if e41 + z314 > 0 then w 6∈ Q13. Instead there is a unique point
w′ ∈ [v1314, v3314] whose distance from v1314 is the same as that of w, as depicted in the right image
of Figure E.7. This distance is e41 + z314. Since K314 is an equilateral triangle whose edges are
singular Euclidean geodesics it must also be the case that the distance from w to w′ is
e41 + z314 .
The coordinates of w′ in Q13 are given by
w′ = [0, e41 + z314, 0] .
If v3132 is in the Weyl chamber from w′ to (V1, V1 ⊕ V3) then a direct calculation will show that we
are done. This is not necessarily the case, as we see depicted in Figure E.7. However since K314 is
an equilateral triangle with singular geodesic edges, the distance from w to any point on the edge
[v1314, w′] is e41 + z314. The inequalities
e13 ≤ 0, e13 + e31 + e41 + z314 ≥ 0, and e31 ≥ 0 ,
ensure that there exists w′′ ∈ [v1314, w′] such that v3132 is contained in the Weyl chamber from w′′
to (V1, V1 ⊕ V3), an example is depicted in Figure E.7. The distance from w′′ to v3132 is e31. There
is a C-geodesic in M̂F from w′′ to v3132 because both points are contained in A314 ∩A`132. The path
from v4104 to v3132 via w and w′′ has length
e14 + z104 + e41 + z314 + e31 ,
as required.
Case I. c)
Suppose now that ν(Tr(A−1)) = − e14. Therefore we must have
e13 + z104 ≤ 0 , (E.0.26)
z104 ≤ 0 , (E.0.27)
e14 ≥ 0 . (E.0.28)
We can simplify the equations for v4104 and v1104 with respect to local coordinates on Q14.
v1104 = [0, e14 + e41 + z314 + z104, e14] ,
v4104 = [0, e14 + e41 + z314, e14] .
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V1
`1 ∩ `4
V4
v4314
v1314
v4104
v1104
w
z314 > 0 , e41 < 0 , e41 + z314 > 0.
v1314
v3314
v1132
v3132
w′′
w′
V3
`1 ∩ `3
V1
z314 > 0 , e41 < 0 , e41 + z314 > 0.
Figure E.7: A C-geodesic in M̂F , depicted in red, from v4104 to v3132.
We may do the same for the coordinates of v1132 and v3132 with respect to local coordinates on Q13.
v1132 = [0, e13 + e31, e31] ,
v3132 = [0, e13 + e31 + z104, e31] .
We wish to find a path in M̂F from x ∈ M̂F to ρt(γ) · x of length
e31 + e14 + e41 + z314 .
Inequalities (E.0.26) and (E.0.13)–(E.0.14) ensure that v3132 is contained in the following region
{[x1, x2, x3] ∈ Q13 | x1 ≤ x2 + e41 + z314, x2 ≤ x3 + min{0, z314} and x1 ≤ x3} .
Inequalities (E.0.13)–(E.0.14) and (E.0.16)–(E.0.17) ensure that v1132 is contained in the region
{[x1, x2, x3] ∈ Q13 | x1 ≤ x2 + z314 + min{0, e41}, and x1 ≤ x3} .
The upshot of this is that there exists w ∈ [v1132, v3132] and z ∈ [v1314, v3314] such that w is contained
in the Weyl chamber from z to (V1, V1⊕ V3). We show that there is a choice for w such that there
is a C-geodesic in M̂F between ρt(γ−1) · w and w which has length
e31 + e14 + e41 + z314 .
The remainder of this sub-case will be dedicated to finding appropriate choices for w and z.
Suppose z314 ≥ 0 and e41 ≥ 0. Our path from ρt(γ−1) ·w to w will pass through v4314. Whatever
choice we make for z, the point z lies on [v1314, v3314]. Consequently the distance from z to v4314 is
z314 ≥ 0. The facts that e41 ≥ 0 and e14 ≥ 0 ensure that v4104 is contained in the Weyl chamber
from v4314 to (V4, `4). We turn our attention to Q13. We have
v3132 = [0, e13 + e31 + z104, e31] ,
v3314 = [z314, 0, z314] .
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If e13 + e31 + z104 + z314 ≥ 0 then v3132 is contained in the Weyl chamber from v3314 to (V1, V1 ⊕ V3).
The distance between v3132 and v3314 is e31. In this case w = v3132 and z = v3314. There is a C-geodesic
in M̂F between these points because each is contained in A314 ∩ A`132. The length of a path from
v4104 to v4314 is
e14 + e41 .
Therefore the C-geodesic with vertices (v4104, v4314, v3314, v3132) has length
e14 + e41 + e31 + z314 ,
as required.
If z314 ≥ 0 and e41 ≥ 0 but e13 + e31 + z104 + z314 < 0 then the construction is almost identical
to that in the previous paragraph but we let w be the unique point on the ray from v3314 to V1⊕V3
which meets [v1132, v3132]. The role of z is still played by v3314. The distance between these points is
e31 .
However now ρt(γ−1) · w is a point on the interior of the edge [v0104, v4104]. We need to check
that the distance from v4314 to ρt(γ−1) · w is e14 + e41. If e41 + z104 ≥ 0 then there is a C-geodesic
from v4314 to v4104 which passes through v1104. We can modify this C-geodesic inside K104 to obtain
a C-geodesic from v4314 to v1104 and v1104 to ρt(γ−1) · w without changing the length of the path. If
e41 + z104 < 0 we do the same but replace v1104 with the point p ∈ [v1104, v4104] on the ray from v4314
to V4. The distance from p to v4104 is e41. In this instance we need to check that we can construct
a C-geodesic with vertices (v4314, p, ρt(γ−1) · w) which has length e14 + e41. This fact requires that
the distance between w and v3132 is less then or equal to the distance from p to v4104, which is e41.
A direct calculation shows that this is equivalent to the requirement
−(e13 + e31 + z104 + z314) ≤ e41 .
This is equivalent to Inequality (E.0.18).
Now suppose z314 ≥ 0, e41 < 0 and e41 + z314 ≥ 0. This case is similar to the two previous cases.
However due to the fact that e41 < 0 there exists z ∈ [v1314, v3314] such that v3132 is contained in the
Weyl chamber from z to (V1, V1 ⊕ V3). Consequently the role of w will be played by v3132. With
respect to local coordinates on Q13 define
z =
v1314 if e13 + e31 + z104 ≥ 0 .[e13 + e31 + z104, 0, e13 + e31 + z104] otherwise .
In either case z ∈ [v3314, v1314] because
e13 + e31 + e41 + z104 + z314 ≥ 0 .
This is contained in [v1314, v3314] since e41 < 0 and e41 +z314 ≥ 0. The distance from z to v3132 is e31.
Let z′ be the point on [v1314, v4314] whose distance from v1314 is the same as that of z. If z 6= z′ then
distance from z to z′ is
−(e13 + e31 + z104) ≥ 0 .
We claim that v4104 is contained in the Weyl chamber from z to (V4, `4). If this is the case then
dH(z, v4104) =
e14 + e41 + z314 if e13 + e31 + z104 ≥ 0 .e14 + e41 + e13 + e31 + z104 + z314 otherwise .
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In this case we have constructed a path from v4104 to v3132 of length
e31 + e14 + e41 + z314 ,
as required. We need to show that v4104 is contained in the Weyl chamber from z to (V4, `4). If
z = v1314 then this is equivalent to the claim that e14 ≥ 0 and e41 + z314 ≥ 0 which we have already
assumed. Otherwise this is equivalent to the claim that e14 ≥ 0 and
e41 + z314 ≥ −(e13 + e31 + z104) .
We have assumed this in Inequality (E.0.18). The verification that our path is contained in M̂F is
analogous to the previous two sub-cases.
Suppose z314 < 0 and e41 ≥ 0. Then with respect to local coordinates on Q14 we have
v1314 = [0, z314, 0] ,
v4314 = [z314, z314, 0] .
The facts that e41 ≥ 0 and e14 ≥ 0 ensure that v4104 is in the Weyl chamber from v1314 to (V4, `4).
The distance between these points is e14 + e41 ≥ 0. There is a C-geodesic in M̂F between them by
construction of M̂F .
Now with respect to the local coordinates on Q13 we have
v1314 = [z314, 0, 0] ,
v3132 = [0, e13 + e31 + z104, e31] .
The facts that
e31 + z314 ≥ 0 ,
e13 + z104 ≤ 0 ,
e13 + e31 + z104 + z314 ≥ 0 ,
ensure that v3132 is contained in the Weyl chamber from v1314 to (V1, V1⊕V3). The distance between
v1314 and v3132 is
e31 + z314 ≥ 0 .
Any C-geodesic between v1314 and v3132 is contained in A`132 ∩ A314 hence also in M̂F . Therefore we
have a path from v4104 to v3132 of length
e14 + e41 + e31 + z314 ,
as required.
Suppose e41 + max{0, z314} < 0. It is no longer the case that v4104 is contained in the Weyl
chamber from v1314 to (V4, `4). Instead we use the fact that Q14 ∩Q13 ∩A`314 6= ∅ and the ray from
v4104 to `1 intersects this set (see Inequalities (D.0.3)–(D.0.4) and (C.0.13)–(C.0.14)). Let w be the
first point on the ray from v4104 to `1 which is contained in Q13 ∩Q14 ∩A`104. The coordinates of w
in Q13 are
w = [e41 + z314, 0, 0] .
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It follows from the facts that
e13 ≥ 0 ,
e13 + e31 + e41 + z104 + z314 ≥ 0 ,
that v3132 is contained in the Weyl chamber from w to (V1, V1⊕ V3). The distance from w to v3132 is
e31 + e41 + z314 .
Any C-geodesic between w and v3132 is contained in A`132 ∩ A314 hence also in M̂F . We have a
piecewise affine path from v4104 to v3132 via w of length
e14 + e41 + e31 + z314 ,
as required.
Case I. d)
Now suppose ν(Tr(A−1)) = 0. We must also suppose that
e14 ≤ 0 , (E.0.29)
e14 + z104 ≤ 0 , (E.0.30)
e13 + e14 + z104 ≤ 0 . (E.0.31)
We seek x ∈ M̂F such that M̂F contains a C-geodesic from x to ρt(γ−1) · x of length
e31 + e41 + z314 .
First suppose e41 + max{0, z314} ≤ 0. In this case v4104 ∈ Q13 ∩ Q14 as depicted in Figure E.8.
We will construct a C-geodesic from v4104 to v3132 inside Q13. Comparing the coordinates of v4104 and
v1314 in Q14 we obtain
v4104 = [e14 + e41 + z314 + max{0, z104}, 0, e14 + max{0, z314}+ max{0, z104}] ∈ Q13 .
Inequalities (E.0.16) and (E.0.31) ensure that v3132 must be in the Weyl chamber from v4104 to
(V1, V1⊕V3). In this case the hex distance between v4104 and v3132 is e41 + e31 + z314 as required. The
path between these points is contained in M̂F because the Euclidean geodesic between v4104 and
v3132 is contained in
A`132 ∩ (A314 ∪ A104) ⊂ MF .
Now consider the case in which e41 + max{0, z314} > 0. Inequality (E.0.29) ensures that
Q14 ∩Q13 ∩ A104 6= ∅ ,
(see Inequalities (D.0.7)–(D.0.8) and (C.0.13)–(C.0.14)). Inequalities (E.0.29)–(E.0.30) together
ensure that
v4104 ∈ {[x1, x2, x3] ∈ Q14 | x3 ≤ x1} .
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Figure E.8: A C-geodesic in M̂F , depicted in red, from v4104 to v3132. We depict the case
in which z314 ≥ 0 and z104 ≥ 0. The other cases are similar.
Comparing the coordinates of v4104 in Q14 to those of Q14 ∩ Q13 we see that the ray from v4104 to
V1 meets the set Q14 ∩Q13. Denote the first point on this ray to do so by w (see the left image of
Figure E.8). If z314 ≥ 0 (resp. ≤ 0 ) then w is on the ray from v1314 (resp. v4314) to `1. The distance
from v1314 ( resp. v4314) to w is −(e14 + max{0, z104}) ≥ 0. We conclude that
w = [e14 + max{0, z104}+ min{0, z314}, 0, e14 + max{0, z104}] ∈ Q13 .
Suppose e41 + max{0, z314} > 0 and z104 ≥ 0. We now have
v4104 = [0, e14 + e41 + z314 + z104, e14 + z104] ∈ Q14 ,
v3132 = [0, e13 + e31, e31] ∈ Q13 .
If the ray from v4104 to V1 ⊕ V4 meets the interval [w, v1143] then let p be the point at which it does
so. This situation is depicted in the left image of Figure E.9. We first describe this case, the other
cases will require minor modifications. We have chosen p so that for all z ∈ [w, p] we have
dH(v4104, z) = e41 + max{0, z314} > 0 .
Note that p and w are contained in the ray from v1143 to `1 so [w, p] ⊂ Q13. In addition, any
C-geodesic from v4104 to z ∈ [p, w] is contained in A`314 ∩ A104 ⊂ MF .
We measure the distance from v1143 to p. This shows that p lies on the infinite Euclidean
geodesic.
{[x1, x2, x3] ∈ Q13 | x1 − x2 = e14 + e41 + z314 + z104} ⊂ Q13 .
Inequality (E.0.19) shows that
e13 + e31 ≥ −(e14 + e41 + z314 + z104) .
In particular v3132 lies in the region
{[x1, x2, x3] ∈ Q13 | x1 − x2 ≤ e14 + e41 + z314 + z104} ⊂ Q13 .
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This fact, as well as the facts that e31 + min{0, z132} ≥ 0 and e13 + e14 + z104 ≥ 0 bound the location
of v3132. We conclude that there exists z ∈ [w, p] such that v3132 is contained in the Weyl chamber
from z to (V1, V1 ⊕ V3).
The distance from z to v3132 is e31 + min{0, z314}. There is a C-geodesic of this length inside M̂F
from z to v3132 because
3({p, v3132}) ⊂ A`132 ∩ (A314 ∪ A104) ⊂ MF .
Hence the piecewise affine path (v4104, z, v3132) is a C-geodesic in M̂F of length
e31 + e41 + z314 ,
as required.
Now suppose the ray from v4104 to V1 ⊕ V4 does not meet [v1314, w]. If z314 ≤ 0 then we can
replace p in the above argument with v1314 and the condition that
e13 + e31 + z314 ≥ 0 ,
ensures that there is z ∈ [w, p] such that v3132 is contained in the Weyl chamber from z to (V1, V1⊕V3)
as required.
Consider the case in which z314 > 0. If v4314 is contained in the Weyl chamber from v4104 to
(V1, V1 ⊕ V4) then the role of p in the above argument is played by v3314. The condition on the
location of v4314 ensures that there is a C-geodesic from v4104 to v3314 via v4314 of length e41 + z314.
We must still consider the case in which z314 > 0 and the ray from v4104 to V1 ⊕ V4 meets the
interior of the interval [v1314, v4314]. Let this point of intersection be q. We have
dH(v1314, q) = e14 + e41 + z314 + z104 .
In this case let p be the unique point on [v1314, v3314] whose distance from v1314 is the same as that
of q. Using the same arguments as above there is a point z ∈ [p, w] such that v3132 is contained in
the Weyl chamber from z to (V1, V1⊕ V3). The distance from v4104 to z is the same as the distance
from v4104 to w, that is
e41 + z314 ≥ 0 .
A C-geodesic between v4104 and z is contained in (A`314 ∩A104)∪K314 ⊂ MF . The distance between
z and v3132 is e31 as required.
Now suppose e41 + max{0, z314} > 0 and z104 < 0. Therefore
v4104 = [0, e14 + e41 + z314, e14] ,
v3132 = [0, e13 + e31 + z104, e31] .
Suppose the ray from v4104 to (V1 ⊕ V4) meets the interval [v1314, w]. If we denote this point p then
our situation is analogous to that in which z104 ≥ 0. Therefore we assume that this does not occur.
Suppose the ray from v4104 to V1 ⊕ V4) does not meet [v1314, w]. A direct calculation comparing
the coordinates of v4104 to v1314 shows that this is equivalent to the assumption
e14 + e41 + z314 > min{0, z314} . (E.0.32)
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Figure E.9: A C-geodesic in M̂F , depicted in red, from v4104 to v3132. We depict the case
in which z314 ≥ 0. The other case is similar.
If Equation (E.0.32) is true then there exists a C-geodesic of length e41 + max{0, z314} from v4104 to
any point on the interval [w, v1314].
If there exists z ∈ [w, v1314] such that v3132 is contained in the Weyl chamber from z to (V1, V1⊕V3)
then once again this case is completely analogous to that in which z104 ≥ 0. Therefore we suppose
this is not the case. Algebraically this is equivalent to the assumption
e13 + e31 + z104 < −min{0, z314} . (E.0.33)
In fact if z314 ≥ 0 then we can do the same if there exists z ∈ [v3314, v1314] such that v3132 is in the
Weyl chamber from z to (V1, V1 ⊕ V3). Therefore we will distinguish between the cases in which
z314 ≥ 0 and z314 < 0.
Suppose first that z314 ≥ 0. This means that our present assumptions are reduced to:
e41 + z314 > 0 ,
z104 < 0 ,
e14 + e41 + z314 > 0 ,
e13 + e31 + z104 + z314 < 0 .
The last assumption ensures that there is no z ∈ [v3314, w] such that v3132 is in the Weyl chamber
from z to v3132. Given this last assumption and Inequality (E.0.19) we must have e14 + e41 > 0. In
particular, the point v4104 is contained in the Weyl chamber from v4314 to (`1 ∩ `4, `4). Moreover
given
e13 + e31 + z314 ≥ 0 ,
there must be z ∈ [v3314, w] such that v1314 is in the Weyl chamber from z to (V1, V1⊕V3). Conversely
this means that the ray from v3314 to V1 ⊕ V3 meets [v1132, v3132] in a point which we denote r. This
situation is depicted in the right image of Figure E.10. We will show that there is a C-geodesic in
M̂F from ρt(γ−1) · r to r of the required length. The distance from r to v3314 is e31. The distance
from v3314 to v4314 is z314 ≥ 0.
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If the ray from v4314 to `1∩`4 does not meet [v1104, v4104] then the distance from v4104 to ρt(γ−1)·r is
the same as the distance from v4314 to v4104. That distance is e41 > 0. In this instance we concatenate
the paths from ρt(γ−1) · r to v4314, from v4314 to v3314 and v3314 to r to obtain a path of length
e31 + e41 + z314 ,
as required.
Consider the case in which the ray from v4314 to (`1 ∩ `4) meets [v1104, v4104] at a point denoted x,
as depicted in Figure E.10. We have one additional condition to check in order to ensure that the
distance from v4314 to ρt(γ−1) · r is e41. It must be the case that ρt(γ−1) · r is ‘close enough’ to v4104.
That is, we wish to modify a C-geodesic from v4314 to v4104 so that it ends at ρt(γ−1) · r. Moreover
we wish to do so without changing its length. Specifically, we require
dH(ρt(γ−1) · r, v4104) ≤ e14 + e41
⇐⇒ dH(r, v3132) ≤ e14 + e41
⇐⇒ − (e13 + e31 + z104 + z314) ≤ e14 + e41 .
However this is the content of Inequality (E.0.19). The term e14 + e41 appearing in the first line
is the distance from v4104 to the point at which the ray from v4314 to `1 ∩ `4 meets [v1104, v4104]. This
completes the case in which z314 ≥ 0.
The case in which z314 < 0 is completely analogous except we define r to be the point at which
the ray from v1314 meets the interval [v1132, v3132].
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Figure E.10: The path in red depicts the intersection of Q13 ∪ Q14 with the C-geodesic
from ρt(γ−1) · r to r. We depict the case in which z314 ≥ 0. The other case is similar.
This completes the case in which ν(Tr(A)) = − e31− e41− z314.
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Case II.
Suppose ν(Tr(A)) = − e41− z314. It follows immediately that
e31 ≤ 0 , (E.0.34)
z314 ≥ 0 , (E.0.35)
e41 + z314 ≥ 0 , (E.0.36)
e13 + z314 ≥ 0 , (E.0.37)
e13 + e41 + z314 ≥ 0 , (E.0.38)
e13 + e41 + z314 + z104 ≥ 0 , (E.0.39)
e13 + e14 + e41 + z314 + z104 ≥ 0 . (E.0.40)
Using these inequalities we can reduce the expression of ν(Tr(A−1)) to the following
ν(Tr(A−1)) = min{− e13− e14− z104,− e14− z104, e31− e14, e31} . (E.0.41)
The case in which ν(Tr(A−1)) = − e13− e14− z104 is the result of applying a combination of Invo-
lutions (4.10.6) and (4.10.7) to case 1a). Therefore we assume without loss of generality that
ν(Tr(A−1)) = min{− e14− z104, e31− e14, e31} . (E.0.42)
Consequently we have three sub-cases.
Case II. a)
Suppose ν(Tr(A−1)) = − e14− z104. We must therefore have
e13 ≤ 0 , (E.0.43)
z104 ≥ 0 , (E.0.44)
e14 + z104 ≥ 0 , (E.0.45)
e31 + z104 ≥ 0 , (E.0.46)
e14 + e31 + z104 ≥ 0 . (E.0.47)
We wish to construct a piecewise affine path of length
e14 + e41 + z104 + z314 .
This case is somewhat peculiar in that Inequalities (E.0.34)–(E.0.35) and (E.0.43)–(E.0.46) ensure
that there is a unique point
w := Q13 ∩K314 ∩K132 .
This point is depicted in the right image of Figure E.11. A direct calculation shows that the
coordinates of w in Q13 are
w = [0, e13, 0] ∈ Q13 .
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We define w′ ∈ Q14 to be the unique point on the edge [v1314, v4314] whose distance from v1314 is the
same as that of w. Our choice of local coordinates on Q14 and a direct calculation show that
w′ = [e13, 0, e13] ∈ Q14 .
The point w′ is depicted in the left image of Figure E.11. The hex distance between w and w′ is
− e13 ≥ 0. The Euclidean geodesic between w and w′ is contained in K314 hence in M̂F .
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Figure E.11: The path in red depicts the intersection of Q14 with the C-geodesic from
ρt(γ−1) · w to w. We depict the case in which e41 ≤ 0 and e14 ≤ 0. The other cases are
similar.
Given z104 ≥ 0 we have
v4104 = [0, e14 + e41 + z314 + z104, e14 + z104] ∈ Q14 .
Inequalities (E.0.38)–(E.0.47) ensure that v4104 is contained in the Weyl chamber from w′ to (V4, `4)
as depicted in Figure E.11. Consequently at least part of the edge [v4104, v1104] is contained in that
Weyl chamber. Indeed if e14 ≥ 0 then v1104 is contained in the closed Weyl chamber from w′ to
(V4, `4). By construction of M̂F there must be a C-geodesic in Q14 from w′ to v1104.
If e14 ≥ 0 then then there is a piecewise affine path from w′ to v4104 passing through v1104. We
can modify this path in the interval [v1104, v4104] so that it terminates at ρt(γ−1) · w instead of v4104.
Moreover since ρt(γ−1) · w is contained on the edge [v0104, v4104] we can do so without changing the
length of the path. Therefore the distance from w′ to ρt(γ−1) · w along this path is the same as
the distance from w′ to v4104, that is
e14 + e41 + z314 + z104 + e13 ≥ 0 .
Concatenating this path with out path from w to w′ we obtain a path of length
e14 + e41 + z314 + z104 ≥ 0 ,
as required.
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Suppose e14 < 0. Define p to be the unique point on [v4104, v1104] which meets the set
{[y1, y2, y3] ∈ Q14 | y1 = y3} .
Such a point must exist because z104 ≥ 0 and because v4104 is contained in the Weyl chamber from
w′ to (V4, `4) and v1104 is not. An example of p in the case that e41 < 0 is given in the left image of
Figure E.11.
If e14 < 0 we need to check that we can construct a piecewise affine path from w′ to ρt(γ−1) of
length
e14 + e41 + z314 + z104 + e13 ≥ 0 .
We claim that there is such a path which passes through p. In this case w′, p ∈ A`104 ∩A314 ⊂ MF
so such a path does not leave M̂F .
As long as ρt(γ−1) · w is sufficiently close to v4104 then we can construct a path from w′ to
ρt(γ−1) ·w by first constructing a path from w′ to p then p to ρt(γ−1) ·w. We would like to ensure
that this path has the same length as the hex distance w′ to v4104. This requires that
dH(ρt(γ−1) · w, v4104) ≤ dH(p, v4104)
⇐⇒ dH(w, v3132) ≤ dH(p, v4104)
⇐⇒ − e31 ≤ e14 + z104 .
This is the content of Inequality (E.0.47).
In sum, if e14 < 0 the path from w to w′ has length
− e13 ≥ 0 .
The length of the path from w′ to ρt(γ−1) is the hex distance from w′ to v4104, which is
e14 + e41 + z104 + z314 + e13 .
Concatenating these paths we obtain the required result.
Case II. b)
Suppose ν(Tr(A−1)) = e31− e14. Therefore we must have
e14 ≥ 0 , (E.0.48)
e31 + z104 ≤ 0 , (E.0.49)
e13 + e31 + z104 ≤ 0 . (E.0.50)
We wish to find x ∈ M̂F(∆) such that there is a piecewise affine path from x to ρt(γ) · x of length
e14 + e41− e31 + z314 .
First consider the case in which z104 ≥ 0 and e13 ≥ 0. We will construct a piecewise affine path
from v1104 to v2132 of the required length. Any C-geodesic from v1104 to v1314 has length
e14 + e41 + z314 .
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This length is realised by some C-geodesic in M̂F because v1104 is contained in the closed Weyl
chamber from v1314 to (V4, `4).
In this case the coordinates of v1132 in Q13 are
v1132 = [0, e13 + e31 + z104, e31 + z104] ∈ Q13 .
Inequalities (E.0.49)–(E.0.50) and the assumption that e13 + z104 ≥ 0 determine that v1132 is con-
tained in the closed Weyl chamber from v1314 to (`1 ∩ `3, `3) (see Figure E.12).
Any C-geodesic from v1314 to v1132 has length
− e31− e104 ≥ 0 .
There is a C-geodesic in M̂F from v1314 to v1132 because in this case the Euclidean geodesic between
these points is contained in A`314 ∩ A132 ⊂ MF .
The length of a path from v1132 to v2132 is the length of an edge of K132, which is z104. Therefore
the piecewise affine path from v1104 to v2132 via v1314 and v1132 has length
e14 + e41− e31 + z314 ,
as required.
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Figure E.12: The path in red depicts the intersection of Q14 ∪ Q13 with the C-geodesic
from v1104 to v2132. We depict the case in which e41 ≤ 0. The other case is similar.
The case in which z104 < 0 and e13 ≥ 0 is similar. We can no longer guarantee that v1104 is in
the Weyl chamber from v1314 to (V4, `4). We suppose that it is not contained in this Weyl chamber
(the other case is analogous). It is still true that v4104 is contained in the Weyl chamber from v1143
to (V4, `4). Therefore there exists a point q ∈ [v1104, v4104] which is contained in the ray from v1104 to
V4 (see Figure E.13). We will use the facts that
dH(v1314, q) = e14 ,
dH(q, v4104) = e41 + z143 .
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There is a C-geodesic in M̂F from v1314 to q because the Euclidean geodesic between both points is
contained in A314 ∩ A`104 ⊂ MF .
We cannot guarantee that v1132 is in the Weyl chamber from v1314 to (`1∩ `3, `3) (see Figure E.13
). If it is contained in this Weyl chamber then the proof is identical to the previous sub-case so
we disregard this possibility. In this case we have
v3132 = [0, e13 + e31, e31] ∈ Q13 ,
v1132 = [0, e13 + e31 + z104, e31] ∈ Q13 .
Inequalities (E.0.34) and (E.0.50) in combination with the assumption that e13 ≥ 0 ensure that
there is some point p ∈ [v1132, v3132] in the Weyl chamber from v1314 to (`1 ∩ `3, `3). By the convexity
of [v1132, v3132] the ray from v1314 to `1 meets [v1132, v3132] in a point which we denote p. This point is
depicted in Figure E.13.
The hex distance from p to v1143 is − e31 ≥ 0. There is a C-geodesic in M̂F between these points
because the Euclidean geodesic between them is contained in A`314 ∩ A132 ⊂ MF . We will show
that there is a C-geodesic in M̂F of the required length between ρt(γ−1) · p and p.
We first note the fact that the hex length between p and v3132 is − e13− z104 ≥ 0. This value is
positive due to the assumption that v3132 is not in the Weyl chamber from v1314 to (`1 ∩ `3, `3).
If ρt(γ−1) · p is closer to v4104 than q then the Euclidean geodesic between these points in K104
has the same hex length as the geodesic from q to v4104. That length is
e41 + z314 ≥ 0 .
If this is the case then the piecewise affine path with vertices (ρt(γ−1)p, q, v1314, p) has length
e41 + z314 + e14− e31 ,
as required. It remains only to show that ρt(γ−1) · p is closer to v4104 than q. That is
dH(ρt(γ−1) · p, v4104) ≤ dH(q, v4104)
⇐⇒ dH(p, v3104) ≤ dH(q, v4104)
⇐⇒ − e13− z104 ≤ e41 + z314 .
The last line is the content of Inequality (E.0.39).
Now suppose z104 ≥ 0 and e13 < 0. We will construct a piecewise affine path of the required
length from v1104 to v2132.
If e41 ≥ 0 then there is a C-geodesic from v1104 to v4314 of length e14 + e41. In this case v1104 is in
the Weyl chamber from v4314 to (V4, `4) so there must be a C-geodesic in M̂F realising this length.
The distance from v4314 to any point on the edge [v1314, v3314] is z143 ≥ 0. Inequality (E.0.37) and the
assumption that e13 < 0 show that there exists z ∈ [v1314, v3314] such that v1132 is contained in the
Weyl chamber from z to (`1 ∩ `3, `3). In this case
dH(z, v1132) = − e31− z104 ≥ 0 .
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v1104 q
e41 ≤ 0 , z104 < 0 , e13 ≥ 0.
v1314
v3314
v1132
v3132
p
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e41 ≤ 0 , z104 < 0 , e13 ≥ 0.
Figure E.13: The path in red depicts the intersection of Q14 ∪ Q13 with the C-geodesic
from ρt(γ−1) · p to p. We depict the case in which e41 ≤ 0. The other case is similar.
The path from v3132 to v2132 has length z104 ≥ 0. The piecewise affine path with vertices
(v1104, v4314, z, v1132, v2132) ,
has length
e14 + e41 + z143− e31 ,
as required.
If e41 < 0 then the ray from v1104 to `1 meets [v1314, v4314] in a point which we designate p. (see
Figure E.14). The distance from v1104 to p is e14. We denote by p′ the unique point on [v1314, v3314]
whose distance from v1314 is the same as that of p. This point is depicted in the right image of
Figure E.14. The distance from p to v1314 is e41 + z314. Since K314 has singular edges this is also the
distance from p to p′.
Inequality (E.0.38) and the assumption that e13 ≥ 0 ensure that there exists z ∈ [v1314, p′] such
that v1132 is contained in the Weyl chamber from z to (`1 ∩ `3, `3). The proof is now identical to
the case in which e41 ≥ 0.
Finally suppose z104 < 0 and e13 < 0. We will construct a piecewise affine path from v1104 to
v2132 of the required length. Note that
v1314 = [0, 0, 0] ∈ Q14 ,
v1104 = [0, e14 + e41 + z314 + z104, e14] ∈ Q14 .
Inequality (E.0.39) and the assumption that e13 < 0 together ensure that
e41 + z314 + z104 > 0 .
This result and Inequality (E.0.48) now force v1104 to lie in the Weyl chamber from v1314 to (V4, `4).
We invoke Inequality (E.0.39) once more to ensure that there exists z ∈ [v1132, v3132] such that
v1132 is in the Weyl chamber from z to (`1∩`3, `3). Once armed with this fact, this case is completely
analogous to the situation in which z104 ≥ 0 and e13 < 0.
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Figure E.14: The path in red depicts the intersection of Q14 ∪ Q13 with the C-geodesic
from v1104 to v2132. We depict the case in which e41 ≤ 0. The other case is similar.
Case II. c)
Now suppose ν(Tr(A−1)) = e31. As a consequence we have
e14 ≤ 0 , (E.0.51)
e14 + e31 + z104 ≤ 0 , (E.0.52)
e31 + e14 + e13 + z104 ≤ 0 . (E.0.53)
We seek x ∈ M̂F such that there is a C-geodesic in M̂F from x to ρt(γ−1) · x of length
e41 + z314− e31 .
The condition that e14 ≤ 0 ensures that Q13 ∩ Q14 ∩ A104 6= ∅ (see Inequalities (C.0.13)–(C.0.14)
and (D.0.7)–(D.0.8)). Indeed if e14 + max{0, z104} ≤ 0 then the ray from v4104 to V1 meets this
region in a point we denote w. We begin with this case.
If the ray from v4104 to V1 ⊕ V4 meets the interval [w, v1314] then denote the point at which it
does so by p. If the ray from v4104 to V1 ⊕ V4 meets the interval [v1314, v4314] then denote the point
at which it does so by p′. Then define p to be the point on [v1314, v3314] whose distance from v1314 is
equal to that of p′. Otherwise let p′ = v4314 and p = v3314. In any case the distance from v4104 to p is
e41 + z314.
We may choose a C-geodesic from v4104 to p because the Euclidean geodesics from v4104 to
[w, v1314] ∪ [v1314, v4314] are contained in A104 ∩ A`314. Any other paths we may use to reach p from
v4104 are contained in K314.
We measure the distance from v1314 to w inside the apartment Q14 to be e14 + max{0, z104} ≤ 0.
Note that w is contained in the ray from v1314 to `1. Our choice of coordinates ensures that, with
respect to the coordinates on Q13, we have
w ∈ {[x1, x2, x3] ∈ Q13 | x1 − x2 = e14 + max{0, z104}} ⊂ Q13
Given the coordinates of v3132, Inequality (E.0.53) ensures that
v3132 ∈ {[x1, x2, x3] ∈ Q13 | x1 − x2 ≥ e14 + max{0, z104}} ⊂ Q13
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Inequality (E.0.34) ensures that
v3132 ∈ {[x1, x2, x3] ∈ Q13 | x3 ≤ x1} ⊂ Q13 ,
whereas
[w, p] ⊂ {[x1, x2, x3] ∈ Q13 | x1 = x3} .
We then use Inequality (E.0.37) ( for p = v3314) or Inequality (E.0.38) ( for p 6= v3314 ) to ensure
that there is z ∈ [p, w] such that v3132 is contained in the Weyl chamber from z to (`1 ∩ `3, `3) as
depicted in Figure E.15. The distance from z to v3132 is − e31 ≥ 0. The path from z to v3132 is
entirely contained in the set A132 ∩ (A`314 ∪ A`104). Therefore it is contained in MF ⊂ M̂F .
Concatenating the paths from v4104 to p and p to v3132 we obtain a path of length
e41 + z314− e31 ,
as required.
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v3314
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`1 ∩ `3
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Figure E.15: The path in red is a C-geodesic from v4104 to v3132. We depict the case in
which e41 ≤ 0. The other case is similar.
It remains to consider the case in which e14 + max{0, z104} > 0. Since e14 ≤ 0 we infer that
z104 > 0. A direct calculation shows that in this case the interval [v1104, v4104] meets the ray from
v1314 in a point which we denote p′. Let x be the unique point on the interval [v4104, v0104] whose
distance from v4104 is the same as that of p′. This distance is e14 + z104 > 0.
If e41 ≤ 0 then p′ ∈ [v1314, v4314]. Denote by p the unique point in [v1314, v3314] whose distance from
v1314 is the same as that of p′. Since K314 has edges which are singular Euclidean intervals, the
distance from p′ to p is the same as the distance from p′ to v1314. That is, e41 + z314 ≥ 0.
If e41 > 0 then p′ is not contained in [v1314, v4314], see the left image in Figure E.16. If this is the
case then the distance from p′ to v4314 is e41. Let p = v3314. The piecewise affine path with vertices
(p′, v4314, v3314) has length e41 + z314.
Since z104 > 0 we have
v3132 = [0, e13 + e31, e31] ∈ Q13 .
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Inequality (E.0.34) shows that v3132 is contained in the region
{[x1, x2, x3] ∈ Q13 | x3 ≤ x1} .
Since we have assumed e14 + z104 > 0, Inequality (E.0.53) implies
e13 + e31 < 0 .
Therefore v3132 is contained in the region
{[x1, x2, x3] ∈ Q13 | x3 ≤ x1, x2 < x1} .
Inequalities (E.0.37)–(E.0.38) finally ensure that
v3132 ∈ {[x1, x2, x3] ∈ Q13 | x3 ≤ x1, x2 ≤ x1, x2 − x3 ≥ − z314−max{− e41, 0}} .
The upshot of these calculations is that there exists z ∈ [v1314, p] such that v3132 is contained in
the closed Weyl chamber from z to (`1 ∩ `3, `3). We cannot make the same guarantee for v1132 (see
the right image of Figure E.16). However we only need to show that ρt(γ) · x is contained in the
Weyl chamber from z to (`1 ∩ `3, `3).
We have assumed that z104 > 0. Therefore ρt(γ) ·x is contained in the ray from v3132 to V1. If it
were the case that we could not choose z ∈ [w, p] such that ρt(γ) · x is in the Weyl chamber from
z to (`1 ∩ `3, `3) then
ρt(γ) · x ∈ {[x1, x2, x3] ∈ Q13 | x1 > x2} ∪ {[x1, x2, x3] ∈ Q13 | x1 < x3} .
If ρt(γ) · x ∈ {[x1, x2, x3] ∈ Q13 | x1 > x2} then the distance from v3132 to ρt(γ) · x is strictly greater
than the distance from v3132 to the infinite geodesic
{[x1, x2, x3] ∈ Q13 | x1 = x2} .
A direct calculation shows that this is equivalent to the claim that
dH(v3132, ρt(γ) · x) > −(e13 + e31)
⇐⇒ dH(v4104, x) > −(e13 + e31)
⇐⇒ e14 + z104 > −(e13 + e31) .
However this contradicts Inequality (E.0.53).
If ρt(γ) · x ∈ {[x1, x2, x3] ∈ Q13 | x1 < x3} then the distance from v3132 to ρt(γ) · x is strictly
greater than the distance from v3132 to the infinite geodesic
{[x1, x2, x3] ∈ Q13 | x1 = x3} .
A direct calculation shows that this is equivalent to the claim that
dH(v3132, ρt(γ) · x) > − e31
⇐⇒ dH(v4104, x) > − e31
⇐⇒ e14 + z104 > − e31 .
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This contradicts Inequality (E.0.52).
The path from x to p′ has length e14 + z104 > 0 and is contained in K104 ⊂ MF . The path from
p′ to p has length e41 + z314 ≥ 0 and is contained in K314 ∪ (A`314 ∩ A104) ⊂ MF . The path from p
to ρt(γ) · x has length − e31− e14− z104. This value is non-negative by Inequality (E.0.52). There
is a C-geodesic in M̂F from p to ρt(γ) · x because both points are contained in A`314 ∩ A132 ⊂ MF
which is a parallelogram hence C-geodesically convex.
In sum, the piecewise affine path from x to ρt(γ) · x which passes through p′ and p has length
e41 + z314− e31 ,
as required.
V1
`1 ∩ `4
V4
v4314
v1314 v4104
v1104
p′
e14 + z104 > 0 , z104 > 0.
v1314
v3314
v1132
v3132
ρt(γ) · x
V3
`1 ∩ `3
V1
e14 + z104 > 0 , z104 > 0.
Figure E.16: The path in red is the intersection of Q13 ∪ Q14 with a C-geodesic from
x ∈ [v0104, v4104] to ρt(γ) · x ∈ [v3132, v1132]. We depict the case in which e41 > 0 and e13 > 0.
The other cases are similar.
This concludes that case in which ν(Tr(A)) = − e41− z314 .
Case III.
Now suppose ν(Tr(A)) = − e41. We may conclude that
e13 ≥ 0 , (E.0.54)
e41 ≥ 0 , (E.0.55)
z314 ≤ 0 , (E.0.56)
e31 + z314 ≤ 0 , (E.0.57)
e13 + e41 + z104 ≥ 0 , (E.0.58)
e13 + e14 + e41 + z104 ≥ 0 . (E.0.59)
As a consequence of the above inequalities we may reduce the possibilities for ν(Tr(A−1)) as follows.
ν(Tr(A−1)) = min{− e13− e14− z104,− e14, e31− e14, e31 + z314} .
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The case in which
ν(Tr(A−1)) = − e13− e14− z104 ,
is obtained by applying Involution (4.10.6) followed by Involution (4.10.7) on case 1a). Similarly
the case in which
ν(Tr(A−1)) = e31 + z314 ,
is obtained by performing Involution (4.10.7) on case 2c). Consequently we assume without loss
of generality that
ν(Tr(A−1)) = min{− e14, e31− e14} .
We are left with two sub-cases.
Case III. a)
Suppose ν(Tr(A−1)) = − e14. It follows that
e14 ≥ 0 , (E.0.60)
e31 ≥ 0 , (E.0.61)
e13 + z104 ≤ 0 , (E.0.62)
e14 + e31 + z314 ≥ 0 . (E.0.63)
From Inequality (E.0.54) and Inequality (E.0.62) we obtain
z104 ≤ 0 .
The facts that
e13 , e31 ≥ 0 , (E.0.64)
e31 + z314 ≤ 0 , (E.0.65)
e13 + z104 ≤ 0 , (E.0.66)
ensure that there is a unique point w := K314∩K132 as depicted in the right image of Figure E.17.
We claim that the distance from w to ρt(γ−1) · w is e14 + e41.
Let w′ ∈ [v1314, v4314] whose distance from v1314 is the same as the distance from v1314 to w. Let
w′′ ∈ [v1104, v4104] be the unique point whose distance from v4104 is the same as that of ρt(γ−1) · w.
These points are depicted in the left image of Figure E.17.
Suppose w′′ is contained in the closed Weyl chamber from w′ to (V4, `4). Both points are in
MF so by construction of M̂F there is a C-geodesic in M̂F from w′′ to w′. Since K314 and K104 are
equilateral triangles with singular edges we have
dH(v1314, w) = dH(v1314, w′) ,
dH(v4104, w′′) = dH(v4104, ρt(γ−1) · w) .
We conclude that there is a piecewise affine path in M̂F from ρt(γ−1) ·w to w whose length is the
same as the distance between v1314 and v4104. A direct calculation shows that this length is e14 + e41
as required.
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It remains to show that w′′ is contained in the closed Weyl chamber from w′ to (V4, `4). In our
present circumstances we have
v1314 = [0, z314, 0] ∈ Q14 ,
v4314 = [z314, z314, 0] ∈ Q14 .
By definition w′ is the unique point in [v1314, v4314] whose distance from v1314 is−(e31 + z314). Therefore
w′ = [e31 + z314, z314, 0] = [0,− e31,−(e31 + z314)] ∈ Q14 .
Using these coordinates for w′ we find that with respect to our established coordinate system on
Q14, the (closed) Weyl chamber from w′ to (V4, `4) is the set
w1 := {[x1, x2, x3] ∈ Q14 | x3 − x1 ≥ −(e31 + z314), and x2 − x3 ≥ z314} .
We now determine the coordinates of w′′. Given z104 ≤ 0 we have
v1104 = [0, e14 + e41 + z314 + z104, e14] ∈ Q14 ,
v4104 = [0, e14 + e41 + z314, e14] ∈ Q14 .
One may therefore calculate
dH(v4104, w′′) = dH(v4104, ρt(γ−1) · w) = dH(v3132, w) = −(e13 + z104) .
By definition of w′′ we have
w′′ = [0, e14 + e41 + z314 + z104 + e13, e14] ∈ Q14 .
Therefore the requirement that w′′ ∈ w1 is equivalent to the following inequalities
e14 ≥ −(e31 + z314) , (E.0.67)
e41 + z314 + z104 + e13 ≥ z314 . (E.0.68)
Inequality (E.0.67) is equivalent to Inequality (E.0.63) and Inequality (E.0.68) is equivalent to
Inequality (E.0.58). This completes the required sub-case.
Case III. b)
Suppose ν(Tr(A−1)) = e31− e14. Therefore we may conclude that
e31 ≤ 0 , (E.0.69)
e31 ≤ e14 , (E.0.70)
e14 + z314 ≥ 0 , (E.0.71)
e31 + z104 ≤ 0 , (E.0.72)
e13 + e31 + z104 ≤ 0 . (E.0.73)
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Figure E.17: The path in red is the intersection of Q14 with a C-geodesic from ρt(γ−1) ·w
to w. We depict the case in which e14 + z314 < 0 and e41 + z104 < 0. The other cases are
similar.
Combining Inequality (E.0.71) and Inequality (E.0.56) we obtain
e14 ≥ 0 .
We wish to find x ∈ M̂F(∆) such that there is a piecewise affine path from x to ρt(γ) · x inside
M̂F(∆) of length
e14 + e41− e31 .
Suppose z104 ≥ 0. We will construct a path from v0104 to v1314. We have
v1104 = [0, e14 + e41 + z314, e14] ∈ Q14 ,
v4314 = [z314, z314, 0] ∈ Q14 .
Inequalities (E.0.55)–(E.0.71) ensure that v1104 is contained in the closed Weyl chamber from v4314
to (V4, `4) as depicted in Figure E.18. The distance from v1104 to v4314 is e14 + e41 + z314. During
the construction of M̂F we ensure that there is a C-geodesic in M̂F from v4314 to any point in MF
contained in the closed Weyl chamber from v4314 to (V4, `4).
In the apartment Q13 we have
v3314 = [0, 0, 0] ∈ Q13 ,
v1132 = [0, e13 + e31 + z104, e31 + z104] ∈ Q13 .
Inequalities (E.0.54) and (E.0.73) ensure that v1132 is contained in the Weyl chamber from v3314 to
(`1 ∩ `3, `3). The distance between these points is −(e31 + z104). There is a C-geodesic between
them because of the inclusion
[v3314, v1132] ⊂ A`314 ∩ A132 ⊂ MF .
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The C-geodesic in M̂F from v0104 to v1132 whose vertices include (v0104, v1104, v4314, v3314, v1132) has
length
e14 + e41− e31 ,
as required.
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Figure E.18: The path in red is the intersection of Q14 ∪Q13 with a C-geodesic from v0104
to v1104. The other cases are similar.
Suppose z104 < 0. We now have
v1104 = [0, e14 + e41 + z314 + z104, e14] ∈ Q14 ,
v4104 = [0, e14 + e41 + z314, e14] ∈ Q14 .
In analogy with the previous case, v4104 is contained in the Weyl chamber from v1314 to (V4, `4).
Suppose v1132 is contained in the Weyl chamber from v3314 to (`1 ∩ `3, `3). This case is identical to
the previous with the exception that v4104 will play the role previously played by v1104
We assume that v1132 is not contained in the Weyl chamber from v3314 to (`1 ∩ `3, `3). Since
z104 < 0 we have
v1132 = [0, e13 + e31, e31] ,
v3132 = [0, e13 + e31 + z104, e31] .
We are given that e31 ≤ 0 and e13 ≥ 0. Therefore v1132 is contained in the Weyl chamber from v3314
to (`1 ∩ `3, `1). This situation is depicted in the right image of Figure E.19.
Suppose v3132 is contained in the Weyl chamber from v3314 to (`1 ∩ `3, `3). We will construct a
piecewise affine path from v4314 to v3132 of the required length. The distance from v4104 to v4314 is
e14 + e41 + z314. There exists a C-geodesic in M̂F realising this length because v4104 is contained in
the closed Weyl chamber from v4104 to (V4, `4).
The distance from v4314 to v3314 is − z314. The Euclidean geodesic between these points is con-
tained in K314 hence also in M̂F . Finally the distance from v3314 to v3132 is − e31. The Euclidean
geodesic between the two points is contained in A`314 ∩ A132, hence also in M̂F .
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We have obtained a piecewise affine path in M̂F which contains the vertices (v4104, v4314, v3314, v3132)
and has length
e14 + e41− e31 ,
as required.
Finally we consider the case in which neither v1132 nor v3132 lie in the Weyl chamber from v3314
to (`1 ∩ `3, `3). This situation is depicted in the right image of Figure E.19. The point v3132
must lie in the Weyl chamber from v3314 to (V3, `3) because of the requirements that e31 ≤ 0 and
e13 + e31 + z104 ≤ 0.
Recall that v1132 lies in the Weyl chamber from v3314 to (`1 ∩ `3, `1) and v3132 lies in the Weyl
chamber from v3314 to (V3, `3). Consequently the ray from v3314 to `3 meets [v1132, v3132 in a point
which we denote w (see Figure E.19). We will construct a C-geodesic in M̂F from ρt(γ−1) ·w to w.
The distance from v3314 to w is − e31. Both points are contained in A`314 ∩ A132 ⊂ MF . Conse-
quently the Euclidean geodesic between them is also contained in M̂F . The distance from v3314 to
v4314 is − z314.
Suppose v1104 is contained in the Weyl chamber from v4314 to (V4, `4). There is a C-geodesic in
M̂F from v4314 to v1104 and
dH(v4314, v1104) = e14 + e41 + z314 + z104 .
The distance from v1104 to ρt(γ−1) ·w is − z104. This is because ρt(γ−1) ·w is contained in the edge
of K104 which is opposite the vertex v1104. Therefore we have a piecewise affine path in M̂F from
ρt(γ−1) · w to w of length
− z104 +(e14 + e41 + z314 + z104)− z314− e31 = e14 + e41− e31 ,
as required.
If v1104 is not contained in the Weyl chamber from v4314 to (V4, `4) then we must check one addi-
tional fact. Recall that v4104 is contained in the Weyl chamber from v4314 to (V4, `4). Consequently
the ray from v4314 to V4 meets [v1104, v4104] in a point which we denote p. This point is depicted in
Figure E.19. If
dH(v4104, ρt(γ−1) · w) ≤ dH(v4104, p) ,
then the distance from p to ρt(γ−1) · w is e41. We also have
dH(v4314, p) = e14 + z314 .
The piecewise affine path with vertices (ρt(γ−1) · w, p, v4314, v3314, w) therefore has length
e14 + e41− e31 ,
as required.
Therefore it remains only to verify that
dH(v4104, ρt(γ−1) · w) ≤ dH(v4104, p) .
However this may be restated as
dH(v3132, w) ≤ e41 ,
⇐⇒ − e13− z104 ≤ e41 .
This is equivalent to Inequality (E.0.58).
This concludes the case in which ν(Tr(A)) = − e41.
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Figure E.19: The path in red is the intersection of Q14 ∪ Q13 with a C-geodesic from
ρt(γ−1) · w to w. We depict the case in which z104 < 0, e41 + z104 < 0 and e13 + z104 < 0.
The other cases are similar.
Case IV.
Suppose ν(Tr(A)) = 0. We may conclude immediately that
e41 ≤ 0 , (E.0.74)
e13 ≥ 0 , (E.0.75)
e13 + e41 ≥ 0 , (E.0.76)
e13 + z104 ≥ 0 , (E.0.77)
e41 + z314 ≤ 0 , (E.0.78)
e31 + e41 + z314 ≤ 0 . (E.0.79)
Using these inequalities we may simplify the expression for ν(Tr(A−1)) to the following,
ν(Tr(A−1)) = min{− e13− e14− z104, e31− e14, e31 + e41 + z314} .
However the case in which
ν(Tr(A−1)) = min{− e13− e14− z104, e31 + e41 + z314} ,
is obtained by performing Involutions (4.10.6) and (4.10.7) to Case 1d). Therefore we assume
without loss of generality that
ν(Tr(A−1)) = e31− e14 .
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Using this equality we further deduce that
e14 ≥ 0 , (E.0.80)
e31 ≤ 0 , (E.0.81)
e14 + z314 ≥ 0 , (E.0.82)
e31 + z104 ≤ 0 , (E.0.83)
e14 + e41 + z314 ≥ 0 , (E.0.84)
e13 + e31 + z104 ≤ 0 . (E.0.85)
First suppose z314 ≥ 0 and z104 ≥ 0. We have
v1314 = [0, 0, 0] ∈ Q14 ,
v1104 = [0, e14 + e41 + z314, e14] ∈ Q14 .
Inequalities (E.0.84)–(E.0.78) ensure that v1104 is in the Weyl chamber from v1314 to (V4, V1 ⊕ V4).
Consequently the distance from v1104 to v1314 is e14 ≥ 0, see the left image of Figure E.20.
Turning our attention to the apartment Q13 we have
v1314 = [0, 0, 0] ∈ Q13 ,
v1132 = [0, e13 + e31 + z104, e31 + z104] ∈ Q13 .
Inequalities (E.0.85) and (E.0.75) ensure that v1132 is in the Weyl chamber from v1314 to (`1,∩`3, `3).
In this case the distance from v1314 to v1132 is
− e31− z104 ≥ 0 .
The distance from v1132 to v2132 is z104 so we have constructed a piecewise affine path from v1104 to
v2132 of length
e14− e31 ,
as required.
If z314 ≥ 0 and z104 < 0 then we are in an identical situation to that above except that we use
the points v4104 and v3132 in place of v1104 and v2132.
Now suppose z314 < 0 and z104 ≥ 0. We have
v4314 = [z314, z314, 0] ∈ Q14 ,
v1104 = [0, e14 + e41 + z314, e14] ∈ Q14 .
Inequalities (E.0.84) and (E.0.78) ensure that v1104 is in the closed Weyl chamber from v4314 to
(V4, V1 ⊕ V4). This situation is depicted in the left image of Figure E.20. There is a C-geodesic
in M̂F from v1104 to v4314 because both points are contained in A314 ∩ A`104. This path has length
e14 + z314 ≥ 0. The distance from v4314 to v3314 is − z314 > 0. In sum we have a piecewise affine path
of length e14 ≥ 0 from v1104 to v3314.
We now investigate the apartment Q13. We have
v3314 = [0, 0, 0] ,
v1132 = [0, e13 + e31 + z104, e31 + z104] .
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v1104
z314 ≥ 0 , z104 ≥ 0.
v1314
v3314
v1132
v3132
V3
`1 ∩ `3
V1
z314 ≥ 0 , z104 ≥ 0.
Figure E.20: The intervals in red constitute the intersection of Q14∪Q13 with a C-geodesic
from v1104 to v2132.
Inequality (E.0.75) and (E.0.85) ensure that v1132 is contained in the closed Weyl chamber from v3314
to (`1 ∩ `3, `3). The points v1132 and v1314 are depicted in the right image of Figure E.21. There is
a C-geodesic in M̂F between these points because both are contained in A132 ∩A`314. The distance
from v3314 to v1132 is therefore
− e31− z104 ≥ 0 .
There is a path of length z104 from v1314 to v2314. We have thereby constructed a piecewise affine
path in M̂F containing the vertices (v1104, v4314, v3314, v1132, v2132) . The length of this path is
e14− e31 ,
as required.
The case in which z314 < 0 and z104 < 0 is identical to the previous sub-case except that we
replace v1104 and v2132 with v4104 and v3132 respectively.
Case V.
Suppose ν(Tr(A)) = e13− e41. It must be the case that
e41 ≥ 0 , (E.0.86)
e13 ≤ 0 , (E.0.87)
e13 + z314 ≤ 0 , (E.0.88)
e41 + z104 ≥ 0 . (E.0.89)
We may therefore simplify our expression of the trace of A−1 to
ν(Tr(A−1)) = min{− e14− z104,− e14, 0, e31− e14, e31, e31 + z314} . (E.0.90)
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v4314
v1314
v4104
v1104
z314 < 0 , z104 ≥ 0.
v1314
v3314
v1132
v3132
V3
`1 ∩ `3
V1
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Figure E.21: The intervals in red constitute the intersection of Q14∪Q13 with a C-geodesic
from v1104 to v2132.
The cases in which
ν(Tr(A−1)) = min{− e14− z104, e31 + z314} ,
are obtained by applying Involutions (4.10.6)–(4.10.7) to case 2b). The cases in which
ν(Tr(A−1)) = min{− e14, e31} ,
are obtained by doing the same to case 3b). In the same manner, the case in which ν(Tr(A−1)) = 0
is a permutation of Case IV.. Consequently we assume without loss of generality,
ν(Tr(A−1)) = e31− e14 .
We thereby obtain the following inequalities
e31 ≤ 0 , (E.0.91)
e14 ≥ 0 , (E.0.92)
e31 + z104 ≤ 0 , (E.0.93)
e14 + z314 ≥ 0 . (E.0.94)
We seek z ∈ M̂F such that there is a path of length
e14 + e41− e13− e31 .
inside M̂F from z to ρt(γ) · z.
Suppose z314 ≥ 0. We will construct a piecewise affine path from v1104 to v2132. We have
v4314 = [0, z314, 0] ∈ Q14 ,
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as depicted in Figure E.22. Inequalities (E.0.86), (E.0.89) and (E.0.92) ensure that v1104 is in the
Weyl chamber from v4314 to (V4, `4). By construction there is a C-geodesic in M̂F from v1104 to v4314.
The distance from v1104 to v4314 is
e14 + e41 + min{0, z104} .
The distance from v4314 to v3314 is z314.
In the apartment Q13 we have
v3314 = [z314, 0, z314] ∈ Q13 ,
as depicted in Figure E.22. The Inequalities (E.0.88) and (E.0.93) ensure that v1132 lies in the Weyl
chamber from v3314 to (V3, `3). By construction there is a C-geodesic in M̂F from v3314 to v1132. We
now have
dH(v3314, v1132) = − e13− e31− z314−max{0, z104} .
The distance from v1132 to v2132 is max{z104,− z104}. Therefore the piecewise affine path from v1104
to v2132 has length
e14 + e41 + min{0, z104}+ z314− e13− e31− z314−max{0, z104}+ max{z104,− z104}
= e14 + e41− e13− e31 ,
as required.
V1
`1 ∩ `4
V4
v4314
v1314
v4104
v1104
z314 ≥ 0 , z104 ≥ 0.
v1314
v3314v1132
v3132
V3
`1 ∩ `3
V1
z314 ≥ 0 , z104 ≥ 0.
Figure E.22: The intervals in red constitute the intersection of Q14∪Q13 with a C-geodesic
from v1104 to v2132. We depict the case in which z104 > 0. The other case is similar.
Suppose z314 < 0. We have
v4314 = [z314, z314, 0] ∈ Q14 .
Inequalities (E.0.94) and (E.0.89) ensure that v1104 is once again in the Weyl chamber from v4314 to
(V4, `4), regardless of the sign of z104. Therefore, by construction, there is a C-geodesic in M̂F from
v1104 to v4314 as depicted in Figure E.23. We will construct a C-geodesic of the required length in
M̂F from v1104 to v2132. The distance from v1104 to v4314 is
e14 + e41 + min{0, z104}+ z314 .
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The distance from v4314 to v3314 is − z314. Therefore we have a piecewise affine path in M̂F from v1132
to v3314 of length
e14 + e41 + min{0, z104} .
We now have
v3314 = [0, 0, 0] ∈ Q13 .
Inequalities (E.0.87) and (E.0.93) ensure that v1132 is contained in the closed Weyl chamber from
v3314 to (V3, `3). Therefore the distance from v3314 to v1132 is
− e31− e13−max{0, z104} .
The distance from v1132 to v2132 is
max{z104,− z104} .
Therefore we have constructed a piecewise affine path from v1104 to v2132 via v4314 and v3132 of length
e14 + e41 + min{0, z104} − e31− e13−max{0, z104}+ max{z104,− z104}
= e14 + e41− e31− e13 ,
as required.
V1
`1 ∩ `4
V4
v4314
v1314
v4104
v1104
z314 < 0 , z104 ≥ 0.
v1314
v3314
v1132
v3132
V3
`1 ∩ `3
V1
z314 < 0 , z104 ≥ 0.
Figure E.23: The intervals in red constitute the intersection of Q14∪Q13 with a C-geodesic
from v1104 to v2132. We depict the case in which z104 > 0. The other case is similar.
Having verified each case we have completed the proof of the lemma. 
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